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PREFACE

IN
these comments on the emergence of modern Turkey,
I do not attempt a complete chronology of events or

an exhaustive encyclopedia of fact, though admittedly
such would be useful. Rather, I seek what insight the

Turkish historical microcosm adds to our understanding
of human events. I look for meaning, relationship, cause,

effect, valid generalization.
From a number of points of view, Turkey provides us

valuable insight into the process of rapid social change.
First, the Turks have been trying with a startling meas
ure of success to make the transition from authoritari

anism to liberalism with a minimum of political violence.

Second, Turkey is deeply involved in explosive economic

development. Third, Turkey has emerged as a modern

military power. It may come as something of a surprise
to hear that Americans qualified to assess Turkish mili

tary strength do so in terms that indicate that Turkey
may now possess the most effective land force in conti

nental non-Soviet Europe. In other words, Turkey is once

again a military power with which one reckons, particu

larly in view of the uncertain situation in the Middle East.

It is these things that attract attention to Turkey and

keep many observers vitally interested in what is happen
ing there. One may reasonably suggest that the evolution

of modern Turkey is an experimental pilot run of accel

erated development under western-oriented leadership
without recourse to the harsher methods of the totalitarian

state. Will the experiment succeed? Frankly, we do not
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know. The 1960 army-inspired revolution was not reas

suring.

Turkey was initially simply an object o study for me
but I have gradually evolved a deep interest in the Turk

ish people for their own sake. I have shared too deeply
the excitement of their accomplishments, the disappoint
ment of their failures, the agony of their fears, the stimu

lation of their hopes, and the bitterness of their resentment

against those who would deny the Turk his dignity as an

individual for it to be otherwise.

For a number of reasons, the case of Turkey throws the

whole problem of accelerated development into bold re

lief: (i) The Turks are the transmitters of an extraordi

narily rich cultural heritage, an admission made only

mEequentiy by Western books of history. For this reason,

fEeTTurfcs entered their period of development possessed
of a highly complex society and well integrated structure

of values. (2)JThe Turks have a long history of virtually
atonai independence, an independence pro

tected by an alkout^mtionaiy victorious effort following
World War L Unlike many of the Arab states, Turkey was
not held captive by an imperial power. Hence, the Turlcs

have not been preoccupied with the issue of colonialism

and the redress of past wrongs, for the wrongs were re

dressed physically and psychologically by military and

diplomatic victory. (3) The Turkish modernist movement
has its roots in prerepublican Turkish history going back,
in a significant way, at least a century. Therefore what is

happening today is not simply a new foreign import, nor
is it a complete break with the past. Basic social institu

tions remain, though their functions be somewhat modi
fied. Indeed, there has been a deliberate attempt to build

the new on the old. (^)Th^e Turks are experienced in the
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art of administration; for several centuries they ruled a

"vast empire and ruled well by the standards of the day.

(5) The Turkish population does, not, press hungrily

against the available natural resources of the nation;

there is a margin in which to maneuver, even though it

be small by Western standards. (6) Turkey has .been

blessed with relatively enlightened, honest., dedicated

leaders "since the inception of the Republic in 1923, and

political violence has been infrequent and limited. (7)

By dint of comparatively wise leadership and skillful

diplomacy Turkey has been able to stay free of foreign

military adventures, except for its deliberate but lim

ited participation in the Korean War. (8) The country
is relatively small, so that it avoids the enormous adminis

trative problems inherent in the sheer size of population
and vastness of geography of an India or China. (9) Of
recent years, Turkey has generally supported Western

foreign policy and has received in turn well over $3 bil

lion of foreiga aid, largely of United States origin.

If, even under these circumstances, the Turkish experi
ment in democracy and development fails, those com
mitted to liberal political concepts are surely in trouble

elsewhere. This thought merits sober reflection, for Tur

key is right now afloat on a sea of troubles in a very leaky
boat. And most of the holes were not punched by the

Turks; it was the rough water which split the seams. One
could argue that it would have been better had the Turks

stayed ashore or, even now, were to put back. But as the

Americans and the Russians strive to be the first in space
travel whatever the cost, so the Turks have committed

themselves to a catch-up pace of econoixiic and social

development whoever the cost. Anything short of such

development commits the Turk to perpetual inferiority
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in terms of economic well-being. And, in the long run,

such inferiority might well cost him his individual free

dom, national independence, and human dignity. These

things may not be taken lightly.
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None of these new concepts, let me emphasize, conforms to

the axiom that the whole is the result of its parts. On the

contrary, they all conform to a new and by no means yet
axiomatic assertion, namely that the parts exist in contem

plation of the whole.

Peter F. Drucker in Land
marks of Tomorrow (Harper
& Brothers, New York, 1959)



Chapter I

THE YOUNG TURKS

RR nearly four decades from 1923 to mid-ig6o
ic Republic of Turkey maintained its national inde

pendence under relatively stable civilian government,
meanwhile moving constructively and rapidly if some
what sporadically in the direction of economic, social,

and political modernization. It is this relative s

sustained movement that sets Turkey apart in the Middle

East, an area noted for its short-lived leaders. From the

birth of the Turkish Republic in 1923 up to the military
take-over in 1960 a period of 37 years there were no

coups d'etat in Ankara and only one real mob scene

that in Istanbul in 1955. And even now, after the 1960

political upheaval, change and development go on. By
almost every measure, republican Turkey has realized

enormous material and social progress with a minimum
of blood-letting, even if one includes the 1960 riots in

which perhaps three persons were killed, almost acciden

tally.

Would the closing years of the last century and the first

two decades of this have given a really competent con

temporary observer the basis for an accurate prediction
of things to come? Of this we can be certain: there was
no such observer, or, if there were, he remained strangely
silent. Ottoman Turkey was the "sick man of Europe," and
the Great Powers were merely biding their time until the

propitious moment to pick the bones with maximum
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benefit to themselves. There seemed little evidence of a

rebirth.

The entire first quarter of the 2Oth century was a chaotic

one for the Turks an era in which men and govern
ments rose ancj fell. Over much of Turkey there was no

really effective rule. Between 1908 and the 1918 armistice

there were twenty-four changes of cabinet in Istanbul.1

In 1907, the British Embassy in Istanbul reported to Lon

don, "At the present time, the whole of the provincial
administration is apparently falling into a state of a com

plete ^anarchy. Taxes have been refused; recruits have been

refused. Valis (i.e., provincial governors) have been driven

out, sedition has been preached almost openly."
2

And so the great powers waited eagerly for the im

pending collapse, unaware that the climate for genuine
refdtfn had already been created.

A CLIMATE FOR REFORM IS CREATED

Despite the wholly unexpected resurgence of Turkish

power after World War I, the extraordinary develop
ment of modern Turkey has not been a process of recent

origin. There was no dramatic break in the continuity of

Turkish history, only acceleration. One can, I think, quite

safely say that in the absence of the reform movement of

the late i8th, igth, and early 2Oth centuries, a forward-

oriented Turkey could not have emerged when it did. For
out of this earlier era was created an intellectual climate

which encouraged later and more radical moves.3

The intellectuals of this prerepublican era very fre

quently doubled as military officers, for
^
theJ^Qstjmodern

education prerepublican Turkey had to offer was in the

militar^schools. Meanwhile, European travel became
common among both the bright young officers, who were
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sent for training, and the young intellectuals, who fled

westward from the sultan's police. Understandable dis

content and frustration set in among those who by
reason of education or foreign travel, or both perceived
the true reasons for the weakness of Ottoman state in its

closing years, the principal ones being: (i) failure to

keep pace with the West in technology; (2) weakness of

national loyalties above and beyond regional, religious,

and ethnic ties; (3) ,
continued identity of church and

state; (4) popular disinterest in economic pursuits other

than agriculture; and (5) administrative and political cor

ruption.
Several major points stand out from the igth century

reform effort. First, modern Western technology and po
litical philosophy entered Turkey through the military,

the initial motive being to build up national military

power in the face of a series of shattering defeats by
European armies, clearly the result of the latter's superior

technology and organization. It is no coincidence that the

leadership of all four modern Turkish revolutions those

of 1908, 1909, 1923, and 1960 have been of a military

nature.

It should also be noted that official proclamations of

reform issued at various times in Ottoman Turkey
4 were

not simply ceremonial rituals but in fact were surface

ripples of vital currents among certain groups within

Turkey. Important changes were made. Among the re

forms demanded and partially effected were a mili

tary technology equal to that of the West, guarantee of

personal security, limitation of religious authority to re

ligious matters, control of corruption, improved educa

tion, introduction of some secular law codes, and, finally,

the proclamation of a republican constitution. Under the
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authority of the Constitution of 1876, one parliament was
in fact convened ( 1877 )

.

Still, the depth of this early reform movement should

not be exaggerated. For the most part, its impact was

felt only by a limited class within the society the urban

intellectuals; the commercial group; and the administra

tive, political, and military leadership. It did not permeate
to the grass roots level in village and small town where

the vast majority of the people lived, and still do. The
masses were relatively isolated from the stream of national

life, indeed from any real feeling of national conscious

ness. Therein lay one of the many obstacles to the creation

of a national state. It is significant to note that in the

Ottoman state the ruling class and the ordinary Turkish

village-farmer had little in common, even in language.

Tfie"very''"words representing national loyalties were un
known in the Anatolian village. One day a new language
would have to be developed.

In 1877-1878ja period of prolonged crisis for the Em
pire was ushered in by the Russo-Turkish War. This ex

ternal threat led to the reintroduction of absolutism under

Sultan Abdul Hamid II, the last of the Tanzimat sultans

under whom Ottoman Turkey attempted to modernize in

bits and pieces without really altering its basic social

structure, values, or institutions, thereby introducing an

impossible dualism into Ottoman life. Internal conflict

became inevitable, and the longer the tension was con

tained, the more brittle the situation became.

Although under the new absolutism of Abdul Hamid
the 1876 constitution and political freedoms were gener

ally suspended, the process of modernization in terms of

material culture ^^sMpossiHy^accelerate<J. By reason of

the very fact that the Hamidian government was authori-
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tarian, it could force the acceptance of mechanical and

material innovation without undue concern for popular

opposition. But, in the end, the new technicians, the

newly awakened intelligentsia, and the Western-oriented

army officer that is, the Young Turks turned against

Jhe regime, Modern technology cannotjsurviye. in a tradi

tion-bound society, nor can tradition-bound values live

in a technologically innovating society.

The absolute rule of Sultan Abdul Hamid II was termi

nated by the Revolution of 1909, when the "Young Turks"

came to power, and political reform was resumed. It is

really at this point that we take up the story of Turkey's

emergence into the 2Oth century. In so doing, one is well

advised to look closely at the early years of the republic
and those immediately preceding it, for modern Turkey
had its real genesis in the confusion attending World
War I and the psychological reaction it generated in the

minds of the Turks both the ordinary people and that

of a single man, Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk.

THE YOUNG TUBKS ORGANIZE

The central thread linking events immediately prior to

and during World War I lay in the hands of the "Young
Turks," a term now idiomatic in English. The Young
Turk movement had its origin in the i86o's and 1870*8

wfientfieTffst young Turkish intellectuals left the confines

of the Ottoman Empire to pursue studies in Western

Europe. One can easily imagine how some of these young
men, on bgcomuig^ aware fa.Western civilization and of

Western science, developed an appetite for Western learn-

e fcigr"Smarting under the harsh governments of the Otto

man Empire, they moved westward, forming small groups
as they did so and writing against the rule in Turkey.
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Gradually, their activities culminated in organization, as

groups of individuals of similar mind drew together. The

names of some of these individuals are now renowned in

modern Turkey. Namik Kemal, one of the most famous

of these Young Turks, is reputed to have been the first

man of real literary ability to give Turkish nationalism

artistic expression. He is the first to have used in literature

such terms as vatan (fatherland), hiirriyet (freedom),

mesrutiyet (constitutional government), and the like.

These were strange terms to contemporary Turks.5

In the latter years of the igth century, a small revolu

tionary society was founded within the imperial military

school in Istanbul. This society had as its principal pur

pose the overthrow of the sultan but not of the sultanate

as an institution. Soon the movement spread to other gov
ernment schools in the city. By the mid-1890'$, the group

began expanding, and a number of prominent men joined.

A steady trickle of members went off to Europe as life

became either unpleasant or dangerous for them in the

Ottoman Empire. Many of these individuals lived in Paris,

and it was there that the core of the Young Turk group

gathered to agitate against Ottoman rule. A variety of

periodicals was published by this group and distributed

through the foreign post offices in Turkey which operated
within the framework of the extraterritorial rights en

joyed by the foreign communities in the Empire. The

Young Turks were aided and abetted in their cause by
Armenian, Kurdish, and other revolutionary groups, which

were equally interested in overthrowing the Turkish

sultan, though perhaps for different reasons. The con

stant propaganda barrage thrown up by these disaffected

Ottomans generated substantial publicity and ill will
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generally against the Ottoman Turkish regime, particur

larly against the person of Sultan Abdul Hamid II.

It was in 1902 that the First Congress of Ottoman

Liberals met in Paris. (Note that they called themselves

"Ottomans/' not Turks.) The Congress plotted the over

throw of Hamid, and indeed there was an abortive at

tempt in 1903 to do so. Very little came of this premature
move other than to alert the sultan and excite him to

even more energetic efforts to protect himself and the

institutions of the caliphate and sultanate.

It is revealing that by this time Kemal, along with

many others, was participating actively in the subversive

movement against the regime which, by 1900, was well

under way both inside and outside the Ottoman Empire.

Kemal is credited with having taken perhaps the first

Isteps in creating a military organization committed to

overthrowing the sultan, a group known as the Father

land and Freedom Society. Soon it was submerged in the

larger Ottoman Society of Liberty, headquartered in

Salonica, center of subversion. In a relatively short time

it was difficult to find a Turkish officer in all of European

Turkey who was not pledged to overthrow the government
h served obviously, a highly explosive situation. The

sultan became alarmed, although there was very little

he could do at this point; the game was too far played

out. There now existed a large, organized military body
within the empire committed to destroy the regime and

an articulate revolutionary movement abroad the Com
mittee of Union and Progress, some members of which

were now returning to participate in the impending re

volt. From September 1907 on, the two groups were united

under the single banner of the Committee of Union and
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Progress, which came to have a strong military flavor.

The second Congress of Ottoman liberals, meeting in

Paris in December 1907, committed the movement to the

ovfertfeow of Sultan Abdul Hamid II, by violence if neces

sary.

The immediate causes for unrest against the sultan are

of interest; they were not entirely of an ideological na

ture. The sultan, understandably dubious of his officers'

loyalty, began withholding authority from his commanders

while extending his intolerable espionage system to the

army. Army pay was constantly in arrears, and nearly all

enlisted men were serving well over their stipulated terms

of duty completely unnoticed. Meanwhile, army officers

began to have increased contact with the personnel of

European military missions as they appeared upon
Hamid's bidding in his desperate attempt to modernize

the Ottoman forces and stave off collapse of Ottoman

sovereignty. Laid on top of ideological commitments, these

more mundane issues added up to substantial unrest

among the military, particularly the leadership.

Finally, during 1906 and 1907 a series of army mutinies

broke out for the reasons cited above. So numerous were
these incidents that, when the 1908 revolution really got
under way, the British Embassy in Istanbul sent a dis

patch to its Foreign Office reporting that it was just an
other in a long line of mutinies. Later, it belatedly ad

mitted, "We have greatly underestimated the strength of

the force at the disposal of the Committee [of Union and

Progress]/'
6

THE REVOLUTIONS OF igo8 AND 1909

The Young Turk-sponsored Revolution of 1908 erupted
in Salonica when Army units stationed there openly de-
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manded ^restoration of the 1876 Constitution, long since

suspended. The sultan reacted by sending a*xoyal emis

sary to placate the Salonica group; however, the emissary

wa^shot, at which time various Third Army Corps officers

fled to the Macedonian mountains. In the group was a

junior officer named Enver, a man destined for leadership

in the political hierarchy. These refugee officers began or

ganizing groups of irregulars in the Macedonian moun
tains. The sultan, now alarmed for his own safety, felt

compelled to reinstate, by royal proclamation, the Con
stitution of 1876. This event took place on July 23, 1908
a development causing great disappointment to the revolu

tionaries, for by this act the sultan temporarily managed
to save his position.

The 1908 Revolution was thus over, and the empire

allegedly went wild with joy. A tremendous wave of

emotional fervor swept the empire, with Greeks, Armeni

ans, Turks, and Jews reportedly embracing one another in

happy harmony. It was apparently expected that an en

tire new era was beginning. This assessment was, un

fortunately, quite wrong; the new era was not destined to

begin for at least another decade, despite the fact that the

1908 Revolution heralded a change of administration.

In 1908 the Committee of Union and Progress was still

not strong enough organizationally to take over effective

control of government. It was particularly weak in Istan

bul itself, where the Committee had been so harassed by
the sultan's spies. Also, the sultan was moderately success

ful in making it appear that the idea of reinstituting the

1876 Constitution had been his own. Despite years of

uninspired rule, he still as the caliph-sultan or the padi-

shah commanded the veneration of the vast majority of

the people. In fact, the Committee of Union and Progress
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had not dared speak out among tlie common soldiers

against the sultan himself because of the religious sig

nificance of his office.

The sultan played his new role of constitutional mon

arch to unexpected and disappointing perfection. He even

expressed a wish, which was not gratified, to become presi

dent of the Committee of Union and Progress. He opened
the new parliament in person, greeted the deputies

most of whom were Committee members with well-

chosen words, and received an impressive ovation while

passing on his way to and from the session. The president

of the new parliament was Ahmet Eiza, one of the veteran

Young Turks, but the Committee was content to remain

behind the scenes as a shadow government. Suddenly, on

April 13, 1909, the new government was overthrown by
a mutiny of the Istanbul garrison. It appears likely that

this act was stimulated by the sultan himself, who had

been secretly disseminating propaganda to the effect that

the Union and Progress movement was directed against

the Sheria (the religious law) and against the very au

thority of the Ottoman state. Consequently, the movement

was subversive not only to the person of the sultan, but to

the institution of the Ottoman sultanate and to Islam it

self. The Macedonian army again played a bey role by

marching^on Istanl^ Although the

cEKTofstaff of this force was Kemal, the hero of the day
was Enver, who overshadowed all other men for the next

few years. It had been he who had first proclaimed the in

surrection against the sultan in Salonica in 1908 and

helped persuade the Third Army Corps to march on

Istanbul in igog.
7

In the first session of the reconvened parliament, a

jetva or religious pronouncement of the Sheikh-ul-
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Islam the chief religious official of the empire was

read, declaring that the sultan had forfeited his position.
His disposition was voted unanimously, and his brother,

Mohammed V, was named to succeed him. The new sultan

declared, while taking his oath, "I shall not swerve one

iota from the will and the aspirations of the nation/* This

was new language for a sovereign of the Ottoman royal
house. Meanwhile, Abdul Hamid was dispatched to Salo-

nica, where he remained in exile as a state prisoner. He re

mained a prisoner in Salonica until the Greeks took over

the city during the course of the Balkan War. He was
returned to Istanbul by the Germans and in 1915 removed
to the interior. He died in Istanbul on February 10, 1918.

THE YOUNG TURKS IN POWER

Although the 1909 Revolution placed the Young Turks

in political control which they retained, with but a

brief interruption in 19121913, until the 1918 Armistice

still they hesitated to lay the foundations for a new

state; they sensed that they lacked support from a large

enough part of the population to push through any funda

mental reform. Religious law still dominated, and the mil

let system continued that system whereby various re

ligious and national minorities had access to their own
national or religious courts of justice. These majorities

could not be expected, of course, to conform to Islamic

law. Some lesser reforms were announced, but the Young
'

Turks refused to abandon their idea of empire. Mainte

nance of the Ottoman Empire that Middle Eastern con

glomerate of states and races remained a fixation despite

the rise of nationalism in the Middle East and the Balkans

and despite the inability of the Istanbul government to de

fend the empire against external forces. As one writer ob-
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served: "To prove successful the Young Turkish revolution

needed ten years of peace, and instead it got 12 years of

war." 8 It was at this point, 1911, that Italy attacked the

Ottoman Empire in North Africa. In 1912, the Balkan

League was formed against Turkey, and later that year
she was attacked from the Balkans by Greece, Bulgaria,

Montenegro, and Serbia in one of the few instances in

which these states were allied. In the ensuing fighting, the

Turkish army was completely routed from Macedonia, and

Turkey lost the greater part of Thrace.

Ottoman forces then experienced a series of military dis

asters under the leadership of Enver, surely one of the

most unfortunate generals in history. Enver also en

countered political difficulties. The Young Turk govern
ment was split into two schools: one sought a democratic,
decentralized empire to be obtained by peaceful means,
and the second, military in composition, favored cen

tralized authority and alliances with the Great Powers. A
struggle for power within the governing group ensued,
which ended finally in January 1913 when Enver Pasha,
a professional soldier, and two others Talat and Cemal

seized power in a coup d'etat. Enver, 32 years old at the

time, was the central figure and soon succeeded in elevat

ing himself to virtual dictator.

Talat was a sg-year-old post office official who had been

secretly active in the Committee since 1900. As a member
of Parliament from Edirne, he had been elected deputy
chairman of Parliament in 1909. Cemal, age 41, was an

army general who had supported the Committee. Sig

nificantly, all three men were relatively young, came from
or near Istanbul, and two of them had graduated from the

military academy in Istanbul.

Perhaps Enver's most important decision while at the
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head of the government was to commit the Ottoman Em
pire to the cause of the Central Powers on the eve of

World War I. Thereupon, the empire entered what was to

be its final struggle.

Just why Enver made his decision in favor of the Cen

tral Powers is a disputed subject, but it is no secret that

the final blow was a decision by Winston Churchill, then

First Lord of the Admiralty, to requisition two Ottoman

naval vessels which were under construction in England.

Germany immediately reacted by announcing that it

would make up the loss. Within hours, the Ottoman Em
pire had joined the cause of the Central Powers. One can

not assume that the Ottoman Empire would have sought

an association with the Allies had Churchill been a little

more generous, but that this decision at that particular

moment was fraught with emotional consequences in

Turkey was apparent. The Turks went to war.9

Other than the rout of Ottoman forces on all fronts

save one and their ultimate defeat, three events stand out

from World War I

First, the Western allies, in a series of secret agree

ments, conspired to chop up the empire and distribute the

pieces among themselves with only a small fragment in

Central Anatolia remaining to the Turks. Istanbul was to

go to the Russians. This threatened partition of Anatolia

and deliverance of Turkey's cultural center to Russia,

Turkey's historic enemy, later proved to be an Allied

blunder of the first order, for it created a hard core of un

remitting Turkish resistance. The Allied intent was not

only to carve up the Ottoman Empire that is, the non-

Turkish parts but to seize large sections of the very

heartland of Turkey Anatolia where the Turks them

selves lived.
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Second, tlie problem o the Armenians living in eastern

Anatolia drew down much, popular condemnation on the

head of the Turk. Although the Armenians numbered at

most not more than 40 per cent of the population in any

single province save two,
10 the bulk of their numbers was

concentrated in that area adjoining Russia, thereby ena

bling the Russian army to draw Armenian recruits out of

Anatolia. The Armenian community let it be known gen-

jejally
that it would not support the Ottoman war effort,

an3Cencouraged by President Wilson's principle of self-

determination, moved to create an independent Armenian

state. To the Ottoman authorities, these activities consti

tuted wartime treason, and they reacted violently.
11 Most

of the Armenian population was forced to flee, and large
numbers perished at the hands of the Turks. These Turk

ish reprisals recharged the racial-religious animosity of

the earlier period of Armenian troubles shortly before

1900. Though the fact does not in die least excuse Turkish

behavior on this occasion, the Turks did consider the Ar
menian defection as treason, a stab in the back that was
all the more painful because of Turkish military reverses.

It was also quite clear that the Armenians reciprocated in

kind, and many Turks lost their lives violently.

The third event to stand out from the war years was

simply the appearance of Kemal as^a national figure. His

wartime exploits and the excessive Allied demands on

Turkey provided the opportunity for him to gain a na

tional stature that perhaps no other Turkish leader had en

joyed since the days of uninterrupted Ottoman military
success which had ended two centuries before.12 "No bat-

tiejie directed was ever entirely lost."
1S -^^^

It was the Armistice of Mudros (October 30, 1918)
that rang down the curtain on World War I for Turkey,
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and on the Young Turks as well, whose leaders felt obliged
to flee the country two days after signing the unfortunate

agreement. The conditions forced on the Turks were

these:
14

1. Severance of relations with the Central Powers

2. Immediate demobilization of all Turkish armed forces

3. The placing of all Ottoman possessions in Arabia and

Africa under Allied military control

4. Opening of the Straits to Allied vessels and the oc

cupation of all fortifications by the Allies

5. Recognition of the right of the Allies to occupy any

strategic point in the event of a threat to Allied

security.

Indeed, it was a black day in Turkish history but worse

was to come.

The end of World War I found a new sultan, Vahided-

din or Mohammed VI, on the throne in Istanbul, The

Young Turk leaders, Enver Pasha and his colleagues

the men responsible for the disastrous war had fled.

The Ottoman armies had been defeated on every front

except the northeastern, where six divisions remained

more or less intact and armed. Alien powers were occupy

ing Istanbul and a number of other places. Although
Russian claims to Turkish territory had been renounced by
the Bolsheviks in 1917, it was apparent that the Allies

the French, British, Italians, and Greeks had designs

on a large part of Anatolia itself.

FAILURE OF THE YOUNG TUBKS: AN EVALUATION

The Young Turk regime provided Turkey with a useful

exposure to parliamentary government, but it did not

achieve lasting and basic reform. And even the parlia-
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mentary regime degenerated into a military dictatorship.
The reasons for the failure of the Young Turks lay in their

inability to resolve the several conflicting currents of

thought, or political objectives, inherent in the multiracial,

multireligious, geographically vast Ottoman Empire.
15

The main currents of thought were these:

1. Ottomanism the creation of a multiracial, multi-

religious nation encompassing much or all of the

Ottoman Empire
2. Islamism the maintenance of a state based on a

common religion, Islam, and religious law

3. Pan-Turkisin the union of persons of Turkish cul

ture or "race"

4. Turkish nationalism the bringing together within

a common national loyalty of all persons living within

a given geographical area, specifically Asia Minor,
within which area most persons possessed a common
culture.

There were also conflicting ideas about the methods to be

used in achieving political objectives: violence or non

violence, democratic or authoritarian, conservative evolu

tion or massive reform. In all areas, the Young Turks

maintained the dualism of the earlier era: religious law
and secular law, the caliphate and the constitution, the

traditional and the modern.

An Ottoman state obviously could not rest on loyalty to

a common religion or to a common race. Hence, a demo
cratic Ottoman state would have to be secular and non-

racial. If it were not, it would have to be authoritarian in

political structure, and probably conservative in attitude.

Otherwise, it would fly into pieces. By definition, an Is

lamic state could not be secular, nor would such a state
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appeal to non-Moslem peoples included in the Ottoman

Empire, an estimated 11 to 15 per cent of the total. The
nature of law and authority necessarily Islamic in an

Islamic state precluded a single national entity in a

multireligious state; hence, the traditional "millet" sys

tem. A Pan-Turkish state would have extended into cen

tral Asia, and not included Arabia, thereby encompassing
a different geographical area than the Ottoman. Clearly,
it was not politically realistic. A Turkish nationalist state

would have been much smaller than an Ottoman state, for

it would have been confined to Asia Minor, the area

within the Ottoman Empire in which the majority identi

fied themselves as Turks. Strangely, the most realistic

political objective the last was never accepted by
the Young Turks. They argued interminably about Ot-

tomanism, Islamism, and Pan-Turkism, and in the end

tried to ignore the conflict by accepting both the Otto

man ideal of a multiracial, multireligious federation, and

the political institutions and loyalties of an Islamic state

the sultanate and the sheria. When this arrangement fell

apart, as was inevitable, Enver Pasha led a move toward

Turkish racialism and Pan-Turkism which finally culmi

nated in his death in Russian Turkestan in 1922 fighting

for a new Asiatic Turkish state.

With the rise of Soviet power, Pan-Turkism was simply
not feasible. And a Turkish state in Asia Minor based on

common race would have been against the interests of

many, for the racial minorities of Kurds and Arabs were

too large to be overlooked perhaps 15 to 20 per cent of

the total. In any event, the concept of Turkish race was a

very vague and unappealing one to most Anatolian Turks

when measured against loyalty to religion, community, or

region. In short, the Young Turks under Enver, Talat, and
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Cemal never resolved these many conflicts either on the

level of ends or of means so as to make possible a united

effort Nor did they formulate any solid basis for modern
Turkish nationalism except in a negative sense. They

surely demonstrated beyond all doubt the unwisdom of

Ottomanism, Islamism, and Pan-Turkism the alterna

tives to the limited geographical concept. One of the in

tellectual advisors to the Young Turk leaders, Ziya Gokalp,
did finally after much mental meandering formulate

a political philosophy for a new Turkey. But his words

seemed to have carried little weight at the time, possibly
because he had been of so many minds at so many differ

ent times.

The importance of the Young Turks to the next act in

Turkish history was their demonstration of the necessity
for a change in national objectives and for sweeping

political and social reform to support those objectives.

The liberal Ottoman nationalist concept espoused literally

by Namik Kemal and the TurMsm of Ziya Gokalp's

younger days ultimately blended to give form to modem
Turkish political nationalism (Turkgulilk, or sometimes

Turkiyegilik) ,
a form to which Ziya Gokalp finally gave

substance at the close of World War I when the fallacy of

Ottomanism and the unreality of political Pan-TurMsm
became painfully apparent. In 1923, he wrote: "Nation is

not a racial, ethnic, geographical, political, or voluntary

group or association. Nation is a group composed of men
and women who have gone through the same education,

who have received the same acquisitions in language, re

ligion, morality and aesthetics." 16 Note his inclusion of

religion.

Initially, Gokalp placed no politically feasible geograph
ical limit on what he conceived to be the Turkish nation.
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He merely declared, "It is necessary to consider everyone

a Turk/" 17 It was Kemal who modified Gokalp's definition

of Turkish nationalism by secularizing government and

limiting Turkey's territorial claims.



Chapter II

THE NEW TURK

FOR
the moment we move back in time back to 1915

when a series o events commenced which made it

possible for Kemal, the prototype of the new Turk, to

emerge with the halo of a national hero, without which
his rise to political power would probably have been un
thinkable. And without Kemal there might not now be a

Turkey. We must understand this man and the circum

stances that created him.

KEMAL'S OPPORTUNITY

Despite earlier agitation against the Hamidian regime
via his military committees, Kemal had been shoved aside

by more plausible and glib military officers Cemal,
Enver, and others. In the 1909 Congress of the Committee
of Union and Progress, Kemal had argued vigorously

against direct involvement of the army in partisan politics.

Once the revolution was over, he resigned from the Com
mittee to plunge himself into a purely military career.1

As Moorehead has written so well in his book, Gallipoli,
2

From 1909 onward Kemal had been constantly in Enver's

shadow; he took part in the revolutionary march on the

capital that year, but was in the rear piarming the adminis
tration of the army when Enver was rushing over the barri
cades. He served under Enver in the Tripoli campaign, again
in the Balkan war. He was even present at Enver's triumphant
entry into Adrianople. At every stage the two men quarreled,
as they were inevitably bound to; for while Kemal was a
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military genius, Enver must surely be judged as one of the

most inept and disastrous generals who ever lived. It is not

evident that Enver ever learned the first principles of warfare

or ever profited by the experience of any of the appalling
disasters which he so confidently planned. Through all these

chaotic years it was Kemal's galling fate to take orders from

this man ... By 1913, Kemal had reached the low point in

his career: he was an unemployed lieutenant colonel in

Constantinople, and Enver had gone far over his head.

KemaFs rise to fame and power commenced on April 25,

1915, on the blood-soaked Gallipoli peninsula which

guards the southern entrance to the Dardanelles. Kemal

was 34.

It was here that the Allies launched their most famous

and costly campaign against the Ottoman Empire. If the

effort had been successful, some historians believe, the

war might have been shortened by two years. The action

began on March 18, 1915, with a naval battle at the

southern end of the Black Sea Straits in which the Allies

tried to force their way up the Dardanelles, a move de

signed to bisect Turkey and open up a line of supply and

communication through to the Russians. The Allied navy
failed to force a passage, and a mass landing on the Gal

lipoli peninsula ensued in an overland effort. The maneu

ver turned out to be poorly executed. The main body of

troops landed on the wrong beach, thereby taking both

themselves and the Turks by surprise. It happened that

the nearest body of Turkish troops, a small reserve bat

talion, was commanded by one Lieutenant Colonel Kemal.

As Moorehead wrote:

From the Allies' point of view it was one of the craelest ac

cidents of the campaign that this one junior commander of

genius should have been at this particular spot at this moment,
for otherwise the Australians and New Zealanders might well
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have taken Chunuk Bair [the highlands] that morning, and

the battle might have been decided then and there.3

Moorehead continues:

There is an air of inspired desperation about Kemal's actions

this day. He even seems to have gone a little berserk at times.

Instinctively he must have realized that his great chance had

come, that he was either going to die here or make his name

at last. He was constantly at the extreme front, helping to

wheel guns into position, getting up on the skyline among the

bullets, sending his men into attacks in which they had very

little hope of survival. One of his orders was worded: "I

don't order you to attack, I order you to die. In the time which

passes until we die other troops and commanders can take

our places." The soldiers got up from the ground and ran

into the machine gun fire; presently the 5/th Turkish regiment

was demolished.4

and, Moorehead might have added, the Atatiirk legend

was born.

Kemal kept up his fanatical attack on the Anzac beach

head all afternoon. By nightfall,
the dominion troops were

in a state of siege. Some months later, in the final critical

engagement, General Liman von Sanders gave full com

mand of the troops on the major front to the colonel. It

was perhaps a surprising appointment for him to have

made, in view of the past friction between the two men.

"One can only conclude/' writes Moorehead, "that Liman

had long since devised KemaFs abilities, but had been pre

vented by Enver from promoting him. But now in this

extreme crisis he could afford to ignore Enver." 5
Though

the failure of the Allied landing had been sealed in August
when the Turks under Kemal recaptured the heights, the

Allies did not evacuate until January. After his August

success, Kemal was promoted to colonel, and in December

he returned to Istanbul, ill and exhausted, but a popular
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hero. Enver promptly dispatched him to Bulgaria as mili

tary attache.

Early in 1916, Kemal was back on active duty on the

Caucasian front, a corps commander in an army directed

by Enver, as Minister of War, to undertake a "decisive

blow" against the Russians, which blow was to have been
one of Enver's Pan-Turanian thrusts. It proved to be a

disastrous effort in which KemaTs occupation of Mug and
Biths were the only successes, even though short-lived.

One military historian commented on the venture: "The
Turks had found in Mustafa Kemal a young commander of

first quality who did not fail to impress ihe power of his

personality even on a most unfriendly destiny"
6 in this

case, an impossible military objective. Even Enver was
forced to recognize KemaFs ability and later that year gave
him the command of an army and title of pasha.
A veteran Turkish journalist recalled a conversation with

Kemal in 1917 in these words:

The real enemies of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal explained to me,
were the short sighted men in power in Turkey, the leaders

who had proved themselves incapable of recognizing facts

and acting accordingly. The young Turk triumvirate Enver

Pasha, Talat Pasha, and Cemal and their appointees, through
their own lack of ability and perspective, had decided that

Turkey could not save herself without foreign alliance. Losing
sight of every essential of independence, they had committed

Turkey to German command. All acting chiefs on Turkey's

general staff and in the army were Germans. They were run

ning Turkish participation in the war to relieve pressure on
the German fronts and to reduce the already deficient and

seemingly helpless Turkey to a colony. That Turkey was

bleeding too much meant nothing to the Germans, except
that an enfeebled Turkey would be easier prey for them.

"Our own men in high office are gamblers, staking Turkey's

destiny on the turn of the single card of final German victory,"
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Mustafa Kemal said. "They are not aware, at this moment,
that they have lost the war, because Germany has lost the
initiative and even the will to succeed." 7

In October 1917, Allied forces split the Bulgarian army,
defeated the Turkish army in Palestine, and the end was
in sight. In October 1918, the last resistance of the Otto
man Empire broke with the Arabs in full revolt Kemal,
now commander of an army group in Syria, was able to

reassemble some portion of the defeated Ottoman forces

and, by organizing a fighting retreat, prevent headlong
light He finally established a line of defense just north of

Aleppo beyond which the British did not go. Once again,
he was the single man to emerge with any sort of military

reputation from a major campaign indeed, he was the

sole Turkish military leader to come out of war with in

creased stature. Enver Pasha, the man held personally

responsible for the disastrous Ottoman defeat, had fled

along with his immediate colleagues. Because of KemaFs

resignation from the Committee for Union and Progress in

1909, his open scorn for Enver, and his pro-German poli
cies, Kemal was not tarred by the same brush as were the

defeated politicians and some of the other pashas.
The moment the Armistice of Mudros was signed (on

October 30, 1918) and Enver Pasha had departed (two
days later), a contest for power between the sultan and
Kemal became inevitable; they remained as the only two

potential leaders in postwar Turkey. Obviously, there was
not room for both. KemaFs name had become known in

every village as returning soldiers told of his exploits. Still,

loyalty to the sultan-caliph was strong.
The Allied take-over of the Empire commenced. On No

vember 13, 1918, the Allied fleet arrived in Istanbul. The
British had already occupied parts of the Arabian Penin-
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sula, and soon they were in southeastern Anatolia. (Later
the French replaced the British in Anatolia and Syria.)
In April 1919, the Italians landed at Antalya. The disliked

foreigner was now setting foot on the sacred soil of

Anatolia itself, not the Balkans or Arabia but Anatolia.

Then came the final blow on May 14, 1919, when the

Greeks landed in force in Izmir a landing covered by
Allied warships.
Once again, Kemal strode onto the stage in a lead role,

precisely at the most propitious time and place. Early in

1919, he had been named by the sultan to undertake a

unique mission. Just why he was picked for this job is

still debated. The situation was this. The British and other

Allied forces in Istanbul had been unable to establish effec

tive control over Central Anatolia. In the northeast sev

eral divisions of the Ottoman army were still intact and in

possession of their arms. There was much restlessness. A
Society for the Defense of National Rights had appeared
in the eastern provinces, and elsewhere other local resist

ance groups were emerging. The terms of the Mudros
Armistice could not be enforced. Arms were not being
surrendered. The sultan was pressured by the Allied au
thorities into sending a high-ranking army officer to

Anatolia to supervise the disarming and demobilization of

what remained of the Turkish forces. Kemal was that

officer, unlikely as the choice seems from some points of

view.

It is true that Kemal and the sultan, as Crown Prince,

had traveled together to Germany in 1917. The sultan had
been impressed with Kemal and his great sense of identity
with Turkey. And both detested Enver. Perhaps the sultan,

having confidence in Kemal, merely hoped that Kemal

might help him out of an awkward spot.
8 Others have
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speculated that the sultan knew full well what he did in

selecting Kemal, that he knew Kemal was the only hope.
Somehow this heroic figure who was so dramatically com
mitted to the concept of Turkey-for-the-Turks might re

kindle the spirit of Turkish resistance. Or perhaps the

sultan was merely trying to rid himself of a man whom he

feared as a rival. It was also possible that the Allies, know

ing of Kemal's anti-German position during the war and

feeling that only he could induce the Turkish forces to

abide by the terms of the armistice, had suggested his

name to the sultan.
9

Finally, Kemal himself may have

maneuvered the appointment as part of a long-range con

spiracy. Any one, or all, of these factors may have led to

the sultan's rather surprising choice. Kemal himself ob
served that those who sent him to Anatolia did not realize

what they were doing.
10 But whatever the reason, Kemal

was appointed Inspector General of the Third Army head

quartered in northeastern Turkey, with two Army corps

comprising six divisions under his personal com
mand. He was to report on the unsettled conditions in the

interior and to take necessary measures to deal with them.
His great opportunity had come. He departed at once by
boat for Samsun on the Black Sea coast.

KEMAL, THE MAN

What manner of man was this who strode ashore in

Samsun during Turkey's darkest hour? It depends some
what upon who reports.
An American foreign service officer described a 1921 in

terview with Kemal as follows:

. . . Upstairs Mustapha Kemal stood alone, nervously dan

gling conversation beads of pink coral with a blue tassel. The
office was bare except for a large table and lots of chairs.
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"The well-trained superior waiter," was my first thought.
But even as we sat down, face to face across green baize, I

changed it to, "tough customer!" He wore a slate-blue lounge
suit, quite natty, with soft-collar white shirt and a black bow
tie. His age was forty-one but he looked younger, with a

college boy's slicked-back sandy hair. Chin small yet doughty,
cheek-bones high, trim reddish mustache over a mouth that

was but a line. His eyes lay in narrow slits, their straight
brown brows close above the steel-blue pupils. Every feature

Hellene, Jewish, Circassian; he
"

The whoIeTace was sensitive, subtle

domineering. I felt his power of

concentration, a ruthlessness with an instant grasp, but won
dered was he adolescent still, or man? . . . Below quick
furtive glances, only his mouth revealed emotion-warmth if

its comers upped, scorn if they drooped. I felt the least facial

change to be against his will.11

In an article written for A^CaZk^Zs^sa_Gabor, a con-

fidanteJ^fJ^en^
scriHeH her first view of him:

He stood framed in the entrance, suddenly alone: slim, gray
at the temples, impeccably dressed in black tie, his shoulders

back, his head up, surveying the room as if utterly indifferent

to what he saw.12

Like almost all who described Kemal, Miss Gabor speaks
of his eyes: "The pupils were so light blue as to be almost

colorless; it was like looking at a blind man, yet one

whose eyes pierced you througla."
13 She reports that in

private Kemal laughed a great deal, drank incessantly,

was greatly interested in a foreigner's reactions to Turkey.

Over twenty years later, she writes in obvious awe of the

man. One senses that men she has known since Kemal

have been measured against his stature. In fact, she ad

mittedly married the next man who reminded her of him.

But there are many divergent views. The best-known
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biography of Kemal is H, C. Armstrong's Grey Wolf.

Armstrong refers to him as follows:

A man bom out of due season, an anachronism, a throw

back to the Tartars of the Steppes, a fierce elemental force of

man . . . With the mind of an Emperor, he lives in brutal

royalty ... a primitive chieftain in a morning-coat with a

piece of chalk and a blackboard for his weapons.
14

There is also the hero-worshiping stance, an attitude

which has certainly permeated the thinking of the newer

generations of Turks. An excerpt from a 5th grade reader

used in the Turkish public schools until recently is reveal

ing. A boy is telling his father about an experience he had

at school:

Today, who do you suppose was in my class? Atatiirk. We
saw him with our own eyes. We listened to his voice. He was

as near to me as you . . . He remained and questioned us

until night. When he came to my row in the class the room
had begun to get dark and the lights had not yet been put
on. From the roots of his golden hair, light issued as if his

head were illuminated ... I cannot find the words to ex

plain the joy which his look gave. Ill probably not get another

chance to see him so close in all my life. Just think, father, the

Turkish world, what am I saying, all the world will not forget
this man.

Suffice it to say that to most Turks 40 years or younger
Kemal is a hero, adored and revered. During his time, he

was both loved and feared, but never despised.

Kemal was born in 1881 in Salonica, now in Greece, the

center of revolutionary activities within the Ottoman Em
pire. He was the son of a poor Ottoman Moslem bureau

crat, a clerk in the local customs office (who died when
Kemal was 7) ,

and his peasant wife. The family was on the

edge of Ottoman respectability, at the very lowest ex

treme, though nonetheless identified with the ruling class.
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The only way young Kemal might upgrade his position
was by military or religious training. Intrigued by the

former from a very early age and, despite the opposition of

his mother, whom he apparently held in very high respect,
he entered a military school as a 12-year-old youth. He was
a brilliant, if unruly and unpopular, student and rose

rapidly through the echelons of military education up to

and including military staff school. He learned French and

became well versed in Western political concepts, as did

many young Ottoman officers of the day.
A point to remember about this manjs,Jhatjbe hadjop_

injQttoman Turkey;

abet his career. Apparently, he never accepted the values

of the ruling class, although he ideiitiBed sbciaEK^with it.
->__,._ ,, . ^_.. r .^^ Q^ _

, . .-i,*^,,..,,^ .-< - CL , ., .a^^,^ ,,,,,_- -~^---^^

His attempt to participate in Ottoman high society is a

rather tragic, pathetic story and surely not without its

psychological scars. .Although handsome and elegant of

dres$
?(

he did not possess the easy social graces character

istic of the Ottoman 'elite, a fact which seemed to irritate

him. At times, when he tried to imitate its ways, he was

mocked and became furious and sullen. Indeed, perhaps
this self-cbntained fury and resentment was typical of his

early career, during the time when his true genius was not

recognized nor given an opportunity for expression.
15 And

the fact that from age 7 he had no father may well have

contributed to his feelings of resentment and irritation to-

^ward traditional society and led to his later efforts to intro

duce different institutions and values, an act of a creative

personality.
1

The military dominated Kemal's early life, and there

was no question of his military genius. Despite his un-

^populafity, lie rose rapidly. "Military genius" may be de-
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fined best in terms of five qualities: personal courage,

ability to anticipate the acts of others, patience and the

insight to time one's own acts for maximum effectiveness,

ability to feint convincingly in many different directions

without disclosing one's actual objective, and ability to

assess objectively and accurately the relative strength of

opposing forces. Kemal's courage, to which the legends

surrounding his name give substance, was founded prob

ably on an overdeveloped self-confidence and smoldering
scorn for dilettantes and politicians. He was a man of

strong conviction, decisive action, and impatient with in

decision. During his earlier years, he was apparently in

clined to state his views very emphatically on any and all

occasions and, when people disagreed as they fre

quently did to go into sullen retirement. He had that

supreme egoism that permitted him to say to himself, "I

am right; everyone else is wrong." He must have rational

ized his lonely position at times by convincing himself

that most of the People would agree if only they knew
the Truth. This was Kemal's period of retreatism.

Kernal had to find outlets for his energy. When he was
thwarted and legitimate expression was denied for his

enormous energy, and after periods of concentrated effort,

he turned to drinking and to women stories about

which the Atatiirk legend abounds and behind which was
a very large element of truth. Only by extracurricular

carousing could he contain his impatience to be about the

job rather than biding his time, which he knew he must.

At some point it must have come to him that he could use

his military abilities with the same deadly effectiveness in

political matters as he had on the battlefield. And, as he

grew older, there is increasing evidence that he grew
wiser in the manipulation of individuals and events and
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that lie was much less inclined to reveal his real objective

before the event. Characteristically, he was really intimate

with no one, with the possible exception of Ismet Inonii

who had been closely associated with him in the Cau
casian and Syrian actions and who was later to become

his chief civilian assistant.

As a military leader, Kemal realized perhaps more than

mosj^that th^. real strength of the country lay in the ordi

nary folk of village and small town, and this fact or be-

Jief he jnever forgot, Whenever the opportunity arose,

he was fond of giving rather dramatic expression to his

ft titie common man and woman of Anatolia.

There was something of a paradox in this man. On the

one hand, there was the military man inclined to the;

authoritarian^ on the other hand, the rebel against con

stituted authority. He had been a subversive agent under

the Hainidian regime, being jailed briefly in 1904 and
later absenting himself from his military duties without

leave to participate in the underground movement. He
had not hesitated to disagree with his military superiors.

He had openly opposed Enver Pasha's war policy. He had

openly opposed General Liman von Sanders, the German
in command of the Turkish troops at Gallipoli. During the

height of the battle, he had threatened to resign if his
<w _ ,O- 7 O .

superiors did not fall in with his views on how to conduct

the campaign. He was retained only because of his recog
nized militja:y.Jtal^^ to

Later, whjoi^i^^^i^heT Ger
^

man con^anj^r^^ the Brit

ish in Palestine, he had^refi^

hisjcommission. But eight months later he was back in

command, and two months^after thathe had Falketthayn's

job^e was not a man to be blocked for long,.Though in*
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furiating many, he had developed a solid corps of fellow

officers who believed in him such men as Ismet, later to

be Turkey's second president. On the other hand, he had

many enemies ambitious politicians, conservative re

ligious groups, and a substantial share of the landed class.

Using the helpful insight of hindsight, it is quite clear

now that Kemal understood the true ailments of Turkey
and saw clearly the concept of total revolution surely

not all in one blinding flash of illumination although the

concept must have developed in his mind fairly early. One

might observe that in psychological terms Kemal un

doubtedly possessed a vigorous "need disposition" to de

stroy and reform. He saw the necessity for change because

he himself needed to see it. What distinguished him was

that his personal compulsion corresponded to reality. That

which he felt compelled to destroy and change was con

sistent with the social evolution. Further, he had the

genius and opportunity that enabled him to translate need

into reality.

In retrospect, KemaFs ideas regardless of how they
were derived psychologically appear completely logical.

The first axiom was the necessity for shrinking the Ot

toman Empire down to a small, culturally more homo

geneous and politically more viable Turkey and to re

nounce all imperialistic or irredentist claims, a dramatic

departure from past Ottoman policy. Recall that the Ot

toman Empire had stayed alive through conquest and

gain at the expense ofj>thers.
Its economic welfare had

been a function of j^limder^nS^^otj^ jiot of internal de-

velopnTentT"Consequently, we derive the second axiom:

tEeTortune^^
not onjconguest. Kemal envisioned a relatively small na

tional state,yodelling itself though internal, development.
A third axiom follows: internal development could rest
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only upon a modern, industrial, scientifically oriented so

ciety. To achieve that objective, and tqjdo so before the

Great Powers moved into the Turkish power vacuum, re

quired a total revolution in a relatively short period of

time: new values, new institutions, a new Turk., for which

he Kemal was the prototype.
Kemal must tave seen very clearly that technology, be

it military or civilian, was but one part of a whole socio-

politico-economic complex. To adopt modern technology
meant social and political revolutions as well total rev

olution. One suspects that KemaFs reasoning began from

the point of military defense, for Turkey occupied an area

long coveted by the Great Powers. He saw that a modern

military establishment was impossible without modern

science and industry. Most importantly, he realized that

modern science and industry were impossible without a

vastly revamped political and social system which would s

permit the human potential of Turkey to be utilized to its

maximum. Illiteracy, debilitating disease, religious dogma
and fatalism, the inferior position of women all of these

things must go, and go fast. The necessity for authoritarian

leadership thus became clear, for many of these changes
would at first be exceedingly unpopular.

It was this man who stood on the beach in Samsun on

May 19, 1919 a man of decisive action, of provoking

single-mindedness, and possessing a sort of intuitive under

standing of what was required. He was 38 years old.

As he^gaiiied the beach, he was told oLthe Greek in

vasion of ICoatolia through Izmir which had started four

days before He must have realized immediately that this

unprovoked and, according to the terms of the armistice,

illegal attack might be the one thing that could fire his

eihajisted people to a final desperate effort to save what

remained of Turkey. Again, Kemal was at the right spot.



Chapter III

KEMAL'S PROBLEM

ESMAL,
in a marathon six-day speech before the 1927

Congress o the People's Party, eight years after the

event, described the situation as of the day he arrived in

Samsun. His account opened with the following words: 1

Gentlemen, I landed at Samsun on the igth of May, 1919*
This was the position at that time.
** The group of powers, which included the Ottoman govern
ment, had been defeated in the Great War. The Ottoman army
had been crushed on every front. An armistice had been signed
under severe conditions. The prolongation of the Great War
had left the people exhausted and impoverished. Those who
had driven the people and the country into the general con
flict had fled and now cared for nothing but their own safety.

Vahideddm^the degenerate occupant_pf the throne and the

CaEpEate, was IseeEngTror IJ^Se despicable way to save his

pers6n"""arH ETT^onep^ The
'CiHBinS^^^ Pasha? was the head, was
weak ajDi3TacEe3" 3Sgnity and courage.Tt was subservient to

tEeHrule "ofJEei.SiItan^q^'and^agreed to his every proposal
that coiild protect its members and their sovereign.
TBe'"ArmyTlad been deprived ol their arms and ammuni

tion, and this state of affairs continued.

-The Entente Powers did not consider it necessary to respect
the terms of the armistice. On various pretexts, their men-of-
war jinffvarious troops remained in Constantinople. The
Vflayet oTTiaana [in south-central Turkey on the Mediter
ranean coast] wasjocci^jgdbyjie,Zcench, and Uriah, Marash,
and Aintab [in the southeast part of Turkey] by the English.
In AdaliaJ^talj^.,^^]^ in
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Merzifun and Samsun wereJ^English troops. Foreign officers

and offlda^and sgedaj. ^ents_ were very active, in all direc-

"tions.

POWER

Kemal pondered his first moves.

The country was exhausted, having suffered an almost

unbroken series of disastrous military defeats. Nonetheless,

Turkey occupied an extraordinarily important geopolitical

position. The passage of time, a falling-out among the

Great Powers, and Turkey might gain bargaining power
as it had in the past. Local resistance groups were al

ready forming, such as the Eastern Anatolian Society for

the Defense of the National Rights. In Kemai's pocket was

a royal commission. But the sultan was a virtual captive of

the Allies in occupied Istanbul, and his only real means of

communication with Anatolia was the telegraph system.

These facts suggested certain moves if one were conspiring

to achieve personal power and national independence.

For the time being, Kemal could anticipate no external

assistance from any direction, with the possible exception

of Russia. The Turks would have to stand or fall alone.

There was some talk of an American trusteeship, but

Kemal was not interested, perhaps because he realized that

of

Said th&Life^
;are [any American journals] which favor continu

ing the Turk injCft^agg^o^^jjddi his record of five

ri^
attention." Meanwhile, the New York Tribune was

Turk "the pirate ofjhe
are dripping with^bloodTr. [THe Turks have] always

^^ civiliza

tion.^
4 A Milwaukee paper declared, "The sentiment of
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the whole civilized world is against letting the Turk retain

^Constantinople. Hejbas""shown neither a desire nor a ca-

pa^ity_for.jcivillzation; let . there be no temporizing with

'Him/' 5

^^Philadelphia Inquirer editorialized, "The Turk
is incapable of reform and cannot be trusted^to-fulfill the

p|om^^ Greek attack

against Turkey in 1919, news of which had not reached

Kemal on board his vessel en route to Samsun, was sup

ported generally by articulate American opinion. Pontifi

cated the Chicago Tribune, "Only the recalcitrant and

purblind Senate is responsible for depriving American
soldiers of the honor conferred upon the Greeks." 7 The
Greek invasion was obviously viewed as a 2Oth Century
Crusade. In July 1919, the

. scholarly-Annah of the Ameri
can Academy of Political Science published an article in

which the T^sj^re he^^ the

ingenuity of the fe1^^^; jdegOTtatipn of entire com
munities into the^desei^^ and

robbery; ra^gs^d^a^hing^ systematic-starvation of

wEoIFviHages."
8

l^o&^resgectable American journal,

?2B|[!^^ worst

brigand bands'- of Anatolia.9

Being the realist that he was,
KemaTMew ffiat he^odd ask no quarter from the West
ern Allies, Tgg wouimdstan.3 nlower.

DISUNITY

But how to build this power? The problems were many,
not the least of which was the fundamental disunity of

the country, even if one were speaking only of Anatolia.

The vast majority of the Anatolians lived in some 40,000
small, isolated villages, resting upon an economic base of

subsistence grain fanning and animal husbandry. Few
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possessed any real sense of national identity, but they did

possess a deep sense of identification with Islam and of

resentment of the Western infidel. Contemporary ob

servers noted that the ordinary Turk, asked who or what
he was, was inclined to answer, "I'm a Moslem" -not

""I-Siri a Tuik/'
*

An^inteUectual might declare, Tm an

Ottom^
for the country bumpkin. Though there was perhaps some

feeling of religious identity among the common folk, in

fact the population was not religiously homogenous. The
division betwegnSimni and Shiite sects was significant and

dTeepT"
----__._-

The Shiites consider that the House of Ali (son-in-law of

theTPKpT^ Caliph of Islam) had

_gduaveright to the caliphate. This involved the repudia
tion o ^g^~^^p^^ caliphs as usurpers and the recog
nition of Alfs g^^^^ ŝ caffeHTmSEs as

these twelve Imams were ascribed the

qualities of sinlessness and infallibility and the authority to

ln orthodox Islam the

Caliph has
^.o^

such interpretive functions and cannot de

fine doctrine; he is simpIytEie political and religious leader

of_^eJjyanucjjC^
10 There are a number of

rather important differences between the Sunni and Shiite

schools of law in regard to marriage, inheritance, and

ritual.

In AnatoliajoJto^ in the majority, but

the number of Shiites ran into the millions.
11

Rarely did

members of tEeTwo"sectsIntermarry, and on occasions the

* This same point was made by a Turkish writer, M. S. Karayel, in

Bozkurt, September 1940. Kemal Karpat, in his Turkey's Politics (Prince

ton University Press, 1959), observes that in the republican era, the

masses "accepted nationalism by identifying it with religion," (p. 254).
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Persians liad used their fellow Shiites in Ottoman Turkey
as a fifth column.

Also present in Anatolia was an important ethnic minor

ity group, the Kurds., which is currently estimated at any
where from 2 to 4 million out of Turkey's current popula
tion of 27 million a significant group, and certainly of

equal significance in 1919. There were also sizable com
munities of Armenians, Greeks, Jews, Laz3 Circassians, and
other lesser groups.
A further divisive influence was the rough terrain and

inadequacy of communication. Regional loyalties and dif

ferences tended to blot out national loyalties and similar

ities. And the disparity between city and village society
was very great. Outside the big cities, literacy was virtually
unknown. There was, of course, a severe shortage of scien

tific and technical skills in both town and village, but there

was a regional unevenness in this regard as well which
tended to puU the country apart, thereby accentuating^he

regionalism already described. Nomadic tribes both
Turkish and Kurdish wandered about the eastern prov
inces. The Western world and its ways were virtually un
known to them. As one moved westward across the coun

try the degree of exposure to Western development in

creased until at the Aegean seaboard and in Istanbul one
found Western-educated intellectual groups and some

penetration of alien ideas even into the countryside. But
the primitive, isolated village of the Anatolian Plateau was
the typical environment for the Turks upon whom Kemal
must depend. The Western provinces were under foreign
control.

Even yet, an estimated 70 per cent of the Turkish popu
lation identifies itself with the

village.
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TRADITIONAL VILLAGE SOCIETY

To get a feel for the traditional Turkish village, and
therefore for KemaFs problem, one must somehow sense

the environment and rhythm of life in these traditional

rural communities.12

Although we speak here in the past
tense, it is only within the past decade that the pattern of

Anatolian life has begun to change significantly from that

described here.

Typically, the Anatolian Plateau village lay amid a seem

ingly vast, semiarid, semibarren steppe country. The com

munity was semi-isolated; the roads were not true roads,

merely tracks in the mud or the snow or the dust de

pending upon the season. The nearest habitation lay per

haps 10 to 15 miles off. In between there was nothing but

open country, barren hills, and rolling prairie. Rocky
outcroppings and an occasional rugged mountain chain

broke the monotony. Trees were rare and even the grasses
and scrub brush struggled to sustain themselves. The
winters were cold and snowy; the summers, hot and dry.
The ordinary community containing between 800 and

2,000 persons consisted of a tight, compact cluster of

homes, very frequently immediately adjoining one an

other. There were virtually no isolated dwellings, for vil

lagers did not reside on their fields. Homes were con

structed of rough-hewn stone or, more typically, sun-dried

brick an adobe-type construction. Adobe was preferred,
for it was easier to work than rock, provided better in

sulation, and did not sweat in cold weather as did stone.

Finally, in much of Turkey earthquakes were common,
and rock walls constituted an added source of danger.
Across the top of the walls whether of rock or adobe
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were placed wooden beams, brush, and then packed
earth. The latter was rolled down occasionally to keep the

texture solid. A good housekeeper occasionally sprinkled
salt on the roof to keep plants from growing, the roots of

which would break up the solid texture of the soil and

permit seepage. The chief livelihood of these people was,

of course, agriculture primarily the growing of grains
and secondarily the raising of livestock, principally goats
and sheep. Water was scarce, and only a few small vege
table gardens were irrigated. The principal crops wheat,

barley, and rye subsisted on natural moisture, which

even in the best of years was enough to sustain only very
low yields. No fertilizers enriched the parched soils. There

were a few primitive tools, but no modern machines. ( The

technological revolution did not really hit the Turkish vil

lage until well after World War II.
)
At least eight persons

were required on the land to keep ten Turks alive. That is,

the eight produced food for themselves and two others.

(In the United States, each fanner produces enough to

sustain himself and at least nine others.) Per-capita eco

nomic productivity in the village was exceedingly low, and

the area of the family field was small, perhaps 8 to 12

acres, half of which lay fallow each year to accumulate

nutrients for the following season. Without better draft

power and better tools, the usual farm family of five or six

persons could not have cultivated more land even though
it had it. The standard of living was thus very low, barely
above a mere subsistence level.

The sheer fact of isolation had important consequences,
for isolation meant that this community lived outside of

the stream of national consciousness. Communication from

village to village was slow and uncertain. Communication
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from region to region was exceedingly difficult. Word of

mouth was, of course, the most important means of com
munication. There was no radio in the village, no postal
service. On the infrequent occasions when a villager went

into the market town some 40 to 70 miles off to sell what

surplus crop he might have and to buy the few simple
items he needed, he might sit in the town coffee house and

talk with people from other villages. Other important

points of contact among villages were the small rural flour

mills located wherever water was available to drive the

millstones. Villagers from a number of different com
munities might collect at the mill and pass the time of day
as they waited for the miller to grind their flour. Weddings

involving families from different villages were also oc

casions for mixing. But communication was uncertain, and

when the snow lay deep, the central Anatolian plateau
was virtually devoid of movement.

However, isolation might be desirable. Some villages

deliberately chose to isolate themselves unnecessarily. Not

so many years ago, in a village in the mountains of south

central Turkey which could be reached only by an almost

impassable 20-mile "road" that required many hours to

navigate even by wagon, I asked the village elders why
the community showed no interest in fixing up the road so

that they could get their crop into market more easily. One

old man looked around and grinned at the others, shook

his head, and said, "Well, you know, if we had a good road

in here, we'd have all sorts of government officials coining

by." There is a certain amount of wisdom reflected in that

comment. Isolation provided a sort of protection against

tax collector and draft official. On the other hand, isolation

made a village vulnerable vulnerable to bandits and
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the corrupt functionary. Indeed, the need for protection,

given isolation, was undoubtedly one reason for the

highly compact nature of the village.
But whatever its merits, isolation tends to make a peo

ple highly provincial, and the economic structure, regional.

Villages in a given region were oriented toward the market
town. Hence, one encountered striking differences in dress,

manner of speech, and social custom from region to re

gion. Village and regional loyalties superseded national

loyalty, particularly when the latter was divorced from

religious authority. The only break in this traditional isola

tion was that experienced by the men while in the army.
Hence, the army was a great unifying force, perhaps one
reason for the enormous prestige of the army in Turkish

society.
13 The broader experience gained by men in this

way perhaps gave further substance to the alleged in

feriority of women, who very rarely left the environment
of their birthplaces.

14 But despite the male military experi
ence, the villager was largely sedentary, and his mental
horizons tended to coincide with the geographical horizon.

His world was flat and small and monotonous.
The subsistence level of living in the traditional village

also had important ramifications. The importance of the
individual was as a producing member of the community,
regardless of sex. The woman as well as the man was

fundamentally a producer, not a consumer, as tends to be
the case among large numbers of her counterparts in the
West. Among Turkish village women, there was no em
phasis on consuming well, only on producing well. The
situation surely had a great deal to do with the fact that

marriages were arranged between families on an economic
basis, not by the boy and girl by reason of emotional at

traction. The health and strength and skills of the prospec-
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tive bride were important, so likewise was the relative

economic positions of the two families. The family re

mained the producing unit until the death of the eldest

male member, at which time the sons might divide the

family lands and split into separate households. But until

that time, sons and their wives and children remained in

the household of the sons' father, and the family land was

operated as a unit. It was important to the family, then,

that the new wife be a productive member hence, the

all important role of the family in arranging marriage. If

individuals were permitted to make their own marriage

arrangements, emotion might have governed.
Another important aspect of traditional village life was

the lack of privacy, such being a result of three factors: the

semi-isolation of the village, its compact nature, and its

relatively small size. Under these conditions, one could get

away with nothing without its being known community-
wise. If one knows that his every act, twenty-four hours a

day, will be known to the entire community, his behavior

is likely to be more circumspect than it might otherwise

be. Such was the case in a Turkish village. Significantly,

village men tended to behave quite differently when visit

ing die market town than when in their villages. Drinking
and prostitution were exceedingly rare in the village, not

so in the town. The point is that in the village deviant be

havior could be spotted at once, and enormous social

pressure exercised to force the individual back into the

accepted pattern of behavior. Even deviation of a con

structive nature useful innovation was discouraged
under these circumstances, and for several good reasons.

First, innovation was noted immediately. Second, society

and environment bore too close a relationship to permit
innovation. The adjustment had been too finely worked
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out through centuries of trial and error correlation. Innova

tion could throw the whole system out o adjustment. It

was dangerous to experiment. Error could be disastrous;

the margin was too small.

This close interrelationship between individual and en

vironment also related to the security provided the indi

vidual by traditional village society, a security inherent in

relating oneself in a known way to society and environ

ment. In such a well-adapted subsistence economy there

was little room for experiment, for deviation from accepted

ways. If an individual followed the accepted, he could

probably stay alive; if he did not, survival was not at all

certain. Here was fundamental wisdom.

The very philosophy of these people was perhaps an

adaptation to the environment. Their interpretation of

Islam, a folk Islam, differed in some instances quite

markedly from the orthodox Islam of the elite. At the vil

lage level, religion was highly fatalistic, highly traditional,

and associated with massive superstition. There was little

room for independent religious thought. Such was not so

true of the urban-dwelling religious intelligentsia, for in

the city were religious schools wherein theological explo
ration was taking place slowly, but exploration and in

novation nonetheless. But at the village level a predeter-
ministic philosophy dominated. Every man's fate hung
about his neck and in fact, it did. Given his subsistence

level of living, the rigors of life, the unavoidable hardships,
and the inability to influence one's economic position by
personal effort, this predeterministic philosophy perhaps
made possible a maximum of human happiness. This life

was but a fleeting moment, and then one moved on to

something better so long as he followed the prescribed

practices. One could thus derive certain satisfaction and
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pleasure despite the hardships and difficulties of this life.

Adverse weather or a large family might wipe out

wealth, but not faith.

Moving over into the realm of material culture and the

adaptation to environment it represented, one may cite

housing as an example. Wood was scarce and expensive, so

adobe brick was used. This material provided excellent

insulation, which was necessary in this high steppe coun

try where temperature variation was great. There was an

interesting relationship between the use of animals for

draft power and the fuel burned in village homes. The

typical draft animal was the bullock or long-suffering cow.

A step toward making agriculture more productive would

have been the introduction of good draft horses, thereby

cutting the time of cultivation by at least a third, which is

important on the Anatolian plateau where the period dur

ing which a crop should be planted is limited generally to

ten days or two weeks. Difficulty arose, however, from the

fact that this was a treeless area. Normally, one could not

afford to burn wood for fuel; dried dung was burned in

stead.15 Horses did not provide a good fuel, so if horses

were substituted for cattle, one was immediately con

fronted with a difficult problem. One must have fuel. Not

only was the climate a rigorous one but there were certain

foods particularly bread which required heat in the

preparation. There is another relevant point: on very cold

winter days when the fuel supply was short (a normal

situation), animals were brought into the household to

provide warmth. Villagers preferred a bullock to the horse,

for it generated substantially greater warmth. Granted,

this claim was not, to my knowledge, ever put to scientific

test, but it is nonetheless true that it is still cited by vil

lagers as a serious obstacle to the substitution of the horse
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for the bullock or cow. After all, what people believe to be

true is often more important than objective fact. (One

might add that even on a cold winter day it is possible to

keep quite comfortable in an adobe home alongside a pair

of bullocks. )

Clothing represented another adaptation to environ

ment. Because the villages had little wood, they possessed

virtually no furniture; one sat on the floor hence, the

baggy type of trousers worn by both men and women. If

one sat on the floor, loosely fitting garments were more

comfortable than our more tightly-fitted Western type of

dress. Furthermore, in cold weather one simply stuffed the

baggy trousers full of leaves, rags or what have you to gain
additional insulation.

All these things fit the facts of the physical environment.

One might add that certain village practices were scien

tifically sound. For instance, many villagers still wear a

heavy band around the middle part of their bodies in all

seasons. Doctors working in Turkish villages claim that

maintaining a constant temperature around the middle

part of the body is probably one of the best home pre
ventives against a variety of stomach and intestinal infec

tions. A basic item of the popular diet has long been

yogurt. The milk which goes into yogurt must be boiled,

so as to clear it of unwanted bacteria. If not, one simply
brews sour milk, not yogurt, for yogurt is in effect a pure
culture of a particular bacillus, which is introduced into

the pure milk by adding a bit from the last brew. As a

matter of fact, villagers rarely drink unboiled milk, and
one hears uneducated villagers associate unboiled milk

with sickness. There is also a great interest in water in this

semiarid country. It is entirely possible that these people
have actually developed a highly discriminating taste for
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water. Sometimes, they go miles out of their way to drink

from a particularly good spring wliere the water is re

ported to be particularly tasty. The uninitiated Westerner

is unable to discern any difference in taste, which fact

leads one to suspect that in some instances the Turkish

villager may be able to taste pollution where the alien can

not. In Anatolia, one is occasionally warned away from

springs with the words, "Don't drink there; youTl get ill.

The water tastes bad." Such a development of taste would

not be the first example of extraordinary development of a

sensory perception. Many village practices are related to

good health, practices which perhaps were developed

through trial and error association over centuries of experi
ence. Here, then, is another element of security. One has

faith in the traditional: it works, the new might not. There

is no reason to believe that these attitudes are of recent

origin.

Apart from these elements of security, there was an

informal social security system operating in these rural

communities. The extended family groups within the

village tended to be interrelated, and within each group
the individual had a well-defined place. A few years ago
a visitor in a back country village asked whether there

were any outsiders residing there. Two families were so

designated, although it developed that they had lived

in the community for two generations. They were still

deemed outsiders because they were not related closely

to one of the two or three main family groups forming
the village, the so-called kabile (or in some areas, sulale},

which was defined as a patrilineal group to the depth of

two or three generations. The membership of a kabile was

known. The men of a given kabile might pass their idle

hours together, and on certain issues a kabile would fight
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as a unit. Within this structure, the individual was taken

care of. He would not be allowed to starve or die of ex

posure. The individual would be provided for in time of

crisis by his immediate family, by his kabile, or by the

village if need be. There was a very real element of

security here.16

The word kabile is also said to mean, in the Kurdish

context, "medium tribe" as compared with asayir or "great
tribe" and taife or "small tribe." Asayir are subdivided into

kabile and taife.
17

It may be that the term kabile is used

by communities that were nomadic until relatively re

cently, sulale by others.

One author, in speaking of preindustrial society, has

written:

. . . The physical elements were the main source of his

sorrows as of his joy. Religion was the source of his consola

tion and of his terrors. One of the chief offices of the priest
was not only to reconcile man with his gods, but also to

influence the forces of nature in his favor. Floods, famines,

fires, crop failures, earthquakes, the majestic immensity of

the heavens and the overpowering violence of storms, all drove

home the lesson that, by comparison, he was pygmy grudgingly

permitted a brief life, a fleeting smile, and then oblivion.

In these circumstances, the social organism was an instru

ment forged by man to hold in check the forces of nature.

It was as much a tool evolved in the struggle for existence as

the hoe with which he tilled the fields or the weapon with

which he hunted wild animals or other men. The individual

and society were not only inseparable from each other but

it would never occur to him that it could he otherwise. Exile

was death, physical and spiritual. Between him and the terrors

of nature stood only his tribe, his clan, his small society.
Inside it he was warm, comforted and to some extent safe.

Outside, he was nothing.
18
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This statement accurately describes the bond between
individual and village in title traditional Anatolian setting.
Another element, which again made for individual

security, was the high degree of social harmony existing
in traditional Turkish village society. The concept of role

conflict is useful in pointing up this attribute. In American

society, the individual participates in a wide range of ac

tivities and organizations. He is asked to give his money
or time, or both, to a variety of institutions and activities.

He has conflicting obligations running out in many direc

tions because he identifies himself with many groups, all

with somewhat different goals. In the traditional Turkish

village, the situation was quite different. There were few
institutions demanding an individual's loyalty. There was
the immediate family, the kabile, and the village itself.

A man felt loyalty to the village; he might fight to defend

it. For instance, if the land of one villager were in danger
of being taken over by someone in another village, the

villagers might meet en masse in battle. There was also

loyalty to Islam and possibly to a particular religious sect.

Of only very recent origin is loyalty to a political state,

but this attachment as something distinct was not felt in

the older, traditional community where religion and state

were considered as one. Even recently, when asked what

choice they would make if the state required one course

of action and their religion a conflicting one, villagers

were unable to answer. The situation was such an unthink

able one, they were incapable of imagining it. Lerner

reports in a study of Turkish society, "The consistent in

capacity to link oneself to the outer world underlay most

of the regularly recurring differences among respondents

(i.e., modernists, transitionalists, and traditionalists) . . .

The most satisfactory way of accounting for these differ-
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ences was the personality variable of empathy/
7

which

Lerner found very low among traditionalist groups in

Turkey.
19

There was a feeling of loyalty to the head of the empire
the sultan-caliph by reason of his religious status.

Within the traditional village, there were no formal volun

tary social organizations. The web of an individual's re

sponsibilities and obligations was remarkably simple and

well defined. All possible conflict between loyalties to

family and village and religion had been long since re

solved through religiously sanctioned formulas. There

were few calls for individual decisions of any importance,

religious law and custom having been worked out in great

detail. When a situation involving possible conflict of

loyalty arose, the individual followed certain prescribed

paths of action. He was not called upon to make an indi

vidual decision. This manner of behavior induced a men

tality quite different from that prevailing in American

society, for instance, where the individual is caught

daily in a web of conflicting loyalties demanding indi

vidual decision.

One might suggest that this traditionalizing of decision-

making had much to do with the relative inability of the

villager to empathize, that is, to identify himself with new

aspects of his environment, to project himself into new or

imaginary situations, or to enlarge his own identity by
attributing to himself desirable attributes of something
or somebody else.

20 All conceivable situations of conflict

and tension had been defined and systematically resolved.

Also, the physical and psychic immobility of the individual

in this land-bound, illiterate, isolated, poor and status-

bound society was such as to make an ability to empathize

dysfunctional. If the shepherd could really have imagined
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himself as the general of an army, he would have been

much less resigned to his hard, lonely fate among the hills

than he was. As Lerner reports, posing such a role-playing
situation to the shepherd was likely to get the response,

"My God! How can you say such a thing?"
21

The traditional Turkish village was, of course, over

whelmingly illiterate. There were very few literate men,

virtually no literate women. The few rural literates who
did exist were either religious or administrative officials of

some sort. The fact of illiteracy had important conse

quences. In the first place, memory was vastly more im

portant than in a literate society. Wisdom could only come
about through the accumulation of either one's own re

membered experience or that recounted by others and

remembered. There were no short cuts by substituting

book learning or note taking for remembered experience.

Consequently, knowledge tended to be associated with

age, and hence, great prestige for age was to be expected.

Surely, there was considerable validity in the relationship

between illiteracy and patriarchal authoritarianism.

Literacy was often used merely as a tool for memoriza

tion, for example, memorization of the Koran. As a matter

of fact, education itself tended to be equated with re

ligious education. The very word for education had a

religious connotation about it, and also a connotation of

rote memorization. The educated villager was one who
could quote the Koran at great length, and secondly, might
also claim to read it. This grass roots association between

formal education and rote memorization was one of long

standing, and one difficult to break even as new secular

education began to enter the picture in the 1930*5.

The religious influence in village life has been men
tioned in several contexts. Perhaps the overriding phi-
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losophy of fatalism and predeterminism of folk Islam

was in part a rationalization of the rigors of the environ

ment and the inability of the individual to control the

environment effectively so as to improve his lot in life.

After all, thanks to the operation of Islamic law, by which
a family's land was broken up into small fragments and
distributed to designated heirs, a family could be reduced

from riches to rags in a single generation if it were so

unfortunate as to beget many sons. As an example: as

sume that a man died leaving a wife, two sons, two

daughters, a father, a brother, and a first cousin. The
brother and first cousin received nothing; the first was
excluded by the father (also by the son) and the cousin,

by the mother. Shares to the others would be: 3/31 to

the wife, 4/31 to the father, 4/31 to each of the two

daughters, and 8/31 to each of the two sons. Although the

foregoing was the division according to sophisticated
Hanefi law, the actual practice in many Turkish villages
was to exclude the daughters entirely. There seems to

have been a regional difference in this regard.
The head of a household could not dispose of more

than one-third of his property by will, and in fact wills

were virtually unknown in the traditional village. During
the era of Ottoman ascendancy, even the landed noble

class did not hold land in perpetuity; real estate generally
reverted to the state upon the death of the title holder.

One owned only the right to use land. Not until later,

when the central power could no longer control, did a

landed aristocracy appear in the true sense of the word.22

Private ownership that is, fam%-ownership or use

of property was another important aspect of traditional

village society. There was very little communal activity
of an economic nature. Surely the most important factor
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in determining tie status of a given individual or family
was the ownership of (or right to use) land and second

arily, the ownership of animals. (The only real challenge
to status established on such a basis was religious learn

ing, piety, and military exploit.) Because a family could

be reduced in wealth very quickly, the traditional society
was in a certain sense an open society. Generally speaking,
there was no landed aristocracy in the interior rural areas.

(An aristocracy by blood was virtually unknown in most

of Anatolia until very late, although in some cases large

land-wealthy families were able to maintain their power.
For the most part they did not live in the villages; they
identified themselves with the towns. And for reasons

already explained, most of the landed aristocracy was far

removed from the seat of central power in Istanbul.)

There was, therefore, good reason for this emphasis on

the private ownership of land, for land was in fact the

only meaningful wealth of the Turk, the only form of

wealth that could assure a living. It gave a person security

of life despite war, economic crisis, unemployment, cur

rency debasement, inflation. The land was still there; one

could still eat. Without effective law and order, without

adequate security of the market place, without enforceable

commercial codes, all forms of wealth that were not them

selves capable of sustaining life were of low value.

As already suggested, the individual villager existed

primarily as a member of the extended family unit Tradi

tionally, what the eldest male member of a Turkish family

group said was law, though not without prior discussion,

for the family council was likewise part of Turkish tradi

tion. But finally, after everybody that is, the men
had spoken their pieces, the eldest male member articu

lated the consensus and further discussion was unwel-
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come. The village tended to fall into a similar pattern in

that there was an all-male council of village elders on

which the heads of the most important families sat. The

elder having the highest prestige generally by reason

of landed wealth acted as the village leader or head

man. The council concerned itself with resolving personal

disputes and keeping the peace, employing a village

watchman, herdsman, and religious leader, determining
water rights, and deceiving agents of the central govern
ment.

There were several reasons for this authoritarian organi
zation. First, there was the disinclination to break up the

family land holdings so long as the central family authority
still existed, that is, so long as the father was living;

fragmentation of land was something to be avoided.

Further reasons were the high labor requirement at cer

tain points in the agricultural cycle and the occupational

specialization as between men and women. The labor

requirement in Anatolian agriculture, given dry-grain

farming and no machines, was very great in certain sea

sons of the year, which fact meant that it was to the

economic advantage of a household to operate all the land

it possessed as a unit as long as possible. The authoritarian

nature of the village likewise had something to do with

the isolation of the village and the constant threat of

crisis or emergency implicit in that isolation. The fact of

subsistence living also carried a constant threat of insuffi

ciency. One suspects that there was a close relationship
between these conditions and the authoritarian nature of

rural society of Turkey.
Another important point was the social segregation of

the sexes in a Turkish village community. This situation

arose out of the belief that women were inherently inferior
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to men in intellectual capacity, wisdom, and morality.

The very word used for woman in the Turkish village,

eksik, meant something which was lacking or deficient.

Not so long ago in a central Turkish village a school was

opened for the first time. One village girl enrolled. Every
one seemed to find her effort vastly amusing; she could

not be expected to compete intellectually with the boys.
As a matter of fact, she did not do too well, all of which

tended to drive home the point. Traditionally, village

women accepted this assessment of their capabilities. They
had been conditioned by society to assume their inferior

ity; they had no reason to doubt it.

Although rationalized in religious terms, this belief in

female inferiority perhaps had some functional basis in

the social structure, for instance in the institution of

marriage. We have said that a woman's value lay chiefly

in her productive capacity, both in terms of her immediate

labor and in producing additional labor. If a family house

hold were going to lose a productive member, it naturally

wished to be compensated. And this was precisely what

happened when a marriage was arranged between two

Turkish village families. Because the bride moved into

her husband's family household, his family compensated
the family of the girl for the loss, in that a bride price was

paid. Women accepted this type of barter, because they
were taught to accept unquestioningly the authority of the

family and the fact of their own inferiority. (Of recent

years, due to increased use of machines and growing pres

sure of population, large families are often more of an

encumbrance than a help. Their labor is no longer needed.

Still the practice of bride price continues, with much

hardship, even though its economic justification is no

longer as compelling.) The bride price had a further
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function of making divorce or separation difficult and

hence, the family more stable. Under Islamic law it was

exceedingly easy for the husband to divorce his wife. But

under the bride price system remarriage by the man neces

sitated the payment of another bride price. His family was

not likely to look kindly upon this unnecessary drain upon
its limited resources. Also, at the time of marriage, the

girl's family donated a substantial dowry of household

goods which the bride took with her to her husband's

household. If her husband divorced her, his family was

obliged to return the dowry. The girl's family would, of

course, likewise resist a divorce, because in such event

the family was theoretically required to return the bride

price. Her family would have much leverage in this regard
if the separation had been initiated by the wife, for in

the village there was no place for her to go except to

return to her father's household. Otherwise, she became
an outcast and, in the end, would probably have to leave

the village which was unthinkable.

In fact, by reason of the extended family household and
the segregation of the sexes within that household, man
and wife infrequently fell out by reason of social incom

patibility. Social compatibility in the Western sense was
not expected as an integral part of marriage. The man

spent his idle hours with other men, the wife, with other

women. Given the expense attending a village wedding
and the importance of the extended family as an economic

unit, it was important that divorce or separation be held

to a minimum family interests were very directly in

volved, not only those of the man and wife. Hence, we
can deduce one reason for the social segregation of men
and women in the traditional village. And the whole struc

ture of relationships was, of course, supported by Islamic
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law, which fact made change difficult even long after the

structure ceased to have relevance to the facts of Ana
tolian village life. In several ways, then, the institution

of marriage itself was in a very real sense an adaptation
an adaptation to economic realities.

In recent years, as the village began to rise off the sub

sistence level, as improved communication made the vil

lagers increasingly aware of Western society, and as village
women began to realize that they were not intellectually
and spiritually man's inferior, the traditional system of

marriage began to break down. One measure of such

change has been the increased number of elopements re

ported in the villages. Up until very recently the concept
of romantic love the emotional attraction between two

persons was not permitted to play a large part in the

arrangement of marriages. There was a curious paradox
here, for the folklore of Turkey was full of poetry pictur

ing romantic love, an emotion which seemed to bear

such little relevance to traditional practices. One wander

ing folk minstrel told me some years ago that people
think and talk about that which they have least an

explanation which left me somewhat less than satisfied.
23

Perhaps a better explanation is that the concept of ro

mantic love is part of Persian mysticism, which meant that

the romantic love in Turkish folk literature was really a

portrayal of an ideal that was impossible to obtain, spe

cifically identity or union with Allah, with God. Perhaps
that is what the minstrel was saying. One should add that

the harsh facts of marriage in the traditional village were

often tempered by the fact that prospective bride and

groom frequently knew one another, and their reaction to

the proposed match was taken into consideration by their

respective families, particularly on the girTs side, although
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it would rarely have occurred to her to act contrary to her

father's will in any event.

All of these elements of traditional village society added

up to an enormously stable, tradition-bound and highly
conservative community., one exceedingly resistant to

change on any level. The satisfactory resolution of con

flict made it unlikely that any significant number of de

viant personalities would appear. Children felt that the

roles and attitudes of their parents were satisfying, and

thus they offered little resistance to the assumption of

identical roles and attitudes. The system was stable and

self-perpetuating.
Thus it was that Kemal would have to launch his re

sistance-reform movement on the basis of a society whose
fundamental units family and village were illiberal

and reactionary in the sense that individual decision

counted for little and innovation was considered danger
ous. The individual existed as a member of a group,

though up to the point of decision by family or village
elders he might express an opinion. Everywhere, women
were far behind men in opportunity and accomplishment.
Their activities, their values, and even their language
differed from those of male society. At the same time this

was, in a way, an open society at least, the male half.

The folklore was full of beggars and poor village boys
who rose to high position, and there was just enough
reality in this concept of upward mobility (for example, in

the merit system of the Ottoman army and bureaucracy,

particularly in the Janissary corps )
to give it some force

as an ideal.

(The Janissary corps refers to an elite body (created in

1362) of trained, professional soldiers and administrators

forcibly recruited as children from non-Moslem groups,
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converted to Islam, and trained at state expense to the lim

its of their abilities. The most talented achieved high office,

although in a sense they remained "slaves" of the sultan.

Ottoman historian Paul Wittek observed in lecture,
24

"By the i6th Century, we can say without any hesitation

that the Turkish state was ran by non-Turks." Initially

prohibited from marriage and promoted on the basis of

loyalty and merit, the corps slowly degenerated into a

corrupt, self-perpetuating body disinclined to take the

field in any military engagement. As such, it became a

factor in die decline of Ottoman power and an active

agent against change and reform, even mutinying against

the sultan on occasions. The corps was finally liquidated

by Sultan Mohammed II in i&z6.
25

)

The traditional village was a society in which the pat

tern of mutual assistance within kinship groups was strong.

These facts of traditional life lent some support for the

growth of a more dynamic, liberal society, though perhaps

structured quite differently from whatwe know.

TRADITIONAL TOWN SOCIETY

Kemal's problem was not limited to traditional village

society; there was also the provincial town, which in many

respects was even more resistant to change than the

village. The small town was of signal importance to

Kemal, for it constituted the link between any national

leadership and the mass of people the villagers. The

Turkey of 1919, judging by the 1927 census (the first of

republican Turkey), included fifty-two towns with a popu
lation of 10,000 persons or more and five cities (Bursa,

Adana, Izmir, Ankara, Istanbul).
26

A town was socially and functionally distinct from the

village. Socially, it was very much more complicated. In-
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habitants were not interrelated, although typically three

or four large landowning families dominated town society

life. The landed wealth of many of these families had its

origin in grants of land from the sultan, so loyalty to the

sultan represented a vested interest. Functionally, a town

was differentiated into a number of distinct groups: gov
ernment administrators, military officers, craftsmen, mer

chants, landowners, professional persons (that is, lawyers,

doctors, teachers), religious functionaries, soldiers, and

laborers. For reasons already discussed specifically,

greater physical mobility and exposure to Western learn

ing the military officer and professional groups tended

to be more of an avant garde culturally than the rest. Here

was the growth ring on the provincial level, some of

whom had earlier associated themselves with the Com
mittee for Union and Progress before its advent to power.
Those engaged in crafts and commerce were tightly organ
ized into guilds and associations of religious as well as eco

nomic significance. Heavily influenced by religious leaders

and economically based on the status quo, these groups
were resistant to social change. They tended to block na

tional economic integration, for they feared outside com

petition and the challenge to their authority inherent in

that competition. Their conservatism was supported by
the larger landowners and religious leaders, who likewise

gained authority and prestige in the relative isolation of

the provincial town.

Together, this small town "middle class" provided the

hard core of reaction to Kemal's later social innovations.

It was their women, for example, who were kept behind

shuttered windows and permitted to venture into public

only behind a veil and cloaked in the all-encompassing,

shapeless black gown, the garsaf. It was this group which
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supported some of the more fanatic of the religious sects.

The status of this middle class derived from traditional

relationships which had been solidified by religious sanc

tion and behind which stood the awesome authority of

the sultan-caliph. And Kemal was soon to be declared an

outlaw by that sultan-caliph.
The craftsmen, despite their religiously significant esnaf

or guilds, were perhaps the most vulnerable to change,
for by 1919 there was already some awareness of, and

an interest in, technological innovation, particularly by
those already skilled in the use of modern devices, such

as in communications. Laborers, on the other hand, tended

to be ex-villagers who were simply biding their time until

they could amass the means of returning to the very much
more satisfying surrounding of their home village. Few
conceived of themselves as permanent town dwellers.

Generally, Kemal could anticipate an effort on the part
of most town dwellers to cling to traditional values and

social structure and to regard their position as a buffer

between national authority and village society. Any effort

by a national leader to short-circuit this hierarchy of au

thority by appealing directly to the masses would be

deeply resented. One Turkish scholar could still observe

as of 1960, "The town is the cradle of dogmatism, of

ossified Islamic concepts, which make it an almost in

vulnerable fortress of conservatism/'
27

Something of the

relationship between town and village is contained in this

comment:

The villager has some relative or close friend, often a store

keeper, in a nearby town. He will get in touch with one of

them and seek advice, especially the latter, every time he

comes into town for shopping or for government business,

or whenever he has to make an important decision.28
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Resistance could be anticipated to any reform move
ment that would move the townsman out of this key role.

Later, Kemal was to be confronted by many local insur

rections against his revolutionary regime, often incited by
town dwellers. Even during the War of Independence

against the Greeks, Kemal faced opposition from those

who refused to recognize his authority to command in

the absence of a valid commission from the sultan.

One of Turkey's leading novelists of the republican era,

Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu, wrote of the resistance in

Aj^tol^ Yaj}an

(Istanbul: Remzi Kitabevi, 1945). His hero vigorously
condemns ^^^e^^e^_ m̂u_^^^i^gi^^^'oS.ciQls and
wê ^ is, the Greeks ) .

TlieToIIo^^ :

What do I see? Anatolia. This is the place which breeds and
raises the muftiis [local religious officials] who teach the

enemy, the town aristocrats who pillage their neighbors' pos
sessions and seize all, the loose women who embrace army
deserters, the spurious religious devotees who collapse of

syphilis, the white bearded preachers who pursue boys at the

mosque fountain. Here is crushed the head of Turkish youth
which are filled with so many ideas and Lopes . . . Here,

many of those who protected tihe defenders of the fatherland

facing the enemy have been stabbed in the back with a dagger.
Here, how many times was the road to national independence
blocked? (p. 95)

AN EVALUATION

In the Turkey of 1919, one thus moved in several dif

ferent worlds. This was not one nation, it was many:
Ottoman and Moslem, Sunni and Shiite, Turkish and non-

Turkish, male and female, city and village. Other than the
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dubious ties of religion and region, there were no common

allegiances to which the people responded, except per

haps at the very top to the person of the padishah, a term

used reverently for the sultan himself. Herein lay one

reason why it was so difficult to abolish the sultanate: it

was the symbol that held many diverse groups together in

common loyalty. But there was one powerful negative
force that could generate and direct enormous collective

energy a Christian invasion of Anatolia, Perhaps Kemal
was not too unhappy over the news of the Greek invasion

through Izmir which greeted him at Samsun.

Still other problems must have plagued Kemal's mind.

Economically, the country seemed in hopeless condi

tion. There was, in 1919, virtually no modern industry,

except a very few foreign-owned plants and utilities in the

Istanbul and Izmir areas largely in the Allied-controlled

areas. In agriculture, almost no machinery was used, and

farming practices followed the same cycle that had pre
vailed for many centuries. The economic basis for a

modern state was plainly not visible. And worse, the

people were held within the grip of highly traditional and

fatalistic religions, whatever the sectarian differences in

theology and ritual might be. But there is a relevant point
to be made here. Fatalism or predestinationism can have

two effects: it may spur a rising people to enormous effort

because of conviction in their manifest destiny to become

superior; or in the face of reverses, the same philosophy

may provide rationalization for resignation to defeat and

inactivity. There is nothing anyone can do about the

course of events. It is Allah's will.

Therefore, in virtually all respects except their loyalty

to a sultan-caliph, their misery, and their rancor against
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Christian invaders, Kemal faced a divided population,
and one sunk in preindustrial poverty, enervated by re

ligiously justified resignation, and exhausted by seven

years of war.



Chapter I V

THE ATATURK REVOLUTION

IF
Kemal were to lead a national movement, first against
the Greeks and then to achieve massive reform, lie

would have to move carefully one step at a time. He
dared not alarm people unduly by talking about future

reforms. At the moment, he would concentrate on the

immediate threat, the Greek invasion.1

KDEMAI/S RISE TO POWER

To consolidate his personal power position, clearly he
must accomplish several things. The record leads one to

believe that Kemal was quite conscious of these and
moved deliberately toward their fulfillment:

1. The personal allegiance of the top military com
manders and key civilian administrators in Anatolia

for a renewed national struggle
2. Control of a united Society for the Defense of the

National Rights and other local resistance move
ments

3. Control of the telegraph system, thereby breaking
the sultan's link with Anatolia and assuring his own

ability to communicate with the country

4. A dramatic declaration of national aims to attract

popular support

5. The reorganization and rearming of troops loyal to

his cause

6. Victory in battle against the Greeks.
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To carry off such a program successfully, he must pose as

a loyal subject of the sultan-caliph carrying out the true

desires of the captive monarch who was no longer able

to protect the national sovereignty, to act in the national

interest, or even to communicate with his people. At the

same time, Kemal must so phrase the national aims in

the struggle against the Greeks as to make it awkward

for the sultan and his government to oppose them openly.
But in the end, Kemal felt certain that the Allies would

leave no choice to the Istanbul government that is, to

the cabinet of Damad Ferid Pasha. Kemal would then

identify the regime as one dominated by traitors and

cowards. By thus discrediting the cabinet and appealing

directly to the throne, he would demonstrate that the

sultan himself was a traitor to the national will in refusing
to support the Nationalists. Meanwhile, telegraphic com
munication between Istanbul and Anatolia would be inter

rupted. Kemal would still avoid very carefully any hint

that he was designing to destroy the ruling institution

itself and replace it with a secular government headed by
a president himself. And so he proceeded, step by step,

as though he were completely concerned with the immedi

ate problem the Greek invasion of Anatolia. Doubts as

to his ultimate intent expressed by more thoughtful Turks

were shunted aside.

Kemal himself claimed later that before leaving Istan

bul in 1919 he had resolved to create a new Turkish state

j-^vrith^^ He likewise admitted deliber

ate deceit on this score.
2

One Tujtohh^^^^rjgpOTtsjdMtt Kemal
ktpld Generals

CevaFanO going to Anatolia to establish

a "National Administration/' 3 Some scholars have ques-
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tioned the contention tihat Kemal had conceived of any

grand plan as I have suggested here. Rather, they claim,

he merely took advantage of opportunities as they pre
sented themselves. It is my opinion that this latter view

explains too little and requires the introduction of too

many fortuitous happenings.
His uncontested national stature, his demonstrated mili

tary leadership, his unyielding nature, and his irresistible

persuasiveness enabled Kemal to achieve his first three

objectives within weeks of his Samsun landing. Several

of the top military commanders, convinced of KemaFs

loyalty to the national interests and to the sovereign,

joined him in a general call for a united resistance move
ment,4 Key among them were two military friends, Gen
erals Ali Fuat Cebesoy and Kazim Karabekir, who, as army

corps commanders in Ankara and Erzurum, respectively,

had already created a hospitable climate for a resistance

movement. Shortly thereafter, the sultan ordered his

arrest, but his personal ties with key commanders held

fast. With their support, he was elected chairman of the

Eastern Anatolian Society for Defense of the National

Eights. Civilian leaders very wisely fell into line, though
not until after dangerous opposition in several important
areas had been met and overcome. Kemal narrowly
missed arrest on at least one occasion. It was probably true

that "by and large ... the civilian support of the early

Kemalist movement came from former Unionist politicians

and other local notables rather than from local repre

sentatives of central authority."
5
Fortunately, most tele

graph operators seem to have supported the Nationalist

cause from an early date, thereby giving Kemal control

over the all important telegraph network.6 A call for
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national unity was issued to local resistance groups. With
out unity there was obviously no tope, and Kemal was
the only rallying point.
The initial statement of national aims was issued from

the schoolroom in Erzurum where Kemal and his fellow

conspirators in the Eastern Anatolian Society for the De
fense of the National Rights met during July 1919. The
essence of its resolutions, as later summarized by Kemal,
was as follows: 7

1. The entire country within its national frontiers is an

undivided whole. (The frontiers were those implied
in the Armistice of Mudros, namely Asia Minor and
Istanbul. )

2. In event of the Ottoman Empire's being split up, the

nation is to resist unanimously any attempt at occu

pation or interference by foreigners.

3. Should the government (i.e., that in Istanbul) be

incapable of protecting the independence of the na

tion and the integrity of the country, a provisional

government shall be formed for the purpose of safe

guarding these aims. This government shall be

elected by the national congress [to be called by
the Nationalists in Sivas later that year] and, if it

should not be sitting at that time, the executive com
mittee shall proceed to elect it.

4. The chief object is to consolidate the national forces

into a ruling factor and to establish the will of the

nation as the sovereign power.

5. No privileges which could impair our political sover

eignty or our social equilibrium shall be granted to

the Christian elements.

6. No mandate or protectorate shall be accepted.

7. Everything possible shall be done to secure an im-
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mediate meeting of the National Assembly and to

establish its control over the proceedings of govern
ment.

This last was a reference to the body created under author

ity of the Constitution of 1876. The sultan, under the eyes
of the Allies, was hardly in a position to espouse these

aims. Hence, there would ensue a move to form a pro
visional government elsewhere. And then events would

start moving in Kemal's favor, providing the sultan did

not join the Nationalists. Kemal must have thought these

things through, otherwise the long series of timely "op

portunities" becomes inexplicable opportunities which

led in a direct line to the consolidation of KemaFs per
sonal power, to the destruction of the

ate, and tothe creation

BecauseThe ErzurunT^ been of a regional

nature, the next step was to secure support for these

aims in a meeting of national character. Meanwhile, the

Istanbul government declared the entire proceedings un

constitutional and illegal and ordered local authorities to

prevent the convening of a national meeting, which was

scheduled for September in Sivas. Kemal later confessed,

"We chose Ferid Pasha's cabinet alone as our target and

pretended that we knew nothing about the complicity of

the Padishah [i.e., in the effort to prevent the Sivas meet

ing and to arrest the Nationalist leaders]. Our theory was

that the Sovereign had been deceived by the Cabinet and

that he himself was in total ignorance of what was really

going on." 8 This language is revealing, for by it Kemal ad

mitted to deliberate deceit in respect to his ultimate ob

ject. While reaffirming his loyalty to the sultan, Kemal

maneuvered so as to make the sultan's position untenable.

The Sivas Congress, officially known as the Assembly
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for Defense of the Rights of Anatolia and RumeMa, con

firmed the objectives stated in Erzuram now as a national

pact
9 and founded a permanent organization under the

same name, but known alternately as the Representative
Committee of the Sivas Congress, with Kemal as president.
The Congress demanded the resignation of Damid Ferid

Pasha's cabinet in Istanbul and the convening of the

Chamber of Deputies. As anticipated, nothing happened,
and the Nationalists severed telegraphic communication

with Istanbul, thereby isolating the Istanbul government.
Nonetheless, shortly thereafter, a new cabinet (under Ali

Riza Pasha) was formed which agreed to the Nationalist

demands. Plans were made for elections and the convening
of a national assembly in Istanbul. Kemal moved to An
kara and awaited developments, feeling certain that the

sultan, under Allied pressure, would have to move against
the Assembly, dominated as it would be by aroused Na
tionalist partisans. The sultan would thus play into Ke-

mal's hands. The Nationalists, winning a large majority in

the ensuing elections, assembled in Istanbul to sit in the

National Assembly, which was called to order on January
20, 1920. The Nationalist deputies promptly voted to pro
claim the statement known as the National Pact, which
had been drafted initially in Erzurum and rephrased in

Sivas. Its main provisions:
10

i. The destinies of the predominately Arab portions of

the Ottoman Empire, plus Western Thrace, should

be settled by free vote. The remaining portions in

habited by an Ottoman-Moslem majority (with the

exception of Kars, Aradahan and Batum, where an
other plebiscite might be necessary) formed a whole
and did not admit of division
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2. Freedom of commerce in the Black Sea Straits was
to be permitted so long as the security of Istanbul

was maintained

3. Rights of minorities should be assured ("in the be

lief that Moslem minorities in neighboring countries

would have the benefit of the same rights" )

4. Turkey should be completely free and independent.

The Allies reacted by placing Istanbul under formal mili

tary occupation and exiling all of the Nationalist leaders

they could find. The sultan's brother-in-law, Damid Ferid

Pasha, was renamed Grand Vizier. He promptly declared

the Nationalists to be outlaws, enemies of the sultan, and

the sheikh-ul-Islam added a powerful propaganda weapon
by proclaiming a fetua an interpretation of religious law

on the issue, which likewise condemned the National

ists.
11

Thanks to the extreme demands of the Allies and the

timidity of the sultan, Kemal was now in a position of

power, though not uncontested as both pro-sultan, re

ligiously motivated forces and the Greeks were pressing
hard. It was a state of national emergency.
Those assembly members still at large made their way

to Ankara where on April 23, 1920, the Grand National

Assembly of Turkey convened and elected Kemal as its

president. The assembly, at KemaFs bidding, proclaimed:
12

The founding of a government is absolutely necessary . . .

The real authority is the national will. There is no power
superior to the Grand National Assembly. The Assembly em
braces both the executive and legislative functions.

Most assuredly with tongue in cheek, Kemal added, "As

soon as the Sultan-Caliph is delivered from all pressure
and coercion he will take his place within the legislative
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principles which will be determined by the Assembly."
ia

There had been some disquieting rumors that Kemal had

been thinking of a republic, with himself as president.

(Somehow it escaped most that a republic had already

been proclaimed; all that was needed was the name.)
He was able to dominate the situation probably only

because of the state of national emergency and the fact

that many of his would-be rivals had been exiled by the

Allies. Also, the sultan's government soon undermined its

own popular appeal by signing the Treaty of Sevres

(August 1920 ),
M

thereby driving many of those civilian

authorities and army generals who had been loyal to the

sultan up to this point into the Nationalist camp,
15
By the

terms of the Treaty of Sevres, all non-Turkish territories

were to be stripped away. An independent Armenia was

to be created. The Straits were to be internationalized.

Thrace and the Aegean islands were to be Greek. Izmir

and its hinterland were to be Greek-administered for five

years and then a plebiscite would be held. The Allies

thus betrayed the Armistice of Mudros, and the sultan

acquiesced. A few weeks before, in June, the Greek army
had struck out from Izmir toward the interior. Repeatedly,
the Turkish Nationalist forces had to fall back. Elsewhere,

the Nationalists were harassed by local revolts,
16

appar

ently incited by elements supporting the sultan who
claimed that Kemal was acting in an unauthorized and

irreligious manner. Some of these elements were motivated

by national interest, some by religious conviction, some

by political ambition, some by Allied pressure and per

haps money.
17 This was the summer of 1920.

During all of these events, and contributing substan

tially to the worries of the Allies, the Nationalists had
been smuggling arms out of Allied depots in Istanbul and
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elsewhere. The Nationalists had many friends within Istan

bul, even in the War Ministry itself. Some military sup
plies had arrived from the Soviet Union. During the sum
mer of 1919, Kemal had met a Russian general in Anatolia
sent to him to offer aid. Kemal accepted the offer of arms,
but not of Russian troops.

18 In September 1919, Kemal

dispatched a mission to Baku to secure Russian help. This
mission made contact with the Baku Communists, who
from this time on "played the role of a bridge between
the revolutionary proletariat of Moscow and the revolu

tionary movement in Turkey. Through this bridge con
nections were established between Moscow and Tur

key/'
19 In a September 1959 interview, Ismet Inonii told

the author that although he had seen some Russian arms

during the War for Independence, he had no precise idea
as to their amount. He characterized it as small.20

Despite these activities, the Turks continued to give

ground. The politicians in Ankara grew hysterical, and
Kemal was voted full political power. It was only on that

basis that he would assume direct military command in

the field. KemaFs principal field commander by this time
was Ismet Inonii, the man who had been his right hand
on the Caucasian front in 1916 and in Arabia in 1917 and

1918. Despite enormous political pressure to mount an

offensive, Kemal had used his emergency powers to shield

his generals and troops from the politicians. In late

August, 1921, the Greek offensive neared Ankara and the

sound of heavy guns could be heard in the city. Impa
tiently, Kemal awaited the best moment to commit his

forces to the decisive battle. Taking over field command
from Ismet, Kemal himself had assumed full personal

responsibility for commanding the final retreat which had

brought the Greeks so terrifyingly close to Ankara. With
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the Greeks only 40 or 50 miles outside the capital, he

finally ordered his troops to stand. The Battle of Sakarya

began on August 22. By the end of the first week of

September the Greeks began to weaken. In another week,

they were falling back. One year later they were literally

driven into the sea at Izmir, where they were evacuated

by Allied ships. The date was September 9, ig22.
21

This had been total war. Entire villages had been liqui

dated by the Greeks, and in revenge Greek villages had

been annihilated by the Turks. Some antinationalist Turks

had cooperated with the Greeks. The Nationalists had

retaliated. The civilian population suffered heavily, and

the war ended on a note of enormous animosity between

Turk and Greek. The other allies had no stomach for an

all-out war in Turkey; public opinion at home would not

allow it. When the battles began to go against the Greeks,

the Allies began to talk to the Nationalist government in

Ankara. The first foreign power to recognize the new
Turkish Nationalist government was the Soviet Union,
with which a treaty was negotiated in March 1921,

thereby securing Turkey's eastern frontier and releasing

troops for the struggle against the Greeks. Lenin had

pronounced the Turkish revolution a genuine "revolution

ary movement worthy of support/'
22 In October 1921,

a separate agreement was reached with the French at

which time the French abandoned their Armenian friends

in southern Turkey, many of whom had openly supported
the French occupation. In October 1922, after the Greek

defeat at Izmir and a Turkish advance to the Dardanelles,

British, French, and Italian representatives negotiated an

agreement at Mudanya with the Turkish Nationalists. In

so doing, the Allies acceded to the Turks' military ob

jective namely, removal of all foreign troops from Ana-
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tolia, and from Thrace up to the Maritza River, including
the Straits zone and Istanbul.

After the Turkish victory in Anatolia, Turkish forces

began to advance on the Dardanelles in order to effect a

crossing into Thrace for eventual occupation of Thrace

up to the Maritza River, including Istanbul. A British

force stood in the way at Qanakkale on the Anatolian side

of the Dardanelles, and a Greek army was forming in

Thrace. As the Turks advanced cautiously toward the

neutralized Straits zone, an Anglo-Turkish war seemed

likely. Lloyd George had appealed to the Allied Powers
and to the British Dominions to join in the defense of

the Straits. But France and Italy refused, and, of the

dominions, only Australia and New Zealand responded
with interest. The upshot was that the British felt com

pelled to permit the Turks to walk through their lines;

not a shot was fired, for the Turks advanced with weapons
reversed. The failure of the British to halt the Turkish

advance and the Allied capitulation to Turkish demands
at Mudanya brought about a popular clamor in England
and the resignation of Lloyd George.

23 The near precipi
tation of a war by England at (Janakkale, plus the non-

participation of the dominions in the subsequent negoti
ations at Lausanne, were the immediate events leading to

the Dominion Act of 1925, which in essence recognized the

principle that the dominions would accept active obliga
tions only when they had taken part in the negotiations
and agreed to the results.

This so-called Armistice of Mudanya was superseded in

1923 by the Treaty of Lausanne.24 Some have described

the Treaty of Lausanne as the best treaty ever won by a

defeated nation. But Turkey had never really been de

feated the Ottoman Empire, yes, but not Turkey. The
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Allies had not succeeded in controlling the entire country.

At Lausanne, the Turkish delegation headed by
Ismet willingly gave up all claims to non-Turkish terri

tory, but insisted that all extraterritorial rights in Turkey
be abolished. There were to be no reparations. The Straits

were to be opened, though not fortified. In short, the

Turks were to be undisputed masters of what now con

stitutes, with some minor exceptions, modem Turkey.

THE TRUE REVOLUTION

The country had been freed of immediate foreign threat.

The uniqueness of the Turkish story is what we have come

to call the Atatiirk Revolution. By reason of his military

victory arid his organizational backing, Kemal now held

effective political power. He had succeeded in at least

temporarily establishing a provisional government in An
kara under various pretexts and was ready to set about a

series of truly revolutionary moves.25

The first tiling that had to be done in creating a modern

secular Turkey, but which most reform leaders of the

past had desisted from saying (or succeeded in doing),
was the unseating of religious authority. Virtually the

whole structure of the Ottoman state rested upon religious

law, even though some modifications in the fields of ad

ministrative, commercial, and criminal law had been in

troduced in the igth century. But governmental authority
itself rested squarely on religious law, which in essence

purported to be a logical extension of divinely revealed

sources and practices. Islamic law, of course, went back

to the Koran and Propet Mohammed. True, there had

been a tremendous extension of law from the time of the

earliest Islamic communities, but it was rationalized in

terms of a logical extension of the divine revelations con-
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tained in the Koran and of the early practices of Mo
hammed and his immediate colleagues. This was no man-
made law; it could not be changed by act of parliament.
Granted, it could be and was changed, but slowly,

through the consensus of the learned religious men of

Islam. Later, the law was expanded from time to time

through administrative practice or parliamentary act, such

as the introduction of commercial law.26 But the funda
mental structure of personal law was religious, and the

very authority of the state rested upon religious justifica

tion. The sultan was the head of state, and at the same

time, the caliph the recognized head of the orthodox

Sunni Moslem community.
27

Obviously, in order to create

a modern, progressive secular state, this whole structure

had to be swept away. But Kemal moved carefully, be

cause he knew full well the power of these age-old institu

tions. The inertia of tradition and religion can be very

great.
In January 1921, well before the fighting was over,

Kemal pressed the provisional assembly in Ankara into

enacting a constitution (Kanun-i Esasi) which provided
for popular sovereignty, a parliament as the only repre
sentative of the nation and elected by manhood suffrage,

a responsible ministry, and a president with extensive

power.
28 But Kemal refrained from using the word "re

public/* and he deliberately led many to believe that this

law was only a stopgap measure until independence had

been won and the sultan could be freed from Allied con

trol.
29

But on November i, 1922, six weeks after the fighting

ended and before the sultan in Istanbul had a chance of

freeing himself from the stigma attaching to him by reason

of his apparent cooperation with the Allied powers (wit-
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ness his signing tlie disgraceful Treaty of Sevres ), Kemal
moved to abolish the sultanate. His hand was forced by
Allied moves to invite the sultan's government to send

representatives to the peace conference in Lausanne.

Kemal wished only Nationalists to be present. The princi

pal reason he gave for eliminating the sultanate was that

the incumbent sultan had been a traitor to Turkey and

was no longer able to represent the will of the Turkish

state. The provisional assembly in Ankara more nearly

represented the people of Turkey. In fact, the Constitution

enacted 21 months before had declared popular sover

eignty and had invested the Assembly with all government

authority. Therefore, there was no room for the sultanate

although the caliphate might stay. Some objected that

this was not what the "Constitutional Law" had intended.

But by dint of much arguing, and some questionable par

liamentary tactics in which a threat of force was implied,
Kemal was able to drive his point home and persuade the

Ankara assembly to do his bidding. Three weeks later,

the Lausanne Conference convened, and only the Na
tionalists were represented. The Ankara assembly had thus

gained international recognition as the government of

Turkey.
But the caliphate remained, which meant that the two

offices caliphate and sultanate were now divided;
one had been abolished and the other retained. Kemal
must have realized that popular opposition to the aboli

tion of the caliphate, the religiously significant office,

would be too great at this point to permit a direct attack.

A series of carefully-timed moves now followed, each of

which was very logical when looked at from the point of

view of KemaTs objective the creation of a thoroughly
modern, strong state. A Turkish republic was proclaimed.
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After all, tlie monarchy had been removed and something
had to replace it so, enter the Republic. In fact, as

already pointed out, Turkey was a republic in spirit from

the day the National Assembly recognized unlimited popu
lar sovereignty. These moves were not easily accomplished.
Substantial opposition developed within the more con

servative groups, both within the National Assembly in

Ankara and without. It was only because Kemal had

consolidated his military power and his political authority

through skillful maneuver and organization that he was

able to hold on. But even so, he was hesitant to use too

much overt force. The rank-and-file of the army and police

might not support his radical reforms. Also, Turkey was

not a homogeneous country. There were many diverse

groups, and it was impossible for Kemal in this short

period of time to control all effectively. At best, it was

difficult to gain effective control over a sprawling village

agricultural society; the state of communications and the

law-enforcing agencies were not such as to make control

easy to accomplish. Various devices were used the army
command, the so-called tribunals of independence, a po
litical party.
On March 3, 1924, the inevitable move came: the

caliphate was abolished.30 In a recent book of memoirs,
General Kazim Karabekir makes the undocumented claim

that Kemal had entertained ambitions of making himself

sultan and caliph.
31 In his famous speech of October 1927,

Kemal declared, "Certain persons who wrongly believed

that it was necessary, for religious and political reasons,

to maintain the Caliphate proposed at the last moment
when the decisions were to be taken that I should assume

the office of Caliph. I immediately gave a negative reply
to these men/' 32

I find Karabekir's claim untenable, for
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such an ambition on the part of Kemal would have not

only been out of character; it would have been wholly
inconsistent with his behavior both before and after the

abolition of the caliphate and it would render meaningless

many of the things Kemal did.

The abolition of the caliphate was a blow to many
Turks., and large-scale opposition on the grass roots level

could be anticipated. Kemal realized that he could not do

away with the caliphate without softening up various ele

ments ahead of time. The story is that before publicly

stating his case against the caliphate, Kemal called into

session in a small town on the Sea of Marmara a group
of the nation's leading newspaper editors. They had no

advance knowledge of what the meeting was to be about;

they simply knew that Kemal had requested their pres
ence. Best they go. Anyway, it might be a good story, and

it was. The journalists convened, the doors were locked,

and for many hours Kemal talked. He declared that the

only move making possible the emergence of a modern
Turkish state and continued independence of Turkey was
the abolition of the caliphate. The journalists were

stunned. The debate lasted for a day and a half, and

finally the last die-hard was convinced. The recollections

of one of the participants of this meeting are of value in

understanding what happened.
33

This conversation, barely outlined here, but continued over

many cups of Turkish coffee and hasty common meals, gave
not one of us any feeling of fatigue. We were all conscious that

the wheels of history were turning with an overwhelming
speed in this very room. A society, medieval in its make-up
and outlook in spite of superficial changes, was about to be

forced, by absolutely unique methods, into the modern mold
of the era of reason, and into a more balanced order than any
society had been previously able to achieve. Throughout his-
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tory, equally extreme changes had been made high-handedly
by dictators; each change was enacted in great secrecy at first;

then all publicity media were used to praise convincingly the

fait accompli.
Mustafa Kemal did not want to dictate; he wished to per

suade. The tactics we finally agreed to use were unique. We,
in our newspapers, were to attack the government for not

realizing the danger to the unity and stability of the country
which the continuation of the khalifate constituted. We were
to point out that the khalifate was obsolete from the stand

point of a modern Turkey, that the prestige attributed to it

was a myth, and that the victory of the Turkish nation would
not be complete without a concerted assault on the theocratic

influences which blocked progress*
This plan was carried out in a marvelous spirit We were

astonished when we did not encounter the opposition and re

sistance anticipated. Following this concerted preparation by
the press, the law to abolish the khalifate was passed on March

i, 1924; and two days later, laws for the secularization of

courts and schools and the abolition of all theological semi

naries (to be replaced by a theological faculty at the univer

sity) were passed as matters of course. Deportation of all mem
bers of the old imperial Ottoman dynasty caused general

feelings of joy and relief.

A barrage of publicity was fired against the departing

dynasty. A sort of magical spell which had protected the

palace from being seen realistically suddenly vanished . . .

* <* *

All the scandals and crimes which had been taking place,
even in recent times, behind the palace walls were mercilessly

divulged. The whole thing presented an abominable picture.

A further step was necessary. Veteran journalist Yalman

describes what now transpired:
34

Even after the abolition of the khalifate, a reference had

been left in the constitution to Islam as the "state religion"
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of Turkey. Elimination of this stipulation was the final stage
in Mustafa KemaTs major operation to sever the theocratic

grip on public life. When the khahfate was a thing of the past,
this incongruity of a state religion was discussed in a press
conference. I asked Mustafa Kemal,

<<

Why have you left

recognition of a state religion in the constitution so long after

a regime based on free reason and full tolerance seems well

established?
7'

'Why don't you attack me in your paper for not being
radical and consistent in my acts?" he challenged me.

"I don't feel that it is a proper subject for discussion in a

newspaper."
"The moment that you feel it is proper to make this a sub

ject of public discussion, you may rest assured that the pro
vision to which you rightly object will be taken out of our
constitution."

As a matter of fact, this last stage of the operation was

performed in the constitutional changes of April 15, 1928, so

that a regime of secularism in Turkey became complete*

We get a glimpse into the secret of KemaTs success here

patience, timing, singleness of purpose, accurate assess

ment of persons.

Meanwhile, the entire legal system of the country was
shifted from a religious to a secular basis. The basis for

such change had been laid with the proclamation of a

republic in 1923 and adoption of a republican constitu

tion in 1924. This was a man-made constitution, enacted

by the parliament in Ankara without mention of any
religious authority (except that Islam remained the state

religion). As the basis of national law in a secular state,

the constitution defined very generally the rights and

obligations of the citizens and the organization of govern
ment. In 1926, Western codes of law civil, criminal,
and commercial were enacted to replace the sheria.

The test was whether the people could or would
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shift their loyalties from a divinely ordained authority to

one resting on mere popular sovereignty and social con

tract.
55

Apart from the secularization of authority, Kemal at

tempted to achieve a more homogeneous population

racially, culturally, and emotionally. An early move in this

direction was the exchange of population with Greece,

which eliminated from Turkey a very large share of its

Greek ethnic minority, though a substantial community
remained in Istanbul.36 Most of the Armenian minority had

already been eliminated.37 The Arab minority was small,

for the Arab lands were gone. The Kurds posed a some
what more difficult problem, for there were periodic
Kurdish revolts up to 1935. The Kurds were Moslem, so

there was no religious difference between Turk and Kurd.

Even the Shiite-Sunni split crossed the ethnic line. During
the ig^o's, and indeed part of the 1930*8, the principal

challenge was simply the maintenance of law and order

in the Kurdish areas as the Turks tried to contain the

Kurdish nationalist movement. Later, through forced re

settlement and education, the back of Kurdish resistance

was broken, and today it is probably safe to say that

most Kurds are by and large loyal to Turkey.
Part of this general move to create greater unity was

the legislation secularizing education, suppressing all re

ligious orders, and forbidding individuals to wear reli

giously significant clothing. The wearing of religious garb
whether Moslem, Christian, or Hebrew was limited

to the highest religious officials of each community ( Mos

lem, Armenian, Greek Orthodox, Hebrew, etc.). The fez,

the curious tasseled headgear of the male Moslem, was

forbidden. Of the substitution of the hat for the fez, one

contemporary observer noted: 38
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In 1925, the fez was abolished. I remember very well the

early days at the International College in Smyrna, now Izmir,

when one of the students went out on the campus, not in the

town but just on the campus, wearing a hat. The whole city

was excited. The implication was that to take off the fez and

wear a hat was a sign of giving up one's religion. I've been

told that one of the most learned men in Turkey never wore

a hat and that when he left his library at night, he bundled

up his head with a bandage as though he had a terrible tooth

ache. To observers he was obviously in no condition to wear a

hat.

But greater homogeneity of race and culture alone was

not enough to create new loyalties. Into the situation had

to be thrust a positive emotional element, something that

would draw and hold popular loyalty. Geographical and

political nationalism was the device to which Kemal

turned. All the paraphernalia of a nation-state were cre

ated emblems, music, patriotic holidays, statues, and

monuments. But it was a race against time. On the one

hand, religious activities were held down by police force;

on the other, all the instruments under state control were

used to create a feeling of political nationalism some

times confused with religion, sometimes with race but

still, something very different from either. There was a

deliberate and sustained effort to weld together a Turkish

nation. History itself was rewritten under Kemal's order,

a history calculated to inculcate pride in the ordinary

Turk, pride in being a Turk. He was no longer the "terri

ble Turk," he was the purveyor of a great pre-Islamic
civilization in central Asia and, later, a great Islamic

civilization in the Middle East which far surpassed the

contemporary West in power and the arts. Indeed, the

Turk had much in which to take pride. The new historians

went beyond the strict compass of truth, although given
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the circumstances perhaps they were justified in doing
so. The Turks were pictured as the creators of the world's

first great civilization, the inventors of the first written

language of literary value. Though these claims were un

doubted exaggerations, it is true that the Turkish language
is an antique one and that the Turks are an ancient people
who created organized states in central Asia many cen

turies before their rise to power in the Middle East.39

Unfortunately, these efforts had produced a strong chau

vinistic overtone. An attitude of "Turkey for the Turks"

came to dominate the thinking of many, and life in Tur

key for foreigners was not always pleasant during the

1920*5, 1930*5, and early 1940*8.

In any event, secular education with a strong national

ist character was thrust into the vacuum left by the

abolition of religious influence. In 1924, Kemal invited

John Dewey to visit Turkey to study its educational prob
lem and to recommend how the government might best

proceed. But even Dewey did not foresee the possibility of,

or need for, KemaFs most dramatic reform the change
of the written script (which had been Arabic) to a simple

Latin alphabet.
40

The entire cultural heritage of a people is upset, of

course, by a change in the form of writing, but Kemal felt

that the advantages outweighed the disadvantages. In the

first place, the new nationalist tendencies tended to favor

a distinctly Turkish system of writing. The move was in

part a nationalistic one. Secondly, the old script was of

religious significance. Arabic was the language of the

Holy Koran. So the move was also part of the sustained

effort to de-emphasize everything religious. Thirdly, the

leadership wanted to cut the youth off from the traditional

literature, which was overwhelmingly religious, and force
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the new Turks to read the new national literature of his

tory, science, and technology. And Anally, most important
of all perhaps, the simplification of the writing system was

designed to bring literacy within the grasp of the masses.

Overnight, in 1928, the entire country became momentar

ily illiterate as the old Arabic script was banned from all

publications and official communications. Kemal set the

pace by touring the country with blackboard and chalk

teaching the new alphabet. Words were spelled phoneti

cally. The time and effort required to become literate

were radically reduced, and literacy became a reality to

many thousands of people. In 1927, only 10 per cent of

the Turkish population over the age of 5 was literate. The

1955 figure was 40 per cent. The educational effort had

been expanded to include the adults as well. So-called

People's Houses sprang up in town after town to con

stitute local cultural centers. The vehicle for their organi
zation and support was KemaFs Republican Peoples Party,

under whose protective mantle the more progressive ele

ments in the provincial towns moved into positions o

leadership.
One can discern several threads running aU through

these early reforms. There was the concerted effort to

unseat religious authority and to de-emphasize everything

religious. There was the deliberate drive to eliminate di

visive influences and symbols and to create a new Turkish

political and geographic nationalism. (In 1938 it became

illegal to form any society based on religion, race, region,
or class.)

41
And, finally, there was the effort to make more

effective use of the human and physical resources of the

country. There was a sustained push to spread enlighten
ment and new skills among the people. Women became
the legal equals of men, though true equality had to be
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won it could not be given. Public health became a
matter of national concern, and a start toward the ac

ceptance of modern hygiene and medicine was made. Only
by patience, careful timing, political manipulation, per
suasion, and occasional use of force were these things

accomplished, for even KemaFs great stature was not

enough, of itself, to counter the massive resistance that

greeted many of these moves. For example, apparently
he felt unable to legislate against the wearing of the

veil.

Of the effort to make better use of the physical resources

of the country, with which the next chapter deals, suffice

it to say here that Kemal saw economic development as

the foundation of both national defense and social evolu
tion. But just as clearly, he veered away from setting down
any ideology. His economic policy and political as well

was one of expediency. Indeed, the avoidance of a well-

defined ideology has been of enormous help to Turkey,
for in its absence the Turks could shift gears without an
emotional political crisis. They could and did move from
nationalistic isolation to international cooperation, from
economic liberalism to socialism and back to a mixed econ

omy, and from dictatorship to democracy and back to a

controlled democracy all as the leadership felt that the

circumstances demanded. The leaders were not hampered
by an ideology which could not be shed after changing
circumstances had divorced it from reality.

AN EVALUATION

Politically, Kemal acted very much as a dictator, though
certainly not of the modern, totalitarian stamp, in that

there continued to be a substantial area of private enter

prise and public discussion. Secret police did not terrorize
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the public, nor were concentration camps important
features. KemaFs power rested initially on the army and

the Society for the Defense of the Rights of Anatolia and

Rumelia. During the War for Independence, he was voted

emergency powers by the National Assembly sitting in

Ankara. A law on treason was enacted which created sum

mary courts designed to enforce national "security" and

empowered to pass the death sentence in cases of "dis

loyalty." In 1923, the People's Party was founded with

Kemal at its head. In 1925, ostensibly to deal with the

Kurdish uprising, the Law for the Restoration of Order

was passed establishing two extraordinary "Tribunals of

Independence."
But it was no blood bath. One authority reports:

42

Reported executions were thirteen for an attempt on Atatiirk's

life, twenty-eight in a dervish uprising to restore the sheriat

law, and not more than ten others. There were, however, more
deaths later in a military suppression of Kurd uprising near the

eastern border of Turkey.

Despite the fact that the Turkey of the igzo's and 1930*5
was a one-party state under authoritarian rule, there was
room for difference of opinion at certain levels. Violent

arguments occasionally erupted in the National Assembly
and in the press, arguments directed against KemaFs

policies. Not infrequently he answered these accusations

personally within the Assembly or used his prime minister,

Ismet, to do so, thereby shielding himself. In 1930, Kemal

deliberately encouraged an opposition political party to

form. It became apparent very quickly, however, that this

new second party was a rallying point for elements which,
for reasons of sincere conviction or personal gain, wished
to jettison many of the basic reforms secular law, the

Latin alphabet, even the republic itself. The body politic
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was still illiterate, poor, provincial, uneasy. Sensing the
drift of events, Kemal moved to squelch the opposition
that he himself had created. One wonders whether he

really believed that a start toward a multiparty system was

practical at this juncture. Perhaps he was proving to some
of his critics the danger in

lifting political controls or

maybe he was merely smoking out into the open some
of his more dangerous opponents. One cannot be sure.

43

But one thing is certain, the experiment was ended, and
the regime quickly reverted to single-party authoritarian

ism.

It is quite clear that the members of the Grand National

Assembly during Kemal's regime were far better educated
than their constituents, were not inclined to identify

closely with the districts they represented, and very fre

quently had been public employees in government, the

military, or in education. They were what one scholar has

called the "national-intellectual,*' as opposed to the local

leader. To a significant extent, the sweep of Turkish poli
tics even up to the present can be explained in terms

of a struggle for political security between a fairly radical

national elite and the more conservative local elite, mem
bers of which were usually less well educated, less urban,

more traditionalist than the former.44 The local elite were

also a much less cohesive group.
Political liberalism was impossible so long as a large

part of the population probably the vast majority
denied the very authority of a secular government to rule

and felt no loyalty other than to religion, region, race,

and community. Liberalism democracy would have

merely meant the collapse of the whole fabric of the revo

lution and either reinstitution of theocracy or a general
civil war minority pitted against minority or region
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against region. Certainly the development of Turkey as

a modern, progressive state would have been set back

many, many years.

Kemal was an authoritarian ruler, but, unlike some, his

record was unstained by personal corruption. There seems
little doubt that he was motivated by great ideals and not

merely by a desire for personal power. The ideals toward
which he strove were: (i) the creation of a national

political state in full possession of its sovereign powers;
(2) the development of some element of national power
and international stature so that Turkey might have a
chance to live; (3) a steady advance to a western standard
of living by marshaling the physical and human resources
of the country; (4) a slow but continued movement to

ward more liberal political and economics institutions.

Perhaps Kemal died at the right time, in 1938, for it is

difficult to see the emergence of a democratic state taking
place under his leadership even though he himself had
this vision.

Periodically, Kemal was bitterly denounced in the West.
He had thwarted Allied hopes of taking over Turkey;
he had accepted aid from the Russian Bolsheviks; he had
threatened large European vested interests; he had taken
over control of the Black Sea Straits, a vital waterway;
and he had become a dictator in a

socialistically inclined
state. Clearly, his was not a regime to be trusted. What
most contemporary observers seemed to miss was the fact
that occasionally a corrupt self-seeking elite may have to
be overthrown

violently, and an evolution toward a

greater recognition of human dignity set in motion by
authoritarian devices. If such a revolution takes hold, it

probably means that the people were ready. In Turkey,
the Atatiirk reforms reached deeper and deeper into
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Turkish society as time moved forward, not only in out
ward form but in the very thinking of the people. Un
consciously, the Turks were ready for change as then-

ultimate acceptance of change indicated.

The great man died in 1938 after a serious illness, per
haps brought on by his periodic debauchery for there
is much in Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk that one cannot ad
mire. During these final months, there was an apparent
falling-out between him and Ismet Inonii, his closest

friend and chief military commander during Turkey's War
for Independence. We are not quite certain of the reason
for that falling-out; perhaps the crowd of hangers-on
deliberately conspired to separate the two, (Or perhaps
the falling-out was part of a deliberate act designed to free

Ismet so as to place him in a better position to mend his

political fences and assure himself of the presidency upon
his mentor's death.

In a personal interview in September 1959, Ismet told
the author that the falling-out had occurred over a rela

tively trivial matter. Ismet felt that Kemal, wittingly or

not, had so undermined his position in the government
that he (Ismet) had felt compelled to resign. One re

ceived the feeling from Ismet's words that he felt KemaFs

position had become brittle and irrational during those

last months because of Kemal's illness. Ismet happened to

be the victim. In any event, Celal Bayar, destined to be

Turkey's third president, replaced Inonii as Prime Minis
ter.

Atatiirk remains the great national hero the Turkish

George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln,
and Franklin Roosevelt combined in one. On anniversaries

of his death, the entire Turkish press still borders its front

pages with black. His body now rests in state in a great
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mausoleum crowning one of the Mils of Ankara. Some

thought this grand edifice to be an unnecessary extrava

gance for a poor nation such as Turkey. But as one

watches the common folk come before KemaFs tomb, hat

in hand, eyes full of emotion, to stand in silent reverence,

there is no doubt about the value of this symbol in the

continuing process of building a modern Turkish state.

Atatiirk is still the driving spirit
behind the total and

permanent revolution that continues to move inside Tur

key.
45



Chapter V

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
TO 1945

THE
attitude of Turkey's leaders, and more recently

of a good share of the Turkish people, toward eco

nomic development has been compounded of two major

ingredients: an immediate demand for the wherewithal

to prevent a power vacuum in Turkey and a long-run
desire to catch up with the West in material well-being.
Evidence indicates that Kemaf began moving toward

these goals almost from the start of his regime. These two
felt needs of the Turkish leaders were closely interrelated,

but neither could be ignored. On the one hand, the main

tenance of a large modern military establishment was

dictated and on the other, a dynamic economy subject to

even more rapid growth than those of the West. It was

obvious to the leaders of republican Turkey that only by

rapid economic advance could the nation maintain her

military strength and political stability, neither of which

the Turks could do without if they hoped to stay alive

and in possession of their sovereign rights. Economic de

velopment was therefore made doubly difficult by the

coincidental heavy military outlay. Centuries of mis-

government and foreign control had made it impossible
for the human potential of Anatolia to assert itself and

for the enlightenment and stimulus of the industrial and

scientific revolutions to penetrate. But the idea of great-
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ness nonetheless still lived in the hearts and minds of the

people. It was this force that Kemal tapped and which to

day is driving the Turkish people out of their more com

fortable, traditional way of life into an unknown future.

It is not that the Turks en masse have consciously chosen

to change; it is more as if evolutionary forces had burst

in upon Anatolia and caught up the people in a mighty

surge of development.
It has been observed that theoretical economists and

highly trained technical men from Western Europe and

North America often tend to think in a purely Marxian

manner that is, they assume that motivation for all

human behavior can be understood in strict economic

terms. They imply that if one provides economic op

portunity the individual and society will respond in a

predictable way. But in fact, one suspects, economic op

portunity is but a function of the urge for "economic

progress" (that is, an increase in per capita productivity
and real income). And surely that urge is an attitude

conditioned by historical, cultural, and environmental fac

tors. For a variety of reasons this urge or economic in

centive tends to be relatively weak in certain of the

underdeveloped countries that tend likewise to be back

ward, Turkey among them. Here, "underdeveloped" is

equated with poverty in the presence of a physical possi

bility for development and "backward," to a state of mind
attitudes which have arrested the technical and sci

entific development of the people. Turkey has been both

and, to a considerable degree, still is. In the Turkish con

notation, the very word "progress" has been equated with

military conquest and expansion and the benefits derived

therefore, not with internal economic and social develop
ment.
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The economic growth of an underdeveloped-backward
country, then, rests heavily upon social and personal de

velopment. Obviously the evolution of human society
moves only so fast as the mind and body of man permit.

Regardless of the quantity and quality of machines which

may be thrust into a given society, that society will fail

to progress if its base of scientific thought and technical

knowledge is inadequate, and its incentives and vitality
weak. Hence, to talk in terms of long-range economic

development in Turkey is ill-conceived unless close at

tention is likewise given the education, culture, and
health of the people, factors which must inevitably con
dition any economic growth. In Turkish agriculture, for

instance, the major bottleneck has been the painful scar

city of enlightened farmers; in industry, of skilled labor

and trained management; in business, of qualified execu

tives and effective administrators; and in society at large,
of scientific thought and personal initiative.

The economic development pattern of a people is thus

shaped in part by historically conditioned attitudes. By
this term is meant the sum total of those traditions and
customs that stem either from past interaction between
environment and society or from inspired and revered

leadership, become part of the mores of the society, and

pass down from generation to generation through parental-
child conditioning in a sort of static equilibrium. The
whole structure and residue of Islamic law, for instance,

with its divinely-regulated pattern of inheritance and em

phasis on private property, is perhaps a case in point. Al

though it is extremely dangerous to generalize on the

poorly understood subject of national attitudes, a partial
list of Turkish attitudes bearing directly on the matter of

economic development would necessarily include the con-
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cept of "manifest destiny," the association of "work** with

low prestige, the absence of an hereditary aristocracy,

respect for formal education, willingness to assimilate new
cultural forms, a fatalistic interpretation of adversity, and

great emphasis on military power and the warrior virtues.
1

Also of undoubted importance in regulating economic

change is the form of the social structure within which it

moves. We have discussed previously certain aspects of

the traditional society, many of which carry over into

the contemporary scene. Recent research in Turkey would
indicate that even yet "there is good evidence'* that Turks

feel considerably 'less need for achievement than do com

parable Americans." The author of this finding concludes

that it seems unlikely that there will be any dramatic in

crease in achievement motivation "unless the extremely

dominating role of the father undergoes some change."
2

KEMAL'S ECONOMIC LEGACY

A proper appreciation of the genesis of the chief policies
that have shaped Turkish economic development requires
a short excursion into history.

In 1922, a publication of the Bptish community in Is

tanbul declared, "The experience of nearly three centuries

and a half has shown that without these rights ... (the

foreigner) cannot live in Turkey/'
3 The rights to which

reference was made were the Capitulations. From the

start of the Ottoman Empire, various foreign and non-
Moslem minorities living within the shadow of its rule

were accorded special status. Initially, this situation was
felt to be a perfectly normal one in view of the non-
Moslem character of the groups concerned. Islamic law,
of course, could not properly apply to these people and
hence, the law of the land could not protect, judge, or
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punish them. In the end, however, as Ottoman authority
weakened, what was originally considered something in

the nature of a disability and a penalty (exclusion from

Islamic jurisdiction) turned into an enviable privilege
which served as the basis for oppressive commercial and
industrial exploitation by foreign business interests. A
foreign business house could, for instance, establish itself

in the country without leave of the Ottoman government
and could organize according to the laws of its own

country. It was likewise largely exempt from Ottoman

taxation, and its foreign personnel enjoyed inviolability
of person and domicile and the jurisdiction of their own
consular courts.

4

Considerably augmenting the influence of the foreign
business interests on the internal affairs of the Ottoman
state was the difficult financial position in which the

Ottoman sultan found himself at the close of the igth

century. Heavy borrowing from European financiers by
the Ottoman government between 1854 and 1875 had

given rise to a heavy public debt. Most of the funds thus

raised were used for economically unproductive purposes,
and virtual bankruptcy finally came after the Russo-

Turkish War of 1877-1878. At the instigation of foreign

bondholders, Sultan Abdul Hamid II, in December 1881,

signed a decree which placed the administration of the

debt in the hands of the so-called "Council of Administra

tion of the Turkish Debt," predominantly a group of repre
sentative foreign creditors.

5 This Council was eventually
ceded the right to collect and dispose of revenues derived

from taxes on tobacco, salt, wines and spirits, commercial

stamps, fish; from the tithes on soil, tobacco and cattle in

several provinces; from railway guarantees; and finally

from various taxes levied on fishing and hunting, as well
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as certain surtaxes.6 Tlie Ottoman government thereby
forfeited to a considerable degree control over its financial

commercial and industrial life.

Tlie railway guarantees were particularly onerous. To

promote foreign loans for the construction of railways, the

Ottoman government had guaranteed to the respective
concessionaires that the gross receipts per kilometer of

the rail lines concerned would come to a certain amount,

depending upon the relative difficulty of construction. To
secure these guarantees, the collection of various taxes in

the districts through which the lines passed were put in

the hands of the Council. These taxes were to make up
the difference between the actual gross receipts per kilo

meter and the amount guaranteed, any balance to revert

to the Ottoman treasury.
7

The Lausanne Treaty (1923) abolished the capitula
tions system and effected a downward revision in the Ot
toman debt inherited by the Turkish Republic. The old

Ottoman Empire had been severed into several states,

leaving Turkey only a slice of Thrace in Europe and the

Anatolian Peninsula in Asia. About 65 per cent of the

debt was apportioned to the embryonic republic, the bal

ance being assigned to the other states created out of the

imperial fragments. Meanwhile, KemaFs young govern
ment in Ankara expanded its area of economic control, and
the Council of Administration of the Ottoman Debt was
cut off from the source of most of the revenues ceded to

it by the Decree of 1881 and subsequent agreements. All

effort by the Council to regain these revenues failed, and
so ended its effective administration. Although republican

Turkey honored the Ottoman obligations assigned to it,

later, by various unilateral acts, it succeeded first in sus

pending payments and then, in 1943, in offering a com-
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pulsory redemption of the outstanding bonds at a reduced

price. Bonds not presented for redemption during the

period of this offer ceased to be listed by the Turkish gov
ernment as outstanding.

Further breaking the non-Turkish hold over the business

and industrial life of the country was the exchange of

population with Greece which commenced in 1923 and

finally concluded in 1930, a process that eliminated from

Turkey virtually all of the Greek population outside of

Istanbul. A 1928 census of refugees in Greece reported a

total of 914,300 Greeks who had emigrated from Turkey
over the 1912-1923 period. Adding the total who had died

or moved on in the interim, one student of the population

exchange concluded that there must have been about 1.1

million Greek emigrants from Turkey prior to the estab

lishment of the Mixed Commission in 1923 that was to

implement the Convention Concerning the Exchange of

Greek and Turkish Populations.
8 Under the auspices of

the commission, another 189,916 Greeks (through 1925)

left Turkey.
9

It is estimated that some 10,000 Turks tad

left Greece and moved to Turkey during the 1912-1914

period. In 1914, an estimated 115,000 Turks made the

move. Under the auspices of the Mixed Commission, an

other 355,635 moved.10

Just prior to this period, Turkey's Armenian population
had been reduced through fighting, Turkish reprisals, and

deportation from an estimated 1.3 million to something
over 100,000, thereby almost eliminating this commercially

important group.
11 With these Greeks and Armenians, one

might add, went a very substantial proportion of Turkey's

skilled craftsmen and business and industrial know-how,

although Greek and Armenian communities remained in

Istanbul.
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The percentage of business and commercial affairs just

prior to World War I under direct foreign control was

very large, which fact is revealed by statistics relating to

the immediate postwar period. For example, of the 13,683
"industrial establishments" (apparently including handi

craft shops) reported in 1921 as employing four or more

persons, 642 were owned by foreigners.
12 "Of the several

hundred [mining] concessions in force on March 31, 1920,

there were 282 held by foreigners/*
1S The figures shown

in Table i purport to reflect the situation in 1914.
14 One

author notes that these figures "err in neglecting the

amount of investments of other nations such as Austria-

Hungary, Italy, Russia, and the United States."
15 The

same scholar continues, "Prior to World War [I], Turkish

private funds were confined largely to two or three steam

ship lines and to a small share of the Public Debt.16 Ob

viously excluded from these calculations was traditional

and small-scale industry (for example, grain milling, con

struction, handicrafts, et cetera).

Table i

Foreign Capital Invested

Foreign groups administered the major ports and owned

outright many of the most important mines, all but 13 per
cent of the rail lines, and the greater share of the larger
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public utilities.
17 And much of the rest was owned by

Greek, Armenian, and Jewish minorities that is, until

the Armenian troubles had taken their dreadful toll and

the exchange of population with Greece had been effected.

It is important to note, too, that a major part of the

Turkish-owned industry was state-owned even in these

prerepublican days. During the igth century, the Ottoman

government had established several plants, and as of 1915,

out of 264 industrial establishments, 22 were state prop

erty.
18

Labor, largely unorganized, had been exploited merci

lessly by both Turkish and foreign employers. Following
the proclamation of a constitutional regime in Turkey in

1908, a rash of strikes had broken out in an effort to better

working conditions. Inasmuch as these strikes caused a

suspension of work in various important public utilities,

the Work Suspension Law of 1909 was passed to prohibit

collective action by labor and prevent workers in public

service industries from setting up trade unions. The same

law created a system of arbitration to solve labor disputes.

As the move toward industrialization accelerated during
and following World War I, the working class came to oc

cupy a more important place in the life of the country.

Nonetheless, because of the ineffectiveness of the legal

measures designed to protect workers from exploitation,

labor was still unable to gain more favorable conditions.

The need for some sort of organization was recognized by
KemaTs regime as early as 1922 when the current Minister

of Economy declared, "Unless occupational organizations

for instance . . . worker's syndicates . . . are formed,

and unless they consider their rights collectively, they

(i.e., workers) are going to remain weak." 19
Although the

worke/s unions set up under the 1921 Eregli Coal Zone
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Law and the Mutual Assistance Reserve Funds of earlier

dates appeared as labor organizations, these were not

unions in the modem Western sense for they were pri

marily semiofficial vehicles for providing various types of

social assistance to workers, not for collective bargaining.
In 1913, mechanized Turkish industry employed an

estimated 17,000 persons in 252 establishments.20 "Estab

lishment," as used here, is vague, but apparently it in

cludes only productive enterprise taking place in a factory
or shop and does not include handcrafts or home industry.

Although these figures were based on a count only in the

major cities of western Turkey, there were very few in

dustrial establishments located elsewhere at the time.

Twenty-eight per cent of these establishments were de

voted to food processing principally mining and an

other 28 per cent to textile manufacture.21 An inventory of

the major industrial plants at this time would have in

cluded: five armament works, two army supply plants (a
cloth mill and a sewing establishment), seven cloth and

carpet mills, several leather plants, a shoe factory, five

large mining enterprises (Zonguldak coal, Ergani copper,
Keciborlu sulphur, Balya lead, and Eski^ehir meerschaum),
one glass plant, two ship repair yards, two vegetable oil

and soap manufacturing plants, three breweries, and seven

power stations.
22 The power stations produced an annual

47 million kilowatts.23 In addition, of course, were many
hundred small, semimechanized flour mills, seed presses,

looms, and metalworking shops. The 4,240 kilometers of

rail line linked only Istanbul, the Aegean coastal area,
and the eastern Mediterranean, but did not serve central

Anatolia (except Eski?ehir, Afyonkarahisar, and Ankara),
the Black Sea region, or the Eastern provinces (other than
the Russian-built broad gauge line into Kars and the nar-
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row gauge line on west to Erzuram). In 1923, less than

1,000 kilometers of good roads and 8,300 kilometers of

broken-surface roads existed,
24

Despite these deficiencies

in land transport, an extensive telegraph system linked

many parts of the Ottoman Empire. There likewise existed

a state shipping line and a private Turkish steamship com-

pany, but with a total gross tonnage of only 34,go2.
25 In

respect to agriculture, all one can say is that modern farm

practices and equipment were virtually unknown. The

village-farmer pursued his traditional ways.

During World War I and the War of Independence, a

great many of these plants and facilities were either de

stroyed or worn out and the man power of the country
weakened. Even some of the rail line had been torn up
to furnish steel for munitions. In the Turkey of 1923, a

country of perhaps 12.8 million persons, there were all

told but 341 mechanized factories, most of them small and

ill-equipped.
26

Apparently the definition of a factory used
in this tabulation was any location where a stationary

power machine was used for production, whatever the

number of persons employed. An underdeveloped-back
ward, village economy, weakened by half a century of

foreign control and smashed by a decade of war, was the

economic legacy handed down to the Republic of Turkey,
the point at which Kemal and his colleagues started trying
to build a modern economy.

ETATISM27

Economic development obviously had to move with

political and social reform. Otherwise dangerous stresses

and strains would be set up in the body politic, a situation

which could degenerate rapidly into a situation of weak
ness and perhaps even of deterioration. If the level of ex-
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pectation of the people encouraged by social reform,

education, and improved communication got too far

out of line with the economic capability of meeting expec
tations, trouble could be anticipated.

Although a military man and no economist, Kemal was
from the first keenly aware of the economic needs of the

country. On March i, 1922, even before the end of battle,

he set forth a six-point program of economic development.
His declared aims were: to resuscitate and modernize agri
culture and industry, "which had been ruined and neg
lected by reason of European rivalry*' (There is no

convincing evidence that in the absence of European

rivalry Turkey's agriculture and industry would have been

very different. Kemal was probably making this point

largely for propaganda purposes, though he himself may
have believed it.) ... "to develop the forests;** . . . "to

nationalize in accord with the ability of the State

those economic institutions and enterprises most directly
concerned with the general welfare;" . . . "to exploit the

mineral wealth of the country;" . . . "to protect and re-

invigorate existing industry'*; and "to consider protective
measures for . . . new industry;** . . . "to secure the

financing of the national revolution by creating ... a

balanced budget suited to the national economic struc

ture.*' And in 1923, he declared, "Whatever happens, we
must give primary importance to our economy in order to

attain a rank worthy of our New Turkey; we live in an
economic era.**

28 'The New Turkish State,** he added,
"will not be a world conquering state. The New Turkish

State will be an economic state.** In 1924, he revealingly
observed, "Without economic (development) a weak state

cannot be saved from poverty; it cannot attain civilization,

comfort, or happiness; it cannot be saved from social and
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political disease (deterioration) . . . There is no civilized

state which does not think of its economy hefore its army
and its fleet."

29

By reason of the obvious inability (or unwillingness) of

native capitalists to finance the purchase of foreign-owned
economic enterprises in the country, even those directly

concerning the general welfare, it fell to the State to buy
out the foreign owners. Thus, the principle of etatism

(state responsibility and leadership in economic matters)

began to take root, its growth in the first instance being
limited to establishments formerly foreign-owned and to

those state enterprises inherited from Ottoman times.

Meanwhile, private Turkish capital was to create the

new national industry and modern agriculture of which

Kemal spoke. In 1923, the Agricultural Bank, which had

been a central government institution since 1888, was or

ganized as a joint-stock company, shares being distributed

to its district offices in proportion to the investment of

each. Upon KemaFs personal insistence and partial financ

ing, the Business (Is) Bank was organized in 1924 as a

privately owned (by public personages), but publicly

controlled, popular savings bank. During its early years it

was concerned primarily with improving the Zonguldak
coal fields. In 1927, a law for the encouragement of private

Turkish industry was promulgated by the Grand National

Assembly. Under its provisions, State-owned land (up to

ten hectares) required for the construction or expansion of

an industrial establishment owned by Turkish citizens

could be given without charge to the enterprise, so long
as it satisfied certain conditions.

30
Accepted enterprises

were exempted from a long list of taxes and given a 30

per cent reduction in rail and sea transport rates. The gov
ernment was empowered to subsidize industrial plants up
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to 10 per cent of the value of their finished products, and

even though, imported goods were often cheaper than

similar domestic products, city, provincial, and national

governments were required to buy home-made com
modities. And finally, those who put up an entirely new

industry were awarded a 25-year monopoly. During this

period, industrial enterprise enjoyed almost complete free

dom from state intervention inasmuch as state and private

enterprise were accorded similar treatment.31 A number of

private establishments took advantage of these provisions,

though their contribution to the economy was relatively

small. In 1932, 1,473 establishments employing 55,321

persons were operating under the law. In 1939, only 1,144
were covered; the number of employees is not available.

Over this same period the value of production from these

plants increased by 140 per cent, but wholesale prices
meanwhile rose by no per cent. In a 1927 survey, 13,675
establishments employing four persons or more each were

reported. All in all, it thus seems safe to conclude that the

law induced relatively little new industrial investment.32

In 1929, as soon as the customs freeze imposed by the

Lausanne Treaty ran out, a wall of protective tariffs was

erected, but without noticeable effect. (Prior to this

period, Turkey had agreed to impose an ad valorem duty
of not more than 9 per cent on all imports. )

Kemal was apparently hopeful of attracting foreign

capital to assist in the development of the country. In

1923, he declared, "Do not suppose that we envy foreign

capital. No, our country is extensive. We require great
effort and great capital. Therefore, we are always pre

pared to provide the necessary security to foreign capital
on the condition that its profits be regulated by law/' 33

But the climate was not right. The memory of the cor-
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ruption, political instability, and financial defaults on the

part of the Ottoman government was too fresh in the

minds of foreign capitalists to encourage fresh plunges.
Nor did the emergence of a militant Turkish nationalism

under Kemal give foreign businessmen reassurance for the

future.
34

Apart from a private American loan in 1930, a Soviet

government loan in 1934, British government loans in 1938
and 1939, and French and German loans in 1939, the finan

cial resources utilized were Turkish public resources and

those generated domestically by the new banks, to each

of which was deputed the task of establishing and control

ling various industries or economic activities. (Between

1924 and 1939 the combined deposits of all the national

banks increased from 13 million liras to 170 million.) In

spite of their limited financial resources, the Turks were,

by this means, able to wipe out the foreign control of vital

services and industries. This process was completed only
in 1947 when the government bought out the French inter

ests in the rail line (405 kilometers) skirting the Syrian

border on the Berlin-to-Baghdad run. This move placed
the entire Turkish rail net in the hands of the Turkish gov
ernment for the first time.35

The form of Turkish etatism36 in fact evolved out of the

investment-banking structure created to develop a home-

owned industry. The semipublic Business Bank has already

been mentioned, so likewise has the move to make the

Agricultural Bank a private institution. In 1926, this latter

organization was given the task of organizing agricultural

credit cooperatives on the village level, and in 1937, the

Grand National Assembly enacted a measure reconstitut

ing the Agricultural Bank as a government institution. At

that time, it became and still remains a direct func-
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tion of the central government. TTae capital of the bank

consists of that inherited from the earlier bank, from funds

gained from annual earnings, and since 1938 from annual

grants made by the national government equal to 6 per

cent of the yield on the land tax and 34 per cent of the

national budget.

Meanwhile, in 1925, the Turkish Industry and Mining
Bank was founded with government capital for the express

purpose of implementing the state industrial program. This

institution, the activity of which was limited to the man

agement of existing works, was split into two concerns in

1932, the State Office of Industry and the Industrial Credit

Bank of Turkey. These two once again became one in

1933 to form ^e Siimer Bank, an institution endowed with

a financial and administrative structure designed to spark

an industrial expansion. Shortly thereafter, the first indus

trialization plan (1934-1939) was announced.37
Also, in

1931, the Ottoman Bank, a Turkish joint-stock company
whose shares were owned by British and French nationals,

was replaced as the central bank of issue by the new Cen

tral Bank of Turkey, thereby nationalizing the banking
structure. Another state investment institution for mining
and power development, the Eti Bank, came onto the

scene in 1935-
38

Finallv, in 1937, etatism was written into the Constitu

tion as one of the six cardinal principles of the republic.

Up to this point it had, legally speaking, been only the

doctrine of a party, though in the predominantly single-

party administration of Kemal, this distinction was per

haps more theoretical than actual.

Aside from industry, transport, and banking, Turkish

etatism likewise invaded the field of labor-management
relations. An increasing necessity for the codification and
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enforcement of basic labor regulations was felt as indus

trialization moved ahead. In the absence of effective labor

organization, some sort of state administrative machinery
was required to prevent the previous exploitation of labor.

It was here that the benevolent paternalism of etatism was
most clearly exposed. Without organized pressure on the

part of labor, the Public Health Law of 1930 was enacted,

an act that provided for the protection of pregnant women
workers, fixed minimum ages for industrial labor, estab

lished maximum hours of work, and authorized the issu

ance of industrial health and safety regulations. In 1933,

an amendment to the Turkish Penal Code prohibited both

the right to strike and that of lockout. The Public Health

Law was the prelude to the first comprehensive piece of

labor legislation, the Labor Law of 1936, which is still

considered the basic labor code, This latter law applied to

persons partly or wholly engaged in the performance of

manual work in industrial undertakings where at least ten

persons were normally employed ( since August 1952, four

or more persons under certain circumstances). It dealt

with such matters as employment contracts, maximum
hours of work, rest pauses, night work, public holidays^

the Saturday half-holiday, protection of wages, employ
ment of women and juveniles, health and safety, labor

inspection, employment exchanges, and conciliation and

arbitration. Strikes and lockouts were again prohibited,

and compulsory arbitration enforced. In essence, this law

provided that employer-employee relations should be ar

ranged entirely by the State. (It was not until 1947 that

legal recognition was given to the right of either employers
or employees to associate freely in the formation of associ

ations and unions.) Accompanying these developments
was the growth of various forms of social security for labor
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old age, maternity, and occupational sickness and acci

dent. Though labor was thus legally protected, the en

forcement of these laws in private industry left much to

be desired, a fact that convinced many Turks of the neces

sity for direct State participation in industry.
39

As previously indicated, etatism could be defined simply
as the intervention of the state in economic matters in the

interest of more rapid economic development and the pro
tection of the general welfare. It was an economic expedi
ent and a responsibility of government. We have seen that

at first there was no intent to cut into or discourage private

enterprise. In fact, the initial tendency was in quite the

opposite direction. But the bureaucratic empire-builders
who saw in etatism an opportunity for personal power
eventually used this state machinery as a weapon against

private competition. Their major advantages were tax ex

emptions, low-interest public capital, state subsidies, prior

ity in the allocation of scarce materials, first claim on

foreign exchange, and state assistance in training technical

personnel. Private enterprise, nonetheless, continued to

grow and to compete successfully in a number of fields,

one reason being that the production costs in some of the

state plants were abnormally high by reason of their un
economic (though perhaps socially profitable) sites and
the many social benefits they were required to provide.

Turkey's largest industry flour milling remained al

most 100 per cent in private hands throughout, so likewise

did a substantial part of the textile industry. Purely as a

revenue-begetting scheme, the government established as

state monopolies the production of salt, tobacco products,
alcoholic beverages (other than wine), matches, and ex

plosives. Air, rail, postal-telegraph-telephone, and the mar
itime passenger services likewise became government
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monopolies, ostensibly both for revenue purposes and to

protect the public against exploitation.

In short, etatism grew as a result of the compelling need

for accelerated economic development, the failure of

private enterprise to maintain the desired pace, the non

availability of foreign capital, and the ambition of empire-

building bureaucrats. In addition, one might cite the mili

tary orientation of the leadership which perhaps inclined

it toward a policy of economic regimentation, the world

wide economic depression of the 1930*5 which served to

establish on a global basis the failure of private enterprise,

the absence of any domestic public opinion to oppose the

move toward state control, the inadequacy of domestic

commercial law and its enforcement, the shortage of cap
ital and the necessity for channeling that which was avail

able into projects of highest social return (not necessarily

equated with high financial return, especially in the short-

run), the authoritarian nature of the political institutions

of the country, and finally the apparently impressive ex

amples at that time of state economic control in Nazi Ger

many, Fascist Italy, and Soviet Russia, fitatism was thus

in harmony with the historical, social, political, and eco

nomic environment of Turkey.

Though Turkish apologists for etatism claim that it

never crystallized into an ideology and, hence, was always

subject to change, such was not entirely the case. In 1937,

6tatism was written into the Constitution as a principle of

the State. In 1935, Kemal had explained, "Accepting the

principle of private enterprise and personal initiative, but

recognizing its inability to satisfy all the requirements of a

great nation and an extensive territory, the system of na

tionalization pursued by Turkey relies upon the principle

of State control of the national economy." "But/' he added,
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"this system is not a mere application of the ideas pro

posed by the igth century socialist theorists." 40
Later,

one of the principal economic thinkers for the People's

Party, the party of Kemal, stated,

The political program of the People's Party clearly defines

the limits in this country between state-controlled economy
and the free enterprise. While the State will deal with heavy
industry, manufacture of armaments and public utilities, all

other industries are open to private enterprise. We are not

capitalists; we resemble the socialists. We do not believe in ex

ploitation . . . While other countries are moving towards

tStatism, we have no wish to return to an iSth century economy,
We believe in 4tatism as a means of preventing the exploitation
of the workers.41

By this time etatism had become something very much
akin to an ideology in the minds of many if one defined

the term as a specific, social, economic, or political prin

ciple or program to which people cling obstinately for

emotional and symbolic reasons. But the ideology had not

been seized upon by the masses. Hence, it was still suscep
tible to change.
The outstanding features on the etatistic landscape were

the large investment banks the Siimer Bank for indus

trial establishments, the Eti Bank for mining and power
developments, the Agricultural Bank for agriculture in

vestment, and, in the case of monopoly industry and trans

port and communication, various government agencies.
From the start, an important function of these enterprises
was education and social development. Many were

planned with the idea of regional development more in

mind than immediate financial profit. Because of various

price controls, social and educational functions, and inade

quate accounting, it is impossible to state with any cer-
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tainty whether particular state enterprises were financial

successes or not. But the fact remains that in the three de

velopmental plans (iQS^QSQ* igs/-1^ and 1946-

1950 )
a number of modern factories were constructed, and

the economy began to creak into motion. Progressive labor

legislation of a paternalistic nature was enacted simultane

ously, although its application was spotty.
Various moves calculated to induce social change in

the village and, coincidentally, greater agricultural pro
duction, paralleled this industrial development and must
be considered as part of the general Statist policy. Spe

cifically, these moves included an expanded farm-credit

system, protective tariffs, a village school program, land

distribution (to increase the number of landowners), road

improvement, the introduction of a small amount of ma

chinery, and the dispatch abroad for technical agricultural

training of a few Turkish students. Until the seeds of

fundamental change had been laid in Anatolian rural so

ciety and more trained agriculturalists were available,

relatively little profitable investment could be made in

agriculture other than in a limited number of factories

which, by utilizing farm products, would increase farm

income and encourage improved farm practices. The out

standing example of this process was the sugar refineries*

Turkish agriculturalists insist that the general influence of

these plants on farm practices in their respective areas has

been very great. Also, in all three industrialization plans

large chunks of capital went into the building of a modem
textile industry, a move which encouraged both the ex

pansion of the Anatolian goat and sheep population and

the improvement of Turkish cotton. Not only did the in

creased demand for wool and cotton effect the farmer's

income, but the new textile industry brought cheap, fac-
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tory-woven cloth within his means. As a result, village

clothing changed. During World War II, the government

stepped in to increase agricultural production through the

device of creating several large state farms equipped with

modem machines and operated according to scientific

farm practice. Though originally conceived simply as an

effort to augment production at a critical time, these state

farms have not been without importance as demonstration

models and experimental areas in modem agriculture un
der Anatolian conditions.

Did etatism fail in its purpose? One unusually qualified

foreign observer commented, "Although the favorable

economic results of the etatist policy are plain for all to

see, its disadvantages now receive greater stress than its

advantages, and consequently there is a tendency, in some

quarters, to claim that it has "failed!" This same person
wrote:

While sympathizing with the self-critical attitude this im

plies, we see here a danger of jumping to premature conclu
sions. In this connection we may recall Thomburg's

42 criticism

of the statement that private enterprise in the early days of
the Republic had "failed." "It was hardly," he says, "given a
fair trial.

9*

Equally well it may be claimed that, today, public
enterprise has not had a fair trial. In Turkey, it has suffered
from much of the same difficulties as stifled the growth of

private enterprise in the earlier period. Capital, in spite of

foreign aid, is still a scarce commodity; communications, al

though vastly improved, are still inadequate; managerial and
technical skills, despite the sending of large numbers of youngmen to foreign countries for

training,, remain in short supply;
administrative skills, of a modern type, are even rarer. In these

circumstances, is it correct to assume that, now that etatism
has laid a basis for industrial and commercial development,
the future of Turkey's industry and commerce lies in the
hands of the individual entrepreneur? We suggest that it is

not43
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AN EVALUATION

During the initial period of republican Turkish develop
ment, from 1923 to 1930, great economic inertia existed.

Despite substantial investment and government-inspired

prodding, little seemed to happen which could be meas

ured statistically. In the years following 1930 a consider

able number of large State industrial enterprises appeared,
but it was not until after 1945 that per capita real income

began to register a steady rise. In fact, if Turkish income

estimates bear any relevance to reality, per capita real na

tional income was very little higher in 1945 than in 1929,

if at all.
44 The reasons for this slow improvement were

doubtless varied. Most important perhaps were the heavy
residue of Ottoman mentality which tended to disparage
business and industrial activity, the changeless and tradi

tion-bound nature of Anatolian village society, and the

small number of educated and technically skilled persons
in the country. On the economic side, the size of invest

ment in modern capital goods was simply inadequate to

boost gross national product over and above population

gowth.
It was perhaps just as well that investment during this

period was not greater, for because of sociological and

psychological factors in Anatolian life, it would doubtless

have brought very low returns. It was during these years,

however, that the combined influence of extensive village

and technical education programs, relatively successful

control of a few major diseases, establishment of some

modern industry, improved communications, and partici

pation in the semimodern military training forced upon

every able-bodied male, began to take effect And the

economy began to move. Once under way, the movement
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gathered momentum fairly rapidly, for it was based upon
the release of tremendous pent-up human energy and long-
thwarted demand for the satisfaction of certain felt needs.

Although it is true that two fundamental desires pre
vention of a power vacuum and material advance to the

Western level motivated Turkey's leaders, the manner
in which they gave expression to these impulses changed
with the times. Turkey's unhappy experience with foreign
economic exploitation in the closing years of the Ottoman

Empire, the political scheming against her by the Western

powers following World War I, and the inability to raise

foreign loans, led the Turks at first to a policy of virtual

economic isolation. Surrounded by hostile, or at least ap

parently untrustworthy powers, the Turks concluded that

self-sufficiency in foodstuffs and basic industrial products
was the answer. The ruling concept of economic develop
ment at this time emphasized the growth of that domestic

industry which would render unnecessary previously vital

imports, thereby making the country less vulnerable to

foreign pressures. Undoubtedly, the world-wide economic
crisis of the early 1930*3 and its depressive effect upon
world trade (particularly upon the commerce of a country
such as Turkey which was selling largely unprocessed agri
cultural and mineral products) confirmed in the minds of

the Turkish leaders their already strong inclination toward
a policy of economic

self-sufficiency. World War II again
demonstrated to the Turks the practical utility of their

drive toward
self-sufficiency, for the new State plants kept

the country supplied with a number of vital products
despite the semi-isolation of Turkey during the war years.
The post-World War II world saw Turkey following a
different policy one of international economic coopera
tion.
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Another characteristic of Turkish development was the

partial divorce of two processes long thought by Western

economists to be indissolubly married industrialization

and urbanization. Though the industrial labor force had in

creased from 5.6 per cent of the population in 1929 to

perhaps 7 or 7.5 per cent in 1945, a mass rural-urban move
ment had not yet gotten underway by the end of World
War II. There are several alternative explanations for this

relative immobility of the population. From the start of

modem industrialization in Turkey, that is since the mid-

1930*5, it was a deliberate policy of Turkey's leaders to use

industry not only for production but also as an educational

device and a lever for regional development. Many of the

big state plants, so criticized by Western economists for

being poorly located, were in fact placed in their present
sites for reasons other than purely economic. It was a mat

ter of calculated policy to prevent the creation of industrial

concentrations and to hold the population in the villages

and small towns. Not only were the building and adminis

tration of industrial cities both expensive and difficult, but

the leaders feared the possibly politically disruptive influ

ence of an industrial proletariat which had cut all ties with

the land and had broken away from the protective stability

and security of village life. With the Soviet Union so close

at hand, there was occasion for concern. It was also true

that the persons constituting the major source of new

industrial labor, the landless or near-landless villagers,

were strongly disinclined to leave the village on any

permanent basis. The bachelor dormitories associated with

many of the new state industrial plants of this period are

clear evidence that the Turkish leaders likewise did not

envisage any such permanent move out of the village. But

regardless of the motives, the fact remains that Turkey
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built up its industrial plant with a minimum of urban de

velopment. According to the 1927 census, about 2,4.2, per
cent o the population was living in the cities. In 1945,

that percentage was almost the same. (The 1950 figure was

only 25.2 per cent. These figures are distorted somewhat in

favor of the village by reason of a large amount of migrant
labor that continued to identify itself with the village, but

which in fact resided most of the time in the cities. ) Under
these circumstances it is an error to judge the value of a

factory to the national economy by its profit and loss

statement. Calculation of its net contribution should in

clude such factors as the cost of new housing made neces

sary by the plant, the training it provides, and the extent

to which it stimulates other productive activity. How does

one calculate the profit or loss of a school? Some of these

state plants were as much technical training centers as

factories.

An important factor keeping the people on the land was
the relative sparseness of population in many rural areas.

Not only were most rural communities initially isolated

from the stream of national development by reason of

poor communications and rough topography, but there

was also the opportunity at hand for expanding agricul
tural production and hence, income, once better motive

power plus incentives entered the village. The only
limit on the amount of land a farm family could cultivate

was the animal and man power it could recruit. With only
oxen, the expansion of cultivation was necessarily slow.

But the use of good horses alone increases the area a farm

family can cultivate by perhaps two or three times, and a

tractor multiplies the area many times. Until very recently,

therefore, there was little economic pressure operating in

the village to induce people to migrate to the cities on a
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permanent basis. Those who did were either fanners who
worked at nonfarm jobs during the off season, the younger
sons of large families, or those unfortunate few who owned
little or no land.

Another feature of Turkish development was its re

gional unevenness, despite a deliberate effort by the gov
ernment to distribute the benefits of industrialization over
as wide an area as possible. With the exception of a few

pockets, there still existed a continuous gradation from
west to east across the country from Europeanized city
dwellers to isolated seminomadic tribesmen all but un
touched by modem development. The geographical con

tiguity of western Turkey with eastern Europe and the

location of Turkey's political and intellectual capital in

Istanbul on the extreme western edge of Anatolia through
out the life of the Ottoman Empire from 1453 on does
much to explain this unevenness.

But still, one might have thought that the eastern wilder

ness would have been considered a frontier and would
have drawn many of the more dynamic elements of the

Turkish population in search of fortune, fame, and ad
venture. As a matter of fact, the reverse was the case, for

there was a constant flow from all over the country into

the larger cities (Istanbul, Izmir, and more recently, An
kara) of the most intelligent, the most energetic, the most

ambitious, and the wealthiest. Numerically, the movement
was perhaps insignificant, but not otherwise. These people
came in three main groups: the scholarly inclined, who
were attracted by Ankara and Istanbul Universities and
who lived out the rest of their lives in the shadows of these

universities; the wealthy landowners and businessmen who
were drawn by the luxury and glamour of the city; and

finally the MFs who once having tasted the elixir of
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modern Ankara were loath to return to their tome
towns, even if ultimately deprived of their parliamentary
seats. It is small wonder that Ankara and Istanbul and
Izmir progressed and flourished, while the rest of the

country moved forward at a much more sluggish pace.
To counter this movement, the government literally

forced professional people into the eastern and more re

mote communities. For example, the State was compelled
to assign government doctors to these places in order to

provide any medical facilities at all, so reluctant were

private doctors to answer the challenge and see the oppor
tunity of the frontier. Despite growing competition in the

big cities, the professional man was very much disinclined

to go into these areas where he might be assured of a

larger income but would be deprived of most of the "fringe
benefits" of life in Istanbul, Izmir, and Anlcara not the

least of which was intellectual companionship. Still an
other attempt to reverse the trend was the policy of assign

ing army personnel coming from the more advanced parts
of the country to the less advanced. (A very recent effort

to divert the movement of local talent from the big cities

of Western Turkey has been the establishment of a center

of learning, Atatiirk University, in Erzurum in eastern

Turkey. ) All along one heard a great deal in Turkey about
the development of the eastern provinces, for the uneven-
ness of the nation's development was and is of criti

cal importance in that much of its unexploited natural
wealth water, minerals, and land doubtless lies in
those wild eastern highlands.

Many have made the criticism that the Turkey of Kemal
and Inonii devoted entirely too little attention to agri
cultural development. Even as recently as 1948 there were

only 1,700 tractors in the country, and the standard of
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living in most village conmiunities was little better than

bare subsistence. It was probably true that the overwhelm

ing bulk of Turkey's nonmilitary investment during the

Kemal and Inonii regimes went into industry and com

munications, and that aside from certain highly specialized

crops and some agriculture-based industry (textile) little

was done to improve agriculture. Possibly more might
have been undertaken in the agricultural sector during
this period, for instance, greater effort to replace the ox

with the horse, though return on investment in agriculture

during these years would have been very low indeed.

Nothing could have changed village farm practices until

a core of literate and mechanically knowledgeable farmers

had been created. Prior to the post-World War II period,

the rapid introduction of modern farm techniques and

equipment would have represented largely wasted effort

and investment in view of the inadequate preparation of

the village-farmer for anything more complicated than his

traditional routine.

Another important observation one must make about

Turkish economic development of this period is that it

came about not by reason of any compelling popular pres

sures, but rather by deliberate planning and pushing on

the part of the top leadership of the country. The funda

mental problem was how to create incentives toward

which the mass of people would respond with greater eco

nomic effort. To touch off the process, various programs
were forced upon the village and provincial town with

little regard for the immediate wishes of the people in

volved. For instance, religious education was banned and

a secular village school thrust into its place, a school built

by forced labor and to which all village children were re

quired to go (though never with anything like 100 per
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cent attendance). The rural teaching cadre was created

out of a corps of dedicated village youth who were trained

in special rural teachers' schools, the Village Institutes.
45

Road construction was accomplished in part with forced

labor via the medium of a road "tax." Certain farm produce
was collected forcibly. (The element of force was with

drawn from these programs shortly after World War II

as democracy became a reality and public demand de

veloped to support the further expansion of these educa

tional and economic activities. )

The same sort of forceful policy was resorted to in the

case of industrial development in that capital resources

were accumulated by the device of keeping consumption
down forcibly through rationing, taxation, and forced crop
collections. In one instance (1942), the authoritarian re

gime of Ismet Inonii went so far as to impose a capital

levy which, in certain instances, turned out to be con-

fiscatory for members of ethnic minority groups and for

eigners. In respect to labor, special legislation of a highly

paternalistic nature both protected and regulated, The

rights of Turkish labor gained were thus bestowed upon it,

not won by its own effort.

Almost all of these characteristics of the Turkish de

velopment led inevitably to state domination in economic

activity. It may well be that KemaTs attempt dining the

1920*3 to depend primarily on private enterprise to lead

the way in domestic economic development was too short

for a fair trial and that temporary conditions during this

period mitigated heavily against such enterprise. But the

fact of the matter was that the very social and economic
environment of the country was such as to make it exceed

ingly difficult for private enterprise to touch off Turkey's
industrial and agrarian revolutions. Sensing both theoreti-
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cally and practically that almost every argument was in

favor o direct state participation in economic affairs,

Kemal gave substance to Turkish etatism in 1934 with the

First Five-Year Plan. In 1945, etatism remained a basic

tenet of the Turkish republic.



Chapter VI

THE POSTWAR DECADE,
1946-1956

PRELUDE TO CHANGE

By
THE end of World War II, Turkey was prepared for

change politically, socially, and economically.

Literacy had grown less than 10 per cent in the early

1920*5 to over 30 per cent (of the population over the age
of six), though these figures must be taken with some

reservation in that just what constituted literacy had never

been clearly defined. The population was approaching 20

million, but with the percentage in the villages remaining

virtually unchanged (24.9 per cent as against 23.5 per cent

in 1935). Some 15,000 village schools were reported to be
in operation in 1948, as contrasted with roughly 6,000 in

1938. By 1948, bank deposits were up to one billion liras,

from 316 million in 1938. The labor force employed in

industry had easily doubled. The State held large gold
and foreign exchange stocks that had accumulated during
the war years by reason of pre-emptive buying (particu

larly of chrome ore) by the belligerents and because of

the nonavailability of imports. The country was thus in a

good position to step up its investment program, roughly
30 per cent of which was necessarily in the form of im

ported machines, construction materials, and other com
modities "not produced in Turkey. True, domestic prices
had risen generally by 1948 to about 400 per cent over
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those of the immediate prewar period. This increase was

apparently the result of recurring "favorable" trade bal

ances, the large number of men held under arms and

consequent drop in production. (This factor may not have
been overly important because of underemployment in

agriculture and the practice of permitting a substantial

number of soldiers to return home for the harvest for the

few weeks each year during which their labor was really
needed in the village.), an increase in money supply, a

drastic increase in import duties following the devaluation

of the Turkish lira in 1946, and a policy of subsidizing
basic crops to a level well above world market prices.
But despite these things, per capita real income was

edging upward.
1

Neither communism nor reactionary religious or racial

ist forces seemed to threaten Turkish society internally.

Externally, the exhaustion of the great powers in a war
that Turkey had all but avoided gave her a moment's

breathing time. Although in 1946 she was faced with

Soviet territorial demands, her security was assured by the

promulgation of the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall

Plan, which meant both military and economic assistance

from the United States, thereby strengthening Turkey's
international position and lightening Turkey's domestic in

vestment load.

Simultaneously, President Ismet Inonii, to his eternal

credit, placed the nation's welfare before personal ambi

tion and permitted a gradual liberalization of political

institutions, thus giving release to pressures that had built

up under a quarter of a century of one-party rule. An op

position, later to become the Democratic Party, began to

form as a splinter group from the People's Party. There

had been opposition movements before, but always short-
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lived and never on such solid ground organizationally.
From 1945 on, the Democrats worked away at the grass
roots level to build a nation-wide organization. This ac

tivity became one of the most effective adult education

programs in the nation's history. At the same time, the

People's Party government began rethinking and redefin

ing its economic politics. Teams of foreign experts under
Marshall Plan auspices poured into the country, and, with
American help, military training, which affected a large

percentage of Turkey's youth, was on the way to becoming
thoroughly modernized.

To the uninitiated Westerner the Turkish village might
have seemed untouched by these developments, but such
was not the case if one made the effort to look more

closely. Below is a list of the physical changes that had
occurred in one central Anatolian village by 1949 :

2

Most of the village homes reported sheet metal stoves

for heating purposes; in 1932 only open braziers had
been in evidence

A primary school, constructed in 1944 a]Qd staffed with
a young Village Institute graduate, was operating; be
fore there had been none

In place of the single steel plow reported in 1932, there

were now between 40 and 50

The irrigated land had been increased about one-third

by means of a canal constructed collectively by the vil

lage in 1946

There was general admission by the villagers that health
conditions had improved, A government doctor was

visiting the village several times a year to distribute

free DDT, quinine, and atabrine. Malaria was all but
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unknown, a sharp contrast with conditions a decade

before.

Instead of ten horses reported in 1932, the 1949 count

was thirty, and they were preferred to the bullocks and

buffalo traditionally used for plowing

One of the village fields had, in 1949, been plowed by a

tractor for the first time

A bus passed close by the village once a week in 1949;
none had done so before

Trucks were coming into the area for the purpose of

transporting the crop to market by 1949; none had done

so in 1932

All arable land had been put to the plow by 1949,

whereas in 1932, considerable empty land was reported

Villagers were going more frequently into the market

town, and there was general agreement that more goods
were available than previously. (They commented par

ticularly on the amount of ready-made clothing)

Adult education classes were to be started that follow

ing winter in the school

There were indications that at least some of the villagers

desired to improve their living standards and saw the

relationship between such improvement and better

methods of production and distribution

The village mill, reported as being in ruins in 1932, was

operating in 1949.

By 1947, the Agricultural Bank of Turkey had 308
branches through which it extended farm credit totaling

244 million lira ($87 million) to 1.3 million farm families
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(about 46 per cent of the total). Although the average
farm loan of 186 lira ($67) was obviously inadequate, this

was a vast improvement over the situation obtaining two

decades earlier.

But despite these improvements at the village level, the

cost of production on the Anatolian dry grain farm was

still well above the world market price. In 1948, I made
a study of the costs on a "typical" farm, assuming the most

favorable conditions, and derived the price of $2.21 per
bushel of wheat.3

(The U.S. price was then $1.50.) This

$2.21 price assumed the cost of labor to be the subsistence

cost of living of the farm family and made no allowance

for opportunity costs. Therefore, both to protect the village
farmer's living standards and to encourage increase in pro
duction, the government had, since 1932, been offering
subsidies on the basic cereal crops, first through the Agri
cultural Bank and then, from 1938 on, by means of the

Office of Soil Products. In 1947, this office, which was re

sponsible for maintaining price ceilings and price floors

in respect to certain crops, established a wheat price just
about double the going world price (assumes the official

foreign exchange rate). That is, for every kilogram of

wheat exported at the world price, the Turkish govern
ment lost an equal amount; it was selling wheat for half

of what it bought it for (except in situations where Turkey
exchanged wheat with bilateral trading partners for goods
that would have brought a higher price on the world
market than the price at which they were credited against
Turkish wheat).

These subsidies were, of course, a disguised form of in

vestment in agriculture. By 1950, the office was working
through 2OO-odd agencies, including public grain auctions

in all important farm centers, and possessed a storage
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capacity of some 600,000 tons, mainly at railway stations

and ports.

The tax burden borne by the village farmers was light
when compared to the taxes paid by business, government
employees, industrial labor, and professional persons. The
assessment of land for tax purposes had not been made for

a decade or more, and the villager had ample opportunity
to hide animals and thereby evade much of die animal

tax. The road tax could be paid by means of a few days*
labor in the off season. The forced collection of grain,
introduced during World War II in order to maintain

supplies, was discontinued in 1946. All things considered,

an unduly large share of the national income was being
channeled into the village in a deliberate effort to stir eco

nomic incentive. Village society was ripe for accelerated

development. Change had become inevitable.

By 1947-1948, it was no longer true that Turkey was

merely an agricultural country, although commerce and

industry were still responsible for only 15 per cent of the

national income ( it had been 13 per cent in 1929 ) , and the

agricultural share still hovered around 50 per cent. Con

trary to critics of the regime, these figures would indicate

that agriculture and nonagricultural activity had de

veloped apace. Such statistics should be taken only as

rough approximations, however, for in the absence of firm

basic data, national income statistics were necessarily con

structed upon a mass of assumption. Even so, figures from

one year to another were probably comparable, for they
were based upon similar assumptions. But beyond that,

one could not safely go.

Because of the impact of the etatist policy both in

building up state enterprise and in discouraging private

enterprise the state share in the industry of the nation
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became even greater. It is estimated that by 1947-1948

following activities were 100 per cent in the hands of the

State: coal mining, cellulose and paper manufacture,

chemical industry, iron and steel production,
all major

mineral exploitations (other than chrome and lignite),

mechanized processing of tobacco products, salt produc

tion, tea processing, manufacture of matches, sugar refin

ing, production of alcohol and alcohol beverages (except

wine), and the postal-telephone-telegraph systems. In ad

dition, state enterprise was responsible for an estimated 50

per cent of the textile production, 30 per cent of the ce

ment, 10 per cent of the brick and tile, 70 per cent of the

chrome, 30 per cent of the leather, 70 per cent of the

lignite,
and 6$ per cent of the merchant marine. Metal-

working, wood processing (except matches), food process

ing (except sugar and most alcoholic products), wine,

cotton ginning, flour milling, glass production, the con

struction industry, toy and furniture manufacture, and

handicrafts were almost entirely in private hands.4 Power

production was, except for a few small industrial plants,

a public activity. The state also owned and operated both

of the broadcasting stations in service, was marketing a

substantial percentage of the farm machinery sold in the

country, owned close to 100 per cent of the nation's forest

lands, was supplying about 5 per cent of the nation's

petroleum requirements through its own retail outlets, was

buying (in 1946) 20 per cent of the major field crops, was

supplying most of the agricultural credit, owned all known

oil reserves and oil wells, was producing about 3 per cent

of the nation's cereals, owned interests in a number of

"private" banks and one insurance company, and con

trolled all foreign exchange operations. In addition, re

sponsible officials of the Chambers of Commerce and most
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"cooperatives" were government appointees, and finally,
education with a few minor exceptions was a gov
ernment monopoly.
From this list, it is obvious that the economic life of

the country was controlled to an extraordinary degree by
the State. But it is untrue to say that private enterprise
was not moving ahead, though it did so with

difficulty. In

1949, for instance, the private textile industry reported,
"Private industry is not in a position to compete with the
Siimer Bank trust, which is equipped with modem ma
chinery requiring less manpower . . . and is producing
at a lower cost with greater efficiency? The same report
pointed out that during the war imports had decreased
and as a result it had become necessary to increase local

production. The government had met the situation by
ordering three shifts to work 24 hours a day, including
Sundays, Machinery, already badly worn, was used upon
government order for seven years without interruption.

During this period, machine depreciation was still carried

on the books as 8 per cent of the original cost, which would
have been realistic only if the working day had been the

normal 8 hours. Numerous appeals by the industry to per
mit an increase in the depreciation rate were ignored by
the government. These were only a few of many com

plaints which established beyond doubt that a deliberate

attempt was being made by at least certain government
bodies to place private enterprise in a disadvantageous

position.
5 The results were as anticipated. In 1942, private

enterprise had accounted for roughly 60 per cent of the

cotton yarn production; in 1950 its share was only 45 per
cent. The same trend could be demonstrated for the entire

textile industry.
6

In the case of labor there had been some release of gov-
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ernment control, for early in 1947 a law was enacted

permitting labor to organize. By the end of 1949, there

existed 83 trade unions with 73,873 members,
7 out of a

total industrial labor force of about 330,000 (includes only

those establishments employing ten or more workers).

The distribution of these unions was very uneven, but

the heaviest concentrations were in the Istanbul area and

in the Zonguldak coal fields. Elsewhere, labor organization

was exceedingly limited. In December 1949, 1 asked Cemil

Sait Barlas, who was the Minister of State at that time,

if he felt that the right to strike was essential to economic

development. Was not a powerful labor movement an

important pressure on management to make production
more efficient? His answer: "We are studying the matter,

but we believe that the past view of the government is

the correct one (i.e., to ban strikes). There are strikes in

other countries," he continued, "because there is no ade

quate labor law. Because our law gives the worker every

thing he wants, the right to strike is unnecessary." He
did not speak of the effect on management.

8

Perhaps another still stronger argument was that it

would have been difficult to grant the right to strike to

labor without coincidentally awarding the right of lock

out to employers. In view of the very weak financial po
sition of the unions, it might then have been possible for

the employers to destroy organized labor utterly.
9 At that

time (1949), there existed at the state-owned Zonguldak
coal mines a blacklist of labor "trouble-makers." 10 From
time to time groups of workers had tried to bring pressure
on the Zonguldak management to secure changes in work

ing conditions. Whenever that had happened, leading
members of the dissident groups had been dispersed forci-
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bly throughout the coal mining area. In 1949, the newly
organized Zonguldak Coal Miners Union engaged in no
collective

bargaining, nor were there any grievance com
mittees. Workers with complaints were compelled to ap
proach management individually. Even so, court suits

brought against management were not infrequent, though
no organization existed to furnish legal assistance for such

worker-plaintiffs. Up to this point, labor unions had been

acting largely as adjuncts of the ruling People's Party,

though by the time of the 1950 general elections the nu
cleus for a dynamic and truly independent Turkish labor
movement had appeared. Those groups that declared
their desire for the right to strike some in very em
phatic tones had most certainly been weaned from
the government and were on their own.
One trouble with Turkish labor organization, then and

now, was that it lacked the financial strength to become a

truly independent movement With wages at near sub
sistence level, it was impossible for union treasuries to

accumulate adequate reserve funds to withstand pressure,
Under these circumstances, the right to strike would have
been more theoretical than real. Even though a worker
could sue an employer for an illegal labor practice, there

were no funds upon which he could draw to sustain him
self and his family during the legal process. It was none
theless true that in those cases reaching the courts the
vast majority of decisions were in favor of the workers.11

In February 1950, special courts to handle labor cases

were legislated into existence and by August were actually
established in eight cities. In January 1950, an amend
ment to the Labor Law authorized the Minister of Labor
to delegate the

responsibility for establishing minimum
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wages to local committees consisting of representatives of

various official and nonofficial interest groups, including
labor.12

Early in 1950 more energetic steps were taken to attract

private foreign investment into the country. A March 1950
law authorized the Ministry of Finance "to guarantee

long-term indebtedness incurred by private enterprise

from foreign countries," on condition that the maximum
of all such guarantees not exceed 300 million liras and

that the funds be invested in enterprises contributing to

the nation's economic development. The Ministry of Fi

nance was empowered to guarantee that the necessary

permission would be given for the partial or complete
transfer of profits and/or capital. This law was an exten

sion of a Council of Minister's decree on the same subject
issued in May 1949, but under which exportable profits

were limited to 10 per cent per year. The new law had no
such limitation.

The Minister of Commerce and Economy commented to

me on December 23, 1949, "We want private enterprise
to come in. We have no desire to expand [state enter

prise] . . . Some people say that the field in Turkey is

not open to private enterprise. This is wrong . . . We are

now studying all laws and regulations which give prefer
ence to Government enterprise with an eye to changing
them. We rely on private enterprise. We never think of

competing with it"

There were many indications that economic policy was

being rethought in 1949 an(i ^95 prior to the general
elections that were to oust the People's Party from power.
Petitions from private industrialists complaining of unfair

economic practices on the part of state enterprises were

being given careful attention in the ministries. In the fall
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of 1949, the Ministry of Commerce and Economics cir

culated a questionnaire to 185 leading businessmen, jour

nalists, professors, and merchants, and to all 111 Chambers
of Commerce.13 This survey was later submitted to the

World Bank Economic Survey Mission to Turkey in mid-

1950, a mission invited by the People's Party government
in the almost certain knowledge that such a mission would
advise cutting back state participation in the economic life

of the nation. Early in 1950, the People's Party Govern
ment also assisted in establishing the Industrial Develop
ment Bank of Turkey for the specific purpose of recruiting

capital for private business at more reasonable terms.

But despite these moves, it was certainly true that the

Party was split on the issue. Though one minister de

clared himself in favor of private enterprise, another an

nounced in the National Assembly, "I am a member of

an etatist party government. I am proud of being an

etatist We are going to see to it that the recovery works

carried out in our country through etatism be even sur

passed in the coming years . . . We resemble the social

ists/' he explained,
c

lby not allowing the consumers to be

exploited by Capital."
14

There is some basis then for saying that economic

liberalism was in the air before the Democrats came to

power,
15 but one must admit that even had the People's

Party Government wished to do so, it would have found

it difficult to unseat the powerful industrial bureaucracy
which had developed under its aegis.

By 1950, literacy was officially up to 34.5 per cent. The

population was now 20.9 million, with 8.7 per cent of the

labor force of 10.6 million persons employed in industry
and crafts. Per capita real income had moved up to an

index of 107, 1938 being the base year. In 1929, it had
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stood at 87. According to the 1950 census of industry,

there were 98,828 industrial estabBshinents in the coun

try, of which 96,626 were classified as "smalF (those

utilizing less than 10 mechanical horsepower) and 2,202

large" (those employing 10 or more mechanical horse

power). These plants employed 353,994 people and repre
sented an investment amounting to 899.1 million lira,

26.9 per cent being in state-owned factories, 43.8 per cent

in large private plants, and 29.3 per cent being in small

private establishments.1

Between 1934 and 1950, land under cultivation had

risen from 10,7 million hectares to 13.4 million, that is

from 13.8 per cent of Turkey's total land area to 17.3

per cent But total agricultural area, including orchards

and meadows, had risen only from 72.5 per cent of the

total to 74.3 per cent The increase in crop land had been

effected almost wholly at the expense of grazing land,

and the yields of principal field crops had not risen ap
preciably. The production of coal, lignite, chrome, and

manganese had gone up considerably over the 1934-1950

period. The seven power stations with an installed capacity
of 17,322 kilowatts extant in 1913 had increased to 307

plants with 374,292 kilowatts by 1949. Starting with a

paid-in capital of over 17.9 million liras in 1933, the Sinner

Bank was endowed with 109.5 million by 1949. Compara
ble figures for the Eti Bank were 4.5 and 68.7 million. In
Z949 gross public investment stood at 528.6 million with

27.5 million going into agriculture, 255 into transport, 103
into public works, 22.4 into electric power, 37.9 into in

dustry, and 79.6 into mining. Bank deposits had risen from

197 million liras in 1937 to 1,031 million in 1950.
So it was across the board: investment, the industrial

plant, foreign trade, banking activity, all had multiplied
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many times. But per capita real income in 1945 was up
only an estimated 7 per cent over 1938. Why? The answer
was compounded of many factors, but the list of the more

important surely included: low incentive at the village
level to produce more, the high cost of industrial produc
tion, and the delayed impact of the new investment on

production. It was because a very substantial chunk of this

new investment originated in American economic assist

ance that we now turn to that aspect of the Turkish de

velopment.

THE AMERICAN CONTRIBUTION

On February 2,, 1948, Turkish Foreign Minister Nee-
meddin Sadak faced die National Assembly in Ankara and

reported on the progress of Marshall Plan aid negotiations.

Turkey had been turned down, and Sadak was doing his

suave best to explain to the Assembly just why this had

happened. It was true, he said, that Turkey had partici

pated in the Marshall Plan discussion in Paris, had sub

mitted the required information, and had requested $615
million-worth of material aid. Sadak stated that a report

prepared by American experts had said this of the Turkish

economic position:

That Turkey was capable of contributing to the recon

struction of Europe

That Turkey possessed sufficient gold and foreign cur

rency for the coining 15 months

That Turkey had not sustained destruction during the

War (but had spent and was necessarily spending a lot

of money on her army)

That Turkish industry was fairly well developed, and

output had increased considerably over prewar levels.
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The report went on to reason that Turkey could finance

her own development program. Sadak agreed with the

findings as to fact, but took issue with the conclusion. He

declared, "As for America's statement about Turkey

that we are in a position to pay for equipment and ma

chinery we have made It clear to the Americans that

they are mistaken in this."
17

Despite this initial rebuff, Turkey was admitted to the

Marshall Plan a few months later, and on July 8, 1948,

the Turkish parliament ratified the "Economic Coopera

tion Agreement between the United States of America and

the Republic of Turkey." For the first three months of the

Aid Program, Turkey was allocated $10 million. Mean

while the Turkish government presented a project to

Washington estimating Turkey's first-year requirement to

be $85 million.
18 In the fall of 1948, a small American mis

sion arrived in Ankara to supervise the program.

The over-all purpose of Turkey's participation initially

was to increase Turkish production to a point where she

could, in exchange for manufactured products, supply food

and certain raw materials to Western Europe, which was

then in the throes of its postwar reconstruction effort.

By the end of the 1949-1950 fiscal year, American eco

nomic assistance to Turkey totaled $180 million. Major

projects on which money was spent had to do with the

supply of modern farm equipment, expansion of irrigation,

development of the meat packing and fishing industries,

modernization of the coal mines, improvement of the road

and rail nets, reorganization of the steel industry, moderni

zation of iron and chrome mines, expansion of salt and

cement production, the purchase of some consumption

goods (notably petroleum), and an ambitious technical

assistance program. The largest of these, other than the
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supply of certain consumer goods, were the farm machin
ery, coal, and road

projects.
The initial consignment of Marshall Plan tractors ar

rived in Istanbul in May 1949." By January 1950, the

Ministry of Agriculture reported 1,873 arrivals, thus mak
ing a total of 4,214 machines in the country as of that
date.

20 The machinery was distributed through normal
commercial channels and sold to allegedly bona fide
farmers either for cash or on an installment basis. Eligi
bility for participation in the latter scheme required a
letter of credit from the Agricultural Bank indicating that
the potential purchaser had opened credit for So per cent
of the value of the intended purchase, a service for which
he paid 2% per cent interest, but it was most unlikely that

any farmer could secure such credit unless he were a
rather large landowner.21

High priority was given to the development of the

Zonguldak coal mines. The project called for the mechani
zation of underground transportation, the sinking of new
shafts, provision of hoisting equipment and surface elec

trical and transportation facilities, construction of new
coal washeries and improvement of the port of Zonguldak.
The aim was to increase coal production by 38 per cent
and cut back production costs by 20 per cent. By 1950, the
work was proceeding on schedule.

A major effort had been launched by the Turkish gov
ernment some years before to develop an adequate high
way network, both to integrate the country and to lower

transport costs. To assist in this work, the Turkish Ministry
of Public Works obtained in 1948 the services of the U.S.

Public Roads Administration (now the Bureau of Public

Roads). According to the American Chief of the Highway
Mission in July 1948, his group started out with five main
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objectives: (i) establishment of a highway laboratory

and the training of the necessary Turkish technicians, (2)

the outlining of a long-range plan, (3) provision of aid

for current construction work, (4) the training of men to

use the equipment brought into Turkey, and (5) the

building of an adequate administrative organization

within the Turkish government. Prior to July 1949, the

road program was part of the Military Aid Program, not

the Economic Cooperation Administration (EGA), Thus,

the first major road construction job, the Iskenderan-

Erzurum highway, was undertaken under military aus

pices for strategic reasons. In 1950, a 47-man mission

staffed by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads was in Turkey

advising the Ministry. By this time it had helped to de

velop a nine-year program for the creation of an integrated

13,437-mile national highway system and an adequate

organization to maintain it. Work was on schedule. In

1949, a visit to a village in central Turkey had taken me
three hours by jeep to cover the twelve miles from the

nearest market town. Five years later, the same trip took

twenty minutes. The cost of highway transport had

dropped. The social implications of the new highway sys

tem were very great. The ordinary vilkge farmer began to

go into the market town of an afternoon simply to pass the

time of day, even to go to a motion picture. And the har

vest began moving to market by truck.

EGA-sponsored projects in Turkey were thus well under

way by mid-igso, though their full impact on production
had not yet been felt.

The $477 million worth of American military aid which

had been flowing into the country since 1947 had consider

ably relieved the pressure of Turkish state finances occa

sioned by the maintenance of a large military force. The
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annual allocation by the United States to Turkey had been

stepped up from $100 million in 1947 to $233 million in

1950, increases which had the accumulative effect of free

ing Turkish funds for investment in the civilian economy.
It is true that Turkish military expenditures had also in

creased from an estimated 5.3 per cent of the national

income in 1948 to 6.0 per cent in 1950, but in view of

mounting Soviet pressure these figures would have been

much higher in the absence of American Aid.

In short, by 1950 a number of elements had combined

which could be expected to react one upon the other in

such a manner as to cause rapid growth in the economy
and dramatic change in the social structure. Specifically,

these elements included officially inspired social change at

the village level, a rethinking of economic policy (in part
motivated by political considerations), some increase in

per capita real income, growing confidence in the effec

tiveness and equity of law, some development of private

enterprise, increased investment in agriculture, develop
ment of political liberalism, expansion of education, the

threat of Soviet imperialism, and finally American military

and economic assistance.

THE 1950 UPHEAVAL

On May 14, 1950, the unexpected happened. In Turkey's

first, honest, contested, general election, the opposition

Democratic Party swept into office with an impressive ma

jority, thus upsetting 27 years of uninterrupted Republican

People's Party control. Participation in the voting was

high, 89 per cent of the qualified electorate. And the right

to vote was limited only by age, citizenship, and sanity.

What is all the more remarkable about this 1950 election

was that the regime in power refused to control the elec-
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tion so as to assure favorable results even though It pos
sessed the power to do so. The Army and police were loyal

to it, and democratic roots were probably not deep enough
to have caused serious unrest even if the election had been

rigged. It appears that on the eve of the election various

members of die People's Party wanted to take steps to as

sure the outcome, but Ismet Inonii refused; the election

was both contested and honest. The Democrats were able

to win 50 per cent of the village vote and a substantial

majority in town and city, thereby winning generally with

a 55 per cent majority. Inonii and his Republicans relin

quished power without violence. The new president-elect,
Celal Bayar, arrived for his inauguration by jeep, which

fact seemed to represent a fundamental change in atti

tude. The jeep in a way symbolized the intensive grass
roots campaign waged by the Democrats between 1946
and 1950. To organize effectively in 40,000 villages had not

been an easy task. It could not have been accomplished
with horse and donkey transport.

In the absence of Ismet Inonii, Turkish democracy
might well have been delayed in its development. In his

own character, in his personal reading, and in his public
utterances is evidence indicating that perhaps from the

very start of his administration, in late 1938, Inonii had
been driving toward the eventual liberalization of the

political regime. Otherwise, it becomes difficult to explain

many of his words and deeds.22 Hence, the character of

the top leadership is perhaps of signal importance in ex

plaining this unique, bloodless transition in Turkey from
a single-party authoritarian regime to a multiparty demo
cratic structure based on contested, free elections. (That

political violence was to erupt ten years later does not
render the event any less unusual.) Other factors inducing
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the change included: (i) increasing popular demand for

greater participation in government by a growing middle

class, (2) Turkey's signing of the Charter of the United

Nations, (3) the Soviet threat and the authoritarian nature
of the Soviet regime, (4) the Turkish need for Western
aid and support, (5) the victory of the more liberal nations

over the more authoritarian in World War II
? and (6) the

obvious growth of corruption within the single-party state

and Inonifs personal reaction to this state of affairs. Only
by the existence of a strong, vigorous opposition, could
Inonii gain effective control over his own party, which by
1950 had become strongly tainted with corruption and

oppression.
The Democrats had promised many things; redress of 27

years of accumulated grievances against the local adminis

tration, greater religious freedom, better roads, protection
from excesses committed in the villages by the gendarmes
(the rural police, in reality a branch of the army), and
easier farm credit in general, greater liberalism. Gov
ernment controls of all sorts were to be loosened. At this

time, the Democrats were identified as the liberal party in

the true sense of the word, namely minimum government
control over individual action. The Republican People's

Party, on the other hand, possessed an ideology which
seemed to emphasize government control and regulation,

though as we have seen, the Republicans were beginning
to rethink their position before bowing out of office in

1950. The Democratic leadership came from a marriage of

the new middle class and the traditional, prerepubMcan
social elite. The Republican leadership had been derived

from the new military group which came into power with

Kemal, plus a substantial number of intellectuals and
idealists.
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It has been demonstrated that even prior to the 1950

election, membership in the Grand National Assembly had

begun shifting in terms of the social backgrounds of its

members. Over time, the assembly changed from being

primarily a national elite group (that is, strong in intel

lectual status but weak relative to degree of "localism,**

which is defined as the proportion of members represent

ing the districts in which they were bom), "oriented to

ward the tutelary development of the country, to being

primarily an assemblage of local politicians, oriented to

ward more immediate local and political advantage.** The
newer members entering the assembly during the decade

prior to 1950 reflected this change to a measurable de

gree.
21

Though most certainly not an issue at the village level,

where the vast majority of voters cast their ballots, eco

nomic liberalism was loudly espoused by the Democrats.

Fifteen days after coming to power, President Celal Bayar
declared to the new Parliament,

The aim and essence of our economic and financial views

is, on the one hand, to reduce to a minimum state interference

and, on the other, to restrict the state sector in the field of

economy as much as possible, and, by inspiring confidence,
to encourage the development of private enterprise to the

utmost. The first impact of such a program will be that only
those economic activities that . . . cannot be undertaken by
private enterprise will be kept for the state to operate. Such
state activities will consist only of those which have the char
acter of a public utility. According to our view, it is impera
tive that the field of economy belong mainly to private indi

viduals or companies and that they operate under an economic

regime founded on private ownership and personal freedom.

Only when it is absolutely necessary and only in exceptional
cases should the state undertake control and regulation in the
economic field by participating directly in economic enter-
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prises. From now on, not only shall we [i.e., the state] avoid

entering fields of enterprise other than those having a public-

utility character but we intend to convert under a specific

plan and under advantageous terms and conditions aH exist

ing state enterprises (except those of a public-utility character

and those dealing with basic industries) to private enterprise
. . . Our aim in the field of domestic and foreign commerce
in case interference is not forced upon us will be to give
freedom to business.24

Another frequent criticism made by the Democrats against
the old regime was its aleged underemphasis on agricul
tural development. On this point, President Bayar stated,

We shall always keep in mind that agriculture constitutes

the foundation of our economy. It is always necessary to take

account of the fact that no government should attempt to

construct a showy and expensive state administration as was
done by the former government burdening a backward

agricultural society which is still the slave of the wooden

plow and oxcart. There is no avoiding the fact that such a

policy has crippled the national economy. Had those who
followed this road agreed with the summary presented above,

not only would the agriculture of our country have developed
but all branches of industrial and economic activity would
have shown great progress. Acting on this plan of giving first

emphasis to agriculture we shall study seriously the problems
of credit, agricultural implements, farm machinery and equip
ment, campaigns against insect pests and plant diseases, seed

improvement and general methods of bettering and perfecting

agricultural techniques.
25

In general, the new president promised maximum effort to

facilitate the flow of capital both state and private
into productive enterprises, with particular emphasis on

agriculture.

There were many reasons why this change of policy
should have occurred when it did, though, as already indi-
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cated, the shift was not quite as abrupt as

some observers kter alleged The of the EGA
Mission in Ankara its on free enter

prise had had an influence^ as Max TTiom-

burg's Turkey, an which ap

peared in 1949 play in

the then opposition Turkish press. the

social structure of the country No
was private A of

Turkish

as their wealth swelled, the

their voice. A newly the chorus

the to strike,

at the of the

of the labor

not what it It new which

constituted the of for the Democratic

Party. Within its were the pro-
who so of the energy

for party
In many respects, the 1950 victory repre-

a revolt by a materialistic, a

by mititaiy-minded admin

istrators, though one note of the leader-

of with the exception of Inonii

Celal Bayar- was recruited largely from the old

ruling of Turkey. The temporary rule by military

of relatively lowly had passed. The middle

class had won the clay because of the identification of its

Interests with those of workers, large landowners, and

much of the elite and because it was able, by
dint of many of hard work, to win 50 per cent of

the village-f vote.
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GROWTH UNDER THE DEMOCRATS

By inid-igso, Turkey was on the road toward greater
economic liberalism, or so everyone thought. But in fact,

the 1950-1956 period was characterized by unprecedented

public investment (Table 2). Gross investment public

Table 2

Gross Public Investment

(at current prices)

Public in- Public in- Total pub- Total gross Public in

vestment via vestment as lie invest- investment, vestment as

national a per cent of ment (mil- public and a per cent

budget (mu~ total national lions of private (mil- of total in-

Jear lions of TL) budget TL) lions of TL) vestment

Source: Calculated from Iktisadi Rapot, 1956 (Ankara: Tiirkiye Ticaret

Odalari, Sanayi Odalari re Ticaret Borsalaii Birligi, 1956), p. 39;
lUisaM Rapor, 2959, pp. 41 and 67; Turkey (Paris: OEEC,
1959), PP- 20,245.

and private rose from an estimated 1,090 million lira in

1950 to 3,400 million in 1956, but as a percentage of gross
national product the increase was but from 10.5 to 13.6

per cent. Meanwhile, over the same period, per capita real

income rose by an average of 3.2 per cent per annum,
26

though the big leap forward had occurred between 1950
and 1953, when record-breaking crops were harvested.

Reversion to normal weather and increasing shortage of

foreign exchange and hence, of needed imports plus
an unwillingness or inability of the government to insti

tute adequate price and consumption controls, forced a
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slow-up in development. Also, in the new
semilaissezfaire economic policy was a studied

in any sort of economic

The general liberal policy by the Democrats

was extended to foreign trade. In the fall of 1950, Turkey

had, upon the of its col

leagues in the Organization for Co

operation, freed her OEEC from

quota restrictions to the of 80 per of the coun

try's 1948 import level Necmeddin Sadak, the Foreign
Minister in February 1950, the

action would create,

In principle, Turkey in the of trade. The
to face in this regard,

however, are far severe faced by Turkey, if

we are to all our imports, we be given long-term
credits. Turkey, as an undeveloped country in view of her

present-day economy, the fact

that her national industry is in no way on the level as

the of European nations,27

Turkey's import 62.3 million liras

in 1950 to 248.4 million in 1951 and 516.0 in 1955.

On September 22, 1955, Turkey all registrations

of "free" import In 1953, the import surplus

fel to 382,2 Meanwhile, Turkey had become

one of the in respect to the Euro-

Payments Union, with a at the end of October

1952 of 8233,9 (654.9 lira}. The Central

of Turkey was clearly in an insolvent position insofar

as foreign exchange was concerned.

By the end of the year, 1953^ the combination of

import controls a bumper harvest of grain (which ele

vated Turkey to the world's fourth exporter of
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cereals) considerably improved Turkey's position. This

was Turkey's moment to woo her suppliers, for optimism
was high, as to her immediate future. Turkey plunged for

ward on an enormous capital investment program^ at the

same time maintaining a steady increase in the supply of

consumer goods. Realizing that no country would grant
her the loans and credits needed to finance the import

component of the investment program and to cover the

purchase of necessary consumer goods, Turkish leaders

adopted the policy of importing everything possible and

worrying about payment later. Though eventually seri

ously undermining Turkish financial prestige abroad, this

policy accomplished two purposes: physical possession of

the needed goods and involvement of Turkey's trading

partners to such an extent that they felt compelled to grant
further commercial credit to help finance additional pur
chases abroad if they were to recoup anything of their pre
vious ^involuntary credits." Thus, Turkey took full advan

tage of the overoptimism about her immediate future

occasioned by a combination of extraordinarily good crops
in 1950-1953 and the overselling of the progress of Turk
ish development by the Americans involved in the eco

nomic and military aid programs.

By October 1954, it was reliably estimated that Turkey's
commercial arrears ran close to $200 million. At the same

time, the Central Bank showed a deficit balance of gold
and foreign exchange to the amount of 73.1 million liras.

The service charge on her $297.3 million foreign debt ran

$26.5 million in 1953 and $22.7 million in 1954, Turkey's
commercial creditors were frantic, and by the end of 1954,

in the face of steady financial deterioration caused by a

reversion to subnormal weather and crops during 1954,

which promptly reduced the nation to a cereal-deficit area,
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Turkey was able to work out

agreements with her

notably Germany, France, Great

Many talked confidently of Turkey's
y .-

future if she could Just the to five years,

the period of heaviest investment Others were less

tic. The principal for at this point
were the of surveys of Turkey's re

sources ( her water, land, min

erals), the of the Turkish to

an austerity or to

to counter the growing the of

the

with on the of top Turkish lead

ers a was very rapidly, it

to many, a govern-
as simply an of

Turkish after a brief inter

lude. And finally, few in were paying
to the which the newly acquired

were having in of the coun

try.-*

By the Winter of 1954-1935, villagers were obviously
of the 1954 in of

dry years. Inflationary were danger

ously. The of in of work to

ward the was so, likewise, was unem

ployment, neither could be statistically.

With the exception of cotton? nuts, and chrome ore, all of

which were of either questionable price quality or

both, there would be to the fafl of 1955.

Meanwhile, various credit arrangements, the im

port of 500,000 of wheat the United States
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been negotiated. Nonetheless, the government refused to

slow down; the investment program had to be maintained

or Turkey's economic and hence, political future

would be imperiled. In short, 1954 marked the end of a

series of bumper crops and of a relatively easy foreign
credit market, Turkish foreign policy became more cau

tious and flexible. Even the possibility of a large commer
cial credit from the USSR was being discussed.

During this 1950-1954 period, then, a number of fun

damental policies had shifted. Despite promises to the

contrary, state enterprises continued to expand at a pace

perhaps even more rapid than that of private enterprise,

though state plants were now on a more competitive basis

with private enterprise than had previously been the case,

and one heard little talk of unfair government competi
tion. The inadequacy of private enterprise to spark Tur

key's explosive development was again demonstrated.

Agricultural development was given much greater atten

tion, and the problem was seen increasingly as essentially

one of village education and development. Despite the

anguished admonishments delivered by foreign experts,

crop subsidies were continued, and the tax load on the

villager was lightened. (Early in 1955, a government-

sponsored project to increase the land tax was threatened

with defeat in the National Assembly and withdrawn.)
The construction of village roads and improved sources of

drinking water was much accelerated. Farm credit facili

ties expanded from 336.9 million liras in 1949 to 1,172.1 in

1953. And finally, a "calculated recklessness" in invest

ment and investment financing became official policy.

Foreign experts warned the Turks that they were trying
to move too rapidly, that they should cut back and take it

easy. The experts were ignored, and more and more the
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Turkish government kept Its to as It

that It had few sympathizers a

of critics at home. The
had fallen from his to ap

preciate the necessities of the Turkish situation. Twenty
new cement plants, ports, all at once? It

could not be done. No country ever forward so

fast. In 50 to So Turkey would be the

economic of Western That the target.

Turkish leaders in the

of Turkey would be swallowed

up either by her dependency
or by her ag-

Turkish the of Ottoman-

Turkish power, the of Great Power
on Turkey of no other logic, although

deny it,

AN EVALUATION

What Turkey in fact accomplished by 1956?

By every statistical measure, Turkish econ

omy to move forward, though there was
as to the of the statistics. And,

despite an drop in per income from the

1953 high, for the Democratic

Part\T in the rural at least as late as

mid-1956, the of living for people was still

forging ahead, or believed to be so. Perhaps rising cash

incomes^ even decreasing in purchasing power,
fooled some. But undoubtedly of greater importance in

cushioning the shock of a decreased real income
were (i) the nonmoiietary basis of much of the village

economy, which provided it a measure of protection
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against inflation and (2) a shift in income distribution

through, increasing state support of commodity prices,
continued tax exemption of agriculture, and a variety of

other programs, all of which channeled income out of the

city and into the village. The Democrats had, of course,

reaffirmed their political dominance in the elections of

1954, Turkey's second, honest, contested general election.

The Democrats had won an even larger popular majority

(58 per cent) than in 1950, and the Opposition was re

duced to but 31 parliamentary seats out of a total of 541,
Indices of industrial output continued to move forward

steadily over the 1948-1956 period; minerals from 100.0

to 186.5; manufactured commodities from 100.0 to 167.6;

food production from 100.0 to 208.3; and the general pro
duction index from 100.0 to 184.5.

Another measure of the growth of the Turkish economy
was the appearance in 1954 of 56 new corporations with a

capital of 167.2 million liras. In 1950, only six new cor

porations with a total capital of 2.82 million liras had reg
istered. Some observers pointed out that an inflationary

situation induces heavy investment as persons and com

panies attempt to protect their wealth. This situation, plus
increased confidence in the effectiveness of commercial

law and the increased respectability of business as a career,

undoubtedly operated to stimulate private investment

As a result, factory units increased from 2,335 in 1950 to

4,527 in 1954.

Notwithstanding the 1954 setback in agricultural pro

duction, there was little doubt that there had been a

"normal weather" increase in production since 1948 of

something between 60 and 100 per cent, with substantial

increases in such cash crops as cotton, tobacco, sugar

beets, and tea, as well as in the basic grain crops.
29 Power
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production had moved from a monthly average of 56.3

million Mlowatt-hours in 1948 to 127.6 million in 1956,

Several major extensions to the power-generating facilities

of the country were currently under construction; there

had been no slow-up. Graded and surfaced roads totaled

21,344 kilometers in 1948 and 28,717 in 1954, and the

number of trucks on the roads rose from 10,596 in 1948 to

34,429 in 1956. In short, heavy investment continued in all

sectors.

By 1956, some knowledge of Turkey's natural resources

was being accumulated. Experts agreed that relatively

little arable land lay uncultivated,
30 but they were likewise

agreed that the financial return realized from much of this

land could be increased substantially through diversifica

tion, rotation of crops, more timely planting, better fertili

zation, expansion and improvement of irrigation, more

effective disease and pest control, and improved market

ing practices.
31

Also, there seemed to be no physical rea

son why certain sections of Turkey should not develop
first-rate herds of dairy and beef cattle. Ground water

resources were still not adequately explored, although it

appeared likely that the water table under much of Ana
tolia was close enough to the surface to be of economic

importance. Exploratory drilling was proceeding quite

rapidly.
22 Mineral exploration was still in its infancy, al

though Turkey appeared to be rich in a number of impor
tant minerals, chief among them being bituminous coal,

subbituminous coal and lignite, iron, chromite, copper,
and wolfram.33 Two of Turkey's major iron ore reserves

were practically unexploited, so likewise was Turkey's

major wolfram deposit, a deposit that might possibly de

velop into the world's largest. Turkey possessed all of the

minerals required, and in adequate quantities, to feed an
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alloy steel industry, which did not exist. But mineral oil,

other than a small commercially important reserve in the

east, was an unknown in Turkey. Serious exploration by a

number of large foreign oil companies was now under

way, and some petroleum geologists were optimistic about

the possibilities of finding a major reserve in the country.

The true extent of Turkey's forest and fisheries resources

still remained uncertain.

Enough for the physical resources; what of the human

resources?

The 1956 level in respect to education, health, and tech

nical skills was still considerably below that of the peoples
of the Western industrial nations. Of a population of 24.8

million, there were only 7,586 engineers and 910 archi

tects. Nonetheless, the percentage of literacy had in

creased from 10.6 in 1927 to approximately 40 in 1955,

during which period hundreds of schools had been con

structed and staffed. This interest in mass education con

tinued. One of the chief problems in this regard was how

to induce the mass of village youth to enter secondary

schools, which were by necessity located outside of the

village. A parallel problem was how to induce trained

teachers, even of village origin, to remain in their village

assignments.
34

Although health conditions remained far

from satisfactory, particularly in respect to tuberculosis,

serious effort had been made to provide at least minimum

public health services and to control certain of the more

important diseases. Malaria, for instance, was no longer a

major menace. The two-year compulsory military training,

coupled with the not insignificant increase in industrial

employment and mechanized farming, was producing a

generation of mechanics and technicians running into the

thousands. Many technical schools further augmented the
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nation's skills.
35 This was not to say, however, that skilled

labor was in adequate supply, for Turkey's industrial ex

pansion had kept well ahead of its supply of skills.

The increased economic activity of the country was re

flected in the growing importance of organized labor. As

of the end of 1956, there were reported 383 unions with a

total estimated membership of 244,000. The leadership of

some of these unions was impressive. Although the right

to strike, as well as the lockout, was still forbidden, the

Menderes administration maintained that it would even

tually introduce legislation to authorize both under certain

conditions.
36

CRISIS

Unfortunately, coinciding with these hopeful develop
ments and, indeed, in part because of them Turkey's

foreign exchange and financial position became increas

ingly critical. Recurring deficit trade balances had, by
mid-1956, generated commercial arrears in the neighbor
hood of $300 million, which taken together with invest

ment credits of another $300 million and governmental

obligations of approximately $500 million, gave Turkey a

total foreign debt of well over $1 billion. Turkey's gold
and foreign exchange reserves had fallen dangerously.

Although the official exchange rate remained lie same

(2,80 liras to the dollar), the black market rate of the

dolar was fluctuating between 8.00 and 10.00 liras. There
was an ominous rise in most domestic prices. The absence
of positive government action to reverse these trends dis

couraged foreign businessmen to the extent that few of

those who had applied for and received the convertibility

guarantee in respect to profits and capital under the For

eign Investment Encouragement Law actually invested in
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Turkey. By mid-igsG, only 31 foreign irms were reported
as actually operating enterprises in the country, despite

applications totaling several times that number.

A crisis struck at the end of 1955 as political and eco

nomic restlessness culminated in the riots of September 6

in Istanbul and Izmir (ostensibly induced by the issue of

Cyprus)/
7 and a subsequent political shake-up. Contrib

uting reasons for the violence: (i) use of the Greek

Orthodox Church as a political instrument by the Greek

government, thus sparking latent Moslem-Christian hos

tilities (which were laid on top of latent Greek-Turkish

national hostility) ; (2) the presence in Istanbul of a large,,

floating, unemployed, male population of village origin
which sought economic gain from looting; (3) popular
identification of certain Istanbul merchants of Greek

ethnic extraction with hoarding, speculation, and unsavory
wealth; (4) deliberate stimulation and organization of the

crowds to violent ends by an unknown group. (Commu
nists? Doubtful, none were arrested. Opposition politi

cians? Equally doubtful; even the government made no

such charge. Prime Minister Menderes? Doubtful; the

riot ran contrary to every conceivable interest of his, A
group of second echelon Democrats seeking to unseat

Menderes? Somewhat more likely; an effort within the

party was made in December. Religious and racial fanat

ics? Equally likely. Possibly a combination of the last two

constituted the guilty parties. In such event, criminal con

victions may have been avoided because those guilty were

too closely identified with the Prime Minister. An out

standing feature of the Istanbul riot: no one was lolled.)

In July 1961, both Menderes and Bayax were found guilty

by a revolutionary tribunal of inciting the 1955 riot, but

the evidence was not impressive. What was proved was
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that the government a

to support its position in Cyprus. A critic of the

regime commented to the in "It is now

generally agreed were

and started by Democratic but

developed into far the

and intention." It to me likely the

stration was deliberately to

by parties, the identity of undis

closed. Local authorities, of the government-
did not know how to

to the few destructive

But was no to Menderes

the of violence in fact

erupted.
Whatever the cause, violent outbreak galvanized

Menderes" his own party political

A created by a revolt within the

Party the of a new splinter

party by the dissidents. A lo-day cabinet crisis

followed, a crisis which Menderes was able to overcome
he succeededjn forming a new~cabmetTDecember

io/ Severil^HTEe^more controversial ministers were
for the time was temporarily ex-

the party. On December 16, the National

Assembly approved the of the new Menderes

government, the of which indicated increased sen

sitivity by the to the needs of the Turkish

economy. This was the price Menderfcs paid for political
survival.

In agriculture, the new government announced that it

would continue of the'former programs and policies,

including increased farm credits, distribution of land to
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land-poor vilagers, development of more adequate mar

kets and price supports for farm products, import priori

ties for needed agricultural equipment, and the expansion
of grain storage and handling facilities. The new govern
ment considered that Turkey's economic development
made necessary an increase in public appropriations "for

projects in the nature of investment in lite tools of future

production/' To gain maximum benefits from such activ

ity, the government announced its intention to draw up a

plan for state investment, a plan that would take into

consideration the resources and economic level of the

country. The government further declared that it would

encourage and activate private enterprise,, eliminate all

harmful intervention on the part of the state, remove all

bureaucratic obstacles, ex^iLe,ry.^ffioiJ^,pi0niote the

accumulation oLprivate capitaLaad-feeSitate its flow into
<L^JL r

____^~~*^*'j^r^

projects of highest priority from the point of view of na

tional economic development, balance the annual national

budgets, and assure that the budgets conform to the coun

try's economic capacity. The government also stated that

it would make larger allocations of foreign exchange than

in the past for the rapid elimination of critical shortages

of certain consumer goods, industrial raw materials, and

spare parts. The new government pledged itself to adopt

every necessary measure to combat unjustifiable price in

creases, profiteering, and black market operations.

And so, the first half of 1956 saw the promise of vigorous
measures to channel investment funds (including private)

into high-priority projects, to control consumer prices and

profit margins, to cut off the import of nonessential goods
to prosecute those acting contrary to the new economic

measures, to curtail the flow of public funds into the capi

tal reserves of state enterprises, to enact new tax legisla-
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tion designed to encourage expan
sion. The long-run effectiveness of of moves

remained to be seen, although in the ran it

that the value of the Ira had in terms of the

dollar and the cost of living fallen. Nonetheless, the

foreign exchange critical. The earlier

policy of economic liberalism, so strongly by Amer
ican advisers* all but as the govern
ment leaders felt to intervene actively

than ever in the life of the nation.

Despite criticism the political opposition,
the government to the by deceler

ating its investment program. So Opposition
criticism of the toward

control the to cut back on the rate of invest-

that the felt compelled to promote
the of various laws to curtail Opposition activity,

by observers as clearly un
democratic and ^constitutional38 The administration, on

the hand, argued the measures were required
to a hostile and dishonest press and an opportunistic

irresponsible opposition, both of which were threaten

ing the economic financial stability of the country
for purposes. The basic problem was

the vast majority of the voters still identified them
selves as village farmers. Among these voters, the single,

political issue had become the improve-
of their purchasing power and the availability of

certain consumer goods. This fact made it exceedingly
awkward for a government to curtail consumer goods and
decrease the economic advantages enjoyed by the rural

population in terms of tax exemptions, crop subsidies,

price control on certain popular goods, and easy credit.
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And yet, both of these moves were probably necessary if

the resources required to sustain current investment in

other sectors of the economy were to be mustered without

inducing a ruinous inflation. Unfortunately, the farm bloc

was so overpowering politically that the voice of business,

labor, trade, and mining interests was but a whisper in

political circles. And the Opposition hesitated not at all

to harass the government from all directions at once by

charging too little investment, too much investment; an

unduly high cost of living, inadequate farm, and labor

income; and too many controls, too few controls. The

government could do no right. Political tempers were

aroused on both sides.

By mid-igsG, then, Turkey had reached a critical turn

of affairs. Many wondered whether democratic political

institutions could long endure given the stress and strain

of the socioeconomic situation.

Thus far we have looked at only one side of the coin,

Turkey's domestic problems. During 1955 and 1956,

Menderes found himself increasingly preoccupied with

Turkey's foreign relations as he scurried from one capital

to another. He realized, quite correctly, that the support
of Turkish diplomacy was worth a great deal to the West

ern powers, perhaps even large-scale economic subsidy.

Talk of a $300 million loan was in the air.



Chapter VII

TURKEY IN GLOBAL POLITICS

foreign policy may abruptly without

JL warning or apparent reason. However., if we in

mind how and by whom are the relative

degree of power available, the of vital

national interests, the of on
the attitude of the decision-makers, if the context

of be known, Turkish policy is irra

tional The lies in the the

of reference, for they be ours. In so doing, we
should not merely our own experience, prejudice,

emotion^ values.

DEdSION-MAEIXG

The Turks have past at diplomacy. A
exception was Turkey's entry into World War I

on the wrong side, an act inspired by Enver Pasha, who
was in of the Ottoman government when the war

But apart from tragic error, which kter
turned out to be a stroke of good fortune in it created

the preconditions necessary for the emergence of Kemal?

Turkish diplomats have shown consummate skill in assess-

national interests and in pursuing those interests no
matter what emotional or ideological red herrings were

dragged under their noses. This relative immunity to emo
tion and ideology in setting foreign policy has given
Turkish leaders enviable latitude. Public opinion, which
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en inasse is almost always expressed In emotional terms,

is not nearly as involved in formulating foreign policy in

Turkey as ? say, in the United States. Indeed, the very
absence of an ideological basis in Turkish society be

it Ottoman or republican has made it possible for the

leadership to shape policies to meet specific situations.

Expediency governed. Turkey was committed neither to

socialism, nor to democracy; hence, it was not interested

in making the world safe for either. The general Turkish

public the mass of voters is only casually concerned

with foreign affairs. Certainly no Turkish government
could take Turkey into an alignment with the Soviet Union

overnight without considerable softening up of public

opinion ahead of time. But given this vague limitation,

Turkish leaders have almost unbridled freedom in matters

of foreign policy. Rarely do they have to answer serious

charges in parliament when a policy change is proclaimed,
or subject themselves to parliamentary investigation. Cer

tainly there has been an Opposition, and occasionally the

Opposition has wished to know a little more about what
Turkish foreign policy is and why, but rarely has there

been any really serious challenge, certainly nothing com

parable to the "Great Debate" or the "Agonizing Reap
praisal" of the type to which the United States Congress

periodically submits our leadership. In the United States,

a major policy change must be preceded by a wooing of

public opinion. Recognition of Red China would be a good

example. In Turkey, such recognition could be accom

plished suddenly without prior publicity and without seri

ously endangering the regime politically. Witness the

Turkish defensive alliance with Yugoslavia, a communist,

power, one reason for which was that American public

opinion and our anticommunist ideology would not permit
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a defense arrangement directly between the United States

and Tito. We used Turkey as an intermediary. Prior to

the Turkish-Yugoslav Pact very warning was given
to the Turkish public. Yet, there was no

tary criticism of the new relationship, which certainly

could have been anticipated in the United under

similar circumstances. An is like

a too-tightiy on an boat.

When the tide in, the the

under. On the other an with

may save the by heavy Or,

national be to drop-
overboard an is too heavy to be

up as

NATIONAL

A policy as the public and

permit' is a of relative national

power, interest. The
is an thing, for its measure is a

of judgment. Bet the accuracy of that judgment
be all when is maneuvering diplo

matically. Morgenthau, the American

scientist, eight of power

geography, resources, capacity, military

preparedness, population, character, national

morale, the of diplomacy.
1 Let us look at

Turkey within the Morgenthau matrix.

Turkey lies directly at the center of aa area of great

conflict, both actual potential. To the south are the

Arab states; to the west, the Balkans; to the north, the

Ukraine and several Soviet colonies (Bulgaria, Georgia,
and Armenia) which may or may not be sources of future
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conflict; to the east, Iran, which by reason of her weakness
and importance Is a source of constant danger. In addi

tion, of course, Turkey lies athwart the Black Sea Straits,

the only seaway linking the Black Sea with the Mediter

ranean. And the Soviet Union is the major Black Sea

power. The expenditure of over two billion U.S. dollars

in military aid to Turkey in the last eighteen years and the

construction of important NATO air bases on Turkish soil

are clear evidence of Turkey's important geographical

position, a position that gives Turkey bargaining power,

Though apparently potentially rich in many natural re

sources, Turkey's developed resources are not yet ade

quate to support a modem military action. Oil is a major

problem. Given recent oil strikes, Turkey may well be

come a major oil-producing state, but as of 1963 it was
far from self-sufficient in this regard. In 1962, it imported

3.1 million tons of petroleum and petroleum products

(compared to 860,000 in 1958), which by value equaled

11.5 per cent of 1962 imports (12.8 per cent in 1958).
Meanwhile it produced 508,000 tons or about one-seventh

of the oil consumed.2 The fact that comparable figures for

1958 had been 328,000 tons, or one-quarter of domestic

consumption, was a measure of significant change in

Turkey's oil posture. Turkey might have sufficient oil flow

ing out of its own wells to sustain military action, but not

its civilian economy. During 1962, two new refineries were

completed in Turkey. Most other important natural re

sources food (with some exceptions), iron, coal, copper,

wood, and the like Turkey has in at least survival quan
tities. Though Turkey is now semideveloped industrially

as compared to countries farther east and to the south,

Turkish industry is wholly inadequate to support any sus

tained military action or to meet present investment re-
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qulrements. In 1960, 52.1 per of Turkey's
were construction materials,

equipment. She cannot live or for

products. In respect to Turkey
rates high with its 4OO,ooo-man if in

conventional terms. a be

into the field in a of a few weeks. less less

are we impressed with as the

nature of warfare the Turkey
now

Jets, a system,
even

Western supply. The of

Turkey as of 27.8 It is relatively

still very on the

in Industry or a It

on the West for the of a

not in the Turkey
has not yet the at which her own

to

production, effective

military Much be of Turkey's
of characteristic Turkish

which or constant. It is a

of historical condition

ing, slowly. it to say here

Turkish character constitutes an element of

in the milieu, for it is constituted of stub

bornness, a tenacity of purpose, a will to fight, a social

discipline^ a willingness to sacrilce all in a national

struggle. Perhaps the following comments by Major Wil
liam E. Mayer, U.S. Army psychiatrist, the survival

rates of Turkish and American prisoners in North Korean
hands are revealing:
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... at least a third of the Americans held in captivity died
in captivity. These men evidently died from diseases, from
the severe conditions of living that existed in North Korea,
rather than from execution or torture or anything of that na
ture.

Jet several hundred Turkish soldiers held under approxi
mately identical conditions of captivity survived almost to, a
man . . . Close questioning of these Turks about" why they
survived so well and lost so few revealed that the only possible

explanation was the continuance among them of an extremely
strict system of military organization and discipline.
""Tlnis, wh'en a man became ill, a detail of soldiers was

assigned to care for that man and ensure his recovery by any
means possible. They often bathed, spoon-fed and cared for

their sick and wounded with a tremendous degree of devotion.

Evidently, no matter how much segregation (of officers

from men) the Communists attempted with the. Turks, the

remaining senior man invariaBry'took command.
... In a disturbingly large number of instances, evidently

[the Americans], , did not [take care of their sick and wounded].
The reluctant conclusion, must be drawn that this fact Is the

principaTTone in explaining the deaths of the hundreds of

Americans who failed to survive . . . Soldiers in the most
difficult early days of captivity., in a great many cases, evidently
struck out for themselves* so as to speak, simply because of a
failure to understand that only by a community of effort among
them would the largest number survive.

TT 7 [This"
1 '

was due principally to lack of discipline], but
when I talk about discipline, I am not talking about externally

imposed rules, punishments and regulations. The kind of

discipline that makes it possible to maintain an organized

group working for the welfare of each member of this group is,

and has to be, an internalized
_ discipline on the part of each

individual, a self-discipline, which can't be just an automatic,

externally imposed set of values.3

Associated with national character is something called

national morale., which, in Turkey is generated in part by
the sense of chronic emergency that permeates the scene,
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which in turn is a function of Turkey's posi

tion and recent history. Morgenthau has "na

tional morale is the degree of with which

a nation supports the foreign policies of its government
in peace or war.**

* The to TerMsh security from

Russia is real and it has so for a

while. Hence, there is for divisive on

basic matters. The Turks are united in foreign policy.

Questions may be but always of a relatively super

ficial nature. Finally, we of the of

In their flexibility, realism, in hard-headed

of vital Turlgh, B4lploipats are

to Their efforts

Turkish power, pulling down

on of

to a -non

belligerent to- World War II the last mo
ment, February ^S 5 1945, the to

a charter of the United Nations.

Such an analysis to the conclusion that, all in all,

Turkey stands as one of the foremost of the second-level

powers; is, in a regional or in the limited war context

her power is to be with. By reason of ,lh--im

portance of the Middle Eastern region^ Turkey be

accorded the respect as a France, an Italy, or a

Japan.

OF HISTORY

How is this TurMsh power likely to be used? In seeking
an answer we turn to die impact of history and an assess

ment of Turkey's vital interests, for it is within context

that Turkish policy decisions are made.

In the collective Turkish mind and we do not speak
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merely of the leadership now there is a sense of great
ness. The Turks were once the masters of a world empire,
which was finally eclipsed only by World War I. The
Ottoman Empire and its grandeur (presumed or real)
still lives on ,in the memory of many contemporary Turks,

Granted that in its final years the empire was perhaps but
a shell, devoid of. all real power, but nonetheless it was a

name, a symboHoward which the Turk responded and
in which he took enormous pride. It is frustrating to the

Turk to be relegated to a second-rate power position. The
frustration perhaps in large part explains Turkish sensi

tivity to insult and criticism, to the fact of Ms present

dependence upon the great powers, and to exclusion from

important international conferences.

A second point of historical significance is the extraor

dinary success the Turks have had in playing off the great

powers one against the other. During the last 100 or 150

"years of its life, the Ottoman Empire was weak in com

parison to the Western powers. Nonetheless, by playing
one nation against the other, even to the point of deceit

and duplicity, the sultan's diplomats were able to main
tain the territorial integrity of much of the empire. One
should also bear in mind at all times when discussing
Turkish foreign policy the fact that Turkey has been sub

jected repeatedly to propaganda attacks, exploitation, and

outright aggression by the Western Christian nations. In

the recent past, these nations have used Christian minori

ties within Turkey as weapons against Turkish authority

particularly the Greek Orthodox and Armenian com
munities. Though rarely articulated, the Turks feel that

this dijfference in religion is relevant to their international

relations. Not so long ago, there was a long editorial in

one of Turkey's most serious newspapers on the subject
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of American aid. In view of Turkey's in the

Korean War, her membership in NATO, her

location vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, the of

Western aid to her continued

development., why was U.S. aid on a par fper

wise) with that provided Iceland? the

Two reasons were suggested: First* Turks were

named George, Peter, or Paul - a

to the religious difference, one of the few ap

peared in print. The the of

any serious in Turkey. Therefore,

Turkey no the United States. What
the Turkish do 5 the

was to an or the Cabi

net. Then the

their aid to Turkey/
of is the

with the Thirteen Resso-TurMsh con-

over the have generated a full

of hostility. The folk of Turkey now

identify as a of hence

to be rejected. The rejection obviously rests on

a from underlying American rejection

of communism. Turkish-Russian hostility is now a matter

of prejudice animosity.
Still of historical is the long

period of Ottoman of the Arab states the

Balkans,6 IB the declining years of Ottoman power, Turk

ish administration was undoubtedly bad. Consequently,
it left a residue of ill will the Turks when Otto-

rale was thrown off in the igth and early 20th cen

turies. On the other hand, the long years of Turkish

supremacy in areas left the Turks with a conviction
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of their own superiority. The ordinary Turk is inclined to

look down upon the Arab as a chap who really cannot

control his own affairs in a civilized fashion. The present
turmoil in the Arab world tends to confirm, in the Turk
ish mind, this prejudice. A vicious circle is thus established

as the Arab reacts to Turkish haughtiness.

TURKISH NATIONAL INTERESTS

With these elements of national power and historical

conditioning in mind, we move on to an examination of

Turkish national interests and the policies devised to pro
tect these interests. Three interests stand in primary posi
tion: (i) territorial integrity, (2) peace, and (3) con
tinued economic and social development. The first

territorial integrity is self-evident, though there are

certain twilight zones such as Cyprus, Mosul, Persian

Azerbaijan, and Macedonia areas in which the Turks

have expressed special interest by reason of the large
number of Turkish-speaking people residing within them.

The Turks can be expected to react vigorously to any

change in the status of these areas which might be inter

preted as contrary to the interests of these "overseas

Turks." The maintenance of peace is of signal importance
to the Turks, for they realize full well that in any major
conflict, even though the ultimate resolution be in Turkey's

favor, Turkey might well become one of the initial battle

fields. She stands between the Soviet Union on the one

hand and the Mediterranean, Middle Eastern oil, the

Suez Canal, and Africa on the other. This consideration

leads us to the third vital interest continued economic

and social development. Turkish leaders believe that sus

tained development is a precondition for any meaningful

degree of independence. Unless the issue is clearly one of
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life and death, Turkey her development.

Becoming a do just if the new

Turkish industry, the ports, the new cities, the new

transport system built at

were destroyed in the process.

MAIN OF POLICY

In pursuing Turkey has

certain the very
of the Republic. First, the tt

by the West ( as they

were World War 1) or by the ( as they

were World War II), as the Turks are

a the

First World War, In the

of rfie Turfo n^r a of

to or affi

ances on rfie of For Turkey, a secu

lar is not a for relation-

Hie Turks have the concept of a

Pan-Islamic bloc/ out appar-
at as to Ms to a new
but lie the idea on the ground

it be an office; there was no power to

it
8

very of the

policy. If there were inade-

power to a given policy, that policy was

rejected. To this Turkey has refused to participate in

any relationship with a Pan-Islamic flavor. In part, this

abstention is an of law which holds

that: t&ejLuu^ is subversive

to a secular state and, hence, fflegai To use religion in
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international politics would therefore be at odds with a

clearly defined domestic policy,

Another important Turkish policy has been the dis

avowal of all imperialist or irredentist ventures. Ottoman.

Turkey lived by conquest. It relied upon the spoils of

conquest to live rather than internal development, Kemal,
who realistically appraised the Turldsh power position,

explicitly disavowed any intent to expand Turkey's ter

ritory as defined in the National Pact and over which

Turkish sovereignty was recognized at Lausanne in 1923.
After achievement of national sovereignty, the immediate

object of KemaFs foreign policy was to stabilize all doubt

ful frontiers. The 1921 treaty with die USSR and the

Lausanne Treaty of 1923 fixed Turkey's northeastern and

western borders. Agreement on the Turkish-Iraqi border

was left open, and after a bitter debate with Great Britain,

the mandate power in Iraq, which almost led to war over

the Mosul region, the matter was resolved in 1926 in

favor of Britain and Iraq. Curiously, the abolition of the

caliphate is said to have weakened significantly Turkey's
claim to the oil-rich Mosul region of northern Syria, In

part what had kept the Kurdish population of Mosul

under Turkish influence had been the "superstitious

reverence of tie Kurds, for the Supreme Pontiff of, their

religion."
a The Iranian frontier, of lesser importance but

ffie'"*iMcertainty of which caused some friction between

the two countries, was fixed finally in a 1932 agreement
with Iran.

One might add that KemaTs anti-imperialistic policy
did not hinder the Turks from conspiring with the French

for the take-over of the Hatay ( the sanjak of Alexandretta )

in 1939 from Syria. There is evidence, however, which
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would indicate that the Turks never regarded the ceding
of the Hatay area to Syria, and the mandatory power,

France, as binding and final.
10

Nonetheless, the take-over

was clearly contrary to the terms of the Lausanne Treaty.

The Turks saw an opportunity for the French

out of tiie Hatay region in for a treaty of mutual

assistance, which was important to the French in view

of the impending world war. The Hatay region, wherein

is located die port city of Alexandretta, now Isken-

denm, has proved to be of to the Turks.

It is through Iskenderan ?
now a NATO naval base, that

Turkey's Soviet frontier are supplied. Quite

naturally, the Syrians to this

French give-away of Syrian territory, which, as the

tory power, France no to transfer. As

recently as February was a Syrian demonstra

tion for the of the Hatay district.
11

Western observers have fond of referring to

Turkey's nonioredentist policy. The

truth of the matter is that die policy probably operates
so as it Turkish interests. Keraal was well

aware Turkey to concentrate all energy on

development. He for a relatively small,

relatively Turkey, thereby considerably eas-

the of a new political authority and

of internal development. During the early years, republi-

Turkey making overtures against any
one. In her weakness, wished to give no cause for

complaint. Other than the Hatay plum, which ripened
and fell into the Turkish lap, the Turks pursued a non
committal policy, even up to the closing months of World
War II.

12
It was not until May 1944 that Turkey stopped

selling chromite, a vital war materiel to Germany and on
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August 2 broke off all commercial relations with the Axis

powers. She declared war on February 23, 1945, to be
come effective as of midnight on February 28.

But prior to 1944, Turkey signed treaties of friendship,

neutrality, or nonaggression with the Soviet Union, Af

ghanistan, Iran, Iraq, the United Kingdom, France, and

Germany. During the interwar period, power became

fairly evenly balanced between the Axis and the Allies

and between the Soviet Union and Continental Europe.
To a certain extent Turkey was able to use her position to

bargain advantageously with both sides for loans, for

control of the Straits, for munitions, for the Hatay region.
But she could bargain only so long as she refused irrevo

cable commitment to any cause. The rise of Soviet power
during and after WoxIdL^
bargaining position, fprjhe Turks^ared notjaoyg^tjfl.

Soviet Union, in view of the demon
<

strated hostility and power of the Russians.

We, therefore, derive a fourth pillar of Turkish policy,

friendship with the West. Despite Turkey's tradition of

dipfoffiSHc'

......

bargaining, th^jrisej^^
forced theJT^^ the Western

alEeO^ot only did the Turks need the military support of

the West, but aEcTBEs ecdliOTQic^^ for thoughtful'Turks

reafeed full we! djatj^^ against
communist penetration

(Wasjnot: t^e^my^butaSer SUS-
M

taffle3""economic and w^Lii^^9PS?^i.^ ^e ab^11^
of sucJTHevelopment, or in event of a serious slowdown,

Turkey would become vulnerable, its traditional anti-

Russian stance notwithstanding. The danger would mount
as increasing numbers of people left the stable village

environment and joined the urban proletariat. Member

ship in NATO, participation in the Korean War, and sup-
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port of the Eisenhower Doctrine in the Middle East all

followed from this necessity of identifying Turkey with

the West.

A fifth and final pillar of Turkish foreign policy Is active

support of efforts toward coopera
tion. The Turks, as many of the smaller powers, would

much prefer multilateral sponsorship and financial sup

port for moves toward economic and military integration
with the other non-Soviet nations, rather than a situa

tion dominated by the United States. Dependence upon
United States makes Turkey vulnerable to political lever

age by the United States. The Turks would prefer not to

be levered. Witness the Turkish press explosion in mid-

1955 when it was suggested that the United States was

laying down conditions for a large loan to Turkey. A
highly placed Turkish official told lie author in April

1955 that Turkey would accept Soviet aid rather than

accept conditions imposed without. "We do not

beg/* he added. **We never ask for help. We are proud.
3* 13

The military regime under Giirsel was perhaps even more
sensitive to foreign leverage the preceding civilian

administration,

It become apparent to the Turkish leaders that

as the nation's economy more modem, Turkey
becomes increasingly dependent upon foreign markets,
not so. Only a primitive agrarian economy can ap
proach self-containment. Therefore, by reason of histori

cally generated attitudes and the pressure of external and
internal events, republican Turkey moved from an initial

policy of near isolation^ through a decade of attempted

self-sufficiency, to vigorous participation in international

economic and financial institutions in the postwar era.

For example, membership in the Organization for Euro-
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pean Economic Cooperation, the International Coopera
tion Administration, the International Bank for Recon

struction and Development, the European Payments
Union, and a large number of bilateral commercial ar

rangements with individual countries. In 1959, Turkey

began an active effort to relate herself to the European
Common Market in some way which would lead to full

membership within ten or fifteen years. Internal economic

development and the pressure of Soviet power has had

much to do with this international orientation of postwar

Turkey. Ideological aspects of the Cold War have been

much less important.

CUKRENT ISSUES

Thus far, we have been discussing major policies, several

of which flow directly from important internal policies.

We turn now to Turkish reactions to specific issues that

have arisen, reactions which are completely rational

within the context of Turkish national power, the decision-

making process, and vital national interests.

Overshadowing all else is the fact of the Cold War.
14

blockedRussian ambitions tocon-

trol the J3lackj^ a warm water

port on the Mediterranean. As a device to extend its

po^rpGz^^ establish

a'pfbtectorate over the Christian minorities wiffiMjdie

Ottoman Eorgire and to induce them to rebel against

Turkh"'rule. Hence,"tfie"use of an ideology as a political

weapon is nothing new to the Turks. The Turkish leaders

see Soviet-led communism as simply one more effort to

extend Russian power. Following World War II, the Rus

sian threat became real and immediate by reason of two

demands leveled against the Turks the cession of Tur-
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key's Bortheastemmost provinces o Kars and. Arfvln and

revision of the 1936 Montreux Convention under which

the Turks had "been administering the Black Sea Straits,

The Montreux Convention recognized the international

status of the Straits in that the governing its use,

and enforced by the Turks
3
were subscribed to by all of

die leading maritime powers, those fronting on the

Black Sea. In 1946 the Soviet Union proposed to turn

the Straits into a regional waterway over which only the

Black Sea powers would have had authority to establish

the rules of use. Inasmuch as the Soviet Union was the

major Black Sea ^gow?^JTiu*feey .would have "teen

The also

With U.S. support, the

Turks refused to consider^ ajchange in the.status*,jolh$

Strai^^ to reconvene a

of the SMchidiieI tEe^Montreux' Convention

for a possibljgjneyisipn^
if useful. The Rus-

were jopt mterested, thereby exposing their intent.

ToTOik Hay, the Straits reiiiaiii,iiii^t,T,iiildsh .control, and
has ^^"^^m^rt^^deviatioii by, tfcteJTurks from

the 'riiles**E3 down by the Montreux Convention.

la time of peace all merchant ships naval vessels

(up to a certain tonnage) flying the Soviet

may freely, and they have. Black Sea

powers, under conditions, may send through the

Straits naval vessels up to any tonnage. Non-Black Sea

powers are in the amount of naval tonnage they

may have in the Black Sea at any one time. In event of

Tiirkey is not a belligerent, more or less

the samei^^ Tinker is a

bgffigerent^Turkey ^nia^ cbse the Straits to tofeendly
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vessels. Even if Turkey is not actually at war but feels

itself immediately threatened, the Turks have the right to

control the movement of naval vessels. The Montreux

Convention also gave the Turks the right to fortify the

Straits and to administer the waterway in respect to such

items as jttlot servicejj^awgational aids, and inspection.

Signatories of the Convention: Biilgaiia^^rance, Great

Britain^ Greece,^ Japan, Romania, Turkey, the Soviet

Union, and Yugoslavia.^
6

Turkish resistance to the postwar Soviet claims was

bolstered afTE^timeJ^a'sliQ^pf^yDQgncTO EavaLppwer
in the Eastern "Medrterranean, and^ Turkey moved in the

direction ol a closer Western QIiaBce.. The Russians had

misjudged^ihe Turkish reaction, and in i9^jJ^v with

drew their claims^on Turkish territory and also meiFcle-

mands for a more direct hand in control of the Straits.
16

The Truman Doctrine of 1947 followed an unilateral

American offer of support to any free nation threatened by
the Soviet Union and wishing to build its defenses. The
Doctrine was induced directly by the Soviet threat against

Turkey and Greece, the ktter being engaged in civil

war with communist-oriented rebels. The Greek-Turkish

Aid Program implemented the Doctrine. In that a mili

tary build-up in such countries constitutes a severe eco

nomic strain, and because Turkey was envisioned as a

substitute for Eastern Europe as a source of food and raw

materials for Western Europe, Turkey became a partici

pant in the Marshall Plan. Conceived as a device for

channeling U.S. aid to Europe for its reconstruction, the

Plan was ill conceived as a device for assisting the long-
run economic development of Turkey. After much pushing
and hauling, the Agency for International Development
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emerged in Washington, an institution designed specifi

cally to channel U.S. aid into long-run development in

countries such as Turkey.
In 1952, despite an initial rebuff, the Turks were ad

mitted to Ml membership in the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization, thereby securing an American Euro

pean commitment to to if It

was only after the valiant Turkish effort in the Korean

War and much argument the Western were

wiling to consider an Turkey as an attack

against themselves.17 And on March 5, 1959, the United

States signed Turkey, Iran,

and Pakistan the Middle of the ill-

starred Baghdad Pact, the Central Treaty Organiza
tion. The provide the United "will

appropriate action, the of armed forces,

as be upon** in event of

the powers. The Turks sought a

with the United States.

Clearly, U.S. support aid to Turkey a func

tion of the Soviet threat to American interests. In the

of that threat, would the United States support

Turkey militarily economically to the extent?

it. Hence, the Turkish interest in a continuing
situation is substantial. They gain by

the Cold War so as the situation does not erupt into

war and so long as we justify our economic aid on military
and political grounds for its intrinsic value.

But why has Turkey been deemed so important to the

United States as to justify 3.8 billion dolars ($1.6 billon

economic; $2.2 military through 1962} worth o

assistance and a commitment? Surely one reason

has been the desire to deny the Soviet Union access to
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. We have also been interested. In .build

ing and protecting Turkish air bases for possible retaiia-

??| ??41??tr*ai targets. There is too

the moral boost the Western cause receives when a small

nation such as Turkey stands fast against Soviet power
and contributes significantly to collective action such

as in the
defense^

of South Korea. For these several reasons

we "TSve^Bblstered Turkish power, thereby augmenting

puiTtfTOrprw^ War. The Turks are

realistic enough to realize that American aid is forthcom

ing Ee^EsFsucE^MTislnlhe interest of the United States.

One Turkish editorialist wrote: 18

There is a mathematical necessity [for U.S. aid to Turkey].
The cost of maintaining one American soldier overseas is

$6500. The cost of a Turkish soldier is $235. If Turkey be
came weak, and if a large number of American soldiers thus

had to be sent to this area to defend the Middle East, it would
be very much more expensive for America.

A further advantage gained by the United States, and one

not really appreciated when the Turkish aid program

began, was the support of Turkish diplomacy. The result?

The Balkan and Baghdad Pacts. (That they proved of

little real value in the end is irrelevant.)

Therefore, the Cold War has brought about a coin

cidence of interest between Turkey and the United States.

But one cannot reasonably expect that such will always
be the case. For instance, what if the TtirMsh leaders came

to feel that the following conditions prevailed?

(i) Turkey does not block the realization of any vital

Soviet interest. (There is reason to believe that it

does not. Possession of the Straits is no longer of

vital concern; they can be closed too easily in time

of war from the air, and it is clear that Soviet
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vessels may move through freely in of peace,
whatever the relations between Ankara and Mos

cow.)

(2) Turkey would not be an Initial of Soviet ag

gression. (There little reason why it would

if it did not become a major missile-launching plat

form.)

(3) The participation of Turkish forces in a world

war would have little influence on its outcome.

( Considering the nature of modem warfare, such

an assumption is increasingly realistic. )

Responsible Turkish ful wel if war

comes to Turkey, of the development in

which the Turks take will be destroyed. Even

if the war were won, Turkey would have to be rebuilt.

This reconstruction would massive foreign aid.

But if the Russian were removed for the time

through defeat in war, would the United States or

any other power putting Turkey back on

her feet, particularly if the United States herself were

badly damaged as undoubtedly would be the case? One
mav well doubt it. Wherein do Turkey's vital interests lie

. *

sobering thoughts are weighed?
19 As Prime

Minister of Turkey, what should one do? It may be sig

nificant that during 1953 the Soviet Union dropped its

claims against Turkey and began talking of bettering
relations. Perhaps the Russians hoped eventually to ma
neuver into a position in which a swap with the Turks of

nonintervention for neutrality might become possible.

Admittedly, such will be very difficult so long as Soviet-

controHed Communists appear to be a serious internal

threat in the Arab states. Turkey dare not be isolated for

reasons we have already stressed. Machines, oil, and skills
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she must have if her national power is to be sustained.

Hence, she cannot tolerate communist regimes to the

south.

Against this backdrop we consider the lesser or more

specific regional issues the Israeli-Arab conflict, the

northern tier concept, Cyprus, and the rise of Nasser-led

Arab nationalism.

On November 29, 1947, over the negative vote of Turkey
and others, the United National General Assembly voted

to partition Palestine. On May 15, 1948, the state of Israel

was proclaimed. Ten months later, Turkey granted de

facto recognition to the new nation. Meanwhile, the Turks

carried on substantial commercial relations with Israel

and permitted the emigration of Turkish Jews. Turkey's

sole contributions to the Arab effort against Israel were

the dispatch of a small military training cadre to Syria

and the gift of some tents and other supplies to provide

shelter for Arab refugees forced out of Israel.
~"

"

5 were two-faced.

It was true that any significant military contribution by

Turkey tothe^ to the desji^c-

^^^^^^Jhere were possibly two reasons why the

Turks desisted. Keenly aware of the much more ominous

L, the Turks did not wish to quarrel in

with estem^jgoH vis-a-vis Israel.,,
^

^ very remote tEreat toJQjrkey.

Turkey wanted a^^st^^ which

she did BStJ^L^^6 ' (Turkey did not become a member

oTNATO~ until Februaq^a^^,) First things first. Sec

ondly, one suspects that the Turkish leaders did not look

with complete^disgleasure upon the appearance^of Israel,

for ttsjjxjtete^
to" play the

role of power balancer in theJ^ddleEast. As much as the
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Arabs distrusted the Turks, they could not afford to offend

too deeply. On the other hand, a completely secure Arab

Middle East might be closed entirely to the Turks, because

o the Turks' close identification with the hated Western

imperialists France, Great Britain, and the United

States in the greater struggle, the Cold War,

This identification grew as Turkey used her diplomatic

skills to forge the famous ^northern tier/
7
and Arab affec

tion for the Turks cooled accordingly. The first step in

creating the northern tier was a mutual defense arrange

ment with Yugoslavia and Greece, the so-called Balkan

Pact. Though the United States might support President

Tito's regime with economic and military assistance,

American public opinion probably would not have per

mitted a direct American defense commitment to this

communist regime, even though it be

Soviet. The Turks and the Greeks were more real-

"istic. Also, by this arrangement, the Turks rendered more

secure their vulnerable Western frontier with Bulgaria,

which lay only about 100 miles from Istanbul, Turkey's

principal city and historic capital and seat of culture.
20

Turkish diplomacy was then focused eastward. With

Western encouragement, the Turks constructed the Bagh
dad Pact a mutual defense arrangement between Paki

stan, Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Great Britain. The United

States desisted from full membership.
21 A defensive alli

ance of this sort would have been embarrassing politically

to the Truman administration, for it might then have be

come vulnerable to the charge that it was aiding the Arabs

against Israel Turkey and the West hoped initially that

Arab states other than Nuri Said Pasha's Iraq would enter

the Pact. Perhaps Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt. But all refused,

as they folowed Egypt's lead in condemning the Pact as
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a device of Western imperialism for dividing the Arab
states. If Britain had permitted Turkey to move alone,
the Pact membership might have been extended. But the

British had bases in Iraq to protect (which, of course, are

of little value now).
As events evolved, the Pact did become a divisive in

fluence and was a contributing factor in bringing about
the 1958 revolution in Iraq and Nuri Said Pasha's murder.
One could well have taken a rather dim view of the

northern tier concept right from the start. The real value

of these paper pacts was questionable. An effective mili

tary pact must rest upon mutual interest and mutual con
fidence. Details relating to defensive strategy, codes, unit

strengths, supply, disposition of men and equipment
information of a highly secret nature must be ex

changed. If not, a military pact has little value. Before a

free exchange takes place, those responsible must assure

themselves of the continued friendship of the other gov
ernment, as well as its political security. One cannot be
lieve that the Turks felt such confidence in either Greece

or Yugoslavia, or Iran or Iraq. And for very good reasons.

As it turned out, of course, the Balkan Pact became inop
erative by reason of the rupture between Greece and

Turkey on the issue of Cyprus. The various economic and

political arrangements written into the pact have yet to be

implemented. The Baghdad Pact foundered on the wave
of the July 1958 revolution in Iraq, which the pact helped

bring about. Insofar as the remaining members are con

cerned, it is the pact's economic commission which seems

to hold most promise for positive achievement Indeed,

if the Baghdad Pact had been conceived right at the start

as simply a regional economic development program de

void of all military implications, it might have introduced
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an element of unity and stability into the Middle East.

Other Arab states might have been pulled in and construc

tive work started, about which, a certain amount of

regional enthusiasm might have been generated. As it

stands, the pact has thoroughly tarred Turkey with the

imperialist brush and no Arab state is a member.22

Curiously, the Baghdad Pact represented a Turkish

departure from traditional policy of not committing itself

irrevocably to any particular position in the Middle East.

In taking the initiative in forming the Baghdad Pact, it

incurred the enmity of Nasser-led Arab nationalism, for

which Iraq's Nuri Said Pasha was a prime target.

One wonders why the Turks were moved to break with

tradition. We go back to a point made earlier; Turkish

power is in large measure dependent upon external sup

ply. The supply routes must be kept open. In event of

war, Turkey's only channels of supply would lie either

through the eastern Mediterranean to the ports of Izmir

and Iskendenin or overland across Iraq from the Persian

Gulf. It follows that gaining maximum security for these

communication lines constitutes an important Turkish ob

jective. The Baghdad Pact was an effort on the part of

Turkey to shore up the security of the Persian Gulf area.

Coincidentally, the Turks stepped up improvement of

their highway and rail lines in the direction of the Iraqi

frontier and began talking of an oil pipeline to Iran's

Qum field.
33

It also follows that Turkey dare not permit itself to be

cut off by communist take-overs in Syria and Iraq. In view

of the disdain with which the Turks regard the Arabs,

there is no mental bloc holding the Turks back from direct

intervention in such eventuality. In 1957, when the Com
munists appeared to threaten Syria, there was a great deal
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of talk about Turkish military intervention. Turkish troops
maneuvered on the Syrian frontier. "A routine maneuver,"
Turkish authorities explained. But the fact was that it was
far from a routine maneuver. Again, at the time of the

July 1958 revolution in Iraq, the Turkish army moved
southward ominously. It is now known that Prime Min
ister Menderes had decided to intervene militarily in

Iraq, and it was only by the most vigorous American argu
ments that he was dissuaded from doing so.

24
(By strange

coincidence, immediately thereafter a large, long-sought
loan from Turkey's Western allies was forfhcoming, which

did much to shore up the country's economy and to im

prove Prime Minister Menderes' political stature.) Some

thoughtful Turks feel that Menderes should not have

weakened in Ms determination to move into Iraq. (The
author heard some Iraqi Arabs express the same view

three years later. ) Not only would the Turks have secured

their line of communications to the Persian Gulf, but they
would have gained control of a vital raw material oil.

The rich Mosul area, which the Turks relinquished to

Britain and Iraq in 1926 after much resistance and which

includes a large Turkish-speaking population, lies just

south of the Turko-Iraqi frontier.
25 A clear-cut communist

take-over in Iraq could very well make intervention irre

sistible to the Turks. In fact, the likelihood of such a

Turkish move might have been a major deterrent to an

outright grab of power by Iraqi communists in 1958.

As the United States attitude toward President Nasser

of Egypt softens, one can perhaps anticipate a similar

softening of the Turkish attitude. It would seem to be in

the Turkish interest to have Nasser-oriented nationalist

regimes securely in power in Iraq and Syria if the alter

native be Soviet-oriented communist regimes.
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The Cyprus problem brings to mind die whole matter

of the relationship of the Turkish republic to the TurMsh-

speaMng peoples outside its frontiers. The Turkish govern
ment appears to feel both obligated in repre

senting the interests of groups in international

gatherings. The Greek-Turkish conflict over Cyprus, which

kept relations between the two at fever pitch

from mid-1955 to early 1959, was resolved by an agree
ment signed on February 19, 1959, of as to

give both the Greek ethnic majority the Turkish mi

nority special status within an Republic of

Cyprus. Greece, Turkey, Britain have all guaranteed
the independence of the island.

28
It is to note

that the Cyprus conflict did not to vital interests

of either Greece or Turkey. It in the of

a convenient diversion of attention from domestic

problems for both governments. And when the time be

came propitious, the was resolved with sur

prising facility.

But this Turkish interest in the welfare of the "overseas

Turks'* leads one to eye Turkish relationships with the

Turkish-speaking people in the Soviet colonies of Central

ICsIa"Ij|E^^ ) >

ajTestimated ^milMon^ witibjthose in western China, per

haps 10 with the ^A^jiailarii's^pf^western Iran,

^BouF^jiiiJllon; with 1.5 million Turks
_

in Afghani
stan.

27 In 1952, a spokesman for the Turkish General Staff

toldjhej^ order to_ win Middle .Eastern sup

port, "We" (referring to Turkey and ffie Western Allies)

should igjgejnpre .active measures to support the aspira-

tigns^of^jhe Middle Eastern peoples. *Take Azerbaijan,
for instance,

9*

said he. ^Tli&^-^^fe'^eFe-^^-Tiffks. Aid to
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,_ri. We could help them achieve that

independence." The unmentioned next step might be

This thread "of 'Pan-Turanian

feeling still pervades the thinking of^TprMsh leaders*.

though under present circumstances they almost never

make public reference to it. It seems likely, however, that

at one time the United States government suggested to

Turkey that it pursue, a, more active Pan-Turanian policy,

thereby causing the TurkLsIx minority in the Soviet Union

to become more restive and embarrassing to the Soviet

Government. Apparently, the Turks refused. But one

wonders what the Turldsli position would be
vjs-a-vis

these "overseas Turks" if
forjone reaso^or _another_ Soviet

power were to weaken^preciably relative to the West,

or if So^gtjrower were_tp_ collapse altogether in Central

Asia. Would
*

we see ano^er^Twkish_driYe for
^ empire?

There fclJM^^ i

long run, be hard to contain.



Chapter VIII

THE EVE OF REVOLUTION

COIXBSE OF EVENTS

leaders, to

JL make democratic political and liberal in

stitutions work, apparently felt by 1954 to start

tightening their over affairs.

Observers of events in Turkey
the oppressive laws, the anti-Greek

riot in Istanbul (September 1955 ), the Cabinet crisis two

later the of Prime Minister Men-
deres as the of Turkey, the spiraling upward of

prices and of living, and the government's seeming

inability or to contain the deteriorating
economic and position. In mid-ig57 came an

economic clamp-down. A new Menderes cabinet intro

duced drastic legislation hoarders, profiteers, and

speculators. Official agencies were empowered to set the

price of almost every sort of commodity and service, from
of steel to a massage. Xews or public statements cal

culated to the economic or stability

of the state were no longer tolerated* and opposition

spokesmen and newspapers were prosecuted to the full

measure of the law.

Nonetheless, immediately before the October 1957 gen
eral elections., the Menderes government increased crop

subsidies, declared a moratorium on farm debts, and dis-
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counted all thought of taxing the agricultural sector as

heavily as others. These moves were hardly in line with

the anti-inflationary effort in the cities and were tanta

mount to "buying" the vote. The Democrats likewise re

vised the election law so as to outlaw political coalitions.

The upshot was that the Democratic Party and Prime

Minister Menderes were returned to office, but with a

popularity plurality of only 48 per cent and a substantially

reduced, though still heavy, majority in the Grand Na
tional Assembly. The government refused to give out

detailed returns, and there were charges of flagrant dis

honesty in the count.1 Others expressed doubt that there

would be another honest, contested election so long as

the Menderes administration held office.

During 1958, the exchange of political fire between

Government and Opposition became even more acrimoni

ous. Several cabinet ministers resigned, apparently in pro
test against the Prime Minister's personal authoritarian

tendencies, and rumors of conniption in high places gained

currency. A number of newspaper editors and writers

were jailed and their publications suspended. On several

occasions the government ordered the press not to publish
news of specific events particularly those involving re

actionary religious activities.

From March 17, 1954, to May 14, 1958, 1,161 persons

were interrogated under the Press Law. Of these, 288 were

convicted, 366 were acquitted, 101 were freed (charges

dropped), 11 were bound over, and 402 were released for

lack of evidence. An additional 43 persons were still before

the courts. Sentences meted out to the 288 totaled 683

months
7

imprisonment and fines adding up to 323,000 lira.

Nine papers and journals were closed for limited periods

of time by official court order. The most heavily prose-
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cuted paper was the major opposition Ulus (232
cases netting sentences totaling 11 years and four months,

plus fines of 73^,830 lira). The paper was closed twice

by official act for a total of 63 days. Zafer, die Democratic

Party organ in Ankara, was likewise closed down for a

month.2

During 1959, the government issued 23 no-publication
orders to the press* which were Ignored only four times.

Fifty journalists were sentenced 48 years 10

imprisonment and fined a total of 210,000 lira. Various

papers were closed down by official order for a of 14
months.3 The alleged for of the were:

publication of articles to the au

thority of government, the stability of the coun

try, or the prestige or character of government func

tionaries or of a or character.

Proof of the truth of made was not admissible

evidence for the defense.

In addition to these limitations on the press 3 university

autonomy was seriously undermined by government-

inspired action against certain of the more politically
minded faculty members. And Judicial independence was

by forced retirement or transfer of Judges
down decisions not to the of the regime.

Meanwhile, religious reaction became a leading
issue as the A'tir sect notoriety. The Oppo
sition claimed that the Democrats were using religion for

political purposes, a offense in republican, secular

Turkey.

During 1959 there were two attacks on Ismet Inonii, the

Opposition leader, with apparent intent to Ml. Until

after the 1960 revolution, no one was indicted for involve

ment in these attacks. Though some Democrats seem to
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be implicated, it would appear unlikely that the incidents

were instigated or perhaps even approved by Prime
Minister Menderes. Being an extraordinarily astute poli
tician if nothing else, the Prime Minister must have real

ized that the one thing that would again make Ismet
Inonii a national hero was a direct, physical attack against
his person. It was widely believed in Turkey at the time
that President Cekl Bayar was involved and that he and
Menderes had had bitter words on the subject. The Prime

Minister, it was said, dared not split openly with Bayar,
for the Party (and hence, himself) probably could not

have survived such a row politically. Some speculated
the curious mass, "nonpolitical, organization" Vatan

Cephesi (Fatherland Front) had been created by Menderes
so that he would have an organizational home in the event

he finally felt compelled to bolt the Democratic Party.

Otherwise, the Front seemed to have no function and no

purpose. Even high ranking Democratic Party members

spoke very bitterly to the author in September 1959

against President Bayar and in off-the-record conversa

tions blamed him for a number of the excesses for which

the Party, and Menderes in particular, were identified. On
the other hand, perhaps this was all part of a campaign to

save Menderes at the expense of Bayar. The postrevolu-

tionary trial of Bayar and Menderes did not clarify die

issue.

What did all this mean? In seeking an answer one must

turn to the vast changes that had been taking place in

Turkish society and in the structure of the nation's econ

omy. Though personal ambition on the part of politicians

might have been a factor, closer scrutiny of Turkish prob
lems indicates that the drift back toward authoritarianism

was much deeper than Prime Minister Menderes* alleged
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belief in himself as the "indispensable man/* With or with

out Menderes, the crisis of Turkey remained, for it was
bedded in structural defects of an economic and social

nature. This last was what Opposition leaders in Turkey,
and many foreign observers, failed to recognize as they
condemned al governmental moves good? bad, and

indifferent. Thev were by no means all bad. This fanati-
<f <r

cism on the part of the Opposition drove the Menderes*

administration to further extremes in its attempt to pre
vent the Opposition from exploiting unpopular moves and

dislodging the Democrats from power. In the field of edu

cation religion, the Democrats gave ground, thereby

gaining some favor with the electorate and perhaps mak

ing the economic somewhat easier to take, for

in the economic the Democrats pressed on remorse

lessly. Those who in the way or criticized too loudly
were cut by Intimidation or imprisonment. A $359

foreign credit announced in August 1958 had so

the economic pressures by the end of 1959 that the

Democrats even began to talk about another election.

Meanwhile, Opposition leaders became bitterly critical of

Turkey's Western allies for bailing the Menderes adminis

tration out economically in this fashion when it had
to be teetering precariously on the brink of politi

cal collapse. Intentional or not, foreign aid could be an

important political crutch for a regime that was losing the

confidence of key groups and exhausting its economic re

sources.

MAJOR PBOBLEMS

The compass of Turkey's critical problems can be boxed
in terms of the following problem areas: education, reli

gion, economic change, land, urbanization, investment,
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inflation, and statiLsm. In all of these areas, the basic

dilemmas were of a structural nature, and no amount of

administrative or financial juggling could resolve them. In

general, Turkey's experience seemed to cast doubt on the

efficacy of liberal political and economic institutions.

The Problem of Education4

Other than gross totals, there had been remarkably few

educational statistics published in Turkey since 1955,

which fact alone drew attention. In the 1958-1959 school

year, something like 2.4 million students were reported at

tending 21,464 primary schools (grades i to 5), of which

19,379 were located in villages.
5 Of the total enrolment

in the urban schools, 42 per cent were girls,
and in the

rural schools, 35 per cent.11 Over the 1933-1949 period, the

number of children of primary school age reported to be

in school increased gradually from 30.9 to 58.3 per cent,

although the growth during the last Eve years of this pe
riod (1945-1949) was exceedingly slow.

7 In 1955, a com

parable figure was possibly 72- per cent. But curiously, in

June 1958, only 140,318 students graduated from grade 5,

or not more than 35 to 40 per cent of the children of

appropriate age.
8
Undoubtedly, the percentage in the vil

lage schools was substantially lower. The rate of attrition

was obviously high in the first five grades. At the same

time some 262,297 students were in the secondary schools

(grades 6 to 11), which meant that for every eight pri

mary students only one entered secondary education, prob

ably about the ratio that had obtained in 1949. Clearly,

the big hurdle in the Turkish educational system lay be

tween the primary and secondary schools. If a student

reached grade 6, there was an excellent chance that he

would continue into a lycee (grades g to 11); perhaps as
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many as one out of three did sex Once he was in a lycee,
there was a four-out-of-five he would go on
into higher education of some sort.

The relative number of girls boys in the primary
schools was revealing as a of

to woman's place in Turkish society. Clearly, the percent

age of girls in village not a

fact which was by in

Anatolian villages since 1950 (Table 3).

Table 3

Student Registration in Turkey's Primary

Source: YSlKgi^ 1952, (Ankara, Istatistik Umum Miidiirliigu,

1953), P- 159-

These statistics point up rather serious problems.
First, with the politically motivated release since 1950 of

police pressure in enforcing the compulsory school law,

the proportion of village in schools failed to

and the rate of drop-out for all students continued to be

very large. It is revealing that in a 1952 study, an Ameri
can education consultant found indications that in perhaps
half of the villages studied villagers seemed either to

stand in opposition to the village school or were indifferent

to it.
10
Although the degree of support for secular educa

tion had surely grown somewhat on the village level, there

was still much popular resistance. Across the country, vil-
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schoolteachers complained of official Indifference to

truancy and of inadequate funds with which to equip,

staff, and maintain existing schools. The morale of village

teachers was unquestionably lower than in 1950, and the

problem of keeping teachers in the villages remained an

awkward one. 11 A certain element of dedication and ideal-

Ism was a prerequisite for a successful village teacher; he

faced a difficult job at best. But if he felt that he were

unsupported and unappreciated by his nation's leaders, as

now seemed the case, there was an inclination for his

dedication and idealism to deteriorate into cvnicism
*

self-seeking and ultimately, to resignation from the

profession. The result was that not a few village schools

stood empty.
A specially appointed National Education Commission,

on which a number of outstanding Turkish educators sat,

submitted its report to the Ministry of Education early in

1959. Although classified secret by the Turkish govern
ment, it became known that the Commission had made
several of these same points. In addition to vigorous criti

cism of religious education, the commission cast doubt on

the social and economic value of five years of primary
education which had no follow-up. As already noted,

relatively few village children were finding their way into

a secondary school, virtually all of which were located in

the towns, and few village parents seemed to see the value

of secondary education, particularly for girls, nor could

they spare their children's labor at the times of peak load

(harvest, seeding, cultivation). Neither did they feel that

they had the cash to provide board and room while their

children attended a town school, only a fortunate few

having town-dwelling relatives willing to assume responsi

bility. Also in the usual village there was virtually no
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Juvenile literature which would to

continue reading after graduation grade. Under

these conditions, it was effective

was lost by most children within to five years

primary school graduation.

By 1960, die army was its to

basic education thereby

of, if not for, The army by

setting up 16 basic at all

draftees, an 50 cent, would be to

attend an eight-week course. It some-

year. Their OB literacy,

the of For

the two-year of mili

tary by two to

to be of

to for distribution, the

of to the habit of reading
to But did not

the the of the sec-

The National Education Commission recommended a

in the of primary
of the one by 1960} more

on to rural areas. One
was the were too

to justify secondary the cost the

difficulty of un
realistic in areas. The Commission urged
differences between city be narrowed so

as to avoid the creation of two distinct educational svs-

tems within the country. Under the Village Institute Sys-
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tern* which was modified subsequent to the 1950 change
of regime, the type of education offered in the villages had

quite different from that given in the towns, which

fact made it even more difficult for the village children

to move on into the secondary school system. As other

forms of practical education were extended into the vil

lage via the agricultural extension service, mobile units

teaching practical skills, the farm machinery schools, and

military technical training, the type of practical training

formerly stimulated by the Village Institute system was

perhaps no longer necessary. There began to be more em

phasis on turning out village teachers better equipped to

teach basic cultural subjects. For several years, the Village
Institutes had been called simply "Primary Teachers

Training Schools/' and there was an attempt to enroll in

them at least a minimum of teacher trainees of city or

town origin. The authorities felt that by mixing village
and town youth in this fashion, the enormous difference

between country and city mentality might be narrowed.

But in practice, it proved virtually impossible to attract

any significant number of town and city youth into the

village teaching program.
Because the desire for education was one force pulling

the more enlightened and progressive villagers into urban

centers, the problem of providing better and higher level

rural education became compelling, for the cost of settling

new urban settlers was great, a subject upon which we
shall dwell at some length in a later section. Furthermore,

the leadership wished to reverse the tendency for most

of the dynamic elements in the population to gravitate

from village to town; from town to provincial seat; and

from provincial seat to Ankara, Izmir, or Istanbul.

One of the most disturbing aspects of 1960 Turkey was
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the apparently weakening support for education. Rela

tively speaking, a somewhat of Turkey's
available resources had been invested in in re

cent years, a tendency which had even

in the 1948-1950 period.
12

Investment in education has,, of course, much to do

with a people's ability to use9 productively, investment in

material forms of wealth, the so-called "absorptive ca

pacity.^ In a rapidly developing country as Turkey
this concept is a very slippery one indeed, for the level of

absorptive capacity is always changing. In reality, the

term "investment** should be used to investment

in people as well as in things. The lies in

an appropriate between two of invest

ment, not in a nation's absorptive capacity.
Economist Theodore W. Schultz has written:

People are, also, an important part of the wealth of nations.

Moreover, as people invest in themselves they can augment
the amount of human wealth: in many countries this form of

wealth, measured by what it renders to production, is now

vastly larger all other forms taken together.

* #

Nevertheless, the of modem economics by
passed undertaking any systematic analysis of human wealth
. . . Economists have found It all too convenient to think of

labor as a homogeneous input free of any capital components.
13

One suspects that the return on investment in education,
within the Turkish context, was very much higher than

was true for many projects under construction by 1960.
The findings of Bradbum's 1959 research in Turkey

^indicated that cultural vahieozientations centering
around concern with the present to the exclusion of plan

ning for the future and a non-activist approach to the
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environment and a consequent low need for achievement

(were) . . . the major non-economic forces retarding eco-

development in Turkey.**
14
Though he felt that the

overwhelmingly dominant role of the father to the Turkish

family tended to block rapid increase in achievement mo
tivation, still he found some evidence of change. He

speculated that this increase in achievement motivation

was possibly a product of the Primary Teachers Training
Schools (the former Village Institutes), various adult

training programs, the rapid growth of cities and conse

quent geographical separation of families, and even the

primary and secondary schools themselves. He reported
that in a world sample of stories from third and fourth

grade readers, those from Turkey contained "the highest

degree of achievement imagery,** which was taken as indi

cating that Turkish educators were concerned with "in

stilling achievement values." 16 Bradbum might have

added to his list of forces corroding the dominance of the

father two more: (i) the impact of two years of military

training in a modern, army, and (2) the weakening of

religious justification for the traditional pattern of family
relations.

The Problem of Religion

Not unrelated to the matter of balanced investment and

absorptive capacity is the problem of religious reorienta-

tion? for traditionally religion has seriously weakened both

the desire for secular education and skills and the push of

economic incentive.
16

It was under the Republican People's Party regime in

1949 and early 1950 that the first moves were made in the

direction of greater religious liberalism. Religious lessons

were introduced into the primary schools, a faculty of
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theology authorized at the University of Ankara, ten

worship leaders
1

and preachers' inaugurated.
17

The latter institutions were designed to for

careers as village religious leaders (hoca). Significantly,
these educational moves were made under the direction

of the secular-oriented Ministry of Education, not under

the Presidency of Religious Affairs, the government office

administering the religious hierarchy. Undermining any

political capital the People's Party have generated
out of these moves, however, was the fact prior
to the 1950 election the government forced to ar

rest and try a popular one Kemal Pilavogju,
who was known as the of the Ticani sect The Turk

ish secret at the he

300,000 followers.
18 In 1951, of Atatiirk in various

parts of the country were apparently by un

happy Ticanfs in support of Islam's prohibition of graven

images* The new Democratic had reacted by ar

resting scores of persons, of whom were members
of various of the outlawed religious sects Nak^ibendi,

Nur, Bektaji, Bahai, and Kadiri, as well as Ticani. Sen

tences been generally light, to six months each,

though Pilavoglu himself remained behind bars for seven

and one-half years.
19 From 1950 to mid-igSo, some 500

persons had been arrested in Turkey for religious

and held for varying periods of time ( admittedly a rough
constructed from a of daily press re

ports, but believed to be not too far in error).

It remained a criminal offense in Turkey to use religion
for political purposes, to establish an organization on a

religious basis, to proselytize, or to defame the memory
of Kemal. The legal problem was to prove that members
of the various religious groups had in fact conducted
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themselves in an illegal fashion. Of course, the mere fact

of their existence as organized groups was contrary to the

law, but particularly since 1950 the authorities had been

inclined to overlook them so long as they desisted from

direct political involvement, from preaching disloyalty to

secular government, and from openly attacking the mem
ory of KemaL

Shortly after coming to power, the Democratic Party
administration had lifted the ban against giving the call

to prayer in Arabic, extended the religious lessons offered

in the public schools, improved the maintenance of town

and city mosques, reinaugurated courses to train hufaz

(plural of hafiz, one who has committed the Koran to

memory), and increased the number of worship leaders*

and preachers* schools to nineteen. In 1960, the adminis

tration boasted of its accomplishments in the field of reli

gion. Since 1950, the number of professional teachers of

die Koran had been increased from 131 to 702 (plus 1,500

part-time instructors), 2,055 hufaz had been trained, and

some 30,000 students were reported to be attending the

courses on the Koran.20 The government was also3 by
1960, donating money to the villages ( 1,000 to 5,000 lira

each) for the construction and maintenance of local

mosques.
21

The leaders saw that with the relaxation of police power
in the villages and small towns, the older, more conserva

tive village religious leaders might well gain pre-eminence
over the young village schoolteachers in terms of village

influence. To reintroduce police surveillance and pressure
in the pre-i95o style was politically unwise in a bipartisan

state. The way out was to train, as fast as possible, a new

generation of village religious leaders who would be ori

ented very differently from their elders. It was no coinci-
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dence that the curriculum in these training was

heavily weighted (two-thirds) on the side of nonrelgious

subjects history, science, foreign It seemed

likely that licenses to practice as village leaders

would be limited to graduates of as they
became available in significant which by
was Just beginning to happen. Gradually, it was hoped,
the elderly, black-frocked? turbaned who repre
sented the old mentality, would fade away.

Indeed, a new generation of religious lead

ers at the grass roots level be a force in

Turkish development. A provincial governor once com
mented to me the of

standing might have, particularly in the

towns.
a
l once a veterinary on my staff," he

"who had a hafiz. When he went a village, he

irst delivered a and then of the of

Merino sheep [an improved breed the govern-
was trying to induce the people to raise]. Use of reli

gious leaders in all fields can be very useful," he con

cluded.

To many opponents of the Menderes regime particu

larly the city-bred intellectual was real doubt

that, given the drift of events, a secular Turkey could sur

vive the next ten to years without subver

sion from its religious conservatives. Menderes, it was

charged, was buying votes by relaxing control over reli

gious activity. In evaluating this indictment, one should

recognize that whatever the party in power the authorities

faced a delicate choice whenever there was a religious

eruption of a subversive nature. Should the police power
be used or not? If "yes,* the victims might be martyred
and their popular following strengthened. And, the party
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lose precious votes. So long as popular support was
fairly evenly balanced between the major parties, as was
the case in the last few years before 1960, the adniinistra-

tion might be understandably reluctant to use force

against conservative religious groups. Yet, there
come times when no progressively minded leadership
could afford to remain inactive. The hope was that the

suppression of reactionary religious activities would con
tinue to have support from the leaders of all major parties.
But as tempers mounted and interparty frictions grew
hotter, in 1959 and 1960, it became increasingly difficult to
maintain this statesmanlike poise. Votes counted.

My own feeling is that by 1960, despite a religiously
conservative element of politically significant size, it no
longer endangered the secular republican state. Islam it

self had been undergoing a subtle transformation even on
the village level Economic incentive, material Wei-being,
innovation, the machine, commerce, and social change no

longer appeared as challenges to religion. A village in the

process of building a ioo,ooo-lira mosque was, I found,
likewise proud of its neat, well-attended secular school,
of its twelve shops, of its two coffeehouses, of its

workmen, of its tractors. The new mosque did not, in this

community at least, represent religious reaction, for the

villagers talked incessantly of the material improvements
in their lives and of those soon to come. And yet the casual
observer might have seen only the new mosque and auto

matically equated this with renewed interest in traditional
folk Islam. But he would have been wrong. An accom
modation between folk Islam and modem life was in fact

taking place.
It would perhaps be a mistake to overintellectualize the

process at this point. As W. C. Smith observed,
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One thing seems sure, If a Luther' to borrow their own

metaphor were to appear, he would get a ready
amongst the educated class of Turkey. Emotionally in

tellectually, sociologically and religiously, they ready to

follow new ventures of Islamic development However,
whether such a reform will Indeed appear Is

Can one generate a Reformation by fiat? -even pro
viding the milieu? 22

Almost unconsciously without

conflict the intellectual the was

beginning to reposition Ms so as to be relevant to

the modem world. This process was a matter of enormous

consequence in economic as well as social The pres

tige and motivation provided by traditional folk was

being Identified with new and incentives. It

be recalled even in purely traditional terms,

predestination could be a force for both to an

apparently inevitable fate and for enormous effort to

achieve one's manifest destiny.

The Problem of Economic Change
In 1960 Turkey was still overwhelmingly agricultural;

70 per cent of its population was concerned primarily with

farming, and 40 to 45 per cent of its was
derived from sector. The leaders realized these

to substantially in the near future if

Turkey were to forge ahead economically. Indeed, a shift

was discernible in 1938, agriculture yielded 50.3 per
cent of the product, in 1960, about 42 per cent.

In other words, roughly 70 per cent of the total labor force

produced less than of the national product. Industry

generated 12.6 per cent in 1938 and 13.7 per cent in

igfJo.
23 All in all, though, the was remarkably slight.

An increasing national standard of living might be
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either on (i) gains from conquests, (a) decrease

in population without comparable decrease in production,

(3) natural windfall such as oil, (4) foreign subsidy,
and/or (5) increasingly efficient production. In the long
haul, the latter alternative is the only feasible and solid

basis for national economic growth. But efficient produc
tion, even in most agriculture the picking of fruit being
perhaps the notable exception rests on mechanization.

For a grain, sugar beet, and cotton producing country-
such as Turkey, production costs of farm produce could be

brought into a competitive range with those of the more
advanced states only through large-scale mechanization.

Better seeds, more adequate fertilizer, more extensive irri

gation could help, but these alone were not enough.
Hence, efficient agriculture that is, low-cost, competi
tive agriculture meant heavy capital investment a

vastly decreased farm labor requirement. Alternative em
ployment opportunities must then be provided for the dis

placed farmer and farm hand; if not, social, economic, and

political turmoil would surely follow.

A further compelling reason for trying to shift the basis

of the Turkish economy from agriculture to a more diver

sified structure lay in the fact that so long as the economy
rested predominantly on farming, it was profoundly ef

fected by slight, chance variations in weather, thereby

ruling out any effective long-run economic planning or

stability. Particularly was this true of an agricultural econ

omy resting upon dry grain fanning, as in Turkey. In 1953*

Turkey was the world's fourth largest exporter of grain.
In 1955, it was a net importer of grain. Meanwhile, per

capita real income apparently failed to move ahead. It

was estimated to have been 556 Turkish lira in 1953 and

531 in igs6.
24 Such could be the impact of weather.
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The need for Turkey to compete the

countries in the world market was If it

to do so, it could not earn the with which
to buy machines a product of the or

currency countries. Without Turkey
would be unable to its standard of living by increas

ing the efficiency of production. By short-run

market advantages, Turkey able to sell a sub

stantial quantity of high-cost, low-quality on the

world market in the of the 1950*5, but only in

inadequate amounts, Turkey by running
a trade cit for years interruption, the

average deficit of the years
about $150 Due to this deficit,

Turkey to a debt well

over a $1.5 (about a of Its gross
national product ) .

The choice of whether to improve the nation's standard

of living or not was no in the of Turkey's

leaders, to 25 years of education and

reform, vast improvement in (in

cluding exposure to the Hollywood-produced pic

ture, which the ordinaiy villagers town bourgeoisie
were viewing in increased numbers J,

25 a

channeling of an undue of the income into

the of farmers. The result was that eco

nomic incentive working with tremendous force at

town village level The single most important political

issue in Turkey became availability of such key con

sumer goods as coffee, tea, sugar* kerosene* radios, bat

teries, lamps, glass, and shoes. This massive popu
lar demand for rapid improvement in the standard of liv

ing existed in part because the ordinary folk were now
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conscious of the vast difference between their own stand

ard of material well-being and that of Western Europe
and North America. The demand for economic improve
ment, it was safe to say, took easy precedence over interest

in maintaining democratic political institutions. And, so

long as democratic government continued, there seemed
to be no method available to the leaders to curtail this

enormous economic incentive. Long dormant in Turkish

society, economic incentives now threatened to move wel
ahead of the available tools with which its targets could

be achieved. The masters of Turkey were, in reality, the

political slaves of the village fanning masses and the new
lower class urban group.

Despite the $359 million loan in Turkey's favor an
nounced in August 1958, many realized that this aid pro
vided but a temporary release of pressure, for the Turkish

economic problem was fundamentally a structural one, not

fiscal or administrative. Nonetheless, at the insistence of

its foreign creditors, the Turkish government pledged it

self to issue no more new money, to restrict domestic

commercial credits by freezing bank credits at preloan
levels, to put state controlled industries on a self-support

ing basis insofar as capital resources were concerned, and
to establish a system of premium rates for foreign ex

change transactions which amounted to a devaluation of

the lira from $0,36 to $0.09 for most purposes. Clearly, the

creditors had seen the Turkish economic crisis essentially
as a financial, fiscal, and administrative problem. A 1959
OEEC mission to Turkey observed, "The difficulties in

which the Turkish economy finds itself today stem basi

cally from an attempt to do too much too quickly/'
26

But the Turkish economic problem could not be re

solved by financial, fiscal, and administrative reforms
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alone. Nor, one suspected, were the Turks attempting to

do too much too quickly. The reverse have

more accurate. One internationally authority

declared, with a volume of evidence Ms arguments,
that the Turkish economic crisis was due essentially to

y

structural weaknesses and an overly conservative attack.

To sustain Turkey's growth, he declared, a number of

moves were required, the most important being:
27

1. A stop to overexploitatlon of the land, which

a substantial reduction in the amount of under

cultivation

2. A rapid reduction of the to

disastrous overgrazing

3. A dramatic in productivity

by of irrigation, feed,

scientific breeding, better tools, improved trac

tion power all on a

4. The full-time productive of the now

underemployed rural population, which re

quire compulsory labor service heavy investment

in public works and industry.

In the absence of moves, Turkey could anticipate

recurring balance of payments difficulties,

unemployment whatever or policies were

folowed however efficient the administra

tion. But politically, moves were exceedingly diffi

cult; little was done.

The Problem of Land

Land reform in the Turkish sense had not resolved the

economic problem. Turkish reform had been equated
with the carving up of large state-owned tracts and a few
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private estates and distributing them at a nominal

cost to landless or near landless villagers, Up to the end of

1959, a total of some 6,200,000 acres of tillable land and

3,000,000 acres of communal grazing land had dis

tributed to 365,000 families in 4,876 villages.
28 These

totals would indicate that on the average each recipient

family received 12.1 acres of crop land and 0.9 of

grazing land. However commendable this program
have been from a sociopolitical point of view, it had made
the rapid introduction of modern, mechanized agriculture

doubly difficult. Land holdings already suffered from frag
mentation due to observance of traditional Islamic law by
most rural folk in the matter of land inheritance. The dis

tribution of land caused further fragmentation, thereby

reducing both the size of average farm plots and farm

income below that which would sustain mechanization.

Land reform also had had the effect of holding
or submarginal farmers back on the land, people whose

labor could be more profitably utilized in industry.
29

Adding further pressure on the marginal or submarginal
farmer to stay on the land had been the deliberate policy
of channeling to the farm sector more of the national in

come than was economically justified in terms of produc
tion, the major devices for which as noted were easy

credit, tax exemption, public investment, and crop sub

sidy. Inherent in these programs was encouragement for

inefficient agriculture, a situation very much at odds with

national development.
On the other hand, if agriculture had been freed of

these artificial stimulants, the human fiood which would

have swept into the cities would have far exceeded the

already serious proportions of the rural-urban movement.

The resulting political restlessness might have been disas-
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trous. In short, a large number of people must be held

back on the land. But was this the way to do It?

The Problem of Urbanization

A product of the effort to launch self-sustained growth
in Turkey had been the partial industrialization (mechani

zation) of the country's economy. As already noted* the

share of national income contributed by agriculture was

dropping, albeit slowly. Coincidental^ a mass rural-

urban movement of people was well under way by 1960.

The large cities of Turkey were growing at a rate of 10

per cent or more each year. Average annual population

growth lay between 2.5 and 3 per cent, probably closer

to the upper limit. If Turkey succeeded in placing agricul

ture on a wholy modem, efficient basis within the next

generation* it meant that within the next 20 years the

majority of Turkey's population would have to be re

housed in an urban environment and provided with at

least minimum urban services. The 70 per cent of the

population living in the villages deriving its livelihood

from the land would be cut back to something like 40 or

50 per cent. During this time, Istanbul would probably
become a city of perhaps some 4.5 million persons and

Ankara, 1.5 million., in a of 40 million. (In 1960 the

populations of Istanbul and Ankara were 1.7 and 0.6 mil

lion, respectively. } These estimates were based on a sim

ple projection of contemporary trends, trends that appar
ently could be modified only by government intervention,.

The sheer size of investment required to effect satisfac

tory urbanization on this scale and speed, not to mention

the enormous organizational difficulties in providing ade

quate urban services and the investment required to em

ploy these millions in nonfarm occupations, made it almost
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mandatory that Turkey find alternatives. Since 1950, In

fact, roughly i million persons had apparently moved
from village to city, and the larger cities were ringed by

squalid shack towns.30 There was every reason to believe

that the movement was accelerating. A very conservative

estimate was that the rural labor force (1958) still con

tained an unutilized two million man-years of labor which

could be diverted from agriculture without deleterious

effect on farm production. There might easily be twice

that amount or more. Much of this underemployment
arose from the highly seasonal nature of Anatolian agricul

ture; it did not mean that two million workers could be

removed from the villages on a year-round basis without

impairing farm production. But, it did mean that there

were at least two million man-years of labor available for

nonagricultural enterprise. To utilize this labor required
that either nonagricultural enterprise be brought to the

village or the labor to town- or city-based enterprise. In

either event, a substantial proportion of the labor would

be of a seasonal or temporary nature.

Some sociologists and others suggested that the alterna

tive to urbanization was the industrialized village, perhaps
a consolidation of the nonfarm sectors of several villages,

the economy of which would be based on dispersed indus

trial units. Such industrial organization required rural

electrification and good transport, but it would have the

enormous social economy of not requiring the transport,
the rehousing and provision of urban services for most of

the Turkish population within the next generation. Many
millions could then continue to live within their traditional

social structure in their own homes and protected by their

traditional informal, family-oriented, social security sys

tem. Admittedly, the social structure would change, as it
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was already doing, but the change would be less revolu

tionary and less costly in terms of both money
and personal disintegration. Turkish were seriously

considering the problem3 but the Menderes

not developed a program prior to its in ig6o.
31

As we have seen, despite the mo\^einertt of a

million persons off the since 1947^ were, as of

1960, between 2.0 and 5 living on the

land whose full-time labor was not to

farm production, many were required
at all For Turkey to economically, peo
ple had to be employed productively on a full-time

preferably the in indus

tryy commerce^ and -'or works,

the only way a service, the

power recruited to be ia water devel

opment, soil conservation, forestry development, ac-

The conse-

of sucli a move would be sobering., for

democratic political institutions would be exceedingly
difficult to sustain under circumstances. But there

was no doubt that responsible Turkish leaders felt com-

by to in directions, for Turkey's

untapped capital resource was the 2 to 5

man-years of labor in rural Turkey. Some of the

authoritarian of the Menderes regime may be

explained if excused in these terms.

The Problem of

The problem of investment alone required that Turkey

pursue a policy of avoiding urbanization. Its full resources

had to go into development of better tools, macMaes, and
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services (such as education and health), not to men-

the maintenance of a modem military force. If, in

addition, Turkey were to build enormous cities^ the task

would become impossible. It might be so in any event

Some observers claimed that even if the cost of urbaniza

tion were not counted, the targets toward which the

Menderes regime was driving the country were unrealis

tic. But government leaders, admitting the economic diffi

culties, argued that the targets were dictated by irresistible

political forces, namely the unrelenting and irresistible

pressure exerted by the people for rapid improvement in

living conditions, plus the not inconsiderable attractions of

the Soviet Union which seemed, at least from a distance, to

be one place where "operation bootstrap" had enjoyed sus

tained success without foreign intervention. Even the anti-

Russianism of the Turk might eventually break under the

pressure if the Turkish system failed to satisfy the require
ments. So went the argument.
The economic target of the Menderes administration

could be defined quite clearly; it was to bring the country
within the range of the industrial states of the West in

terms of productivity and standard of living within a

meaningful time. It would buy no economic development

program that committed Turkey to perpetual economic

inferiority with the industrial West. As the immortal

Kemal once said, "Economics means everything. To Bve,

to be happy, whatever is necessary for civilized man; it

means all of these. It means agriculture, it means industry,

it means everything."
32 Prime Minister Adnan Menderes

referred in public speeches time and again to the great
future ahead for Turkey, a future he defined in terms of

improved living standards. In 1957, Celal Bayar, the Turk

ish President declared,
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We must work even harder, create even greater works . . .

I want to present an idea. In Greece, for example, according
to national income statistics for 1955, citizen received

[the equivalent of] 644 lira. Here, it was S&S lira. That

that we are surpassing their standard of living. But for us,

this result is not enough. Our real aim is not only to

our neighbors; it is to reach the standard of the advanced
nations. The Turkish nation is to this [of

accomplishing it].
33

And again, on October 20, 1957, President Bayar said,

"We in our country, are working to follow the of

American development. We hope that thirty years from

now when our blessed country mill have a of

50 million^ it will be a little America.** 34 The
of approaching equality' was always there, even as the

Soviet leaders were always Soviet production
with that of the West, and with that of the United States

in particular (and we with the USSR in respect to

technology).
One could calculate that for Turkey to catch up with

the West in 60 to 90 years, an average growth of

national product of something like 7 per cent had to be

sustained. Relationships obtaining within the Turkish

economy were such that this rate of growth would require
an annual investment in capital goods equal to about 20

per cent of the national product or close to $1 billion

in 1958 (of which about $300 million would have to be in

foreign exchange). By straining every economic Bber

and by massing a foreign debt at the rate $150 to $200 mil

lion a year Menderes' Turkey managed to approach
these levels in certain years. If Turkey could count on an

uninterrupted series of bumper crops, plus continued

large-scale American economic assistance, it might pull
this rate of development off on a sustained basis. But obvi-
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ously, It could not count on either of these. One demanded
continued favorable acts of God, the other favorable acts

of Congress; neither was completely dependable.
Estimates would lead one to believe that over the 1950-

1958 period the average annual increase in both real per

capita product and real per capita income was -f4.1. But
one could anticipate that incremental capital-output

(the ratio of net investment to increases in national in

come) had already begun to grow. That is, it would take

substantially more investment in the future to generate
the same rate of return as before. During the pre-ig5o era

of development, the capital-output ratio in Turkey was

probably in the neighborhood of 1:1, though the basic

figures were admittedly no more than Informed guesses.
But as Higgins points out, "If good land is exhausted [as

was now true in Turkey], the capital-output ratio may
rise sharply as the amount of capital per head is In

creased/' 35 Over the 1950-1958 period, the Turkish capi

tal-output ratio was probably close to 2:1. To assume a

ratio between 3:1 and 4:1 for the 1960-1975 period was

surely not unreasonable, which was what Professor Baade
did in his penetrating 1959 report for the United Nations

Food and Agriculture Organization.
36 He estimated that in

order to shove real per capita income ahead by 2 or 3 per
cent per annum and the Turkish leaders would accept
no lesser target a total investment on the order of $16
to $19 billion between 1959 and 1975 was required, which

meant that annual gross investment should increase from

about $700 million (6,300 million lira) in 1959 to between

$1.8 and $2.1 billion (16,200 and 18,900 million Bra) by
1975, figures well over 1950-1960 investment levels. Fur

thermore, there was no hope, in Baade's opinion, of Tur

key's repaying further international loans unless it re-
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cefved, "over a considerable number of years, gift sub

sidies which annually total approximately the

amount as these credits/' He observed,

It is completely illusory to imagine that Turkey,
this credit could increase its productivity and, particularly, its

exports in relation to import to such an extent

that, in the future, the of would not only

equalize, but would provide for the payment
of the credit. Since the crisis is structural, it can only be over

come by removing the in Turkey's economic crisis.
37

There was little doubt Turkish

were to in 1959

1960. They knew perfectly the 8359
credit in 1958 by the United

of Turkey's European provided only a

brief respite. The remained. But Men-

deres, weakened poMticaEy by the of the 1957
election, did not the politically unpopular
moves required in the of sustained de

velopment at the he deemed necessary
7
.

Rather, he struck out viciously at the

The of

Obviously characteristic of an erupting, underdevel

oped economy as that of Turkey is chronic

levels of rise above the ability of the economy
to deliver. Many American economists, businessmen, and

government experts criticized the Menderes government
severely for its imwilliiigness and/or inability to hold

down the Id. Other observers, perhaps more versed in the

peculiar problems facing countries as Turkey, were
inclined to the view that a chronic inflationary situation

was perhaps the only environment within which these
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countries could secure the capital they required.
Economist Simmer Slichter wrote that one of the four

principal influences making for world-wide was

"the eager desire of many so-called 'underdeveloped
7

countries to raise their standard of consumption their

willingness and their need to use inflationary meth
ods to acquire capital goods

1'

(italics added). He went on

to point out that **a further world-wide is the

Cold War itself a great technological competition such

as the world has never seen before." 3S
It was

not to heap too much blame for a local inflationary situ

ation on the shoulders of the Turkish leaders. No one sug

gested how they might have effectively controlled the

inflationary movement given the political situation fac

ing them and the administrative apparatus at their dis

posal and at the same time maintain the necessary eco

nomic growth.
It was estimated by Turkish economists that

demand in 1954 was in the neighborhood of 12.6 billion

Turkish lira and the supply of consumer goods, roughly
12.1 billon Turkish lira, thereby leaving an excessive

demand of about one-half billion Turkish lira. A com

parable 1955 figure was estimated to have been about 700
million Turkish lira.

30 This excessive demand and the pres
sure it generated were a function of low national income*

low personal saving, and high investment, a share of

which was from external sources. It was clear why
the cost of living index in Ankara, for instance, which

been showing an average annual increase of between 2

and 5 per cent for the period immediately preceding 1954*

reached 9 per cent in 1954 and 13 per cent in 1955 and

remained at that level of increase (15 per cent in 1958).

Likewise, the money supply rose from 2.5 billion lira in
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1953 to 4.1 billion toward the end of I955> to 5.0 billion

at the beginning of igsS.
40

The rapid growth of domestic prices and money supply
undermined confidence in the currency and caused a con

traction in the volume of cash savings. Personal incomes

were channeled increasingly into current consumption or

into real estate. Real estate prices in cities such as Izmir,,

Ankara, and Istanbul increased markedly. A square meter

of land in an tipper-class residential section of Ankara

valued at 10 Turkish lira in 1952 was sold for 20 Turkish

lira in 1953, 30 Turkish lira in 1954, and So to 100 Turkish

lira in 1955. It was substantially higher by 1960. Resulting

speculation in real estate diverted savings economi

cally productive investment. Instability of prices and

wages, plus uncertainty of securing imported materials

and machines, combined to induce this overinvestment in

real estate at the expense of productive capacity.

The increase in urban land values further increased the

difficulty of providing adequate housing and urban serv

ices to the new city dwellers, who were now pouring in

from the farms. One reaction of the Menderes' govern
ment was the condemnation of much urban property for

more rational development? particularly in Istanbul and
Ankara. The ousted landlords, who quite naturally did not

receive for their property what they had originally antici

pated (often being given what they had declared property
values to be for tax purposes!) sweled the ranks of the

political dissidents, thereby making the maintenance of

democratic institutions still more difficult. The fact that

the face-lifting job begun in Istanbul and Ankara in 1957
was accompanied by obvious inefficiency and perhaps
some dishonesty fueled the fires of criticism. But the fact

remained that drastic measures were necessary if future
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generations were to live in these ancient, rabbit-warren

cities and we speak here particularly of Istanbul The
Minister of Construction and Settlement declared at the

time, "If the reconstruction of Istanbul had not been un

dertaken, the density of the population and the congestion
of economic activity would be such today that the city

would be paralyzed."
41 But the fact remained that confis

cation and demolition of property without prior payment
was unconstitutional. Many property owners were still

awaiting payment as of mid-ig62.
Several moves might have been made to control the

corrosive inflation, but the most effective were clearly im

possible within a political democracy. Taxation of agricul
ture either through extension of the income tax to farm

income or by raising the land tax was one method. Farm
income was largely tax-exempt. With 70 per cent of the

population identifying Itself with the land and with agri

culture, it was doubtful that any Turkish government
could have survived an election if it attempted either

measure. Indiscriminate taxation of farm income would

have alienated the mass of voters, 70 per cent of whom
Identified themselves with agriculture. A tax levied only

against the larger landowners would have undermined

party organization, particularly the Democratic which

rested heavily on landowners for middle-echelon leader

ship. When an Increased land tax had been proposed sev

eral years before, there was much head-shaMng by village
elders about a government which would even propose
such a project.

42
Parliament, acting wisely in Its own in

terest, quickly shelved this embarrassing proposal. As one

MP declared at the time,, **If the land tax is increased, I

shall never be able to face my constituents again.** The
farm bloc held a solid majority In every electoral district
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of the country, with but two possible (out

of67).
Another anti-inflationary proposed

to time had been the curtailment of credit.

But the government had not dared act, so the

rural credit program. In fact, as a pre-election to

influence the village vote in its favor, the Democratic

Party regime had a on

farm debt in September 1957. or

reduction of present crop subsidies was likewise

politically under conditions prevailing. Another pre
election Democratic move to

not

An tax on key
the of a majority of the

in direction. With a newly to eco-

incentive, the to move too

or far in the of or

the public's ability to purchase. It had per-
a rise, with a careful eye on

the of villager-

fanners. Much of the economy was on a barter

which the of a monetary
in the countryside as compared with had
in the cities- for holding

growth.
An outgrowth of the to the price- and

wage-wise had a on the part of the Men-
deres government on its oft-repeated promise to grant the

right to strike to labor. It not only feared the political use

of the strike, but its possible impact on wages and

prices. On the other hand, in the absence of constant and
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really effective pressure for higher wages and improved
working conditions by an organized labor,

lacked this powerful stimulus for improving efficiency of

production. Higher wages required better machines

more rational management. If there were little

for higher wages, there would be that much less induce

ment to plow earnings back into an enterprise to

its efficiency. An important dynamic
absent from Turkish industrial management. At the

time the relatively low productive efficiency in agriculture?

the mass of floating seasonal male labor bent on augment
ing farm incomes, and the urban-bound move of many
thousands of ex-villagers made it exceedingly for

the unions of lesser-sidled labor to operate effectively at

any level without the protection of a benevolent,
istic government. The reverse side of the coin of benevo
lence was control. Labor-management relations

to be a matter of direct concern to the state,

The Problem of Etatism

A characteristic of Turkish development subject to

widespread Western criticism had been the tendency of

the Democratic government despite early promises to

the contrary to continue control over economic activity

and, indeed, in a number of sectors to participate directly
in production.

43
Quite apart from the historical causes,

there were many compelling reasons for such a of

affairs even though divorced from ideological rationaliza

tion.

It was important to recognize that in Turkey one en

countered seven essentially different though not en

tirely mutually exclusive categories of state eaterpiise,
The fate of each must be considered separately.
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First, the Turkish government maintained certain

state monopolies, primarily for revenue-begetting pur

poses, such monopolies being limited to specific, general-
use products for example, salt, tobacco products, alco

holic beverages (other than wine and beer), and matches.

Between 1950 and 1960, all of these monopolies were le

gally abolished, though the state remained the principal

producer in each case. A second class of state monopoly

enterprise related to certain services for exam-

ples rail transport, farm credit, maritime passenger service,

the postal-telegrapli-telephone organization, radio broad

casting, and various port facilities. The theory was that the

public interest was so inextricably wound up in these ac

tivities as to demand either rigorous state control and/or
state ownership. The political architects of Turkey had
chosen the latter and there existed no political pressure to

change the ownership of these politically vulnerable, no

toriously low-return activities.

The third type of Turkish enterprise had devel

oped historically out of
(
i ) earlier, Ottoman, state enter

prise and (2) the efforts of the new self-conscious republic
to break the hold of foreign interest on industries and serv

ices deemed to be essential and in which a high degree of

public interest was involved. In some instances during the

1920*5 1930*5, the Turkish leaders had felt compelled
to buy out foreign interests so as to nationalize (or Tur-

kify) such basic industries and services as the railroads,

port facilities, urban power and companies, and coal

mining. Local private enterprise was not then available on
a large enough scale to accomplish the task. The tradition

of state activity in these fields had thus become strong,
and it continued to be so.

A fourth type of state enterprise was that set up in
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order to control potentially dangerous dan-

from the point of view of either public health or

security such as trade in opium and the manufacture of

firearms and explosives. Again, there had been no tendency
to change. A fifth category had been created to

certain scarce natural resources, forests and be

ing the principal examples. In these cases, private exploita
tion was possible indeed encouraged but only under

license. Although ownership remained with the state,

private mining activity had accelerated greatly during the

Democratic years. Sixth were those de facto state

lies? industries theoretically open to private enterprise but

in which private enterprise had not participated for a

variety of reasons (such as nonavailability of adequate

capital, low relative rate of return, head start by the ) .

Most notable of these had been the iron and steei paper,
and the coal and iron ore mining industries. Only very

recently (1956) had private capital gone into regional

power development, and only then in response to consider

able government pressure.
Related to this last category, but distinct from it, was

a relatively new type of state economic interest arising out

of the limited of the effective Turkish market for

certain products. For any industry in which "economies

of scale" and "interplant economies" were a significant

factor or in which the level of indivisibility demanded

high volume a competitor within such a limited national

market as Turkey might well force production per plant
below the economic minimum. Both the individual Turk

ish customer, as well as the Turkish economy as a whole,

would have been adversely affected. Certain of these in

dustries, including some in which foreign capital had been

participating, could probably have produced specific prod-
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ucts in sufficient volume to supply the entire Turkish

market adequately. A competitor simply reduce

production below the optimum level for aU participants.

The Turks had desisted from actually awarding

monopolies to such enterprises, even in in

stances agencies of the Turkish government were major
stockholders. In fact, the Turkish "Law for the Encourage-
ment of Foreign Investment" 44

specifically in its

first article: "This law apply to investment

that . . . will entail no monopoly or privileges/*

On the other hand, it was doubtful that the Turkish gov
ernment would have permitted foreign entrants

in certain industries if such would have it

did the of "hard""45 ex

change for the repatriation of profits, not to the

additional claims created on by new
for the import of parts supplies. Turkish

authorities became determined to get the

quantity of industrial per of

hard currency by utilizing local (including la

bor) whenever possible.

Similar limitations to be in die case of

Turkish-owned industry. An source of

credit for private development expansion purposes
was the Industrial Development Bank of Turkey, the re

sources of which had been derived chiefly the Turk

ish government, foreign-aid-generated counterpart funds,

the bank's own earnings, and dollar loans from the World

Bank. Inasmuch as demand for industrial credit exceeded

supply, and because each project required roughly a third

of its cost to be in hard currency, the bank was under

standably disinclined to extend credit to an industry in
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which it deemed the saturation point had been reached.

In other words, the management,
of the interest, tried to match investment and

product requirements; even a given in

vestment project gave promise of high return, It be

rejected as nonessential. The process of failure,

bankruptcy, foreclosure, reinvestment was

too uncertain, costly, and time-consuming. In in

stances., control over credit led to the award of a de

monopoly to one firm for a certain period of

It should be recognized that the very size of a

such as that of Turkey may thus lead to monopoly in

some industries, thereby giving rise to state regulation to

a degree unnecessary in larger markets where competition
is possible. A company investing under such

cannot reasonably expect freedom direct govern
ment interest and control in respect to such as

services, prices, and profits. One suspects al! of this

adds up to one further pressure toward

control of economic enterprise, and there were others.

It was quite apparent in Turkey that in a number of

Industrial areas, private enterprise coiild not be depended

upon to generate the initial development. During this

early period either the supply of raw material and/or a

demand for the final product was inadequate to permit

operation at a financially profitable level However, the

long-run impact of an enterprise might be such as to

a substantial net contribution to the national product even

though suffering financial losses for several years. In such

cases, public investment was used to finance the enterprise

through its developmental period. The point was that

public capital could be related to long-ran, net contribu-
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tion to national produce (or "social return**) but private

capital had to be related to short-term, return.
46

In Turkey there could be wide differences between
two measures of return, not only in respect to the "social

overhead*' type of investments but in respect to industrial

enterprises as well. "Therefore, the appearance of private

enterprise was not simply a matter of creating the appro

priate "climate."

Inasmuch as the Turkish government was not irrevo

cably committed to a ideology, public capital
could be withdrawn profitable enterprises after the

developmental was over. Private interests could

then move in. In the textile, sugar, packing, cement^
and power industries' to several the

Turkish government of the Menderes era used various

devices for thus private capital. Though the

observer have listed enterprises as

wholly state-owned, in fact a of were by
1960 enterprises invoking public and private
investment funds. Some observers believed it possible
the new financial relationships worked
out in Turkey between public private interests were

relevant to the accelerated developmental situation

there than were die more traditional public-or-

private enterprise dichotomy on which so many of us

our economic convictions.47

Additional sustaining state enterprise eco

nomic control in Turkey during the 1950*5 could be sum
marized:

At the start of industrialization and concurrent social

change, the effectiveness of commercial law was far

from assured, thereby ruling out the large-scale forma
tion of private corporations and banking institutions.
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Basically agriculturally oriented at the start of indus

trialization and mechanization, the mass of the people

clung stubbornly to the land, thereby making necessary
the creation of attractive working conditions in the new
industry in order to pull in adequate labor (conditions

up to and including an elaborate social security system
to replace the informal security of rural-village life } .

The largest accumulation of capital was in the hands of

the government, the result of tax collection, public bor

rowing, and growth in the reserves of social

funds.

The disinclination of responsible leadership to permit

private banking institutions to service the village-farm

population (due to past history of usury and exploita

tion), thereby creating the necessity for a state agricul
tural bank and greater economic control in government
hands and further adding to the capital resources

available to the state.

The need for some control over the rate of city growth,
and hence the eventual forced dispersion of industry
and the use of factories as levers for regional develop
ment.

Despite government efforts to hold back the process,

rapid urbanization had been associated with industrial

ization and farm mechanization, a process which had
driven up urban real estate prices and attracted an

unduly large portion of the country's scarce capital

resources, thereby necessitating control over the flow of

private funds if maximum use was to be made of them
in the national interest. (For example, government
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leadership had felt politically to

the field of cheap housing. )

The desirability of as edu

cational devices as well as for production.

The necessity of down levels of

either through or - so as to gen
erate a level of to

development. In case, inter

vention was required in the to administer,

in the second, to contain.

The conviction on the of that

of
( capital

to be

developments of highest priority the

point of view of long-run development, thereby
the more of bank

ruptcy, reinvestment., et cetera.
(
In many instances, the

rate of return of or return

did not coincide.
)
That is, a was used,

not a

All in all, it was that the Turkey of Men-
deres to public enterprise from

being all-pervasive. According to one study,
48

private
in industry included) fell 57

per cent of the total in 1950 to 54 per in 1958. In

fields, such as textiles, private production actually in

creased relative to enterprise. So, likewise, had pri
vate mining activity. But virtually all of the large-scale,
newer industrial enterprises in public hands.
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AN EVALUATION

This entire battery of problems quite naturally tempts
a regime that is at all responsive to national interests to

exercise greater and greater control first over

and foreign exchange, then over prices and distribu-

of critical commodities, then over the direction of

capital flow, then over the sale of urban real estate,

finally over the movement of people from country to city.
Each of these controls tends to antagonize of

the population, particularly those which have the

of holding down levels of consumption of controlling
the movement of people. The Menderes administration,
one might add, did not attempt to effect this con

trol, bet it would have been a logical move
it was being considered. If attempted, a corollary move
would have been the selection of factory
sites by centralized authority so as to force of

nonfarm employment opportunities even at the risk of

higher immediate cost. The resulting conservation of

housing and social sendees might well have
the higher tnancial costs, but it was doubtful private

enterprise would have looked at such investment in

light.

Perhaps corollary to this entire pattern of was

regional planning and development. Turkish

by 1959 was moving quietly in this direction. The Antalya
scheme, by which the Baade study

49 had been motivated,

was now reaching the action stage. Although there

been no public pronouncements on this point, Turkish

authorities were thinking by late 1959 in terms of blanket

ing the country with 12 regional authorities. The first

moves toward this end were to be made in the Antalya,
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Marmara, Izmir, and Qukurova
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live of those

on a the the
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the service, the
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without the

authority to to re-
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ters and, in so doing, foreclose on certain political free

doms. The political climate worsened as a frustrated,

overworked Menderes thrashed around desperately. In

the spring of 1960 the Menderes regime called upon the

army to enforce certain politically inspired moves*

began to wonder how long the army would remain loyal



Chapter IX

THE ARMY TAKES OVER

ON May 27, 1960, civilian government came to an

abrupt end. On that day, General Cemal Giirsel and

Ms Committee o National Union captured the govern
ment by suddenly arresting all important political leaders

and neutralizing superior military commanders suspected

of loyalty to the ousted regime. The group came

to power was surprisingly young. Among the 38

of the Committee all regular Army officers the aver

age was forty-one, including twenty-one under

forty. Only five of the thirty-seven were generals. Twenty
were mere or majors. An informed guess

would have the Turkish army corps (ex

cluding reservists )
at about 10,000 as of time, includ

ing 48 generals, 562 colonels, 876 lieutenant colonels, and

1,608 majors.
1

ARMY IX HISTORY

The Army take-over ended thirty-seven years of unin

terrupted civilian administration. Deliberately fashioned

by Kemal as one of the basic principles of the Turkish

republic, Chilian supremacy had almost become a tradi

tion. The idea of a military
7

coup, though considered pos
sible if not likely by some independent observers, had

been held tmtMnkable among most knowledgeable Turks

and apparently among American diplomats in Ankara as

well. The United States Embassv in Ankara is reliablv
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to have assured Washington just prior to the

coup Turkish Chilian administration had everything
control A precedent of thirty-seven years

was on their side.

But there was a much longer precedent of mili

tary intervention in government, the ex

amples of which being the 1908-1909 the 1919-1921
upheavals. Historian Lybyer wrote, "die Ottoman Govern
ment had been an army before it was anything . .

in fact, Army and Government were one. War was the
external purpose, Government the internal purpose, of

one institution, composed of one body of men." 2 H. A. R.
Gibb quotes el-GazaH, at the end of the nth century:
^Government in these days is a consequence solelv of

military power, and whosoever he may be to the
holder of military power gives his allegiance,
is the caliph."

3

Although one the

difference between the roles played by the old

Janissary forces and that of the New Army,
from 18265 still a long record of military intervention in

politics is hard to erase.

It was also true, as we have seen, that under the Otto
man Empire, while the vigor of the ruling
waned, the military corps had taken a large hand in mod
ernization of knowledge and institutional innovation.

These themes were still resonant at the time of the

founding of the Turkish republic. The body of who
seized and shaped the new Republican power
tially a military body. The loyalty of this elite, as of the

larger populace, was given to Kemal the

military commander. It was the military corps that

and military prestige that sustained, the once
a sultan-caliph, then a president. But curiously, Kemal did
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not use the army as a major innovating force after achiev

ing personal power.

CTWilAMZATION

Once installed, he had moved in a radically new direc

tion. Shortly after the peace was signed in 1923, he obliged
the leaders of the revolutionary government to divest them
selves of military office. His own official portrait was taken

in white tie and tails, rather military regalia. This

move revealed the man's uncanny feel for the vivid

symbol.
Kemals on point made abun

dantly clear as early as 1909 when he, with

Inonii (Kemal's successor as President chief

confidant throughout) argued vigorously in the coun

cils of the Committee of Union the

direct participation of army in political At
the party in in the of

Kemal declared,

As as In the Party [i.e. Party of Union

Progress] we a Party nor a

strong Army. In the 3rd Army of the officers are

of the Party the 3rd Army be called

Furthermore, the Party receiving its from

Army will never to the Let us resolve here
now all to in the Part}'
from the Army. We a law forbidding all

future having . . *
4

Later, on year,

publicly, To be victorious in the of a

country is due less to an army to the successful

of a government/*
5 Late in 1909, Kemal himself

resigned from the party. So, likewise, did Inonii. And, from
to 1919, both men devoted themselves exclusively
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to military activity. In 1923 Kemal observed that the great

victory won by Turkish arms was not enough to achieve

real liberation; the victory had only provided a strong
foundation for future victories, victories in science and

economics.6 Again and again he reiterated this thesis.

This policy of "civiMamzation" of administration, though
not proclaimed explicitly as one of the six cardinal prin

ciples of the republic, was nonetheless firmly imbedded
in the Turkish Constitution, article 40 of which clearly

gave command of the army to the Grand National Assem

bly and, as its representative, to the President. Also made
unconstitutional was the holding of a second government
office by Assembly members. Presumably included was an

army assignment. Likewise, the Constitution forbade the

government to declare marshal law for a period longer
than a month without specific Assembly approval. The
chief architects of the 1924 Constitution? Kemal and

Inonii.

It was not by mere chance that of the 35 men who
served in the Nationalist cabinets from 1920 to 1923, only
nine were professional military officers, either active or

retired (excluding those who had separated from the serv

ices and taken up civilian careers).
7 Even that part of

the military forces used for rural policing purposes, the

gendarmery, was placed under direct civilian control

within the Ministry of Interior. Officers and personnel of

this special corps, although still wearing the Turkish army
uniform, were under general staff command only for rou

tine administrative purposes. Within the municipalities,

law and order was maintained by a civilian police force

which had no direct relationship with the army and was

"commanded by a separate branch of the Ministry of In

terior. Later, a general law was enacted which forbade all
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private societies based on family

Identification, region, or social class. Un

doubtedly, a military political

been illegal under the of this

although this type of not

named.

In October i24 3 in of an

plot against Ms political authority, all of

his chief military to Assembly
seats. He at the "I have to the con-

that, for the of in the re

quired in the for the of

it is the at the

be deputies.*
7 * the of the

in the on lie

its in he

to the of the TMs situ-

up to the of

in of the of the revered

Fevzi die

full by the

to the In 1949,

a of on

sat This in

the power of the staff.* The
of Turkey so far as to all

personnel.
10

In retrospect, it

to the off politi

cal life as as its no

to his power.
On two to were
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of military plots directed against the civilian government
of republican Turkey. On both occasions the picture was

unclear. First, there was the 1926 plot against KemaTs

life, a conspiracy in which at least some military officers

were implicated. Several high ranking officers were ar

rested, including the two generals who had refused in

1924 to resign from the National Assembly as Keraal

demanded and instead chose to resign from their military

duties. Both generals were released shortly after

arrest but not before their political rain. Was merely
a clever attempt to discredit these politically

officers still further? A third officer, a colonel who had

been a military aide-de-camp to Kemal ? went to the

lows. It was not until 1957 that there was

of a military plot against the civilian government. Late in

that year it was aleged that an attempt to

establish a secret organization within the army to

revolt against the Menderes regime. Nine army
were arrested three colonels, three majors, and

captains. All, however, were either released or acquitted

with the exception of one major, who was given a two-

year prison sentence. Quite obviously, the authorities did

not take the matter very seriously.
11

Realizing that the independence and national power of

Turkey was based primarily on a sustained social, political,

and economic evolution, and that the country not

immediately threatened from without 3 KemaTs

diverted relatively little of its total effort to a

and modernizing of the military forces during the

years of the republic. That portion of the

allocated to national defense fell from roughly 40 per cent

in 1926 to about 28 per cent in the early 1930*5. It was not

until 1939, when the threat of World War II a
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reality, that the military budgets were up.

The national defense portion then to 46 per cent

in 1940, to 56 per cent, at which level it

during the war years. Following the war, in 1946, the

percentage was cut back to 33. But by this the

promise of large-scale American military was

very much in the air.
12

It has even as

late as 1932 the size of the Turkish army was little

than that existing in 1922 (78,000 men). It was not until

1939 and 1940 that the Turks a substantially

greater force, possibly in the of

800,000. And throughout, the nonpro-
fessional for a civilian

life. Onlv the

were professional

Though the was

politics the not

be overstated. plans, especially

during the 1930*8, were in part by military factors.

In times of emergency, military

took over civilian functions, the nota

ble being in the Kurdish area after the uprisings

in 1925 1930 and in Istanbul during World War II

following the anti-Greek riot of 1955. Many retired

army for, were elected to, the Assembly
or were to administrative posts, although, as

Dankwart Rostov? out, "the proportion of them in

public life has steadily since the War of In

dependence/* About one-sixth of the Assembly in 1920
was of military origin, about one-eighth in 1943, one-ninth

in 19465 one-twentieth in 1950 and 1954, one-twenty-fifth
in 1958.

13

According to Rostow's calculations, since the founding
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of the Republic up to 1955^ "men of military background
have served as President of the Republic (27 years),

14

Prime Minister (i6JJ years), Minister of Defense (i6Ji

years), of Public Works (15 years), of Communications

(9 years), and other cabinet posts.** Rustow observes that

the first ministry including no officers was that of Hasan

Saka in ig48.
15 In addition many of the provincial gover

nors the vali's were men of professional military

origin. The civilian government did not hesitate to tap
the administrative talents developed by the military, but

only after the individuals concerned had divested them

selves of their military identities.

Nonetheless, as the first Cold War decade opened in

1948, the innovating function which had characterized the

igth century Ottoman officer corp had all but disappeared
from the Turkish military. This change was a product of

(i) the lack of any serious external or internal challenge
to the army, (2) the deliberate isolation of the military

organization from political activity, (3) successful innova

tion by the civilian elements, (4) a conscious de-emphasis
of military development by the political leadership, and

(5) the growth of a military elite based on seniority

rather than demonstrated ability. By 1948, the army was

still horse drawn, equipped with World War I weapons,

ill-trained, poorly fed, and inadequately clothed. The mili

tary no longer represented the avant-garde of moderniza

tion that it had in Ottoman times. Nor was it any longer

a channel of upward mobility around a frozen civilian elite.

Civilians were clearly in a position of unchallenged su

premacy, politically and technologically, and it was in the

civilian hierarchy that mobility was most clearly recog

nized as a basis for promotion and power. Kemal had

appealed deliberately to young men, thereby building an
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identification between the careers of the

younger elements and his civilian Mean

while, the military hierarchy sus-
'

<e it

pended animation; the civilian hierarchy up
led the way to innovation. This was of

Kernel's design. Otherwise, it

why Kemal, a his army to

petrify.

By the Turkish were so in

any was to with

out the corps. Organ-

rigid,
the

no policy; rarely were to

on flie o ability. All and gradu-
of

difficulty, but

of proven capacity, not. Many
of were as family by the

corps. All in all, a vast of military power po
tential was wasted,16 the 1923-1948 period, the

young of Kemal's were not

attracted to the annv.
/

AMERICAN MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Only with the advent of large-scale military

to Turkey in 1948 did the Turkish

army its a modem,
trained, force. In order to clear the way
its rise to power in 1950, the new Democratic Party admin

istration retired a of the senior military officers

and replaced with younger, progressively
men. Subsequently., promotion within the Turkish
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army was related increasingly to demonstrated ability

rather than sheer seniority.

Absence o intellectual mobility is often associated with

the lack of social mobility.
17 In a social structure whose

performance standards are relatively low, recruitment

and promotion can afford to be on the basis of status

rather than merit. As performance standards are raised^

traditional social barriers break down and the key func

tions go to the men who can do them best, regardless of

their social stigmata. In this sense, the American aid pro

gram provided a stimulus needed for the revival of the

Turkish military corps. With American military aid came

a new mission for the Turkish army, and the new concepts
and methods needed to fulfill this mission. This new mis

sion was formulated on the operational level by an Ameri

can military adviser, who reported in 1949,

The difficulty is that the men are conscriptees, and the most

complicated piece of machinery they may have seen before

coming into the service is a wooden stick plough. They hardly
know the difference between a hammer and a screwdriver

. . . The Turkish Army will have a tough time keeping the

equipment going which we have given it.
18

He might have added that a further difficulty was the

hard-headed opposition by the older officers to the reor

ganization and retraining of the military establishment.

These officers may have been familiar with modem mili

tary machines from a distance, but few were competent
in their use. Hence, modem technical training implied a

threat to their leadership.

With the institution of American military aid in 1948

designed to implement the Truman Doctrine, the Turkish

army found itself in the awkward position of having its
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generals receive instruction, from American noncommis

sioned officers, who were, on the whole, as well or better

paid and privileged.
The main mission of the Turkish army was, of course,

to provide an efficient force for national defense. To do

this, the army had to undertake the modernization of the

most substantial and significant sector of the population
the young, healthy males from the rural hinterlands,

700,000 of them. These men had to be taught the differ

ence between a hammer and a screwdriver. They had to

be taught how to use equipment of a type which they had
never seen or heard of before. They had to learn how to

participate in a modem military formation. Fortunately,
the appearance of this new mission coincided with a

change in the Turkish political regime (resulting from

the 1950 general election), which made possible a shake-

up in the general staff and the consequent elimination of

some of the older and more conservative officers. The new

regime owed no personal debts to the older senior officers.

Turkey's participation in the Korean War also added to

the general pressure for reorganization and new types of

training in short, modernization.

Following the arrival of the American Military Aid
Mission in 1948, a number of technical schools were estab

lished or greatly expanded, including schools designed to

train technicians in naval electronics, naval ordnance and

gunnery, mine warfare and sweeping, naval damage control

and fire fighting, naval shipyard and industry, submarine,

antiaircraft, army signal, army medicine, army ordnance,

infantry, artillery, army motor transport, army engineer,

pilot training, radio aeronautical mechanicians, meteorol

ogy, aeronautical supply, and the operation of heavy
highway equipment.
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By 1952, under the Joint American Military Aid Mis
sion to Turkey (JAMMAT) were a bevy of "field training
teams/' one for eacli of the three Turkish army head

quarters and for each aid-supported division, brigade, and

regiment. Such teams were essentially advisory units, the

word "inspection" being avoided. Their need had arisen

out of a potentially dangerous situation: 40 to 50 per cent

of all American Aid supplied vehicles in Turkey were out

of order. The reason was bad maintenance. ("Out of

order" in this case did not mean merely "dead lined" in

the American sense; it meant literally that the wheels
would not turn.) By mid-1952, perhaps 90 per cent of the

vehicles were again in operating condition. How was the

situation redressed? In part by the direct intervention

of the American field teams. Standing operating procedure

required that if a team found somethiig amiss in a Turkish

unit either in respect to its equipment or its training
the unit commanding officer was "advised" on the spot

what should be done. If he refused to conform, the officer

was then informed that the matter would be reported to

Ankara. If he still stood adamant, a report went to the

Military Aid Mission headquarters in Ankara, where the

matter was taken up with the interested members of the

Turkish General Staff. At the time, one American field

team member declared, "Then, we almost invariably get
action." Turkish unit commanders knew this to be true,

and as a result, cooperation on the unit level was reported
to be excellent. The point was that by 1952 the change in

political regime had made possible the replacement of a

number of the older senior officers by younger, more

progressively minded men who responded positively to

efforts to conserve the machines being supplied Turkey
under the aid program, even if it meant the active inter-
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vention of foreigners on the operational level. This main

tenance crisis, plus the support of the Turkish General

Staff, gave considerable impetus to the Turkish military

technical training program generally.
11* The need for vastly

improved technical training had been made dramatically

clear.

Out of these events and others had emerged wide

spread recognition that Turkey's primary need was the

rapid and steady increase of its "capacity for absorption"
this involving nothing less than the reshaping of the

Turkish people and their perspectives on the world. The
thousands of young Turkish farm lads who went through
the military technical training programs had acquired
more than a skill in the maintenance and operation of

modem machinery. Many had also acquired some degree
of literacy, and along with it, the historic widening of out

look that comes with the acquisition of the three R's. They
had acquired new personal habits of dress, of cleanliness,

of teamwork. In the most profound sense, they had ac

quired a new personality.
20

Along with the physical and

social mobility opened to through the military train

ing program, they had acquired also the habits of psychic
The military corps became, in this decade, a

agency of social change precisely because it spread
this key sector of the population under its control

a new of identity, an identity with the new skills

and concepts with the machine. Young Turks from

isolated villages now suddenly felt themselves to be part
of a larger society. The connection between their private
Ives and public roles became vivid to them and this

sense of their new pessonality they diffused around them
when they returned to their villages.
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In 1951, anthropologist Paul Stirling reported as follows:

The villagers today are conscious of their membership in

the Turkish nation . . . Under the Ottoman empire, the vil

lagers thought not in terms of a nation, with a national

territory, but of themselves as a group distinct from their

neighbors on grounds of language or religion, or both. To
what extent the villagers of those days identified themselves

to the rulers of the empire as agaiast the subject peoples I

cannot say. According to the authorities, Turkish nationalism

was the last to develop and did so mainly under the stimulus

of the 1918 defeat, and the allied attempts at dismemberment

in the years immediately following. Whatever its origin, the

present villagers are decidedly nationalistic; proud of Turkeys

military prowess, interested in her mechanical

touchy about unfavorable comparisons with European coun

tries. No European invention seems to spread more rapidly
than nationalism, and if Turkey was a late starter, she has

proved no exception in the long run. Undoubtedly*
ness of being part of the whole nation is greatly

by the compulsory term of military sercice which all the

men seem vastly to enjoy, and by the migrant labor

wanders about all over the country?
1

By the mid-1950*5, one could list eleven major
that had been accomplished or at least incorporated into

the thinking of the Turkish general staff:

1. Reduction of the Turkish army from an

700,000 to 400,000

2. Inauguration of service training schools

expansion of technical training generally

3. The training abroad of a significant
number of of

ficers and noncommissioned officers, many of

would later become instructors
22

4. Institution of a testing and classification system as

a basis for assignments
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5. Organization of a personnel section in the general
staff and assignment of separate personnel officers

to each major unit headquarters
6. Reorganization of the Reserve Officers Training

School

7. Requirement of a year's troop duty before admission

to die Military Academy
j *"

8. Reduction of the initial stint for noncommissioned

officers

9. A new noncommissioned officers law, pos
sible officer status for qualiBed NCO's

10. Elimination of the use of soldiers as personal serv

ants by officers

n. Much improved living conditions for enlisted men.23

The first three items indicated a major and realistic

reconsideration of Ttirkey*s "capacity to absorb.*
3"

Cutting
the of the army almost in half, while simultaneously

improving and expanding technical training, bespoke a

determination to do better by each who passed

through military training to make a qualified
soldier ands upon his return to civilian life, a

modem man. The third item likewise implied
an to Turkey of not only Western

military technical but also of Western political

social concepts, which would be passed on to the

ordinary soldier during the course of his training. The next

four items were clearly designed to make superior train

ing reach its payoff points by adequate methods of per
sonnel selection and job classification. The last four items

were important measures of democratization. While these

changes were occurring, a couple of million men passed

through their military training.
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IMPACT OF MUJTAJRY MODERNIZATION

Consider the impact upon these young men of their

first exposure to the wider world outside their village, as

they underwent training in this rapidly modernizing and

democratizing army. At least 50 per cent of the recruits

were rural illiterates gaining their first exposure to a social

institution operating in the modem style. Not only was

this an army in which enlisted men might become officers,

but even the members of ethnic minorities were accepted
as candidates for officer status, and in the fall of 1955
several women were admitted to Turkey's War Academy
as cadets. All of this new egalitarianism took pkce within

the context of an overpowering to illiterate and im

poverished boys from the village "materialism."

Army living standards began to edge beyond those

obtaining for a large part of the surrounding civilian

society. Many young discharged soldiers found their tradi

tional society inadequate to sustain their new level of

expectations. Out of that frustration one could expect

pressure for innovation and "progress." The young man
had been exposed to the machine concept and to the

advantages accruing to the mastery of certain mechanical

skills. Furthermore, the enormous prestige of the military

had become identified in his mind with the new tech

nology. Hence, it was likely that upon his return to his

native village he resisted falling back into the premechan-
ical era.

24

This resistance could and often did lead to a fall

ing-out between father and son. Contemporary observa

tion in selected Turkish village communities led me to

believe that the very rapid spreading out into primary

family households, which was apparent in some villages
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"by the late 1950*8, was caused in part by this friction. That

is, young men were breaking away physically from their

father's households prior to the death of the father and

setting up their own homes perhaps a few hundred yards

away. This practice was a distinct break with tradition.

In addition, one had the impression that a substantial

number of these younger men were leaving the villages

permanently and seeking a new life in the market town
or big city. In 1959, a high ranking Turkish government

planner speculated in a private conversation that one of

the driving forces behind the accelerating urbanization

in Turkey was the desire by many of the younger genera
tion for an element of primary family privacy that was not

available to them within the traditionally highly compact
small, and semi-isolated rural communities. It was also

true that the separation of son from father, due to com

pulsory military service, while the former was in Ms late

teens or early twenties, might lead to a higher level of

**need for achievement" or motivation.25 If the young man

returning from the army even though breaking away
from his father's household remained within the village,
he might be the driving force behind both technical and
social innovation, such as the purchase of modem agri
cultural equipment and the organization of a local youth
society. He might also possess the necessary skills to

operate the tractor. At the very least he possessed the

technical background that rendered him a likely candidate
for a short training course in the operation and mainte
nance of modem agricultural equipment. In other words,
the absorptive capacity of Turkey had increased by rea

son of the military development program. Furthermore,
as the number of such young men grew, the prestige of

the military became identified increasingly in the public
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mind with technical competency. In Turkey particularly
this identification was of prime importance, for the military
ranked high in Turkish eyes.

Turkish society has long been oriented toward military

power. This orientation has been indicated in the foreign

policy of Turkey, both Ottoman and Republican, as weH
as in the prestige patterns of Anatolian village societies.

Early nomadic existence on the Asiatic Steppe, where
boundaries were not stabilized and every change of feed

ing ground meant possible conflict, created within those

very early Turkish tribes a closer personal reliance upon
military force than was generally the case of more settled

communities elsewhere. Later, the militaristic theme of

Islam provided this tradition with religious fervor and

theological rationalization. It was thus inevitable perhaps
that the Ottoman Empire should have lived by conquest.
Wealth hence became associated with the rise and fall of

military power. A strong militaristic attitude continued to

permeate Turkish society, and the more recent threat of

the Soviet Union 'did much to perpetuate the prestige of

the military. On the basis of systematic field work in

Turkey, sociologist George Helling concluded that the

dominating image for modem Turkish rural youth of 1955
was still the soldier.

26

Therefore, identification of technical skills with military

competence was perhaps of greater significance in Turkey
than in some other national societies. And, as noted in

the last chapter, the army had entered the field of basic

education as well. Student motivation was quite obvious.

One journalist reported his visit to the first pilot class in

April 1959, as follows:

Visitors to a classroom were welcomed by this rehearsed

teacher-pupil exchange in Turkish:
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"What will you be if you do not learn to read and write?
7*

asked the teacher.

"Privates," chorused the class,

"And what will you become if you study hard and learn

your lessons?* pursued the teacher.

"Corporals and sergeants/* the class answered enthusiasti

cally.
27

By 1960, something In the neighborhood of two billion

dollars' worth of American and European equipment and

technical assistance had gone into the shoring up of Turk

ish military strength, Meanwhile increasing attention had

been directed to the build-up of morale within the army
and a more careful consideration given to the total impact
the army might have on economic and social development
In a long statement in February igsS,

28 the Turkish Min
ister of National Defense explained the manner in which
a new law was being applied laying down the guide lines

of personnel assignment policy, the purpose being to

broaden the geographical experience of army personnel.
In essence, the country was divided into three districts

western, central, and eastern and within each various

military posts were classified into five categories depend
ing upon their general environment economic, social,

climatic, cultural, and medical. Before an officer could be
a second time to the first district he must serve

out an assignment in either the second or third. Likewise,
the classification of his specific post must change from

assignment to assignment, (For some time, a general

policy had been followed to the effect that draftees from
the cities should be assigned to the more rural areas and
whenever possible the rural draftees* to duty in the larger

cities.}
29 The Minister also reported improvement in mili

tary housing and health conditions. It was significant that

he made reference to army and navy efforts to produce in
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their military factories machine and vehicular parts re

quired by the civilian economy. He used the phrase, "in

order to make possible the participation of the military
industrial establishments in our general development.**

In a number of ways, then, the Turkish army had been

nourished by, and in turn had nourished, that type of

modem materialism which placed a high, even a supreme,
value upon material well-being. This was the "rising tide

of expectations" which had been sweeping the under

developed areas around the world. In many areas, this

process had turned out to be extremely treacherous. Ex

pectations were raised long before they could be satisfied.

The result was, quite often, a rising tide of frustrations.

In one underdeveloped area after another, the inade

quately satisfied or inhibited aspirations of the new liter

ates had cumulated into a persistent discontent that made
stable governance impossible. This had led, in a sobering
number of cases, to military take-over and the imposition
of stability by coercion.

Until May 1960, the Turkish case was exceptional The

army, while adding its bit to the rising tide of expecta

tions, had moved rapidly to provide the perspectives, the

skills, and the roles which could satisfy these expectations.

In so doing, it had moved further and faster than the

army (or the civilian sector) had been able to do in many
other underdeveloped countries. The evidence seemed

clear; the Turks had used the army successfully as a lever

for general development, while maintaining republican
institutions and civilian supremacy.
The Turkish army seemingly had, almost uniquely,

abandoned the military prerogative of standing aloof and

watching civilian institutions crumble and then taking

over after the civilian elites had been brought to a com-
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plete Impasse. It had, rather, committed itself to the

and efficient support of a rapidly modernizing democ

ratizing society under the rule of civilian supremacy. This

was exemplified by its commitment to recruit, train, as

sign, promote, and release the 400,000 under its

charge on the democratic of merit the efficient

basis of ability. Such commitment, in any corps,

acknowledges civilian supremacy in the and

regulating the larger of the society as a whole.

But there was an warning in all this, for pre

cisely the same mili

tary-generated in Turkey for innovation' ^and

hence increased absorptive capacity the principle
of civilian supremacy to the test. If Turkish

leadership, prevailing by to

a of development, a frustrated

very wel and

fully to control And as

to young on the

of ability, the civilian sector no a monop
oly on to the growth in the population
the technicians and innovators. Indeed, the

deterioration that had set in i55 had
the civilian of government decreasingly

attractive to elements. had to give,

underdeveloped countries, then, the Turkey of

1960 was not only a test for the efficacy of liberal

government, but fundamentally for

the supremacy of civilian authority itself.

THE REVOLUTION

The immediate events propelled General Giirsel

his colleagues into political activism in May 1960 are
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still not entirely clear. The general's own explanation was

simply that Prime Minister Adnan Menderes* regime

(elected by popular vote in 1950, 1954, and 1957) had
been flouting the Constitution, using political power for

personal profit, involving the army in politics, oppressing
the people, and dividing the nation. In the absence of any

constitutionally defined power to limit unconstitutional

act, the army had been obliged to oust the regime in order

to protect the Constitution and the public.

One of the first acts of the military junta was to

a group of law professors in order to prepare a statement

legitimatizing the new regime. On the second day of the

new order, May 28, this learned group issued a statement

including these paragraphs:
30

The legitimacy of a government is not derived solely

the time that it comes to power; it is possible to

legitimacy only by the manner in which it respects while in

office the Constitution that brought it to that elevated posi

tion, by the manner in which it cooperates with public opinion
and the Army, with the legislature and the judiciary, with

institutions of learning, and by its ability to continue to

in a rule of law.

Instead, the government and political power kept formulat

ing new laws wholly contrary to the Constitution and

proceeded to utilize these laws to violate the Constitution. It

also engaged in activities without benefit of any law.

Then again, it behooves the government to be a factor of

peace and tranquility but this one forfeited any to

legitimacy by the manner in which it set State, political and

State institutions and their staffs at each other's throats, by the

manner in which it vilified each of them at home and abroad

and transformed each into a factor of anarchy.

The political power also caused the Grand National As

sembly (whose function is to represent the nation) to lose

its attributes of a legislative organ; by transforming the As

sembly into a political party group serving personal and class
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interests, it brought it to a state of actual and effective dis

integration.

Side-stepped by the authors were several very relevant

points. First, article 102 of the Turkish Constitution de

clared that it might be amended by a simple two-thirds

vote of all National Assembly members. For virtually its

entire term in office, the ousted Democrats had held well

over that proportion of Assembly seats, and most of the

more controversial measures had been passed by at least

a two-thirds vote. Hence, it could be claimed that these

laws had been, in effect, constitutional amendments. Had

they been so labeled, there could have been no legal argu
ment. Second, the Turkish Constitution was very vague
on the subject of basic human rights. For instance, article

77 stated simply, "The press is free within the limits of

the law and shall not be submitted to any censorship

previous to publication
9

(italics added). All depended

upon what the law might be, and certainly the right of

postpublication censorship (and hence seizure after pub
lications) was implied. Though the Democrats had been

restraining forcibly the more violent opposition press, one

has difficulty in pointing to situations in which censorship

previous to publication had occurred except in matters

clearly relating to military and national security. In other

words, the Constitution guaranteed certain basic rights
such as press, religion, and assembly but always as

defined in law. This vagueness proved, of course, a serious

flaw. Third, if one uses the same criteria as proposed here

for measuring legitimacy of government, the preceding
administration headed by Ismet Inonii (1938-1959) was

unquestioningly illegitimate. It had flouted the Constitu

tion perhaps even more flagrantly than did the Menderes

regime. No opposition was permitted during much of its
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tenure in office, specifically from 1938 to 1946, During die
Menderes regime an active, organized opposition was

always tolerated, even though harassed. Even a national

opposition press continued to appear. Fourth, the Demo
crats had been brought to office and retained in office as

a result of generally honest, hotly contested general elec

tions. Admittedly, there had been attempts to buy votes

by promises of economic reward (crop subsidy or local

improvement projects) and by gerrymandering. There
had also been some restrictions on whose name might ap
pear on the ballot. But such practices were not unknown

among the older democracies. Although in the last Turkish
election the combined opposition drew a 52 per cent

majority, the Democrat Party had won a 48 per cent

plurality. The Republican People's Party secured but

41 per cent of the popular vote. Because of the provincial

system of representation instituted and maintained under
the previous People's Party administration, the Democrats
ended up with 424 seats in the National Assembly (70

per cent of the total), and the opposition with only 182,

Personal observation in various parts of Turkey in the

fall of 1959 convinced me that the Democrats had picked
up grass roots strength since the 1957 election. Even local

People's Party workers agreed. The reasons were several:

(i) good crops, (2) higher crop subsidies and easy farm

credit, (3) an easing of consumer commodity shortages
due to the receipt of large foreign credits a year previous,

(4) the many village development projects undertaken

by the Democrats, and (5) the easing by the Democrats
of restrictions on religious activity. It could be argued that

the first was an act of God; the second, an act of vote-

hungry politicians contrary to national interest; the third,

the temporary result of external forces; the fourth, a
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crude attempt to buy votes; and the fifth, a dangerous

appeal to reactionary religious elements. Often overlooked

was the fact that many arrests of politically ambitious

religious leaders had taken place under the Democrats.

Also, it was probably true that the earlier repressive police

measures against religious organization were no longer

required in the same degree in order to maintain secular

political authority. The Turks, even in the villages, had

come a long way in the past 40 years.

A further point should be made. In the statement legiti

matizing the new regime, no explanation was offered as

to why the army the defender of the Constitution

had not felt a similar compulsion to oust the Indnii

(1938-1950) which, as we have pointed out, contravened

the Constitution much more openly and obviously than

had the Menderes* regime. Nor was it explained why the

coup came Just as the country seemed to be on the verge
of a national election. Was it that those instituting the

move against the Menderes administration feared that it

would be returned to office by popular vote?

There were early statements to the effect that overthrow

of the government had been directed against no particu
lar group, that it had designed merely to uphold the

Constitution and assure free elections. But in fact, all

Democratic members of parliament were arrested and
conined (except 17 who were either out of the country
or could not be found), the partisan Democratic press was

closed, all political organization outside provincial and

county seats was forbidden (which move in effect pre
vented the 70 per cent of the population living in villages
and small towns from participating in the political life

of the country), several hundred persons were arrested

apparently for merely speaking against the regime, a
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revolutionary tribunal was created to try the disenchanted,

military leadership and martial law were instituted, and
new elections were postponed for well over a year.
Some of the arrests reported in a single Turkish paper,

Cumhuriyet; an undisclosed number arrested for speak
ing against the government (June 3); arrests in Nazilli

and DiyarbaMr (June 17); arrests in Edime (June 16),
three persons arrested in an Aydin village (June 28);

twenty-six persons arrested in Izmir (July i); forty-one

persons arrested in DiyarbaMr (July 15); pitched battle

between partisans in some Kayseri villages (August 12);
arrests in Kocaeli (August 14). These arrests were apart
from the arrest of political leaders and outstanding per
sonalities 613 by June 2i.31 During a two-week period
in May 1961, 140 arrests were reported officially,

32

Meanwhile members of the ousted government were

brought to trial by a regime not enjoying an explicit
mandate from the people and clearly not constitutional

The number of political arrests reported from the villages
and small towns indicated that the Democrats even by
late 1961 would have had a very good chance in another

election were the party organization and leaders per
mitted freedom to operate. They had been winning local

elections for the past year or two preceding the 1960 coup.

During 1959 and through April 1960, there had been

press reports of 296 village elections. The Democrats re

portedly won in 256 of these contests. (Many of these

reports were carried by Cumhuriyet, an independent

paper which had become highly critical of the Menderes

regime.) The Democrats were also reported as having
won in three municipal elections, the only ones reported

by the press as having taken place. The New Jork Times

correspondent in Turkey, Jay Walz, reported a "roaring
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welcome** by an estimated 60,000 persons in Izmir for

Menderes on May I5.
33 The almost complete absence of

any Turkish reporting of public reaction to the coop
outside Ankara and Istanbul was in itself suggestive. Even
well after the coup, on July 9, 1961, pro-Menderes forces

were able to muster a 39.6 per cent
a

nay" vote on the

constitutional referendum submitted at that time despite
the absence of leaders or organization.

Why, then, did the army group move when it did? One

may suggest at least four reasons: (i) the opportunity
for maximum public support in Ankara, Istanbul, and

Izmir the big cities by reason of the student uprising
and violent government reaction, (2) the knowledge that

Menderes was aware of the young officer conspiracy and

was about to move against those involved, (3) fear that

if a general election were held the Democrats would be

returned to office by their village and small town sup

porters who constitute 70 to 75 per cent of the electorate,

and (4) the announcement by Menderes on May 25 (two

days before the coup) that the Special Parliamentary Com
mittee appointed a month before to investigate charges
of alleged conspiracy by the Republican People's Party
to subvert the authority of the state was about to report.
Let us consider the first reason cited government ex

cesses in quelling the student riots: Though many extrava

gant charges were made against the Menderes administra

tion at the time as to the number of students killed in

suppressing the disorders, it seems clear that the Prime

Minister was telling the truth when he admitted on May
15 the death of two, both in Istanbul.

34 One was killed

when police fired on students on April 28 and the other,

when he fell under a tank in the same Istanbul disorders.
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Three others were killed, but their cases were very dif

ferent a second lieutenant who was shot by guards

during the Army coup on May 27, a boy who was shot

when the car in which he was riding with his father

failed to stop on command during the same action, and

a War College cadet who was shot during rifle practice.
85

Exhaustive searches failed to produce any further bodies

or the names of those allegedly murdered. But despite
the facts, Menderes had lost much political ground in.

Ankara., Istanbul, and Izmir because of the riots and al

leged brutality in containing them. The army group struck

at what was possibly a low point in Menderes' urban

popularity.
Let us now consider the fourth reason cited above

the naming of the special investigatory commission: One

is struck by the omission of any mention of this report

by the military junta after the coup. If the charges that

initiated the investigation were ridiculous and unproven,
one should have thought that the commission's report

might have been published as yet a further example of

the ousted regime's irresponsibility and as evidence of its

intent to establish a one-party state. In his letter of May 3

to the Defense Minister, made public after the May 27

take-over,
36 General Giirsel demanded that the law author

izing the investigatory commission be rescinded. One

wonders why? Of what concern was that to a general in

the army, even if he were Commander of the Land

Forces? Did he have certain knowledge of the falseness

of the charges? To a disinterested bystander, the Menderes

regime seemed to have had at least some grounds on

which to justify the investigation, perhaps even for the

suspension of partisan political activity during the course
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of that investigation. The contrary was that the

commission was such a powerful Menderes symbol that,

given the tense political situation, it was intolerable and,

hence, dangerous to the security of the state.

On March 2,1, the government that it had

intercepted orders from headquarters of the Republican

People's Party to all party branches directing in effect that

the party should prepare to go underground. Secret cour

iers were to be appointed an "ear newspaper" estab

lished.37 These reports were not refuted and, given the

tenor of the time, were plausible.

On April 3, Opposition leader Inonii set off for Kayseri
in central Turkey to participate in a local part}

7

to be held indoors, and restricted to party members. An-

detained him on the way, that he

intended to contravene the law on assembly, one of the

allegedly unconstitutioiial by the Menderes-

dominated Assembly. This law forbade outdoor, public

political meetings or demonstrations except during a go-

day period prior to elections. Admittedly, the law was

enacted to the Opposition, but not the Op
position had demonstrated every intent of keeping the

country in a constant turmoil by continuing an uninter

rupted antigovemment campaign at pre-election intensity.

In so doing, every government policy program was

vigorously condemned, for the authority of

government was in fact being undennined fust as it

would be in the United States were the American Repub
licans maintaining an campaign at a pre-

presidential election pitch against the Kennedy adminis

tration. An angry Menderes administration finally passed
this restrictive, and perhaps ill-considered, law. Article 79
of the Constitution simply stated, "Limitations upon . . .
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association . * . shall be determined by law.
5'

They had

been.

In any event, after some hours o argument, Inonii was

permitted to continue on Ms way to Kayseri where, con

trary to law, he did address a public gathering from the

balcony of the People's Party headquarters. The next day,
while on his way to attend another party meeting in a

small town west of Kayseri, he was stopped by an army
detachment and forcibly returned to Ankara. In rural

Turkey, police authority lay with the gendarmeiy, which

was in a sense a branch o the army though under special

assignment to the Ministry of Interior, a civilian agency,
for law enforcement purposes. Until then, regular army

personnel had not been used for law enforcement except
in emergency. In any event, the use of the army for politi

cal purposes was now an issue, although Menderes argued
that it had been used merely to enforce a law that

been duly enacted by Parliament. And it seemed to

observers that Inonii had almost gone out of his way to

bring the issue to a head.

On April 16, Ismet Inonii, ex-general, ex-president, and

leader of the Opposition People's Party, was visited in his

home by fourteen retired generals and admirals. A public

statement was issued the next day in which it was re

ported that he had told the group that retired military

officers composed an able group who could protect the

ideals of national progress.
38
By now, suspecting a con

spiracy between the Opposition and certain military

groups ( among which there were long-standing personal

ties), the Menderes government on April 2& acted to sus

pend all political activity for three months, and to

appoint a parliamentary commission with extraordinary

powers to investigate. On May 25, Menderes announced
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that the commission had finished Its study in only one

month and would report very shortly to the Assembly.
39

Within thirty-six hours he was under arrest.

The point is that the Opposition must share the blame

for the violent partisan feelings that had developed and

divided the nation into hostile camps. There is much evi

dence that the opposition was deliberately needling the

administration and, by its constant public condemnation

of everything the government attempted was trying to

make the orderly process of government difficult. There

was also reason to believe that there was afoot a deliber

ate move to destroy the Menderes administration by ways
other than by defeating it at the polls, which was precisely

what Menderes had charged. This observation does not,

of course, absolve the administration of responsibility for

its repressive policies and ill-considered action against the

demonstrating students, but it does suggest that Menderes

was not completely unjustified in demanding an investiga

tion. Why then did General Giirsel demand that the in

vestigation stop? Some have said that his demand arose

out of the apparent fact that it was the appointment of the

special investigatory" commission that had touched off the

student riots in the first place.

It was also curious that in his letter of May 3 General

Giirsel demanded the resignation of President Bayar
"since the conviction is general throughout the country
that every evil emanates from this person." He said noth

ing of Menderes. Yet it was Menderes who was later

hanged, not Bayar. (Granted, Bayar was condemned to

death, but he was then found too old to hang.) This ob

servation about Bayar coincided with my own findings.

There was reason to believe that Menderes had been will-
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ing to consider creating a bipartisan coalition cabinet even
after the student uprisings, but that Bayar had prevented
this move.40 Some believed that it was Bayar who had
been responsible primarily for the 1955 anti-Greek riots

in Istanbul and for recent physical attacks against Inonil

The two men were known to be personal enemies. Gtksel
and his associates may also have toyed with the idea of

using Menderes if he would cooperate. (It is quite clear

now [1962] that Menderes' popular support was not

equaled by any other leader.
) With him gone, a disastrous

leadership vacuum could develop. Whether or not Giksel

considered using Menderes in a new coalition effort is not

clear, but whatever was in his mind or discussed in secret

committee sessions, the idea was not acted upon. Perhaps
it was clear that the nation's elite would not have worked
with Menderes, even in a coalition government. Giksel

had to move against Menderes as well as Bayar.

Initially, GikseFs committee decreed that the Constitu

tion would be redrafted, and elections held immediately
to select a new Assembly which would, as its first order of

business, consider the new version. Meanwhile, leaders of

the former government would be held in custody to be
turned over to the new civilian government. It then de

veloped that a new Constitution would become operative
on the basis of a popular referendum, that elections would
not be held at least until the fall of 1961 ( 18 months after

the coup), and that the Democratic Party leaders would
be tried under the authority of the provisional military

government although before a civilian tribunal.

The new constitution, drafted by a Constitutional Com
mittee and passed by a constituent assembly chosen by
the new regime, called for these major changes:

41
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1. A Ml and unqualified guarantee of a ful roster of

personal rights including complete freedom of reli

gion, the right to strike, the of

the right to travel in and out of the country, the

right of absolving liability for published

by introducing proof of their accuracy

2. A Senate to be of 150

and 15 chosen by the President, one-third of which

are to be selected ever}
7 two years

3. An Assembly to be on the of propor

tional representation every years

4. The requirement that all pass

of the Grand National Assembly, or, the

approval of a an majority

vote of al! or, if by a

two-thirds vote of a!! the vote of

two-thirds of all Assembly

5.
of the requirement that Cabinet mem

bers, other than the and Min

ister, be of the Grand National Assembly

8. A seven-year for the President (formerly 4

years) and prohibition
re-election

7. Election of the President by a joint
of the

two houses

3. of a Constitutional Court empowered

to judge the constitutionality of legislative
acts

9. Guarantees of autonomy to universities

and to the judiciary

10. Establishment of a organization

11. Provision for constitutional amendment by two-

thirds vote of all members of each of the

Grand National Assembly.
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The new constitution was submitted to a popular refer

endum on July 9, 1961. With a turnout of 83 per cent of

the electorate, 60.4 per cent (6,348,191) voted "yes* and

39.6 per cent (3,934,370) voted "no."
42

It became law on

July 20, 1961, and the Second Republic was bom. Ob
servers found the size of the negative vote surprising in

view of the massive government and People's Party-

sponsored campaign in favor and the absence of any or

ganized opposition. Seven out of 67 provinces had in fact

returned a negative majority. It was apparent that

Adnan Menderes, though on trial for his life, still enjoyed
massive support in some quarters. General elections were
scheduled for October 15 as martial law was extended

through that date.

The new constitution was probably an improvement
over that which it replaced. The unlimited guarantees of

personal freedom and the many checks on the political

leadership would inalce restitution of arbitrary authori

tarian rule difficult. On the other hand, these same provi
sions could make it virtually impossible for any Turkish

government to proceed with a consistent and realistic eco

nomic program over an appreciable period of time. Short

of a powerful personality as president or prime minister^

it was not likely that a government would have the neces

sary working majorities to maintain necessary party dis

cipline in order to pursue policies and programs many
observers felt necessary but which would be exceedingly

unpopular with a broad strata of the electorate.

Events proved the substance of these fears. The general
elections of October 15, 1961, introduced a prolonged

political stalemate. Results of the elections: for the Sen

ate, the Republican People's Party (37.2 per cent of the
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popular vote, 36 seats),, Justice Party (35.4 per cent and

70 seats ), New Turkey Party ( 13.9 per cent and %8 seats),

Republican Villager's Nations Party (13.4 per cent and

16 seats); for the Assembly, RPP (36.7 per cent and 173

seats), JP (34.7 per cent and 158 seats), RVNP (13.9 per
cent and 54 seats). The Senate, in addition, included 15

persons appointed by the president* plus the 22 members

of the former Committee of National Unity, the latter

holding life tenure. (Twenty-two because one of the origi

nal 37 had died and 14 had been ousted because of devi-

ationist political views, and dispatched to foreign diplo

matic posts. ) The Justice Party was identified in the popu
lar mind as the successor to the now banned Democrat

Party. No group had a working majority in either house.

After some delay, a coalition government was formed

at the bidding of President Giirsel by Ismet Indnil, now

prime minister. Because of Justice Party insistence on an

amnesty for the still imprisoned Democrats (the former

members of Parliament) and the refusal by others to ac

cede to this demand^ little legislation could pass the Sen

ate and Assembly. As of mid-1962, no laws had been

enacted by the new government other than the budget
and an act reinstating 147 university professors who had

been ousted by the Menderes administration. The leader-

vacuum was becoming increasingly serious.
43

Meanwhile life had run out for Adnan Menderes that

frantic, hard-living, well-meaning little man who had

worked so hard albeit mistakenly at times to put

Turkey^s development over the top. Denied, if not cor

rupted, by his friends and allies, he was found guilty in

August 1961 of unconstitutional acts by all nine members
of the clearly unconstitutional, military-empowered tri

bunal sitting in judgment on the ousted Democrats. Con-
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denmed to death and refused mercy by the Committee of

National Union, Menderes was hanged on September 16,

1961, the day after former Foreign Minister Fatin Rii?tu
Zorlu and ex-Finance Minister Hasan Polatkan met a simi

lar fate, Menderes* execution being delayed by an alleged
suicide attempt. The military junta carried out these exe

cutions over the protest of several of Turkey's Western
allies including the United States and that of the

leaders of the Republican People's Party.
In all, 601 members of the regime had stood trial, which

started in October 1960 before a special tribunal on Yassi

Island in the Sea of Marmara. The court sat on 220 days
and heard 1,068 witnesses. Of the original 601 defendants>

nine died during the trial and 128 were acquitted, leaving

464 declared guilty of charges running from corruption,
misuse of public office, unconstitutional act, to personal

immorality. Fifteen were condemned to death, including
former President Celal Bayar, but twelve of these sen

tences were commuted to life imprisonment. (The nine-

man tribunal had been unanimous only in respect to the

three.) Thirty-one others received life imprisonment and

418 terms of from one to fifteen years.

Menderes, in addition to the death sentence, was given
eleven years for alleged misuse of public funds and di

rected to repay $546,000, six years* hard labor and a fine

for organizing the Istanbul riots of September 1955, and

one year's hard labor and a fine for involvement in illegal

shipping deals. He was acquitted of charges of having had

an abortion undertaken and of killing his illegitimate

child. Proof of Menderes* personal responsibility for the

violence that erupted in the 1955 riots was inconclusive,

so likewise was the alleged "proof* of personal corruption.,

except in the sense of sheer carelessness. (Apparently he
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was guilty of not prosecuting close persona! associates

known to him to be dishonest.) Being an extremely

wealthy man in his own right, and a very generous man
(witness his very substantial gifts of personally-owned
land to peasants in his Aydin area), Menderes seemed to

lack motive for deliberate appropriation of public funds

for personal gain. If he is charged with use of public funds

for political purposes, it is necessary to differentiate politi

cal from governmental a distinction that the earlier

Inonii regime had blurred by its use of public funds for

such Party-supported activities as the People's Houses,
various partisan publications, et cetera. And how a tri

bunal lacking any semblance of constitutional power
could have found anyone guilty of an unconstitutional act

was difficult to understand. The consensus of informed

observers seemed to be that the military Junta dared not

spare Menderes for fear of Ms return to power if

anything resembling an honest, contested election were

held. The 40 per cent vote against the new constitution

which was a measure of the solid core of popular
Menderes support probably his fate. If the per

centage had been trivial, the authorities might have com-
his sentence. If it had been a majority, the regime
not have dared act.

That Turkey's leaders as of mid-ig6i had not forsaken

the economic of the Menderes regime was made
clear by the State Planning Organization in July. Three

five-year development plans were to be devised. It was

stipulated that the over-all economic objective was a

sustained annual national income increase of 7 per cent.

With an annual population increase of about 3 per cent,

the annual per capita income increase would be 4 per
cent. To achieve this rate of development, it was estimated
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that about 18 per cent of the gross national product would
have to be invested in productive enterprise. Of this

amount, approximately 4 per cent, it was anticipated,
would come from external sources. The Menderes regime
had never achieved this level of investment.

A similar rate of growth and implied level of investment

had been suggested initially as a reasonable national ob

jective by the author eight years before over vigorous
American official objection.

44 At that time I had urged a

per cent annual growth rate, a figure based on the assump
tion that annual population growth would be in the neigh
borhood of 2 per cent and that the capital-output ratio was

roughly 3 to i. Shortly thereafter, it became apparent that

the population increase should be 3 per cent, hence the 7

per cent annual growth rate in real per capita product
terms.

Further jolts were in store for the conservatives. Land
distribution was to be stepped up. A central planning

agency was established. A new building and land tax was
to be levied which would raise assessed values on land

from three to nine times and on buildings from one to four

times. The officially supported price of wheat was in

creased 10 per cent. The right to strike was drafted into

law. Meanwhile, the country was called upon to make new
sacrifices as the triple-headed monster trade deficits,

inflation, underemployment continued to ravish the

best laid development plans. Curiously, over the three or

four years preceding die coup, the opposition People's

Party had made political capital by jumping on the Demo
crats for even suggesting these same moves, which fact

was among the reasons for the extreme sensitivity of

Prime Minister Menderes to opposition tactics. Surely the

Turks needed more enlightened, more consistent, more
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careful economic planning than had existed prior to May
1960. But did anyone really know how to do the job bet

ter? At the heart of the matter were decisions as to how
to best allocate the resources available to the country,
"best

7*

in terms of (i) present popular welfare, (a) na
tional power, and (3) future production. As was well

known to students of development, these decisions would
not easily resolve themselves into a set of mathematical-

financial formulas, even if we lived in a political and emo
tional vacuum. Sometimes the ad hoc judgments of politi

cians might be as valid as those of economists, business

men, or bankers.

The best poslre^olutionafy estimates of Turkish na

tional income indicated a steady upward trend which
carried right through to 1960. The average annual increase

in real per capita income over the Menderes decade was

something like 3.6 per cent,
45 and there was no real indi

cation by 1960 of any serious faltering in the rate of

growth despite the friction in the economic machinery.
Even given some obvious waste and corruption, the in

vestment and economic policies of the Menderes regime
could not have been too far off the mark. Otherwise, this

growth would not have been recorded.

A FINAL WORD

The lesson to be derived from the failure of civilian

leadership in Turkey is that such leadership can survive

only as long as it continues to lead. The Turkish army
could be entrusted with major programs that shaped na
tional development basic education, technical training,
industrial production as long as the civilian leadership

generated the ideas and shaped the institutions which
made these service programs functional for society as a
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whole. The government made policy; the army served it.

But when civilian leadership seemed to falter { i ) by
leaning upon the army for political support, (2) by clog

ging channels of promotion for young men of ability and

subjecting them to partisan pressures, (3) by aMeaatiag
the national intellectual elite, which was closely identified

with the junior officer corps and (4) by giving priority to

local interests over the national the situation changed.
The last two were of special importance. Since 1954
the civilian administration had been losing its former ap

peal to the growth elements in the population the

modern intellectuals, the ambitious technicians and man

agers, the innovators and entrepreneurs, which together

formed the elite in a modern context. As the civilian ad

ministration became a closed society (with clique values

more important than ability and achievement in pushing
men ahead), opportunities in the military establishment

were becoming increasingly available to men of ability

regardless of their origin, family, party, or age. The army's

dynamism was not matched by the civilian sector. This

tended to make the army's programs dysfunctional; its

satisfactions turned into frustrations. When the tightly

closed regime then apparently tried to use the army for

its own partisan political purposes thereby violating the

basic Atatiirk doctrine of an apolitical army it sub

verted the principle of civilian supremacy. The only way
to save civilian supremacy under these conditions was,

some thought, a military coup to install a caretaker

that would re-establish the conditions of democratic civil

government. But would it?

There was admittedly an appeal and a validity to the

idea of temporarily setting aside popular government in

Turkey and constructing in its pkce a military-intelectual
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oligarchy. Within the emerging nations there seems to be

a tendency for these two groups to move together and, in

terms of membership, to overlap. In Turkey, the nonmfli-

tary intellectual, however, has kept pretty largely to the

big cities and has had little direct knowledge or under

standing of grass roots society within his own country. It

is significant that General Giirsel saw fit to declare pub
licly that the gap between the masses and the intellectuals

must be closed. By mid-igSi, a serious disenchantment

between the two groups was apparent.
The general and his Committee of National Union had

declared the number one issue in the country to be that

of education, and they spoke of reconstituting the Village
Institutes (training centers for village teachers) and Peo

ple's Houses (local cultural centers), of using army officers

as teachers, and of much increased emphasis on education

and rural development generally, including a land reform

program that would be much more extensive than that

previously undertaken, presumably using in part con

fiscated priimte properties.

A 1952 study, updated in 1960 and used in the planning

process in 1963, reported the landownersMp pattern shown

in Table $.
m Plotted against a perfectly equal distribution

of land among the farm population, which is represented

by the diagonal line in Fig. i, the ownership pattern was

clearly one in which the few owned most of the cultivated

area. The new planners hoped to cut the unequal distribu

tion of farm land among Turkey's rural population by

roughly one-third through accelerated land distribution.

Many of the city folk had become unhappy with the

Menderes regime precisely because it had diverted so

much money and attention from urban business to rural

development. It had upset the existing social and eco-
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Ownership of Farm Land by Size of Area Cultivated
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nomic order too much too rapidly, and in the end Men-

deres* Democratic Party represented essentially agrarian

interests. The new military regime seemed ready to push

even more rapidly in this direction.

Because o the sustained popularity of Menderes among
the common folk, the growing rancor even among Men

deres* liberal-minded adversaries against the harshness of

GiirseFs military regime, and the new bitterness arising

out of Menderes' execution, it was difficult to see how the

military junta would dare hold an honest, contested elec

tion as promised unless the electoral and legislative sys

tems were such as to breed political stalemate, which was

precisely what the introduction of proportional repre

sentation and a bicameral legislature had guaranteed. The
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20 40 60 80
Per cent of form families

Fig. i. Present and planned distribution o landownership com

pared with equal distribution: solid curve9 actual distribution;

curce, target distribution of present plans; line,

distribution.

point was a very set

ex-Democrats, now as the Justice Party,

conceivably sweep parliamentary control

(which they within a of doing in tie October

1961 election), It would extraordinary be

nevolence self-control to refrain from seeking ven-

in a new of Some wondered how
General Giirsel the army in such

eventuality for entirely harmonious

within the Committee of National Union itself. One fac

tion had insisted all on more radical economic

reform, another on certain racist views. As a result, four-

members Bad been ousted. Also, one needed to bear

in mind that thus far only the officer corps been in

volved. The noncommissioned officer corps the link

between officer and recruit remained inarticulate.
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With the tragedy of Henderes, Turkey seemed to have
come full circle through four decades of increasing and
then decreasing liberalism, from the authoritarian rule of
a caliph-sultan to the authoritarian rale of an army gen
eral. (And by early 1963, in the postjunta era of the second

republic, politics seemed to have the same instability of
the Young Turk era which followed the authoritarian rule

of Sultan Abdul Hamid II Weakness follows strength.)
But there were important differences, for much had hap
pened to Turkey and to the Turks in the interim.

The caliph-sultan had attempted to contain a political

change impelled only by a relatively small intellectual-

military elite against the backdrop of a largely lethargic

population. The conflict, which the sultan tried to resolve

by appeal to religious and traditional authority and finally
to tyranny, was largely that between rival political con

cepts. Relatively few persons were immediately con
cerned. But now, the conflict revolved about the priority
of effort as between political and economic development,
and large numbers of people were emotionally and mate

rially involved beyond recall. Turkey was, in fact, in the

painful throes of accommodating political liberalization

and economic acceleration. The new authoritarianism was

designed to force this accommodation, which in personal
terms could be equated to an accommodation between the

political hopes and aspirations of the city- and town-bred

intellectual and business-professional class on the one
hand and the economic demands of the agrarian-village
masses on the other. The army was perhaps the most

appropriate vehicle to use for this purpose, for reasons

already explained.

Nonetheless, Giirsel's military junta appeared by the

Fall of 1961 to have jeopardized seriously its chance of
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success in affecting this accommodation for exactly the

same reasons that Menderes had fallen short of success.

The reasons were these: dependence upon personal au

thoritarian leadership, unwillingness to Mve within a role

of law, use of vengeance as a political policy, restriction

of political participation, use of political criteria for ad

ministrative appointment, inability to recruit the most

talented of the country for public service. Like Menderes,

Giirsel had begun catering to the economically motivated

masses perhaps because of the army's popular base. But

in so doing he had recreated the very conditions which

had made it impossible for Menderes to fulfill his prom
ises of economic development. Those who had neces

sary talents that is, the politically motivated and lib

eral-minded of town and city were again largely in

the Opposition, if not in jail One very vociferous and

highly educated Menderes opponent of the past de

clared in retrospect that the Democratic era had been a

golden age. Inonii's coalition government was, by early

1963^ doing little better. Although the regime was more

liberal, politicall}* it was on dead center; it could not act.

And alwavs in the offing; was the threat of new militarv in-
C7 *'

in politics. (In fact, two attempts were made

during 1963 as the ir^tieal standoff continued.)
The issue bcc-iuiie very clear; were political or eco

nomic values going lo determine the allocation of Turkey's
limited physical and resources energy? In view
of the dichotomy between the village-based masses and
urban-based talents, tow did one resolve the conflict? The
institutions of political liberalism appeared unable to ef

fect the difficult structural changes required for self-sus

taining economic growth because political power lay in

the agrarian villages where promise of immediate material
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gain without change in social relationships determined the

vote. But the apparent political precondition (authori

tarian rule) for the necessary structural changes was such

as to deny to the government the services of those very
individuals carrying the skills required to effect the struc

tural changes, for in large part these skills were possessed

by the educated, town- and city-dwelling, politically sensi

tive liberals, many of whom had been trained in the west

in both technology and political philosophy. Many would

not tolerate authoritarian rule,

Perhaps of all the many vicious circles in which an

emerging nation is caught, this is the most vicious of all.

The breakthrough must wait upon the simultaneous ap

pearance of propitious historical circumstances and indi

vidual genius cloaked in a powerful political personality.

Turkey awaits its second Mustafa Kemal.
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CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

1919

Jan. i Ayntab occupied by the British (Maras on Feb. 22,
Urfa on Mar. 2.4) .

Feb. ? Greek Premier Venizelos presents to the Peace Con
ference in Paris a formal claim to the possession of

Izmir.

Mar. 3 Society for the Defense of the Rights of Eastern

Anatolia is founded in Erzumm.
Mar. 7 Cabinet of Damad Ferid Pasha comes to power with

a policy of cooperation with the victorious powers.
Mar. 29 Italians land at Antalya as the first step in taMng over

southwestern Anatolia in accord with secret Allied

wartime agreements. (In Fethiye, Bodnira, and Mar-
maris on May 11, Burdur on June 28.)

Apr. 30 Mustafa Kemal [Ataturk]* is appointed Inspector-
General of the grd Armt/,f which is commanded by
Kazim Karabelcir and headquartered in Erzurum.

May 15 The Greeks land at Izmir (Smyrna) with the approval
of the Allies and under British, French, and U.S. naval

protection.

May 16 Kemal leaves Istanbul.

May 19 Kemal arrives at Samsun. With him are 18 carefully
chosen officers. Contrary to orders, which are to restore

order in Anatolia, he begins organization of farther

resistance to Allied demands on Turkey.

May 23 The Greeks order the occupation of Aydin, and two-

thirds of the city is destroyed by fire.

May 28 First armed clash between the Turks and Greeks at

Odemis, west of Aydm.
June 6 The War Minister requests KemaTs immediate return

to Istanbul.

June 12 Kemal arrives in Amasya and dispatches circulars to all

commanding officers and higher civil officials, urging
them to proceed with the formation of national resist

ance organizations throughout the country.

* Brackets axe used to indicate surnames adopted after the passage
of the law on family names (June 21, 1934).

t Italics throughout signify the most important developments.
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June 2,2, Kemal, at Amasya, addresses a circular letter to all

military and civilian authorities whom lie considers

trustworthy. He declares that the national independ
ence is being threatened, that the government in

Istanbul is no longer capable of earning out its re

sponsibilities, and that a national congress will soon

be convened in Sivas to which every province will be

asked to send delegates. The letter is sigried by Kemal,
Ali Fuat Pasha [Cebesoy] (Commander of the XXth

Army Corps in Ankara), Hiiseyin Rauf [Orbay], and

Colonel Refet [Bele] (an army colonel stationed at

Samsun).

June 23 The Istanbul government orders Kemal's return.

June ? Kemal meets with a Russian general who offers mili

tary aid. Kemal accepts materiel but not troops.

July 8 Kemal is dismissed by the sultan. Simultaneously, he

resigns from all official duties and from his army com
mission.

July 11 Kemal is declared an outlaw by the sultan.

July 23 A Nationalist Congress is convened at Erzurum by the

Society for the Defense of the Rights of the Eastern

Provinces. Kemal is elected chairman. The Congress
writes the original version of what later becomes

known as the National Pact.

Aug. 6 The Erzurum Congress adjourns.

Aug. 12 Inter-Allied Commission of Inquiry on the Greek

Occupation of Smyrna and Adjacent Territories begins

study (Gr. Br., Fr.*, Italy, U.S.).

Sept. 4 The' Nationalist Congress {it $ma$ convenes, Kemal is

elected chairman.

Sept, 7 Society* for Defense of the Rights of Anatolia and
Rumelia is founded, an amalgamation of regional

groups formed earlier,

Sept. 9 The Congress issues the Declaration of Sivas, which
affirms the territorial integrity of Turkey and declares

against the Allied occupation and the formation of an
Armenian state.

Sept 11 Kemal is named chairman of a permanent Representa
tive Committee of the Society for the Defense of the

Rights of Anatolia Rumelia. An Istanbul govern
ment delegation to the Peace Conference in Paris is

declared illegal by Kemal. Sivas congress adjourns.
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Sept. 12 Telegraphic communications with Istanbul severed by
the Nationalists.

Sept. 13 The National Pad; is promulgated. Six principles are
enunciated: self-determination; a plebescite for Ears,
Ardahan, and Batum; security of Istanbul; opening of
the Straits; rights of minorities; abolition of capitula
tions.

Sept. ? Kemal sends a mission to Baku to negotiate Russian
aid.

Oct. 5 Damad Ferid Pasha's cabinet resigns and AM Riza
Pasha succeeds him. Kemal demands that Israet

[Inonii] be named Undersecretary to the Minister of
War and Fevzi [Qakmak] as Chief of Staff, which is

done. (Fevzi soon becomes Minister of War.)
Oct. 7 Kemal telegraphs to the Ottoman government the

peace terms formulated at the Congresses of Erzuram
and Sivas.

Oct. 17 The Inter-Allied Commission (see Aug. 12) reports
that the safety of the Greek population of Izmir and

Aydin had not been threatened since the Armistice,
that the alleged proclamation calling Moslems to

massacre Greeks was a forgery, and that the Greek
forces were responsible for the ensuing disorders and

outrages against the Turkish population. It recom
mends that all or part of the Greek troops be relieved

by Allied troops much fewer in number. (No action

follows.)

Oct. 2,2, A representative of the Ottoman government confers

with Kemal in Arnasya. Agreement is reached on five

points: territorial integrity of Turkey is to be pre
served., no special privileges are to be granted minori

ties, the Istanbul government is to recognize the

Nationalist organization, Turkish delegates to the

peace conference are to be approved by the Nation

alists, and the new Chamber of Deputies is not to meet
in Istanbul. (This so-called Amasya protocol is ig
nored by the Istanbul government)

Oct.-Nov. The Nationalists are victorious in elections to the new
Chamber of Deputies. (Kemal is elected a member

fromErzumm.)
Nov. i French forces replace British in Ayntab, Mara, and

Urfa.
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Dec. 27 Kemal arrives in Ankara, where the Representative

Committee is established.

1920

Jan. 12 The newly elected Chamber of Deputies convenes in

Istanbul. (Kemal remains in Ankara.)

Jan. 21 Nationalists attack the French garrison in Maras.

Jan. 27 Nationalists successfully raid a munition dump on the

Gallipoli Peninsula.

Jan. 28 The National Pact is enacted by the Chamber of

Deputies.
Feb. 9 The French garrison is evacuated from Maras and

many Armenian civilians are killed by the Turks. A
general Armenian exodus from southern Turkey begins
as the French withdraw.

Mar. 3 AM Riza's cabinet resigns under Allied pressure and

replaced by Salih Pasha (Mar. 8), who negotiated
the Amasya Protocol.

Mar. 15 Many prominent Turks are arrested in Istanbul by
the British and deported to Malta, including Rauf

[Ofbay], Ziya [Gokalp], and FetM [Okyar].
Mar. 16 Istanbul is declared to be under Allied military control.

Mar. 18 Ottoman Parliament holds its final session in Istanbul

(is formally dissolved by the sultan on Apr. 11).
Mar. 19 Kemal calls for a meeting of an emergency assembly

in Ankara.

Apr. i Mandate over Armenia offered to League of Nations

by Supreme Allied Council Decision is to establish

a free and independent republic.

Apr. 2-5 Salih Pasha's cabinet resigns and is replaced by Damad
Ferid Pasha vvhc-n the former resists Allied demands
to disavow th? X -t/onalists.

Apr. 9 Ismet [Inonii] and Fevzi [Qalanak] arrive in Ankara,

having evaded the Istanbul authorities.

Apr. 11 French forces driven out of Urfa by the Nationalists.

Apr. 11 The Sheik-ut-Islam issues a fetea (Moslem juridical

ruling) declaring the Nationalists rebels against the

sultan and that it is permissible to Mil them.

Apr. 11 Ottoman Parliament is dissolved.

Apr. 20 U.S. gives de -facto recognition to the Armenian Re

public.

Apr. 23 The necessity for a provisional government is declared
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by the Nationalists in Ankara as the Grand National

Assembly meets in Ankara for the first time.

Apr. 24 Kemal is elected president of the Assembly.
Apr, 28 The Nationalists conclude a military understanding

with the USSR, by which the Tnrks are to secure nec

essary supplies.

Apr. 29 Law concerning treason against the nation is passed.
May i The Assembly adopts a plan for governmental organ

ization in which the Assembly, after being urged to do
so by Kemal, retains complete responsibility. The
Assembly is to elect and dismiss individual ministers

by majority vote.

May 3 Council of Ministers is elected by the Assembly, in

cluding Dr. Adnan [Adivar] as Minister of Health,
Fevzi [Qakmak] as Minister of National Defense, and
Ismet [Inonii] as Chief of Staff.

May 11 A Nationalist mission leaves for Moscow under leader

ship of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Among the
members is the Minister of Economy,

May 11 Kemal is condemned to death by the government in

Istanbul (which sentence is approved by the sultan

on May 24).

May 19 The Assembly in Ankara declares Damad Fend Pasha
a traitor.

May 28 An independent Armenian government proclaims the

annexation of Turkish Armenia.

May ? Turkish Communist Party is founded under KemaFs
orders (not a member of the Third International),

apparently in order to appease the USSR* to placate
those Turkish politicians committed to the "Eastern

Ideal" see Sept. 1-9 below), and to assure that all

communist activity is controlled by Turkish Nation

alists.

May 30 Armistice between the Turks and French.

June 10 The Treaty of S&vres is presented to the Turkish

government at Istanbul, by which treaty the sultan's

government is required to renounce all claims to non-

Turkish territory. The Kingdom of the Hijaz is to be

recognized as independent. Syria is to become a man
date of France, and Mesopotamia (with Mosul) and

Palestine, mandates of Britain. Izmir and its hinterland

are to be administered by Greece for ive years, sifter
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which a plebiscite is to be held. The Dodecanese and
Rhodes are to go to Italy, and Thrace and the re

mainder of the Turkish islands in the Aegean are to be

assigned to Greece. Armenia is to be recognized as

independent, and is ceded the provinces of Emiram,
Trabzon? Van, and Bitlis. The exact frontier is to be
defined by the President of the United States. The
Straits are to be internationalized and the adjoining

territory demilitarized. Istanbul and a
strip' of terri

tory on the European side are to remain Turkish, as

will the remainder of Anatolia. The sultan protests

vigorously, and the Nationalists will have nothing to

do with the Treaty,

June 22 The Greek army begins to advance against the

Nationalists into Anatolia, (The Greeks are strongly

encouraged by Lloyd George, who is attempting by
this device to force the peace terms on the Turks.)

June 24 The Greeks defeat the Turks at Aksehir.

June ? A secret and illegal communist party is formed in

Turkey and associates with the Third International.

July 9 The Greeks take Bursa,

July 25 The Greeks take Edime (Adrianople).

Aug. 10 The Istanbul government signs the Treaty of Sevres,
which causes a definite break between the sultan's

government and the Nationalists.

Aug. 24 The USSR and the Ankara
government agree to estab

lish diplomatic relations and a draft treaty is initiated.

Sept. 1-9 A Grand National Assembly delegate participates in

the Baku Congress of Eastern Nations, at which it is

proposed to create an Eastern Federation of nations

including Turkey and ultimately to be associated with
the USSR. Enver Pasha is present in a private capacity
but with apparent Soviet support

as a possible force

against the Turkish Nationalists committed to the

"Western Ideal"

Sept. 18 First Tribunal of Independence organized.

Sept. 22 First Soviet military supplies received at Trabzon.

Sept. 28 Turkish troops, under General Kizim Karabekir attack

Armenia.
Oct. 19 Russia demands that Armenia accord free passage to

the Turks, denounce the Treaty of Sevres, and break
al relations with the AIMes. Armenia refuses and calk

upon the West for help.
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Oct. 20 Damad Ferid Pasha's cabinet resigns and is succeeded

by Tevfik Pasha, the last Grand Vezir of the Ottoman

Empire.
Nov. 2 Turkish Nationalist forces take Kars.

Nov. 21 Turkey's first ambassador to the USSR leaves for

Moscow.
Nov. 22 President Wilson announces that Trabzon, Erzuruxn,

and virtually all of eastern Anatolia are to be given to

Armenia. Meanwhile, Soviet forces enter Armenia from

Azerbaijan and declare Armenia a Soviet Republic^
thus completing the Sovietization of Transcaucasia.

Dec. 2 A Soviet government is established at Erivan, capital

of the Armenian Republic.
Dec. 3 Turco-Armenian peace treaty is signed, by which

Turkey gets Kars and Ardahan, and Armenia (now a

Soviet Republic) is reduced to the province of Erivan.

Dec. 4 Soviet ultimatum to the Turkish Nationalists forbidding

them to advance farther into Armenia.

Dec. 29 Ethem and his guerrilla forces attack and disarm a

regiment of regular Nationalist soldiers at Kiitahya

(following his refusal to comply with Kernel's orders

to place himself under the orders of Ismet.)

1921

Tan. 6-10 Turkish Nationalists under Ismet defeat the guerrilla

leader Ethem and his forces, which had joined the

Greeks at Inonii, a small village northeast of

known as the First Battle of Inonii.

Tan 20 The Constitutional Act is adopted by the Grand Na-

tional Assembly in Ankara providing for popular

sovereignty, a parliament elected by manhood suf

frage, a collectively responsible ministry, and a presi

dent with extensive power.

Tan 28 Turkish delegate to the Baku Congress of

Nations assassinated in Trabzon, possibly at Kemais

direction. , ,

Feb aq- London Conference in which representatives
of the

Mar 12 sultan, the Nationalists, Great Britain, France Itafy,

and Greece participate.
The purpose is to moditytbe

Treaty of Sevres. Proposed rnodiications fall tar short

of the Nationalists' demands, and no agreement is

reached. Also, the Nationalists object to the presence

of the sultan's delegation.
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Mar. 11 Batum occupied by Turkish forces.

Mar. 13 Kemal and the Italians reach agreement,, by which the

latter agree to evacuate Anatolia in return for promises
of extensive economic concessions. (The last Italian

forces leave in June.)
Mar. 16 Treaty of Moscow between KemaTs government and

the Soviet Union. Turkey gives tip Batum, and Russia

recognizes Turkey's right to Kars and Ardahan. (Rati
fied by Turkey on Oct. 2. )

Man 23 A new Greek offensive is launched in western Anatolia,

Mar. 30 The Greeks take Eskisehir.

Mar. 31- The Greeks are thrown back by the Nationalists in the

Apr. i "Second Battle of Inonii."

May 10 Kema! organizes, in the Assembly, the Defense of the

National Rights of Anatolia and Rumelia group and is

elected its president.

July 5 The Italians withdraw from the Antalya area.

July 1019 The Greeks take Kiitahya, Afyon, and again EsMsehir.

Aug. 5 Kemal is given extraordinary powers as commander-
in-chief by the National Assembly and takes over

command in the field from Ismet.

Aug. 23 Battle of Sakarya begins.

Sept. 13 Battle of Sakarya ends as a desperate defense by the

Turks prevents a Greek breakthrough to Ankara.

Sept 19 The title *GazT is bestowed on Kemal by the National

Assembly, and he is given the rank of marshal.

Oct. 13 Agreement between Turkey and the Soviet republics
of Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan (Treaty of Kars) .

Oct. 20 Agreement between Kema! and the French (the
Franklin-Bouillon or Ankara Accord) after months of

hostilities in southern Anatolia from Aintab on the

east to Mersin on the west. The French agree to

evacuate in return for economic concessions.

Oct. 30 Turkish who had been on Malta return

to Turkey.

1922

June 26 Nationalist Government recognized by Persia.

July 8 An opposition group in the Assembly succeeds in get

ting a law passed providing for the election of cabinet

ministers by the Assembly., not by the Prime Minister.

July 12 Rauf [Orbay] is elected by the Assembly as President

of the Council of Ministers (Prime Minister), thereby
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replacing Kemal, who nonetheless remains as com-
mander-in-chief and the real power.

July 31 The Law Establishing Tribunals of Independence is

passed by the National Assembly, Crimes falling under
the Law against Treason (see April 29, 1920) are
henceforth to be tried before the special tribunals,
members of which are to be chosen from among
Assembly members.

Aug. 8 Enver Pasha, former strong man of Turkey, is Idled
in action in Turkistan by Soviet troops after an unsuc
cessful attempt to lead a Moslem resistance move
ment against Soviet authority in the Khiva-Bukhara
area.

Aug. 26 The Turkish counteroffensive against the Greeks be

gins.

Aug. 30 The Turks take Afyon in the Battle of Dumlupmar.
Sept. 5 The Turks take Bursa. The Greek armies break and

flee in confusion to the coast.

Sept. 11 The Turks secure Izmir, which is to a large extent

destroyed by fire. Greek soldiers and civilians are

evacuated in part by Allied vessels.

Sept. 15 Lloyd George appeals to the Allied Powers and the
British Dominions to join in defense of the Straits

against the Turks. The French and Italians refuse. Of
the dominions, only Australia and New Zealand show
interest

Oct. 311 The Conference of Mudanya, between the Allies and
the Turkish Nationalists. Ismet represents the latter.

The Allies agree to return Eastern Thrace and Edime
to the Turks, including recognition of Turkish sov

ereignty over Istanbul, and the Turks accept the

neutralization of the Straits under international control.

Oct. 14 The Greeks accede to the armistice.

Oct. 19 A Turkish Nationalist commission enters Istanbul.

Oct. 28 The Allies send invitations to a peace conference to

be held at Lausanne to both the government of the

Grand National Assembly and to the sultan.

Oct. ? Ismet, upon Rental's insistence, resigns his army com
mission and becomes Minister of Foreign Affairs for

the Nationalist government in Ankara.

Nov. i Kemal proclaims the abolition of the Sultanatey in

part to prevent participation of the Istanbul govern
ment in the impending peace conference. (Initially,
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the majority of deputies simply wished to designate
another sultan. )

Nov. 17 The deposed sultan, Mohammed VI (Vahidettin), flees

from Istanbul on a British ship.

Nov. 18 Abdul Mejid, cousin of Mohammed VI, is proclaimed

caliph (but not sultan).

Nov. 20 Lausanne Conference convenes. Ismet heads the Turk

ish delegation.
Nov. 25 The Turks secure Edime.

Feb. 4 The Lausanne Conference recesses without agreement
after heated arguments over the abolition of capitu

lations, the status of Mosul, and the payment of

reparations by Greece. In objection to KemaTs authori

tarian tendencies, a so-called **Second Group** develops
in the Assembly, including some of the more promi
nent deputies AM Fuat [Cebesoy], Kauf [Orbay],
Refet [Bele], Kazim Karabekir, "Adnan [Adivar],

Hiiseyn Cahit [Yaldn], Ahmet Emin [Yahnan].

Feb. 27 Ismet is attacked in Parliament, for the breakdown at

Mar. 6 Lausanne and Kemal is obliged to take part in the

debates* A unanimous vote of confidence is finally

recorded.

Feb. 17 Keinal opens Turkey's first Economics Congress in

Izmir. He of the critical need for rapid eco

nomic development.

Apr. 16 The Grand National Assembly dissolves itself for

an election.

Apr. 23 The Lausanne Conference reconvenes.

June National elections are held. KemaTs supporters win

overwhelmingly.

July 24 Tin? Treaty of ^Lausanne is signed, Turkey gives up all

claim to the non-Turkish territories lost as a result of

the World War, but recovers eastern Thrace to the

Maritza River. Turkey receives the Aegean isknds of

Imbros and Tenedos, but loses the rest of the islands

to Greece. Italy retains the Dodecanese* and England,

Cyprus. Capitulations are abolished in return for a

promise of Judicial reform. Turkey accepts treaties to

protect minorities. Turkey pays no reparations. The
Straits are to be open to ships of all nations in time

of peace, and in time of war if Turkey remains neu-
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tad. If Turkey is at war, enemy ships may be ex
cluded. A separate Turkish-Greek agreement"provides
for the compulsory exchange of populations.

Aug. 4 Rauf [Orbay] resigns under pressure as President of
the Council of Ministers and is replaced bv FetM
[OkyarJ.

Aug. 9 The People's Party is founded.

Aug. 11 The second National Assembly convenes in Ankara,
Kemal is re-elected Assembly Chairman, FetM [Okyar]
replaces Rauf [Orbay] as Prime Minister.

Aug. 23 Treaty of Lausanne is ratified by the Grand National

Assembly.
Oct. 2, Istanbul is evacuated by the last Allied contingents*
Oct. 6 The Turks take formal possession of Istanbul
Oct. 13 Ankara is made the capital of the Turkish

state upon a motion introduced by Ismet [Inonii].
Oct. 25 Ismet is elected vice-president of the Grand National

Assembly.
Oct. 27 Fethi and his cabinet resign, apparently under KemaFs

order, so as to precipitate a constitutional crisis. Al
agree not to participate in a new cabinet until the

Grand National Assembly strengthens the Cabinet,

thereby in effect creating a viable republican govern
ment

Oct. 29 The Turkish Republic is formally proclaimed^ with

Kemal, President and Ismet, Prime Minister. {Ismet
is also Minister of Foreign Affairs; Fevzi [Qakmak]
is named Minister of National Defense.) A number
of leaders question the haste of the move.

1924

Jan. 5 Law on Weekly Holidays is adopted, making Friday
a compulsory holiday.

Jan. ? The editors of 7 daily papers meet in Izmit at KemaFs

request. He convinces them of the necessity for

eliminating the caliphate.
Mar. i Kemal announces to the Assembly the necessity for

abolishing the caliphate and reorganizing
administration.

Mar. 3 The caliphate is abolished and Abdul Mecid Is ban

ished. Leading figures opposing the move: Rauf

[Orbay], Ali Fuat [Cebesoy], Kazim Karabekir, Adrian

[Adivar]- The Presidency of Religious Affairs, subor-
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dinate to the Prime Ministry, is created by law.

Legislation for a national secular education is

enacted. Medresses (religious seminaries) are closed

by law. The Ministry for Vakxf property is abolished.

Mar. 17 The Village Law is enacted, providing for village
administration.

Apr. 3 Electoral law amended to eliminate requirement that

electors., candidates, and voters must be taxpayers
and to extend the vote to all male Turks over 18.

Apr. 4 Law on rural credit organizations passed. (Not really
effective until the 1930*5.)

Apr. 8 The courts of Sheri (religious) law are abolished and
their jurisdiction transferred to lay courts of the

Western type.

Apr. 9 Law enacted exempting raw materials for export
industries from duties.

Apr. 20 A constitution, an of the Constitutional

Act, is adopted.

Aug. 4 Lausanne Treaty into force.

Aug. 6 The English-Turkish dispute over Mosul (left open
at Lausanne) is to the League of Nations,

Aug. 26 The Bank of is founded.

Get, 31 Apparently in anticipation of an incipient plot against
his leadership, Kemal declares that it is incompatible
for army commanders to retain their military functions

while sitting in the National Assembly. He requests
them al to resign their seats. Those generals support

ing Kema! resign their seats, but General Kizim

Karabekir, AM Fuat [Cebesoy], and Refet JBele] do
not

Oct. A wave of resignations from the People's Party, in

cluding Rauf [Orbay].
Nov. 17 Opposition Assembly the Progres

sive Republican Party. Among the leaders are Rauf

[Orbay], Adaan [Adivar], and Generals Kazim Kara-

bekfr, All Fuat [Cebesoy], and Refet [Bele].
Nov. 21 Allegedly because of II health, Ismet [Inonii] resigns

as Prime Minister and is by FetM [Okyar],
president of the Assembly.

Nov. 10 The People's Party becomes the Republican People's

Party.
Nov. ? The'Chief of the General Staff is excluded from cabi

net rank.
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1925

Feb. 11 Great Insurrection In Kurdistan directed against the

religious policy of the government and aiming at

Kurdish autonomy.
Feb. 27 A tax equal to one-twelfth of gross product, often

collected in kind, is abolished.

Mar. 3 Accused of weakness in pushing the campaign against
the Kurds, Fethi [Okyar] resigns as Prime Minister.

Mar. 4 Nearly dictatorial powers are given to the government
for two years. Subsequently, 'Independence tribunals"

are set up in the eastern provinces and in Ankara
with power to impose death sentences. (Not termi

nated until Mar. 1929.) Organized communist activity
becomes illegal. (Most Turkish communist leaders are

arrested in August.)
Mar. 6 Ismet [Inonu] again named Prime Minister.

Mar. 7 The Kurds take the city of Diyarbakir.

Apr. 19 The Bank for Industry and Mining is founded.

June 5 The Progressive Republican Party is dissolved by the

government after the founders refuse to disband

voluntarily.

June 29 The Kurdish revolt suppressed, 46 of its leaders are

hanged.

Aug. 24 Kemal appears in public wearing a hat for the Irst

time.

Sept. 7 The number of Moslem "clergy*
9

is drastically reduced

by decree. Only certain officially designated persons

may wear religious garb.

Sept. 30 Religious orders are suppressed.
Oct. 8 The Temporal and Spiritual Council of the Jewish

Rabbinate in Turkey notifies the Turkish government,
in the name of the Jewish Community, that it re

nounces the special rights accorded to it under the

Lausanne Treaty.
Oct. 29 The Armenian community likewise renounces the

special rights accorded to it under the Lausanne

Treaty.
Nov. 5 New School of Law is opened in Ankara.

Nov. 25 Wearing of the fez is forbidden by law. (The use of

the veil by women is officially discouraged* but not

banned.) The hat is proclaimed the national headdress,

Nov. 30 Tekke's (dervish meeting places) and terbe's (reli

giously significant tombs) are closed.
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Dec, 16 League of Nations awards Mosul to Iraq.
Dec. 17 Treaty of Neutrality and Non-aggression signed with

the Soviet Union.
Dec. 2,6 International calendar and of adopted.

Jan. i The Gregorian calendar comes into effect.

Jan. 7 Greek community, after much debate* follows the

Jews and Armenians, in renouncing the special rights
accorded to it under the Lausanne Treaty.

Feb. 17 New civil law is (based on the Swiss

code), effective October 4.

Mar. i New criminal law is (based on the

Italian code), effective July i.

Mar. 22 Law on educational organization enacted.

Apr. 4 Law enacted requiring a!! economic enterprises to use

Turkish*

Apr. 2,2, Iranian-Turkish Treaty for amicable settlement of

frontier problems.

June 5 Anglo-Turkish Treaty in which Turkey recognizes
Mosul as part of Iraq, and the Turldsh-Iraqi frontier

Is defined.

June 15 A plot KemaTs life in Izmir is exposed, as a
result of which a number of known reactionaries are

hanged. Among allegedly implicated are Gen
erals Kizim KarabeMr, Refet'[Bele], aad All Fuat

[Cebesoy], Adrian [Adivar], HaBde Edip, and Colonel
Arif (formerly KemaTs military aide), and several

of the National Assembly. Subsequently
(Aug. 26) 13 persons are executed, including Colonel
Arif and Cavid (Ottoman Finance Minister and a
member of the Lausanne delegation }

>
,

June 28 New is (based on of

Germany and Italy), effective Oct. 4.

Sept. i Civil marriage is made compulsory.
Oct. 3 First statue of Kama! In Istanbul is unveiled (thus

breaking with Islamic tradition against the reproduc
tion of living tilings).

Jan. 18 U.S. Senate rejects the Tiireo-Ameriean Treaty of

Lausanne, a result of strong Armenian and religious

opposition based on the absence in the proposed treaty
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of any mention of minority rights in Turkey or of

naturalization procedures.
Feb. 17 U.S. and Turkey re-establish diplomatic relations

(broken off in 1917).
Mar, 7 A Kurdish revolt under Sheikh Said breaks out in

southeastern Turkey. (Successfully put down in 1928,
some 53 Kurdish intellectuals and military leaders are
later condemned to death by a Tribunal of Inde

pendence sitting in Diyarbakir and publicly hanged
there.)

May 28 Law for the encouragement of industry enacted to

promote private enterprise by promising concessions

and government support for enterprises.

May 29 Ankara-Kayseri railroad opened.

June 7 Law for the reform of rural instruction enacted.

( Leads to opening of many 3-year rural schools. )

July i Kemal visits Istanbul for the first time as President.

Sept. 2 National elections. (Kemal is empowered to

all People's Party candidates.)

Oct. 15-20 Historic speech is given by Kemal to the Second Con

gress of the People's Party. In it, he reviews the

course of the national revival and nationalist move
ment.

Oct. 28 First national census taken.

Oct. 28 The Kurdish National Society, the Hoyboon, proclaims
the independence of Kurdistan as laid down in the

Treaty of Sevres, with Diyarbakir as its capital
Nov. i Kemal unanimously elected president for four years

by the Grand National Assembly, as the

assembly convenes.

1928

Jan. i Important part of the Anatolian railroad system is

purchased by the Turkish government from foreign
interests.

Apr. 10 Abolition of the article in the constitution declaring
Islam the state religion. The to be

secular.

May 24 International numbering system is adopted.

Aug. 9 Kemal announces pubHcly an impending change in

the alphabet
Nov. 3 Decree introduces the LaMn alphabet, to be applied

in all publications after December i, 192-8. All Turks
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under 40 are obliged to pass an examination in the new

writing or attend school to learn it.

Jan. i The national school system begins to function.

Jan. 19 Turkey is the second country to ratify the Kellogg-
Briand pact renouncing war as an instrument of

national policy.
Mar. 4 The law giving the government near-dictatorial powers

in 1925 and subsequently renewed in 1927 is allowed

to run out.

June Suppression of commimist propaganda in Turkey,

thereby making clear the limits placed by Kemal on

friendship with Russia.

June i The law concerning agricultural cooperatives is passed.

June 8 The Law for the Protection of National Industries is

passed, which imposes protective tariffs (effective

Oct. i). A Land Distribution Law is passed.

2930

Mar. 2,8 Foreigners are asked to use Turkish geographical
names: Istanbul for Constantinople, Ankara for An
gora, Izmir for Smyrna, Edime for Adrianople, etc.

Mar. A Kurdish revolt breaks out in the Mount Ararat

region. (Defeated by the Turks later in the year.)

Apr. 16 Law enacted gicing women the right to vote in munic

ipal elections.

June 11 The Central Bank of Turkey is established. (Begins

operations on Oct. 3, 1931.)

June 15 Official approval is given for Turkey's first foreign
loan $10 million from the American-Turkish Invest

ment Corporation in return for a match monopoly in

Turkey.

Aug. 12 Formation of an opposition party, the Liberal Repub
lican, is permitted in the effort to enliven political
life and educate the people toward multiparty par
liamentary government. The new party favors a more
moderate nationalism and greater cooperation with
the West. It is led by Fethi [Okyar], a former prime
minister and, since 1925, Ambassador to Paris.

Aug. 30 The Ankara-Sivas railroad is opened.
Oct. 5-13 The Turks attend the first Balkan Conference, at

Athens, and take an active part in the work of the
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Greek-Bulgarian reconciliation and the formation of a
Balkan Pact

Oct. 30 The Treaty of Ankara between Greece and Turkey is

signed following settlement of property claims of

repatriated persons. The two parties recognize the

territorial status quo and agree on naval equality in

the eastern Mediterranean.

Nov. 15 Fethi, leader of the Liberal Republican Party, accuses

the government of election irregularities.

Nov. 17 The Liberal Party leaders decide to dissolve the party,
but a group of independent deputies continues to

in the National Assembly.
Dec. 23 A dervish uprising near Izmir (Menemen). Twenty-

eight leaders are executed, and other measures are

taken to break Moslem opposition to the regime.

3-93*

Apr. i Decimal system of measurement is adopted, effective

January i, 1933.

Apr. 15 Turkish Historical Society is founded.

Apr. National elections. Candidates of the People's Party
are unopposed.

Apr. 20 Kemal declares the People's Party to be republican,

nationalist, populist, etatist, secular, and revolutionary.

He defines the role of government in economic affairs.

May 4 Fourth National Assembly convenes and unanimously
re-elects Kemal as President, his third term.

Oct. 30 Renewal of the Turco-Russian treaty of friendship for

5 years.

1932

Jan. 23 Frontier with Iran fixed by an agreement signed in

Teheran.

Feb. 19 First Peoples Homes are opened by the People's

Party.

May 8 Ismet, while on a visit to the USSR, signs an agree

ment for an $8 million loan from the Soviet Union.

July 5 State Office for Industry is created as a vehicle for

establishing and managing state economic enterprises.

July 12 Turkish Language Society organized on directive from

Kemal to institute a linguistic reform (i.e., TurMica-

tion of the language).

Aug. 12 Turkey joins the League of Nations.
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1933

May 25 Soviet loan agreement is ratified by Turkey.

June 3 Law creating the Siimer Bank is enacted, thereby

replacing the Industry and Mining Bank.

Sept, 14 Conclusion of a nonaggression pact for 10 years be

tween Greece and Turkey.

1934

Jan. 9 First Five-Year Plan for the development of industry

is announced.

Feb. 9 Conclusion of the Balkan Pact between Turkey,

Greece, Romania, and Yugoslavia (Bulgaria refuses

to come in). The four powers mutually guarantee

security of their Balkan frontiers and agree to take no

action with regard to any Balkan nonsignatory without

previous discussion.

Mar. 27 New income tax law enacted. (A 1925 law had been

largely ineffective.)

June 14 New kw on land distribution is enacted.

June 21 Law all to family names is

effective January i, 1935.

June 16 Riza Peblevi, hereditary ruler of Iran (since

April 1926) visits Kemal in Ankara. He is obviously
influenced by Kemals modernization program.

Nov. 26 National Assembly*bestows the family name of "Ata-

tiirk
w

upon Kemal. (Ismet takes the name of Inonii,

thereby commemorating Ms victories at Indira.)

Nov. 27 Law abolishing all titles and hereditary posi
tions.

Dec. 8 Women are made to vote in national elections

to of lie National Assembly.

1B35

Jan. i Family names are required of all TiirMsh citizens as

of this date.

Jan. National elections. Candidates of the People's Part}*

are unopposed. Women participate for the first time,

18 being elected to the Assembly of 399.
Feb. 5 is written the Constitutwn as one of the

six principles of the Republic.
Mar. i Atatiirk re-elected President for 4 years.
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May ?

June 14

Sept 16

Oct. 21

Oct. 23

1936

Apr. 11

June 8

June 22

July 20

Nov. i

Nov. 9

1937

Jan. 7

Feb. 5

By decree, all establishments are required to have a

weekly holiday from i p.m. on Saturday until Monday
morning, thereby making Sunday rather than Friday
the day of rest.

Law enacted creating the Eti Bank for mining and

power development.

Kayseri textile plant, built with Soviet assistance,

opens.
Second national census is taken.

Rail line to Diyarbakir opens.

The Turkish government appeals to the signatories of

the Lausanne Treaty for permission to refortify the
Straits (an effect of the Ethiopian crisis and Turkish

support of League action against) .

Turkey's basic labor law is enacted to regulate work

ing conditions.

Great Britain, Australia, Bulgaria, France, Greece,

Japan, Romania, the USSR, Yugoslavia, and Turkey
meet at Montreux to consider Turkish demands re

the Straits.

The Montreux Convention on the Turkish Straits

Regime is signed, with Italy abstaining. Turkey is

authorized to remilitarize the Straits. Traffic through
the Straits is to be controlled by Turkey under regu
lations defined in the Convention.

In an Assembly speech, Atatikk declares that Alex-

andretta, Antakya, and their environs are Turkish,
that he intends to press the matter seriously.
All signatories of the Montreux Convention, except
Japan, deposit notices of ratification. (Japan does so

on April 19, 1937, and Italy adheres to the Conven
tion on May 2, 1938.)

Atatiirk leaves Ankara to take command of Turkish

forces massing on the Syrian frontier and threatening
Alexandretta.

The five principles espoused by the Republican
People's Party republicanism, nationalism, populism,
etatism, secularism, and revolution (continued and
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rapid reform) axe written into the Constitution as

the basis of the Republic.

May ii Atatikk gives Ms farms to the National Treasury and
all of his other real estate to Ankara municipality.

May &g The League of Nations Council, after acceptance by
France and Turkey* adopts a constitutional act for

the province of Alexaadretta (part of French-man
dated Syria, now called Hatay) which had been
drawn up in response to an appeal by Turkey* (Forty

per cent of the population is said to be Turkish.

Disorders in the province have been recurrent despite
a guarantee of special rights for the Turkish popula
tion in the Franco-Turkish Agreement of October,

1921, and in the Franco-Syria Treaty of September,
1936.)

June 14 The Turkish Assembly recognizes the independence of

Hatay.
Summer After an unsuccessful effort to and the

draft on the Kurdish of Dersin (now known
as Tunceli), the Turldsli army occupies strategic

points and fighting ensues, (The Turks do not win

complete victory March 1938, when Sheikh Said

and Ms chief followers surrender are tried. Twelve
are hanged^ including Said two Kurdish members
of the Grand National Assembly, Said Abdul Kader
and Hasan Khairi.)

July 9 Signature of a nonaggression pact (The Saadabad

Pact) between Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Afghanistan,

securing Turkey on the east as the Balkan pact did
in the west.

Oct. 25 Inonii, close collaborator of Atatiirk and Prime Min
ister since 1925, resigns, apparently at Atatiirk's insist

ence, seemingly a product of recurring personal dif

ferences of a minor character. He is succeeded by
Celal Bayar, who since 1932 had been Minister of

Economy.
Dec, 7 Turkish government denounces the treaty of friend-

ship with Syria (May 30, 1926) after threatening to
use force in Hatay. The French sent a military mis
sion to Ankara.

Dec. 10 A three-year program for mining development an
nounced.
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Jan. 14 The Saadabad Pact is ratified (see July gs 1937).
Mar. 11 First official news relating to the illness of Atatiirk.

Apr. 7 Additional law on land distribution is enacted (see

June 14, 1934).

May 2 Italy adheres to the Montreux Convention (see July
20, 1936).

June 24 Law forbidding bargaining in shops and markets is

adopted. The Office of Soil Products is established as
a device to support grain prices and to collect grain
for export and stockpiling.

June 28 A revised Law on Societies is passed, which outlaws
all formal organizations based on common religion,

race, class, or kinship.

July 3 The French and Turks come to agreement on the

province of Alexandretta (Hatay); each is to send

2,50 troops into the province to supervise elections.

July 5 Turkish troops enter Alexandretta.

July 9 The cement industry is nationalized.

Sept. 2 The Republic of Hatay (Alexandretta ), a new autono
mous state, is voted into being by the newly elected

Assembly, in which Turks hold 22 seats out of 40,

by prior agreement with the French, (The Turks are

in complete control, and the republic exists only pro
forma. )

Sept. 18 Second Five-Year plan for industrial development
announced.

Nov. 10 Atatiirk dies.

Nov. 11 The Grand National Assembly unanimously elects

Inonii President of the Republic, Celal Bayar con
tinues as Prime Minister.

Dec. 27 Inonii is elected chairman of the Kepublic People's

Party for life.

Jan. 25 Celal Bayar resigns as Prime Minister and is replaced

by Refik Saydam, Minister of Interior in the last

Bayar cabinet and from 1923 to 1937 Minister of

Health and Social Welfare.

Mar. 15 The Germans occupy Czechoslovakia.

Apr. 5 Turkish troops cross into the Hatay.
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May 13 Terms of a defensive arrangement with Britain an

nounced (see Treaty of Mutual Assistance, Oct. 19.

Terms are the same).

May 17 Germany maintains that Turkey has broken her neu

trality.

June 23 France and Turkey conclude a nonaggresslon pact,

and France agrees to the Incorporation of the Republic

of Hatay into Turkey.

June 2.Q The Hatay Assembly votes for union with Turkey.

June 30 Turkish troops of the Hatay.

Aug. 22 Soviet-German Pact greeted with surprise and con

sternation in Turkey.

Sept. i World War II begins.

Sept. 11 The Karabiik Iron & Steel Works goes into operation.

Sept. 17 Soviet Union Invades Poland.

Oct. 2 Soviet Union demands that Turkey close the Straits,

sign a mutual assistance pact, and abandon obliga

tions to France and Britain.

Oct. 17 Turkish-Soviet conversations in Moscow broken off.

Oct. 19 Treaty of Mutual (Ankara Pact)

Great and France. It provides that Turkey
will give the two powers every aid and support in

Its power in event of an act of aggression by a Euro

pean power leading to a war in the Mediterranean

area in which Britain and France are involved, or if

they are forced into war in fulfillment of guarantees

given to Greece and Rumania in April 1939. Britain

and France agree that they \\ill aid Turkey to the limit

of their power if she becomes the victim of aggres

sion by a European state, or if she becomes involved

in a war in the Mediterranean area occasioned by any
such aggression. (The agreement leads to French and

British loans to Turkey totaling 43.5 million for

armaments and commercial clearing.)

Dec4

. 30 Turks see rebirth of Russian imperialism in Rnsso-

Finnish War. (By year-end, Turkish army is mo
bilized.}

Jan. 8 Turkish-French-British financial and economic agree
ment is signed in Paris under which Turkey is given

25 million arms credit. In return, Turkey gives the
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Jan. 18

Apr. 17

May ?

June 10

June 12

June 14

June 18

Oct. 28

Feb. 17
Mar. 25

June 18

June 23

Oct. 9

Dec. 3

Jan. ?

Feb. 24

Allies right to purchase certain agricultural products
for duration of the war and an exclusive right to buy
Turkish chrome during the following two years.
The "National Defense Law" is enacted which gives
the government emergency powers, including the

power to declare martial law (which is imposed on
the easternmost and westernmost provinces) and to

seize property.
Law on Village Institutes is enacted to provide pubic
education for village youth who agree to serve sub

sequently as rural schoolteachers.

Moslem chaplains return to the army.

Italy declares war.

Turkey breaks off commercial relations with Italy,

Paris falls.

New Turkish-German trade agreement is signed, but

chrome is excluded from goods to be sold to the Ger
mans.

Italy attacks Greece.

Germany occupies Bulgaria.
Russian-Turkish proclamation to the effect that if

either becomes subject to aggression, the other will

remain neutral.

German-Turkish Friendship and Non-aggression Pact

is signed as the Germans overrun the Balkans. (Rati

fied July 5.)

Germany launches attack on the USSR. (Turkey is

greatly relieved and initiates pressure on the West to

terminate the war.)

Turkey agrees to sell Germany 90,000 tons of chrome

annually.
The U.S. extends Lend-Lease to Turkey.

Electoral kw changed so as to require party approval
to place one's name on the ballot in elections for the

National Assembly.

Attempt to assassinate German Ambassador von Papen
in Ankara. (Government suspects communist involve

ment. Leads to measures against Soviet activity in

Turkey.)
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June 17 Severe penalties are imposed on Turks and Russians

implicated in the von Papen incident.

June 27 The Soviet Ambassador is withdrawn in protest.

July 9 Siikra Saracx>gki, Minister of Foreign Affairs since

November 1938, replaces Rek Saydam as Prime Min
ister following the latter's death.

Nov. 11 A law imposing a wealth tax is enacted. (In its im

plementation, the law leads to a near-confiscatozy levy
on minority and foreign businessmen, particularly in

Istanbul. Defaulters are placed in forced labor camps. )

Jan. 30 Prime Minister Winston Churchill and President Inonii

meet in Adana. Turkey is left free to enter the war
when it sees fit.

Feb. 2- The Russians win the Battle of Stalingrad.
Feb. 28 National elections for the seventh National Assembly.

People's Party is unopposed.
Mar. 8 Inonii is re-elected President, and Saracoglu is reap-

pointed Prime Minister.

Oct. 30 Major leak to Germans of Allied war secrets begins out
of British Embassy in Ankara (operation Cicero).

Nov. 4-7 Cairo Conference between Turkish and British foreign
ministers in which Britain tries to gain use of Turkish
airfields and to push Turkey into the war. Turkey
refuses.

Dec. 4-6 Conversations among Churchill, Roosevelt, and Inonii

in Cairo, in which the Allied leaders try to get Turkey
to declare war. Inonii requests additional assistance

and argues that Turkey's belligerency would serve no
useful purpose.

1944

Jan. 12 Marsha! Fevzi Cakmak resigns as Chief-of-Staff, osten

sibly by reason of age but possibly because of his pro-
German views. Replaced by Kazim Orbay.

Mar. 15 Defaulters under the wealth tax who had been inn-

pressed into forced labor are released, and unpaid
amounts written off (see Nov. 11, 1942).

Apr. 6 Flow of Allied war secrets to Germans terminated (see
Oct. 30, 1943).

May i Turkey stops the sale of chrome to Germany. (Up to
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this date since the start of 1943, Turkey had
58,000 tons to the Allies, 62,000 tons to the Axis.

May 18 The Turkish cabinet decides to prosecute certain ra

cialist leaders. Martial law is declared in Istanbul, and
23 alleged pro-Nazis are arrested (including leading
pan-Turanists).

June 14 Turkey forbids the passage through the Straits into the
Bkck Sea of several thinly disguised German naval
auxiliaries,

Aug. I Turkey breaks off diplomatic and economic relations

with Germany.
Sept. 7 The trial of 23 racialists begins before military court in

Istanbul.

Jan. 3 Turkey breaks off diplomatic and economic relations

with Japan.
Feb. 23 Turkey declares war on Germany and Japan, effective

at midnight Feb. 2,3, to become a charter member of

the U.N.
Feb. 24 Turkey signs the U.N. charter*

Mar. 19 The USSR delivers a note to Turkey that the 1925
Turkish-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Neutrality,
which had been renewed ten years before, is not to be
renewed again in November, when it is due to expire.

Apr. 7 Turkish reply is delivered to Moscow to the effect that

Turkey is prepared to reconsider any reasonable

changes in tie treaty.

April Secret trial of 135 alleged communists by Turkish

government leads to bitter denunciation from Moscow.

May 19 Inonii speaks publicly of land distribution and the

institution of more democratic political procedures.

June 11 A land distribution law is passed authorizing the dis

tribution of state lands and, under certain, conditions,

the seizure and distribution of krge private holdings,

to landless or near landless village farmers. Some As

sembly members argue for a more restricted authoriza

tion. The debate leads to a political spHt leading to

the formation of the Democratic Party.

June 12 Four Assembly members for the People's Party
Celal Bayar (former prime minister), Fuad Koprulii

(distinguished historian), Adnan Menderes (kwyer
and cotton grower), and Refik Koraitan (former pro-
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vinclal governor) propose changes in the party pro

gram, which are rejected.

June 7 The USSR declares that it is willing to negotiate a new

treaty of friendship with Turkey if the latter will agree
to return Kars and Ardahan to the Soviet Republic

of Georgia and accept Soviet partidpailon in the de

fense of the Straits. (The Turks reject the demands.)

June 22 Law establishing the Ministry of Labor is passed.

June 27 Law enacted to establish industrial accident, mater

nity, and occupational disease benefits.

July 17 At the Potsdam Conference, the USSR insists on in-

Aug. 2 creased participation in control of the Straits, ako

upon return of Kars and Ardahan. Allies ignore the

ktter issue, but on the matter of the Straits agree that

the Montreux Convention might be revised.

Aug. 6 Turkey delivers to the USSR 195 Soviet refugees of

Turkish ethnic origin.

Aug. 15 The U.N. charter is ratified by the National Assembly.
In the discussion, Menderes declares that Turkey has

committed itself to democratic principles by its act.

Sept. 21 Menderes and Kopriilii are expelled from the People's

Party
7
.

Sept. 27 Cela! Bayar resigns from his in the National As

sembly.
Oct. 23 An earlier decision calling for jail sentences for 23

racialists (see Sept. 7, 1944) is reversed by higher
court, and all are released.

Nov. i Inonii recommends to the National Assembly a single,

direct, secret election (to replace the present two-stage
electoral college system), also the repeal of a number
of restrictive laws.

Dec. 3 Bayar resigns from the People's Party when the Party
refuses to let Mm submit liberalizing amendments to

the Press Law.
Dec. 4 Student mobs attack and destroy certain leftist pub

lishing houses in Istanbul

1946

Jan. 7 The Democratic Party is founded by Bayar,
KDprulu, Koraltany Menderes.

Jan. 23 The Agricultural Produce Tax (a forced collection in

kind, a wartime measure) is abolished,

Apr. 5 U.S. show of naval strength in the eastern Mediterra-
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nean as the battleship Missouri and oniser Providence,

plus other ships, arrive off Istanbul

May 3 Democratic Party leaders decide not to enter the im

pending municipal elections because of the

pressures harassing the new party and lack of elec

toral reform.

May 7 Turkish-American agreement on the Lend-Lease
is reached; the U.S. is to cancel $100 million debt.

(Ratified by Turkey on May 20.)

May 31 New electoral law is enacted providing for a direct,

secret ballot (replaces two-stage electoral system)
nomination either by party or petition.

June 7 The Law on Societies is modified so as to the

establishment of organizations based on or

economic interest.

July 21 General elections held, the first under the direct elec

toral system. The Democrats put up candidates for

273 Assembly seats (out of 465), of which 61 are

elected (also 6 independents). Many charges of elec

toral irregularities are made by the Democrats.

Aug. 5 The new Assembly re-elects Inonii to the presidency
and Kazim Karabekir to the presidency of the Assem

bly, Recep Peker is named Prime Minister.

Sept. 7 Trade liberalized by releasing prices, foreign currency

accounts, etc. Lira devalued from $0.56 to $0.36,

Sept. 20 Press and penal kw changes augment government con

trol. Political bitterness mounts.

Sept. 22 Turkey receives a Soviet note insisting on a joint de

fense of the Straits.

Nov. 23 Another U.S. naval visit to Istanbul.

Dec. 16 Two political parties, six periodicals, and a number

of other groups closed down by the government for

political
reasons.

Dec. 24 Assembly debate on religious education begins, the

first in many years.

1947

Jan. 11 In its national congress, the Democratic Party

a "Freedom Charter* stipulating three conditions for

democracy: abrogation of unconstitutional laws, elec

tions controlled by the judiciary, separation of the

presidency from party chairmanship.

Feb. 15 The Dodecanese Islands and Rhodes (seized by the
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Italian fleet during the Tripolltanian War, 19121913)
are ceded by Italy to Greece, with the signing of the

Treaty of Paris,

Feb. 20 Law enacted authorizing the organization of "labor

unions.

Mar. 11 Turkey Joins the Internationa! Bank for Reconstruction

and Development and the International Monetary
Fund.

Mar. 12 President Truman announces a program of U.S. aid to

Greece and Turkey to implement the Truman Doc
trine, which calls for U.S. aid to countries menaced

by Soviet power.

May 19 U.S. military and naval missions arrive in Ankara to

administer the forthcoming American assistance.

May 22 President Truman signs the Greek-Turkish Aid Bill.

June Inonii institutes a series of meetings between the gov
ernment and Democratic Party leaders in an attempt
to reconcile differences.

June 5 U.S. Secretary of State Marshal suggests U.S. aid for

European recovery (which leads to the formation of

the Committee for European Economic Cooperation,
in which Turkey participates).

July 12 Indnii issues a declaration to the effect that the Presi

dent should be a nonparfisan head of state, that

charges against the Democrats of sedition and against
the government of oppression are groundless.

Sept. i Turkey ratifies the Turkish-U.S. Agreement on. Military
Aid.

Sept. 10 Recep Peker is forced to resign as Prime Minister by
opposition within his own party. Replaced by Hasan
Saka (who subsequently heads four cabinets in suc

cession.)

Nov. 29 The U.N. General Assembly votes for the partition of

Palestine. (Turkey votes for partition, but desists from

giving any military assistance to the Arabs in subse

quent Israel-Arab hostilities.)

Dec. 22 After seven years, martial law is lifted in Istanbul and

nearby provinces.

Jan. ? Turkey's application for Marshal Plan aid is refected

(subsequently accepted after resubmissian) .
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Apr. 16 The Organization for European Economic Cooperation
is constituted, with Turkey participating.

May 14 British mandate in Palestine ends, and Israel declares
its independence.

May 20-^25 The People's Party Assembly group decides to permit
religious teaching in primary schools on an optional
basis, to create special schools to train preachers and

worship leaders, and to establish a faculty of Moslem

theology.

July 8 Turkey ratifies the "Economic Cooperation Agree
ment** with the United States,

July 20 The Nation's Party is founded with Marslial Fevzi

Cakmak its nominal leader. Rapidly becomes the cen

ter of religious conservatism and racialism.

Nov. 2$ Government directs that religious lessons be given in

4th and 5th grades to those children whose parents
desire them.

Dec. 5-7 People's Party liberalizes selection of party candidates

to the National Assembly by authorizing provincial
branches to select 70 per cent by secret ballot

Jan. 13 Hasan Saka resigns as Prime Minister. Is succeeded

by Semseddin Gunaltay, who forms a more liberally

oriented cabinet.

Jan. 15 The first of the new preachers and worship leaders

schools opens in Ankara.

Feb. 15 Voluntary religious instruction instituted in 4th and

5th grades.
Mar. 24 Turkey grants de facto recognition to Israel.

May 4 The "Independence Tribunals" are officially abolished.

(Although long inactive, they were felt to be a politi

cal menace.)

May 30 Law is passed reorganizing the Ministry of National

Defense. The chief of the general staff is now respon

sible to the prime minister rather than to the president.

June 3 A more progressive (15 to 45 per cent) income tax is

passed.

June 6 The old age pension law is passed (effective Apr. i,

1950).

July i Turkey's general staff is placed under the authority 0!

the Ministry of National Defense.
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Aug. 8 Turkey Is admitted to the Council of Europe.

1950

Oct. 31 The Faculty of Theology opens in the University of

Ankara.

Feb. 16 New electoral law is enacted, in which the judiciary
is given responsibility for administration.

Mar. i Law passed reopening many telcke's and turbe's (see
Nov. 30, 1925),

Mar. 15 An amendment to the 1945 law on land distribution

virtually limits land to be seized and distributed to

state and pious foundation (vakxf) property.

Apr. 10 Fevzi Qakmak's funeral in Istanbul is the occasion for

a reactionary outbreak* which alarms government lead

ers.

May 14 National election. With 9.3 per of the electorate

participating, the Democrats win 396 Assembly
out of 487; die People's Party, 68; the Nation's Party,

i; independents^ 7 (15 are vacant by reason of double

candidacies).

May 19 The new Assembly meets. Bayar is elected President,

and Menderes becomes Prime Minister. Koraltan is

named President of the Assembly; Kopriilii, Foreign
Minister. The new government promises political and
economic liberalization.

May 25 The Western powers offer to arm the Middle Eastern

for purposes of internal security and area de
fense oa condition that recipients give an undertaking
that no aggression is intended against any other state.

June The International Bank for Reconstniction and Devel

opment the Turks in establishing the Industrial

Development Bank of Turkey to stimulate private en

terprise.

June 8 A shake-up of top military personnel as many are

relieved of their posts.

June 16 A law is passed (the Democrats* first) authorizirig the
call to prayer to be said in Arabic rather than Turkish,
as had been required,

July i People's Party authorizes provincial branches to name
all candidate's to the National Assembly. (Formerly
the Centra! Party Council named 30 per cent.)

July 4 Israel and Turkey sign a trade agreement.
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July 7 The ban on religious radio programs is lifted as the

Koran Is read on the air.

July 25 Turkey offers the U.N. 4,500 armed troops with which
to meet aggression in Korea (subsequently accepted
and sent).

Aug. i Turkey applies for membership In the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization.

Aug. 12- Bulgaria announces intent to deport Immediately Its

250,000 subjects of Turkish ethnic origin,

Aug. 31 Turkey agrees to accept Bulgaria's Turkish minority,

195*

Aug. 7 Law for the Encouragement of Foreign Investment is

enacted authorizing the government to grant

permitting the transfer of profits up to 10 per cent per

year.

Aug. 9 Law on paid holidays is enacted.

Sept. 19 Turkey is formally accepted in the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization, but not In the Supreme Head

quarters, Allied Powers in Europe (SHAPE).
Oct. 13 Great Britain, France, the U.S., and Turkey invite

Egypt to help found the Allied Middle East Com
mand.

Oct. 14-20 Democrat Party rules that provincial branches should

select 80 per cent of the party's candidates to the

National Assembly; the General Executive Committee,

20 per cent.

Oct. 15 Egypt refuses to join a Middle East Command.

Nov. 3 Soviet note received In Ankara to the elect that Tur

key's membership in NATO is "an act of hostility

against the Soviet Union/'

1952

Feb. 18 Turkey (and Greece) become full-fledged
in

NATO, including active participation in SHAPE.

Aug. 18 Announcement Is made that the headquarters for

SHAPE'S Southeastern Europe Ailed Land Forces will

be in Izmir.

2953

Feb. 25 Non-Aggression and Friendship Pact

Greece and Jugoslavia the Treaty of Ankara (rati

fied by Turkey on May 18).
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May 30 Soviet Union announces that it is relinquishing att

claims on Kars and Ardahan in Turkey and

for participation in the of the Straits.

July 21 Law forbids university faculty members to engage In

political activity.

Sept. 15 Soviet-Turkish agreement signed on the Serdarabat

Dam on the frontier near I^dir. A 15-year dispute over

Turkey's share of the cost has prevented it from profit

ing from the dam.
Nov. 4 The Atatiirk Mausoleum in Ankara is opened.
Nov. 7 Greece, Yugoslavia, and Turkey a supplement to

the Treaty of Ankara (see Feb. 25) which calls for

establishment of a permanent secretariat and regular

meetings of the joint staffs to plan for mutual defense

of the Balkans.

Dec. 14 The government all property of the Peo

ple's Party not to Party activities. This

act to the of the People's to

the of the Party's in Ankara.

1954

Jan. 23 New law on foreign investment cancels previous re

strictions on repatriation of profits capital.

Jan. 27 Nation's Party dissolved by court order on grounds
that it seeks to use religion for politica! purposes.

Jan. 28 Late is in effect terminating the Village Insti

tutes as the distinction between Teachers' Training

Coleges and the Institutes is abolished.

Feb. 2 The Republican Nation's Party is founded as the suc

cessor to the Nation's Party {see Jan. 27).
Mar. 9 Law? is prescribing heavy punishment for news-

whose writing is deemed harmful to the political
or financial prestige of the state or which invades pri
vate life.

Mar. 7 An oil law is enacted which permits private and for

eign exploitation of Turkey's oil reserves.

Apr. 2 Treaty' of mutual friendship is signed by Turkey and
Pakistan, Adjoining nations are invited to join.

May 2 National elections^ in which the Democrats win 503
Assembly seats out of 541, thereby increasing their

majority.

May 14 New Assembly meets. Bayar is re-elected President,
and Menderes is again named Prime Minister.
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May 3 Greek Prime Minister Papagos announces
must cede Cyprus to Greece or he will the
to the U.N.

June 6 Greece, Yugoslavia, and Turkey decide to set up a

joint consultative assembly and to convert their treaty
of friendship into a military alliance.

June 22 A law is enacted that makes all government
(including professors and judges) subject to retire

ment when they have completed 25 years of

or become 60 years of age.

July 5 A law is passed giving the government to

charge civil servants (including

judges) without right of appeal,

July 21 A cabinet decree limiting profits on the of

goods goes into effect.

Aug. 9 The Balkan Pact is signed by Greece, Yugoslavia,

Turkey which binds the three countries in a

defense accord for 20 years.
Oct. 19 Britain agrees to evacuate the Suez

retaining the right of re-entry in event of an

against Turkey or any of the Arab League
Nov.-Dec. Political strife becomes bitter. A number of

occur for alleged slander of high government func

tionaries and for writing or speaking in a way as

to undermine the financial stability of the country.
Issues: availability of consumer goods, freedom,

judicial freedom, adequacy of economic planning^ con

stitutionality of law.

1955

Jan. 618 Menderes visits Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria to form a

defense pact, apparently under Western urging.

Jan. 17 Egypt opens a campaign to prevent Arab
from cooperating with Turkey. An visit to

Egypt by Menderes is canceled.

Jan. 22 Arab League representatives in Cairo,

Egyptian Prime Minister Nasser harshly im

pending Turkish-Iraqi pact.

Jan, 23 Iraq, Lebanon, Jordan, and Syria refuse to

impending Turkish-Iraqi pact.
Feb. 24 Turkish-Iraqi mutual Pact) is

signed (ratified by Turkey on Feb. 26 and

operative Apr. 15).
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Mar. i Moscow radio declares that the Baghdad Pact is a

"stab in the back of aH Arab nations."

Mar. 2 Yugoslavia, Greece, and Turkey agree to set up a con
sultative assembly consisting of 20 members of parlia
ment from each of their national parliaments.

Apr. i Turkey and Iraq invite Pakistan to join the Baghdad
Pact.

Apr. 4 Great Britain becomes the third member of the Bagh
dad Pact.

Apr. 17 Asian-African Conference opens in Bandung9 Indo

nesia, with Turkey participating.

Apr. 20 U.S.-Turkish relations allegedly deteriorating due to

unwillingness of the U.S. to provide more economic

aid, U.S. demands for internal economic and iscal

reforms, and inept diplomacy.

Apr. 21 Cyprus issue is becoming explosive in Istanbul as a

meeting of Turkish students erupts into a near riot.

June 21 U.S. rejects Turkey's request for a $300 million loan.

July 26 Greece asks U.N. to include Cyprus issue on its

agenda.

Aug. 24 Menderes declares that Turkey will protect the Turk
ish minority on Cyprus in event local authorities are

unable to do so. He declares Turkey's minimum posi
tion is that Cyprus continue as a British crown colony,

Aug. 29 London conference on Cyprus begins, with Britain,

Turkey, and Greece participating.

Sept. 6 News of the alleged bombing of Atotiirk's birthplace
in Salonica (Greece) off anti-Greek rioting in

Istanbul, Izmir, and Ankara. Extensive damage is done
to non-Moslem property in Istanbul. Martial law is

declared^ and a curfew enforced. (Close to 3,000 per
sons are subsequently arrested, later to be released.)

Sept. 7 The London conference on Cyprus adjourns without

agreement. The Greeks insist on union with Greece,

Sept. 12. The government the noting on communists.

Sept. 23 Pakistan the Baghdad Pact.

Sept. 23 The U.X. refects the Greek proposal to place the

Cyprus issue on the agenda.
Sept. 27 Nasser announces that the USSR is offering arms to

Egypt.

Sept. 28 Menderes promises assistance to those injured in the

Sept. 6 rioting.
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Oct. 11 Iran joins the Baghdad Pact over vigorous Soviet pro

test.
r

Oct. 12 After many newspapers have been suspended and
newsmen jailed by government action, 19 Democratic
Party members o the National Assembly demand that

proof of the accuracy of a published statement be
made relevant to defense in prosecutions under the
Press Law. Rejected by the party. Subsequently 10
of the 19 resign from the party, and the other 9 are

expelled.)
Nov. 26 State of emergency declared on Cyprus as violence

breaks out between the Greek majority and Turkish

minority.
Nov. 29 The number of Democratic Assembly members who

have resigned from the Party grows to 22 as a revolt
within the Assembly group flares up. The cabinet re

signs, but Menderes calls for a vote of confidence in

himself, which he receives. President Bayar
Menderes to form a new cabinet (which he Is

to do until Dec. 9),
Dec. 19 Martial law is lifted in Ankara and Izmir.

Dec. 20 The Freedom Party is established by rebel Democratic

Assembly members (now 28). Political relations con
tinue to deteriorate.

1956

Mar. 10 Archbishop Makarios is exiled by the British from

Cyprus.

May 18 A law is enacted giving the government increased

power to regulate the distribution and pricing of

goods and services. Many goods are in critically short

supply.

June 6 Amendments to the Press Law are passed which in

crease the government's power over the press. Vio

lently opposed by all opposition groups.

June 16 Coverage of the Labor Law is extended.

June 27 A biU limiting the holding of public political
is enacted, as opposition groups boycott the Assembly.

July 26 Egypt: nationalizes the Suez Canal.

Aug. 1417 London conference to discuss the seizure of the Stiez s

with Turkey participating. Turkey supports the U.S.

position and insists on the recognition of Egyptian
rights and sovereignty. (Favorable Arab reaction.)
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Sept. 13 Decree is published approving the inclusion of reli

gious lessons in middle schools (grades 6 and 7) .

Sept. 27 Turkey joins the Suez Canal Users' Association.

Sept. The razing of a part of Istanbul as a prelude to recon

struction becomes a major political issue.

Oct. i The People's Party rejects a Freedom Party proposal
to form a united opposition.

Oct. 11 Turkey's participation in the International Finance

Corporation is announced.
Oct. 23 Hungarian revolt begins.
Oct. 28 Turkey joins Western powers in protesting Soviet ac

tion in Hungary.
Oct. 29 Israeli forces attack Egypt.
Oct. 31 Anglo-French attack on Egypt begins.
Nov. 2, Turkey supports U.S.-sponsored motion in the U.N. for

a cease-fire in Egypt (passed).
Nov. 6 French and British order a cease-fire.

Nov. 26 Turkey withdraws its ambassador to Israel until such
time as Israel is willing to resolve its differences with
the Arabs.

Dec. i The Dean of the Political Science Faculty of the Uni

versity of Ankara is taken into custody because of al

leged public, politically-inspired criticism of the gov
ernment. (Other faculty resignations in protest follow,
also a student boycott of classes.) The issue of uni

versity autonomy becomes important.
Dec. i Turkey holds army maneuvers on Syrian frontier as

reports of a Soviet-sponsored communist buildup in

Syria circulate.

Dec. 29 President Eisenhower proclaims U.S. intent to guaran
tee the national integrity and independence of Middle
Eastern states. Eisenhower Doctrine.

1957

Jan. 15 U.S.-Turkish agreement in which Turkey undertakes
to guarantee the convertibility and transfer of capital
and earnings of approved U.S. private investment in

Turkey.
Feb. 26 U.N. General Assembly passes resolution to the effect

that the Cyprus issue should be resolved by the inter

ested parties.
Mar. 6 The schools for preachers and worship leaders given

official status.
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Mar, 9 U.S. Congress passes the Eisenhower Doctrine as a

joint resolution. (See Dec. 29, 1956.)
Mar. 22 U.S. announces its intent to join the military commit

tee of the Baghdad Pact.

Sept. 4 After a long discussion, the three major opposition

parties issue a joint proclamation of principles.

Sept. 7 Fuat Kopriilu, a Democratic Party founder,

from the party. (He had resigned as Foreign Minister

on June 19, 1956.)

Sept. 11 A law is enacted that makes political coalitions in elec

tions illegal.

Sept. 12 Ten-months' moratorium on all farmers* debts is en

acted into law.

Oct. 27 National elections. With slightly less than a majority

popular vote, the Democrats win 424 Assembly seats;

the People's Party, 178; the Freedom Party, 4 seats;

the Republican Nation's Party, 4 seats. Considerable

disorder attends the election.

Nov. i The National Assembly re-elects Celal Bayar as Presi

dent. Menderes is again named as Prime Minister.

Jan. 16 Nine army officers arrested for plotting against the

government.

July 14 Military coup d'etat in Baghdad in which the mon

archy is overthrown, and Nuri Said Pasha pro-Turk
ish leader is killed. Turkish army begins moving
toward the Iraqi frontier.

July 10 Ministry of Coordination created for central economic

plairning.

July 15 U.S. Marines land in Lebanon upon the request of the

Lebanese government currently under violent attack

by Lebanese rebels who are allegedly receiving arms

from Egypt. The U.S. move is approved by Turkey*

July 25 The USSR accuses Turkey of planning attack on Iraq.

(U.S. officials dissuade Turks from invading Iraq.)

July 31 Turkey recognizes the new Iraqi state.

Aug. 3 A loan of $359 million is granted to Turkey ($234

million from the U.S., $25 miffion from the Interna

tional Monetary Fund, and $100 minion from OEEC
countries). In return, Turkey promises financial re

forms of an anti-inflationary nature. Lira devalued

from $0.36 to $0.11 for most purposes.
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Oct. 17 The Republican Nation's Party and the Villager's Party

decide to unite to form the Republican Villager's
Nations Party.

Nov. 24 The Freedom Party dissolves itself to merge with the

People's Party.

Feb. 17 Menderes is a survivor of an airplane crash outside of

London in which a number of persons are killed. The
incident makes a deep impression among the more
conservative (religious) elements of the Turkish pub-
He.

Feb. 19 Greek, Turkish, and British representatives agree to

establish an independent Cypriot Republic on a com
munal basis, with the president to be of Greek ethnic

extraction and the vice-president, Turkish. Britain is

to retain her military bases on the island. Cyprus,

Turkey, and Greece are to cooperate for common
defense.

Mar. 5 Turkey and the U.S. a bilateral defense accord in

which it is stated that in accordance with the U.S.

Constitution the U.S. government will, in the case of

aggression against Turkey, "take such appropriate ac

tion, including the use of armed forces, as may be

mutually agreed upon ... in order to assist the Gov
ernment of Turkey at its request."

Sept. Turkey apples for associate membership in the Euro

pean Economic Community.
Oct. 10 Negotiations completed for construction of an IBJBM

base in Turkey.
Dee. 6 President Eisenhower arrives in Turkey for two-day

visit.

1960

Mar. 19 Israel and Turkey sign a trade and payments agree
ment.

Apr. 3 Army troops are to stop a political tour of Inonu.

Apr. 16 Cyprus becomes independent.

Apr. iS All 'party political activity is ordered suspended for
three months pending an investigation of tie People's

Party by an Assembly commission.

Apr. 28 University students demonstrate against the govern-
ments and martial law is imposed.
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Apr. 30 Another student demonstration in Istanbul. The uni

versities are closed.

May 2. Antigovemment riot, led by students, in Istanbul.

Troops are used to suppress it.

May 3 Lt. Gen. Cemal Giirsel, Commander of the Land

Forces, demands political reforms in a letter to Men-
deres (published kter).

May 5 Giirsel resigns.

May 6 Inonii predicts "rejection" of the Menderes regime by
the people.

May 9 TurMsh-U.S. defense agreement ratified by the Assem

bly (see Mar. 5, 1959).

May 14 Large student demonstration in Ankara against the

government.

May 21 Turkey Army War College cadets march in Ankara in

support of die antigovemment demonstrations.

May 27 An officer group led by General Gursel power,

Menderes, Bayar, and other political leaders are ar

rested. Free elections are promised.

May 28 Gursel becomes acting President and Prime Minister,

assisted by a i6-man cabinet, largely civilian. A 37-

member Committee of National Union, entirely mili

tary, remains the real power.

May 28 A board of university professors and jurists
is ap

pointed to draft a new constitution.

June i All but 17 Democratic members of the Assembly are

under arrest, plus many others.

June 12 A provisional constitution for the period until new

elections are held is announced.

June 23 All political meetings are prohibited, and

branches of political parties are ordered closed

June 30 The Press Law is abolished by decree.

July 7 All political activity is forbidden.

Aug. 18 Decree establishing revolutionary tribunals is pro

claimed.

Sept. 24 The International Development Association Is created

with Turkey as a charter member.

Sept. 29 The Democratic Party is abolished by court order.

Sept". 30 The State Planning Organization is created (is

incorporated in the new constitution) -

Oct. 6 The press laws of the Menderes Government are
^re

pealed by the ruling Committee of National Union.
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Oct. 14 The leaders of the Menderes government go on trial

for corruption and unconstitutional act.

Oct. 27 The government summarily dismisses 147 members of

Turkish university faculties without explanation.
Nov. 13 Giirsel dismisses 14 of the 37 members of the Com

mittee of National Union for their extremist views.

(They are appointed to "advisory** posts abroad.)

1961

Jan. 6 A Constituent Assembly convenes under special law

promulgated by the Committee of National Union. It

consists of a 272-man lower house (selected by desig
nated political, professional, and business groups) and

an upper house consisting of the 23 members of the

Committee.
Feb. ii The Justice Party is established and is supported by

many former Democrats; ako the New Turkey Part}
7

,

closely identified with the regime.
Feb. 24 The USSR protests Turkey's cooperation with NATO

in permitting IEBM bases on its soil.

Apr. i Political parties are permitted to proceed with their

regional organization and to hold indoor meetings.

May 22 The Constituent Assembly extends martial kw for

three more months.

May 27 The new constitution and a new electoral law em

bodying proportional representation are accepted by
the Constituent Assembly.

July 9 The new constitution receives a majority vote (60

per cent) in a popular referendum in which 83 per
cent of the electorate participates.

July 31 Martial kw is extended to all of Turkey by decree of

the Committee of National Union because of the ac

tivity of pro-Menderes groups.

Sept. 4 The Constituent Assembly adjourns for elections.

Sept. 15 Menderes, Bayar, Fatin Rustii Zorfu (former Foreign
Minister), Hasan Polatkan (former Finance Minister),
and eleven other members of the Menderes regime are

sentenced to death. The sentences of Bayar and the

eleven are commuted to life imprisonment (Bayar,
because of age; the eleven, because of lack of unanim

ity among members of the court) .

Sept. 16 Zorlu and Polatkan are hanged.

Sept. 17 Menderes is hanged after a suicide attempt.
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Oct. 15 National elections. No party wins a majority in the

Assembly or Senate, but the People's
Parties predominate.

Oct. 24 The four major parties (People's, Justice* New Turkey,

Republican Villagers) agree to form a gov
ernment.

Oct. 25 The new, two-house Grand National Assembly con

venes, with 450 deputies and 172 senators partici

pating.
Oct. 26 Giirsel is elected President.

Nov. 20 A coalition cabinet is formed under the prime ministry
of Inonii.

Dec. i Martial law is ended.
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Cotton: 113, 130, 150, 153, 207
Council of Administration of the

Ottoman Debt: 97-98
Council of Europe: 312
Crafts: 61, 99, 102, 130
Cukurova: 232. See also Adana;

Mersin; Iskenderun

Cumhuriyet: 259
Cyprus: and Balkan Pact, 185;

Greek claims on, 315; London
Conference on, 316; Markarios,

Archbishop, 317; Republic of,

320; riots over, 157-158, 316;
and Treaty of Lausanne, 192,
292; Turkish interest in, i7i>

188, 316, 318
Czechoslovakia: 303

Dardanelles: 21, 7475. See also

Black Sea Straits; GalHpoli, cam
paign

Defense of the National Rights of
Anatolia and Rumelia Group:
290

Dersin: 302
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Democratic Party: abolition of, 258,
321; and agrarian interests, 276;

agricultural policy of, 145; arrest

of leaders, 321; candidates, selec

tion of, 312; economic policy of,

144-145, 148, 159, 190-191; for

mation of, 125-126, 307308;
Freedom Charter, 309; Inonii, at

tacks on, 193; and Justice Party,
268; military retirements, 242; in

power, 141-142; promises, 143;

religious education, 311; resigna
tions, 317, 319; rioting against,

320-321; riots (1955), involve

ment in, 157-158; stabilization

program (1955), 159 (1958),
209; support of, 221, 257, 259-
260; trial of leaders, 269, 322.
See also Bayar, Celal; Elections,

1946, 1950, 1954, 1957; Men-
deres, Adnan

Democratization. See Liberalism

Development, commitment to na
tional: 32-33, 171-172. See oho
Atatiirk Revolution; Economic

development
Dewey, John: 85
Divorce: 55-57
DiyarbaMr: 259, 295, 297, 301
Dodecanese: 288, 292, 309-310
Dominion Act of 1925: 75

Dumluprnar, Battle of : 291

Eastern Anatolian Society for the

Defense of the National Rights:
35,67

Economic aid, non-U.S.: French,
107, 304-305; German, 107; In

ternational, 218, 319; OEEC,
319; Soviet, 107, 299, 300; Unit

ed Kingdom, 107, 304-305
Economic aid, U.S.: amount of,

138, 180, 194, 209, 319; depend
ency upon, 176; criticism of, 170;

future, 182; initiation of, 125
126, 138, 179, 310-311; Lend-

Lease, 305, 309; political lever

age o, 176, 194; projects of,

138-140; redesigned, 179-180;

surplus grain, 150. See also Eco
nomic development

Economic Congress, First: 101,

104, 292
Economic development: agricul

tural development, 120-121; at

titudes toward, 95-96; basis for,

95, 206-207; bottlenecks in, 95;
diversification, 207; and frontier,

119-120; import substitution,

116; incentive for, 116, 129, 137,

208, 248-249; inflationary meth
ods for, 219; international co

operation in, 116; KemaTs view

of, 87, 104-105; and military,

240, 248-249; objectives of, 93-
94; planning of, 113; policy shift

in (1950), 141-142, 145-146, 151;

politics of, 231233; post-1950

slow-up, 148; prerepubiican, 93-*

103; and "progress/" 95, 249;
rate of, 151152, 209; regional
uneveness in, 38, 117, 119-120,

252; self-sufficiency, 116; Slate

encouragement of, 104-111;
structural changes involved in,

193, 206, 210, 218, 279; targets

of, 215-218, 270-271. See

Banking; Economic aid; tatism;

Income; Industry; Investment;
Urbanization

Economic planning: adequacy of,

150, 315; constitutional, 266;
Democratic Party's commitment
to (1955), 159; disinterest in,

148; military considerations in,

240; for mining, 302; Ministry of

Coordination, 319; need for, 121,

226, 230, 271-272; plans (1934-
1939), "3, 300 (1937-1942),
113, 303 (1946-1950)* H3
(1963-1978), 270-271; regional,

117, 119-120, 231-232; State

Office for Industry, 108, 299;
State Planning Organization, 266,

270, 321

Economy: absorptive capacity ofs
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200-20 1; condition in 1919, 63;
control of, 159-160, 190; crisis

in, 156157; dependency of, 176;
diversification of, 207; Kernal

gives priority to, 104-105; re-

gionalization of, 117, 119-120,
252; resources of, 156; structural

changes in, 193, 206, 210. See
also Economic development;
Economic planning

Edime ( Adrianople ) : 20, 259, 288,

291, 292
Education: centralization of, 197;

drop-outs in, 195-196; invest

ment in, 200 ; law on, 296, 297;

military impact on, 198, 251
252; pressure released for, 194;

primary, 197; resistance to, ig6-
197, 200, 203; secondary, 155;
secularization of, 83, 202, 294;
statistics on, 195-196; teachers,

197; technical, 155-156; tradi

tional, 51; university autonomy,
192, 314, 318, 322; village, 121-

122, 124, 126, 155, 196, 297;
women in, 55, 195-197. See
also Agriculture, extension work;

Education, religious; Military,

training of; Secularization, edu

cation; Village Institutes

Education., religious: reinstitution

of, 201, 309, 311, 312, 318;

schools, 202-204, 295, 311, 312;
secularization of, 81, 83; tradi

tional, 51, 201

Egypt: Arab Nationalism, leader

ship of, 183; attacked by Israel-

France-U.K., 318; Lebanese re

bellion, 318; Middle East Com
mand project, 184, 313; Suez

problem, 315, 317-318; Turkish

attitude toward, 187
Eisenhower, Dwight D.: 320
Eisenhower Doctrine: 176, 318,

319
Elections: of 1919, 70; of 1923,

292; of 1927, 297; of 1931, 299;
of 1935, 300; of 1946, 309; of

1950, 141, 146, 312; of 1954,

153, 314; of 1957, 191, 257, 319;
of 1961, 267268, 276, 322

Electoral Law: amendments (1924),

294 (i93o), 298 (1934), 300
(1942), 305 (1946), 309 (1957),

319; coalitions banned by, 319;
Constitution of 1921, 77; direct

vote, change to, 309; Inonii re

commends changes in, 308; judi

ciary given responsibility by, 312;

party approval required by, 305;
women and, 298, 300

Employment: displacement, 107,

117, 207, 214; industrial, 102,

107, 117, 124, 135; underem

ployment, 210, 213-214. See also

Urbanization

Engineers: 154
Enver Pasha: in Baku, 288; and

coup (1913), 12; death of, 17,

291; emergence of, 9; KemaFs
view of, 23; military role, 12;
Pan-Turkish interest, 23; pro-
German feeling, 13, 23; and Rev
olution of 1909, 10; termination
of power, 15, 24; in World War
I, 13, 2224, 162. See also Young
Turks

Eregli Coal Zone Law: 101-102

Ergani: 102
Erivan: 289
Erzurum: nationalists in, 6769,

283, 284; rail line to, 102-103;

university in, 120

Eskigehir: 102, 290
Esnaj. See Guilds
Etatism: agriculture in, 113114,

128, 130; as constitutional policy,
108, 300; definition of, no 111,

112; development planning in,

113; evaluation of, 111-112, 114;

impact of, 129-130; justification

for, 122123, 223231, 227-230;
Kemalon, 111112; labor in, 108

no; limits placed on private en

terprise by, 131, 227-228; ori

gins of, 105-108, 224226; as
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party policy, 108, 299; post-igso
gains in, 147, 151, 223; and pri
vate enterprise, 228; shift away
from, 144-146; state enterprise,
130, 223-235; state monopolies,
110111, 224-226. See also Ag
riculture; Banking; Communica
tions; Economic development;
Economic planning; Eti Bank;
Industry; Labor; Surner Bank

Ethem: 289

Ethiopia: 301
Eti Bank: capital, 136; etatism, ve

hicle for, 112; foundation of, 108,

301

European Economic Community:
177, 320

European Payments Union: 148,

177
Executive: Grand National Assem

bly and, 71; separation from

party office, 309, 310. See also

Civilianization

Extraterritorial rights. See Capitu
lations

Falkenhayn, General: 31

Family: 42, 201, 249250
Family names, law requiring: 300
Fatherland and Freedom Society:
7

Fatherland Front: 193
Ferid Pasha, Damad: appointment

of, 283; KemaTs attitude toward,

34, 66; Kemal's plans against,

69, 287; reappointment of, 71,

286; resignation of, 70, 285
Fethiye: 283
Fetva: 11, 71
Fez: 83-84, 295
Fisheries: 97, 150, 155

Foreign debt: 149, 156, 209. See

also Economic aid; Foreign in

vestment; individual countries;
International trade; Ottoman
Debt; also individual countries

Foreign investment: encourage
ment law for, 156, 226, 313, 314,

318; extent of, 157; involuntary,
149; Kemal's attitude toward,
104, 106; need for, 218; in oil,

314; in Ottoman Bank, 108; pre-
republican, 9798, 100; in rail

ways, 297; by United States,

298. See also Foreign debt; Eco
nomic aid; also individual coun
tries

Foreign policy: Cold war, 177;

decision-making, 163; develop
ment, commitment to, 171172;
diplomacy, 162, 168, 169, 18 1;

expansionism, 173, 174-175;
frontiers, stabilization of, 68, 70,

98, 173-174; historical, 169-
171; ideology, freedom from,

163-164; internationalism, 116,

176; isolationism, 116; in Mid
dle East, 183-184, 186; national

interests defined, 171; national

power assessed, 164-168; peace,
interest in, 171-172, 182, 298;
relations with neighboring states,

170; secular, 172; Soviet Union,

position cis-fl-tis, 181-182; terri

torial demands, resistance to, 172;

West, friendship with, 173, 180-
181. See also individual coun

tries, agreements, and issues, as

Black Sea Straits; Cyprus; Hatay;
Israel; Iraq, Mosul issue; etc.

Foreign Relations. Sec individual

countries, also Foreign policy

Forestry: 104, 130, 155, 165, 225
France: aids Greek landing, 283;

in Anatolia, 15, 25, 34, 285, 286;
Ankara Accord, 290; attacks

Egypt, 318; bilateral trading
with, 150; and Dardanelles in

cident, 75; Hatay issue, 173-174,

302, 303; investment by, 100;
Israeli issue, 184; loans by, 107;
London Conference, 289; Mid
dle East Command project, 313;
Montreux Convention, 179, 301;

Nationalists, agreement with, 74,

287; in Ottoman Bank, 108;
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Smyrna Inquiry, 284; in Syria,

287; treaties with, 74, 175, 304;
withdrawal of, 286, 291

Franklin-Bouillon Accord: 290
Freedom Party: 317, 318, 319, 320
Frontiers: 68, 70, 76, 98, 173-174,

184

Gabor, Zsa Zsa: 27

Gallipoli: campaign, 2022; Na
tionalist raid on, 286

Gazi: 290

Gaziantep (Aintab): 34> 283, 285,

290
George, Lloyd: 75, 288, 291

Germany: Abdul Hamid, 11; bilat

eral trading with, 150, 305; Fal-

kenhayn, General, 31; friendship

and neutrality pact, 305; invest

ment by, 100; KemaTs attitude

toward, 23, 31; loans from, 107;

Nazi influence, ill; treaties with,

175; von Sanders, Limon, 22;

World War I, 13; World War
II, 303, 304, 305

Gibb, Hamilton, A. R.: 235
Glass industry: 102, 130, 208

Gokalp, Ziya: 18, 19, 286

Grand National Assembly: bicam

eral, 323; Committee of National

Union, 255-256; membership,

analysis of, 89, 144, 240; mili

tary participation in, 237-238;

multiparty attempt (1930). 88~

89; organization of, 71, 287; role

during KemaTs regime, 88; seats,

distribution of: in 1946, 39; in

1950, 312; in 1954, 153, 3M; in

1957, 257, 319; votes emergency

power to Kemal, 73, 88

Greece: Aegean Islands, 288, 310;

Aydin, in, 283, 285; Balkan Pact

(1934), 300 (1954), 184-185,

314-315; Cyprus issue, 188, 315-

317, 320; development, example
of, 216; and Izmir, 25, 33, 63,

283, 285, 287; at London Con

ference, 289; Macedonia, Turkish

interest in, 171; at Montreux Con

vention, 179, 301; in NATO, 313;

in nonaggression pact, 300; at

tacks Ottoman Empire, 12; popu
lation exchange with, 83, 99, 292;

reparations, payment of, 292;
takes Safonica, 11; Thrace, 288;

Treaty of Ankara (i953)> 299,

313, 314; in World War II, 305.

See also Anatolia; War for Inde

pendence
Greeks (Turkish): anti-Greek riots,

1575 iQO* 3 1 ; in business, 101;

number of, 99; Orthodox Church,

157; renounce special rights,

296; secularization, 83; tradi

tional relations with, 169
Guilds (esnaf)i 61

Gunaltay, Semseddin: 311

Giixsel, Cemal: demands investi

gation of opposition stop, 261,

264; on education, 274; foreign

policy of, 176; Inonii appointed

by, 268; intellectuals, concern

over isolation of, 274; letter to

Defense Minister, 261, 264, 321;

as president, 321, 323; resigna
tion of, 321; seizes power, 234,

2.55, 321. See also Committee of

National Union; Revolution of

1960

Hamid II, Abdul: absolutism of, 4,

277; attempts to negotiate, 9;

causes for unrest under, 8; Con
stitution of 1876, reinstituted by,

9; counterrevolution, inspired by,

10; deposition of, 11; financial

crisis under, 97; modernization

under, 4; opposition to, 68; ter

mination of rule of, 5
Hat Law: 83-84, 295

Hatay dispute: 173-174, 301, 302-
304

Health: improvement in conditions,

115, 126-127, 155, 252; public,

87, 109; in village, 46-47, 126-

127
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Helling, George: 251

Higgfns, Benjamin: 217

Highways: construction of, 154;

prerepublican, 41, 103; road tax,

122; strategic, 186; U.S. aid for,

139-140; vehicles on, 154; village

roads, 127, 151

Hijaz, Kingdom of: 287

Holidays: law on paid holidays,

313; law on weekly holidays,

293, 300

Hot/boon. See Kurds, National So

ciety of

Hungary: 318

Iceland: 170

Ideology, avoidance of: 87, 112,

143, 163-164

Igdir: 314
Imroz, Island of: 292
Income: agriculture, diversion to,

211; demand for increase in, 127,

208-209; division of, 129, 206;

economy and weather, 207; per

capita, 115, 136-137, 147, 207,

272; standard of living, 206-207;
subsistence level of, 42-43; tar-

fets,

216-217
ustrial Credit Bank: 108

Industrial Development Bank of

Turkey: 135, 226, 312

Industry: census of (in 1923), 103

(in 1950), 136 (in 1954), 153;

condition of, 131; educational

process in, 230; import substitu

tion of, 116; prerepublican, 100

103; production of, 153; rural,

213-214; self-sufficiency of, 116;

state encouragement of, 105,

297; state ownership of, 130; ur

banization and, 117, 212

Industry and Mining Bank: 108,

300
Inflation. See Prices

Inheritance: 52, 60, 95, 211

Inonii, Battles of: 289, 290, 300

Inonii, Ismet: in Ankara, 286; An
kara, moves capital to, 293; at

tacks on, 192-193, 262-263, 320;
at Cairo Conference, 306; capital

tax, responsible for, 122; as Chief

of Staff, 287; and Churchill, 306;
on civilianization, 236; constitu

tionality of regime, 256-257;
election of, 292, 306, 309; given
name, 300; Kemal, relations

with, 73, 91, 236, 285, 302; land

distribution, 307; at Lausanne,

76; liberalization by, 125, 142,

3o8;Mudanya, at Conference of,

291; as opposition leader, 142;
in Ottoman government, 285; as

President, 303; as Prime Minis

ter (1923), 293, 294-295 (1961),

268, 278, 323; reconciliation with

opposition, 310; resignation of,

302; Soviet aid to Nationalists,

73; visit to Soviet Union, 299
Intellectuals: alienated, 273; in

1950 election, 146; intellectual-

military oligarchy, 274; masses,

isolation from, 274; national, 89;

prerepublican, 2, 5
Inter-Allied Commission of Inquiry

on the Greek Occupation of

Smyrna and Adjacent Territor

ies: 284-285
International Bank for Reconstruc

tion and Development (World
Bank): 135, 177, 226, 310, 312

International Cooperation Admin
istration: 177. See oho Economic

aid, U.S.

International Development Associa

tion: 321
International Finance Corporation:

318
International Monetary Fund: 310,

318
International Trade: balance of,

125-126, 148, 156, 207-208; bi

lateral trading, 150, *77; com
mercial arrears, 156; competitive

position in, 208, 218; currency

devaluation, 156, 209, 309, 319;

Lausanne customs freezej, 106;
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structure of, 166; trade policy,

124-125, 148-151, 159, 294, 298,

309. See also Foreign debt

Investment: absorptive capacity,

200201, 217218, 246, 248; cor

porate form of, 153; ^aw to en"

courage (1927), 105; level of,

147, 160, 209-210, 216-217,

270271; need for, 210; public,

136, 147, 159, 230; restraints on

consumption, 122, 230; and ur

banization, 212. See also fitat-

ism; Foreign investment; Private

enterprise
Iran: Azerbaijan, Turkish interest

in, 171; in Central Treaty Organ
ization, 180, 184-185; frontier

settlement with, 173, 296, 299;

oil from, 186; recognizes Nation

alists, 290; in Saadabad Pact,

302; threat, not considered as,

165; treaty with, 175; Turkish

Shiites, relations with, 38; U.S.

Defense Pact with, 180

Iraq: in Baghdad Pact, 184-185,

315-316; communists in, 186;

Mosul issue, 171, 173> l8
/>

287,

292, 294, 296; recognition of,

319; revolution of 1958, 3*9;

supply line, on Turkish, 186;

treaty with, 175, 184; Turkish in

tervention threatened, 187, 319;

in Saadabad Pact, 302
Iron: ownership, 130, 225; process

ing, 304; as resource, 154, 165

Irrigation: 127, 138, 154, 210

Iskenderun: 186. See also Hatay

dispute
Islam: conservatism of towns, 61;

control by state, 201-203, 295,

312, 313; fatalism, 52; folk Is

lam, 44, 50; foreign relations,

172; militaristic theme, 251; mys
ticism, 57; political purposes,

192; political reactionism, 62,

202-205, 209, 311, 312, 320;

position assessed, 205-206; pray
er, 312; radio programs, 313;

state religion, 81-82. See also Ed

ucation, religious; Koran; Law,

religious; Religious sects; Secu

larization; Shiites; Sunni

Islamism: 16-17, 172
Israel: attacks Egypt, 318; diplo

matic break with, 318; emigra
tion to, 183; recognition of, 311;

trade relation with, 183, 312, 320.

See also Palestine

Istanbul (Constantinople): Arme
nians in, 83, 99; as capital, 119;

capital tax in, 306; Greeks in,

99; growth of, 119-120, 199,

212; Hamid H, death of, 11;

Kemal in, 297; KemaTs statue in,

296; labor organization in, 132;

martial law lifted in, 310; name

changed, 298; National Pact,

285; Nationalists in, 291, 293;

occupation of, 24, 34, 71, 286;

real estate values in, 220; recon

struction of, 221, 318; revolu

tionary activity in, 6, 10; riots in

(1955), 157, 3i6; student up

rising in (1960), 260261; Uni

versity of, 119

Italy: Aegean Islands, 288, 292,

310; in Anatolia, 25, 34, 283,

290-291; attacks Ottomans

(1911), 12; and Dardanelles in

cident, 75; Fascist influence, ill;

investment in Turkey, 100; at

London Conference, 289; in

Montreux Convention, 301, 303;

Nationalists, negotiations with,

74, 290; in Smyrna Inquiry,

284; in World War II, 305
Izmir (Smyrna): arrests in ( 1961),

259; conditions in, 285; Eco
nomic Congress, 292; Greek

claims on, 283; Greek defeat in,

74, 290; Greeks in, 25, 33, 63,

283, 285, 287; growth of, 59,

119-120, 199; Hat Law, 84;

Menemen Incident, 299; name

changed, 298; NATO forces

headquarters, 313; plot against
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Kemal, 296; port of, 186; re

gional planning in, 232; riots in

(i955) s 157, 316-317; student

uprising in (1960), 260-261;
Treaty of Sevres, 72, 287; wel
come for Menderes in, 260

Izmit: 293

Janissary Corps: 58-59

Japan; 179, 301
Jews: 38, 83, 101, 183, 295. See

also Israel

Joint American Military Aid Mis
sion to Turkey (JAMMAT). See

Military Aid, U.S.

Jordan: 184

Judiciary: electoral responsibility,
312; independence of, 309, 315

Justice Party: 268, 276, 322, 323

Kabile: 47-49
Kader, Said Abdul: 302
Kanun-i EsasL See Constitution of

1921
Karabekir, Kazim: as Assembly

president, 309; on caliphate, 79,

293; military action, 67, 283,
288; opposition to Kemal, 79,

292, 293, 294, 296; support of

Kemal, 67, 283, 288
Karabiik Iron and Steel Works: 304
Karaosmanoglu, Yakup Kadri: 62
Kars: in National Part, 70; Nation

alists in, 289; rail line to, 102;
Soviet claims on, 178, 308, 314;
Soviet recognizes Turkish right
to, 290. See also Armenians,
Turkish

Kars, Treaty of: 290

Kayseri: 259, 297, 301
Keciborlu: 102

Kellogg-Briand Pact: 298
KemaX Mustafa (Atatiirk): Araa-

sya Circular, 284; Arnasya Pro

tocol, 285; in Ankara, 70, 76,

286; as army inspector, 25-26,
283; Atatiirk, given name of, 300;

attempts unity, 83-86; authori

tarianism of, 87-88, 90; birth

place bombed, 316; caliphate,
abolition of, 79-83; caliphate,
refuses, 79; at Caucasian front,

23; changes alphabet, 297-298;

changes language, 85-86, 299;
on civilianization, 20, 234-239,
241-242, 294; in Committee of

Union and Progress, 20, 24; on
Constitution of 1921, 77; and
Damid Ferid Pasha, 34; death of,

90-91, 303; deceit of, 69; de

scription of, 27-28; donates
farms to State, 302; on economic
basis for reform, 63; at Economic

Congress, 292; economic pro
gram of, 104, 215; election of

(1919), 285; elections, 287, 292,

293* 2*97, 299, 300; Enver, rela

tions with, 20-25, 3i; in Erzu-

nim, 67, 284; on etatism, 111

112; family, 28; at Gallipoli, 21-

22, 31; as Gazi, 290; and Ger

many, 23; on Hatay issue, 301;
ideals of, 90; ideology, avoids,

87; and Inb'nii, 32, 73, 91, 285,

302; in Istanbul, 297; liberalism,

experiments with, 88-89, 298
299; mausoleum of, 92, 314;

military genius of, 29-30; and
Mohammed VI, 25-26; nation

alism defined by, 18; objectives
of (1919), 65-66; opposes sul

tan, 7, 31; opposition to, 79, 88-

89, 202, 238-239, 289, 290-291,
292, 296, 298-299; and Palestine

campaign, 31; Pehlevi, Riza

Shah, 300; political vehicles,

8788; political views, 3233;
power, rise to, 65-71, 73, 290;
and reform, 32; in Republican
People's Party, 299; retreatism

of, 30; in revolution of 1909, 10;

Russians, meeting with, 73, 284;
and secular law, 82-83; on situa

tion in 1919, 34-35; in Sivas, 70,

284; speech ( 1927 ), 34, 79, 297;
statues of, 202, 296; sultanate,

abolishes, 78, 291; on sultan-
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caliph, 66, 71; sultan's resistance

to, 67, 71, 284; Syria, commander

in, 23; traditional society resists,

39, 59, 60-62; and West, 90; in

World War I, 14. See also Ata-

tiirk Revolution; War for Inde

pendence
Kemal, Namik: 6, 18

Kemalists. See Nationalists

Khairi, Hasan: 302
Khiva-Bukhara: 291

Kinship: clan, 47-49; family, 49,

52-54; father, 96
Kocaeli: 259

Konya (Konia): 34

Kopriilu, Fuat: 307, 308, 312, 319
Koraltan, Refik: 309, 312
Koran: 51, 76-77, 85, 203
Korean War: and military reform,

244; NATO membership, 180;

Turkish participation in, 181,

313; Turkish resiliency in, 166-

167; U.S. aid, 170, 175, 181

Kurds: independence of, 297; Mo
sul issue, 173; National Society of,

297; nomadic, 38; number of, 16,

38; pacification of, 83, 88, 295,

297, 298, 302; prerepubhcan rev

olutionary role, 6

Kiitahya: 289, 290

Labor: arbitration, 133-134; black

list, 132; legislation, 109-110,

133-134, 317; minimum wages,
133-134; Ministry of Labor, 308;

organization, 101, 132-133, 156,

310; prerepublican, 101; social

welfare, 308; state paternalism,
108-11O, 122, 132-134, 223;

strike, right to, 109, 132-133,
156, 222-223, 271; transient,

118119; union membership, 132
Laicism. See Secularization

Land: distribution of, 210214,
271, 274-276, 298, 300, 303,

307, 312; extent of arable, 154,

211; overuse of, 210; tenure, 52,

60, 126, 275-276; use, 127, 136,

154. See also Law, religious ( in

heritance )

Language: differences in, 4; extent

of Turkish, 171; political signifi

cance of, 188; Turkification of,

85, 299; Turkish, required, 296;

writing, change in, 85, 297
Lausanne, Treaty of: British do

minions in, 75; capitulations, 98;

customs freeze, 106; in force,

294; Hatay take-over contrary to,

174; invitations to negotiate, 78,

291; minorities under, 292, 295,

296, 297; negotiation, 292; Otto

man Debt and, 98; ratification

of, 293; refortification of straits,

301; supersedes Mudanya Armis

tice, 75; terms of, 76, 98, 106;

territory recognized by, 173. See

also Black Sea Straits

Law: civil, 82, 296; commercial,

82, 153, 296; criminal, 82, 296.
See also Law, religious; Secular

ization, law; and names of in

dividual laws or subjects

Law, religious: basis for, 76-77;
economic significance of, 95; ex

tension of, 76-77; inheritance

on, 52, 211, 294; jurisdiction of,

limited, 96-97; political signifi

cance of, 76; secular, shift to, 82-

83, 294, 296; village, in, 52
Law for Restoration of Order: 88

Laz:s8
Lead: 102

League of Nations: Armenia, man
date over, 286; Ethiopian action,

301; Hatay issue, 301, 302; Mo
sul problem, 294, 296; Turkey
joins, 299

Leather industry: 102
Lebanon: 184, 315, 319
Lend-Lease: 305, 308
Lenin, Nikolai: 74
Lemer, Daniel: 49
Liberal Republican Party: 298, 299
Liberalism: Constitution of 1961,

260; control of societies, 86, 237-
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238, 303, 3<>9; degeneration of,

*50> 233* 317; Democratic Party
promises, 312; economic, 144-
148, 160; executive function sep
arated from party, 309, 310;
Inonii's moves to institute, 125
126; judiciary, independence of,

309, 315; Kemal experiments
with, 88-89, 298-299; multi

party system, 298, 312; party
candidates, selection of, 311,

312, 313; military reform pro
motes, 248; political, 8890,
125-126, 141-144, 150, 161;

post-1960 coup, 258-259; post

ponement of, justification for,

273-274, 277-279; reaction to,

190-192, 317, 320; secondary to

economic issues, 209, 309; uni

versity autonomy, 314, 318. See
also Inonii, Ismet; Kemal, Mus
tafa; Electoral laws

Lignite: 130, 136, 154

Literacy: census (1927), 86 (1950),

135; decrease in (1920-45), 124;

language reform and, 86; loss of,

198; rural, traditional, 51
Literature, folk: 57
"Localism": 144
London Conference: 289
Loyalties: 16-17, 49~5O 58, 82-

83, 89, 247
Lybyer, Albert H: 235

Macedonia. See Greece; Yugoslavia
Makarios, Archbishop: 317
Malta: 286, 290

Manganese: 136
Mara: 34, 283, 285, 286
Maritza River: 75, 292
Market: security of, 53; size of, 227
Marmara: 232
Marmaris: 283

Marriage: 42, 55-57, 296
Marshall, George C.: 310
Marshall Plan. See Economic aid,

U.S.

Match industry: no, 130, 224

Mayer, William E.: 166
Measures: 299
Medresses. See Education, reli

gious
Meerschaum: 102

Mejid, Abdul: 292, 293
Menderes, Adrian: in air crash,

320; arrest of, 264, 321; and at

tacks on Inonii, 192193; au
thoritarianism of, 191; constitu

tionality of regime, 255-257; cor

ruption, involvement in, 269
270; on Cyprus, 316; economic

problems of, 193-194; economic

program of, 209, 214, 215, 218;
execution of, 268-269, 3^2;
Fatherland Front founded by,
193; and foreign relations, 161;

Giirsel, comparison with, 278;
and Iraq crisis, 187; labor policy
of, 222223; and opposition,

261-263, 271; as opposition
leader, 307, 308; political crisis

(1955), 158; politics of, 190,

191; popularity of, 260, 267,

270, 276; as Prime Minister, 312,

314, 319; resignation of, 317;
riots ( 1955 ) , involvement in,

157-158, 269; travels of, 315;
trial of, 267, 268-269, 322; urban

opposition to, 276. See also

Democratic Party
Menemen incident (dervish upris

ing) : 88, 299
Merchant Marine: passenger, no;

prerepublican, 103; state owner

ship of, 130, 224
Mersin: 290
Merzifon: 35
Middle East Defense Ck)ffimand

project: 313, 315

Military: army, evaluation of, 244;

assignment policy of, 252; disci

pline of, 167; economic effect

of, 125, 240, 248-249, 250-^54;
in elections, 146, 238, 312; ex

penditures for, 141, 179, 181,

239-240; Janissary Corps, 58-
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59; mobilization of, 304; mu
tinies by (1906-07), 8; political
involvement of, 7, 233, 234, 278,

294, 319, 3^0, 321; power of,

164-166, 186, 240, 244; pre
paredness of, 166; prerepublican
role of, 2, 6, 58-59; prestige of,

42, 96, 251252; promotes edu

cation, 198; revolutionary role

of, 3; in towns, 60 ; training of,

115, 155, 198-199, 243-244; as

unifying force, 42; U.S. aid and,

140141. See also Cemal Pasha;
Enver Pasha; Giirsel, Cemal;
Inonii, Ismet; Karabekir, Kazim;
Kemal, Mustafa; Military aid

Military aid, non-U.S.: French,

304; German, 304; Soviet, 73

Military aid, U.S.: amount of, 140
141, 180, 252; effect of, 242-253;

highway program in, 140; initia

tion of, 126, 310; justification for,

180181; organization of, 244-
246, 310. See also Economic aid

Millet: defined, 11, 96-97; post
offices, use for revolutionary pur
poses, 6. See also groups by
name

Milling, grain: 41, 100, 102, no,
127, 130

Mining: development plan for, 302;
economic aid, U.S., for, 139; pre

republican, 100, 102; private,

225, 230; production of, 136,

153; state ownership of, 130,

225. See also individual minerals

and Eti Bank

Ministry of Interior: 237
Minorities. See individual groups;

Capitulations; Millet

Modernization. See Atatiirk Rev
olution; Economic development;
Education

Mohammed II: 59
Mohammed V: 11

Mohammed VI (Vahedettin): ap
pearance of, 14; as captive of

Allies, 66, 68, 70-72; deposition

of, 78, 292; KemaFs attitude

toward, 34; KemaFs plans

against, 66, 69; KemaFs rela

tion with, 2526; as traitor, 69,

78; Treaty of Sevres, 71
Mohammed, Prophet: 37, 76-77

Money: supply, 219-220; value,
220

Montenegro: 12

Montreux Convention: 178-179,

301, 308

Morgenthau, Hans: 164
Moorehead, Alan: 20

Moscow, Treaty of: 290
Mosul. See Iraq, Mosul issue

Motion pictures : 208

Mudanya, Armistice of: 75, 291
Munitions industry: 102, no, 225,

^53
Mutual Assistance Reserve Funds:

102

Mutual Assistance, Treaty of, 304

Nasser, Gamal Abdul: 183, 187,

315
National character: 166. See also

Attitudes among Turks
National Defense Law: 305
National Education Commission:

197-199
National morale: 166-168
National Pact: defines territorial

aims, 173; Erzurum version, 68,

284; Istanbul version, 70, 285,

286; Sivas Declaration, 70, 284
Nationalism: army, stimulated by,

42, 247; constitutional policy on,

301; defined, 16; development
of, 247; Gokalp's definition of,

18-19; historical thesis, 84;
KemaFs definition of, 19; lan

guage reform stimulates, 85, 299;
in National Pact, 68, 70; party

policy on, 299; place names

changed, 298; stimulated by
Kemal, 84-85; symbols of, 86;

young Turks* idea of, 11, 16-
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17. See also Islamism; Otto-

manism; Pan-Turkisrn

Nationalists: in Ankara Accord,

290; Dardanelles, advance to, 75;

declared outlaws, 71; deporta
tions of, 286; eastern campaign
of, 288-289; in elections of

1919, 70; in Erzurum, 67; Gal-

lipoli raid, 286; Greeks, war

against, 72-74; Iran, recognition

by, 290; in Istanbul, 70-71; at

Lausanne, 78; at London Con

ference, 289; at Mudanya Con

ference, 291; organization of, 65-

71; resistance to, 72, 289; in

Sivas, 69-70; smuggling by, 72-

73; and Soviet Union, 287, 289,

290; and Treaty of Sevres, 72;

victories of, 291. See also Inonii,

Ismet; Kemal, Mustafa; War for

Independence
Nationalization: of cement in

dustry, 303; Kemal on, 111; of

power plants, 225; of railways,

107, 297
Nation's Party: 311, 312, 314
Nazilli: 259
Need for achievement: 96, 200-201

New Turkey Party: 268, 322, 323
New Zealand: 21, 75, 291
Nomads: 38, 119, 251
North Atlantic Treaty Organiza

tion: air bases, 165; naval bases,

174; and Soviet threat, 175;

Turkish admission to, 180, 313;

and U.S. aid, 170
Northern tier: See Central Treaty

Organization

Numbering: 297
Nuri Said Pasha: 185, 319

Odemi: 283
Office of Soil Products: 128

Oil: exploration for, 155; law on,

314; military need for, 182;

ownership of, 130; pipeline, 186;

production of, 165

Okyar, Fethi: 286, 293, 298, 299

Operation Cicero, 306
Opium: 225

Orbay, Hiiseyin Rauf: 284, 286,

290, 292, 293

Orbay, ICazim: 306

Organization for European Eco
nomic Cooperation: 176-177,
209, 310, 311, 318

Ottoman Bank: 108
Ottoman Debt: 97-99
Ottoman Empire: administration

of, 2, 59; Arabia, administration

of, 170; army, position in, 59,

235, 241; attacked ( 19111912),
12; authority in, 76-77; Balkans,
administration of, 170; cabinet,

last, 289; center in Istanbul, 119;
defeat of (1918), 24; deporta
tion of dynasty, 81; development,
internal, 173; diplomatic tradi

tion of, 169; dualism in, 4-5,

17-18; economic basis of, 32,

94, 251; financial crisis in, 97;

foreign interest in, 100; govern
ment industry in, 101, 224; in

dustry in, 101-102; intellectuals

leave, 5; lasting influence of,

169; loyalties toward, 16-18;

mining in, 102; minorities in,

96-97; occupation of, 24-25;

parliament, last, 286; railways

in, 97, 100, 102-103; weaknesses

of, 2, 3. See also Caliphate;
Hamid II, Abdul; Mohammed
V; Mohammed VI; Sultanate;

World War I

Ottoman Society of Liberty: 7
Ottomanism: 11, 16-17
Overseas Turks, concern for: in

Afghanistan, 189; in Bulgaria,

313; in China, 188; on Cyprus,

188; in Greece, 83, 99, 292; in

Iran, 188-189; in Soviet Union,

188-189

Pakistan: in Baghdad Pact, 180; in

Central Treaty Organization,
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180; Turkish Treaty, 314; U.S.

Defense Pact with, 180

Palestine: KemaFs opposition to

campaign in, 34; Israeli-Arab

conflict in, 183, 310-311; man
date over, 287, 310; Ottoman

defeat in, 24. See also Israel

Pan-Turanism. See Pan-Turkism

Pan-Turkism: defined, 16-17;

Enver on, 2,3; political signifi

cance of, 188-189; World War

n, issue during, 307

Papagos, Alexander: 315
Penal code: 109

Paper industry: 130, 225

Paris, Treaty of ( 1947) : 3*0

Parliament. See Grand National As

sembly
Pehlevi, Riza Shah: 300

Peker, Recep: 309, 31

People s Houses: 86, 270, 274, 299,

314

Peoples Party. See Republican

People's Party
Persia. See Iran

Pilavoglu, Kemal: 202

Pious foundations (Va&f): 294

Poland: 304
Polatkan, Hasan: 269, 322
Police: 143, 237, 238, 263

Population: Bulgarian deporta

tions, 312; distribution of, 36,

39, 59; Greek exchange of, 83,

99, 293, 299; growth of, 212;

human potential, 86, 93; internal

migration of, 117-119, i99 211-

212, 250; size of, 103, 124, 155;

skills, 38, 86, 115, 155, 250-251.

See also minority groups by
name; Health

Populism: 11, 71, 79, 299, 301
Postal Service: 6, 41, no, 130, 224
Potsdam Conference: 308
Power plants: generation by, 102,

136, 154; nationalization of, 225;

prerepublican, 102; state owner

ship of, 130

Presidency of Religious Affairs: 293

Press: Cumhuriyet, 259; intimida

tion of, 191-192, 256-257, 317;

law on, 191-192, 256, 308, 309,

314, 317, 3*i; letist> 3o8; as

political issue, 315; seizure of

Peoples Party, 314; Vlus9 192;

Zafer, 192
Prices: control, 221-223, 314, 316;

cost of living, 220-221; inflation,

124, 149-150, 153, 156, 160,

218-220; repression of, 309? sup

port of, 125, 128, 257, 271
Private enterprise: amount of, 106,

147, 230; encouragement in

1927, 105-106, 122-123, 297;

growth of, 106, no; inadequacy

of, 151, 224; Kemal on, ill;

limitations on, 105, 131, 227-

228, 319; in mixed ventures, 228;

state policy on (1950), 3-34-135;

supported by Democrats, 144-

146, 159, 228. See also Statism;

Investment

Professionals: 154

Profits, control of: 315

Progressive Republican Party: 294

Public Health Law (1930): 109

Racialism; 17, 307, 308. See also

Armenians; Greeks (Turkish);

Kurds
Radio: 41, 130, 208, 224, 313

Railways: destruction of, 102; ex

tension of, 186, 297, 298, 301;

foreign ownership of, 100; na

tionalization of, 107, 224, 297;

prerepublican, 102-103, state

ownership of, no, 224; taxation

of, 97-98
Reform, prerepublican: 3, 4. See

also Atatiirk Revolution

Regionalism. See Economic devel

opment
Religion. See Christians; Educa

tion; Islam; Law; Secularization;

Shittes; Sunni

Religious Sects: abolition of, 295;
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Bahai, 202; Bektagi, 202; Kadiri,

202; Nak.ibendi, 202; Nur, 192,
202 ; Ticani, 202

Representative Committee of the
Sivas Congress: 70, 284, 286

Republican Nation's Party: 314,
319, 320

Republican People's Party: can

didates, selection of, 297, 311,

312; defeat of, 141-142; Demo
cratic Party, contrast with, 143;
Democratic Party splinter, 125,

308; Democrats, objects to, 269;
elections, 267268, 299, 300,
306, 319, 322; on etatism, 112;

foreign investment policy of,

134; foundation of, 88, 293;
and Freedom Party, 318; in

vestigated by Democrats, 320;
labor policy of, 132133; in op
position, 160, 194, 261-264, 271;

People's Houses, 86, 270, 274,

299; principles of, 299; private

enterprise policy of, 134135;
property confiscation, 314; re

publican added to name, 294;
riots ( 1955 ) , involvement in,

157. See also Elections; fitatism;

Inonii, Ismet; Kemal, Mustafa

Republican Villager's Nations

Party: 268, 320, 323

Republicanism: 72, 77-79, %93,

299, 301
Revolution. See Revolutions of

1908, 1909, 1923, 1960
Revolution of 1908: 8
Revolution of 1909: 10-11
Revolution of 1923. See Atatiirk

Revolution; Kemal, Mustafa;

Nationalists; War for Independ
ence

Revolution of 1960: causes, 255
260, 272-274, 277-279, 320-
321; description, 260-261, 321;

effects, 265-279, 321-323

Revolutionary Tribunals: 321
"Revolutionism": 33, 90, 92, 299,

301-302

Rhodes, Island of: 288, 309-310
Riza, Ahmet: 10, 285, 286
Romania: 179, 300, 301
Roosevelt, Franklin D.: 306
Russia (Czarist): demands on

Turkey, 15, 177; investment in

Turkey, 100; rail line built by,
102; in World War I, 21

Russo-Turkish War: 4, 97
Rustow, Dankwart A., 240

Saadabad Pact: 302, 303
Sadak, Necmeddin: 137-138
Said, Sheikh: 297, 302
Saka, Hasan: 310, 311

Sakarya, Battle of: 290
Salih Pasha: 286
Salonica: 8, 9, 11, 28, 316
Salt industry: 97, no, 130, 224
Samsun: 26, 33, 34

Saracoglu, Sukrii: 306
Saydam, Rek: 303, 306
Schultz, Theodore W.: 200
Second Group: 292
Secularization: calendar, 296;

chaplains, 305; clergy, number
reduced, 295; clothing, 83-84,
295; constitutional provisions,

81-82, 297, 301; education, 81,

83, 202; foreign relations, 172;

language change, 85, 297-298;
law, 82-83, 294, 296; nation

alism and, 18-19; need for, 77;
orders suppressed, 295; party

policy on, 299; political authority
and, 78-83, 89; reaction to, 89,

194; as religious issue, 257;
tekkes and turbes closed, 295;

weekly holiday, 293. See oho

Education; Law; Military, po
litical involvement of

Serbia: 12

SerdarabatDam: 314
Sevres, Treaty of: Kurdistan, leads

to demands for, 297; London

Conference, 289; signed, 78, 288;
Soviet Union, denounced by.
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288; terms of, 72, 287. See also

Mudanya, Armistice of

Sheikh-ul-Islam: 11-12, 71
Sheria. See Law, religious

Shiites: 37-38, 83
Sivas: 69, 284, 298
Sivas, Declaration of: 284
Sivas Congress: 69-70, 284

Slichter, Sumner: 219

Smith, W. C.: 205

Smyrna. See Izmir

Social relations: 39~6i. See also

Family; Marriage; Women
Social Security: 109-110, 229, 311

Societies, Law on: 86, 237-238,

3f>3, 309 r 1

Society for the Defense of the

National Rights: 65, 70, 88, 283,

284
Soviet Union: aid from, 73, 9

176, 287, 288; Armenia, 288-

289; and Baghdad Pact, 3*7; on

Black Sea Straits, 165, 177-179,

304, 308, 309; claims on Turkey
renounced by (1917), *5 U953),

182, 314; defense against, 174;

diplomatic exchange with, 289;

Enver fights against, 17, 291;

example of economic develop

ment, 215; Germany, pact will,

304; ideological attack from,

169, 177; influence of, m, 170,

251; loans from, 107, 299, 300,

301; in Montreux Convention,

301, 308; NATO, objections to

Turkish membership, 313, 3^1;

in Neutrality Pact, 305-306; rec

ognition by, 73; refugees from,

returned, 308; relations with,

181-182, 188-189; seen as

threat, 117, 143, 164, 168, 175-

177; in Serdarabat Dam Agree
ment, 314; in Syria, 318; ter

ritorial demands of, 125, 173,

177-178, 179, 314; treaties with,

173, 175, 288, 290, 296, 299,

307-308; Treaty of Sevres, in,

288; Truman Doctrine and, 179,

310; warfare with, 170; World

War II, in, 3O4-37. See also

Communism
State Office for Industry: 108, 299
State Planning Organization: 266,

270, 321
Steel industry: 130, i54-*55> 225,

304
Stirling, Paul: 247
Sulale. See Kabile

Suez. See Egypt, Suez problem
Suez Canal Users* Association: 318

Sugar: 113, 130, 153, 207, 208

Sulphur: 102

Sultanate: abolition of, 78, 291;

KemaTs plot to destroy, 66; legal

status of, 77; position, strength

of, 9-10, 77. See also Hamid II,

Abdul; Mohammed V; Moham
med VI; Caliphate

Siimer Bank: capital of, 136;

etatism, vehicle for, 112; foun

dation of, 108, 300; production
of textiles by, 131

Sunni: 37-38, 83

Supreme Council of National De
fense: 238

Syria: Central Treaty Organization,
reaction to, 315; communists in,

186; France, treaty with, 302;

Hatay problem, 173-174, 301,

302304; intervention in, threat

ened by Turkey, 187, 318; mili

tary aid to, 183; occupation of,

287; Turkey, treaty with, 302

Talat: 12, 23
Tanzimat: 4
Taxation: of capital (1942). 122>

306; capitulations, 97; exemption
from, 105; of farm income, 221,

295; of income, 300, 311; of

land, 151, 221, 271; policy on,

159-160; prerepublican, 41, 97;

of produce, 122, 129, 308; of

roads, 122, 129; of sales, 222;

village burden, 129, 151, 160

Tea: 130, 153, 208
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Tekkes: 295, 312

Telegraph System: coverage of,

103; in nationalist revolution,

35, 65, 66, 67, 70, 284; owner

ship of, no, 130, 224

Telephone system, 130, 224
Tenedos, Island of (Bozcaada):

292
Terrain: 38
Tevfik Pasha: 289
Textile industry: 102, 113, 130

131, 208, 230

Thornburg, Max: 114, 146
Thrace: 70, 72, 75
Time: 296
Titles, abolition of: 300
Tobacco industry: 97, no, 130,

153, 224
Town (traditional): conservatism

of, 59, 61; craftsmen in, 61;

definition of, 59; social structure

of, 60; village, relations with, 61

Trabzon: 288
Tribunals of Independence: aboli

tion of, 311; establishment of,

88; Kurds, used against, 88, 295;
vehicle of power for Kemal, 79,

288, 291

Tripoh'tanian War: 2, 310
Truman Doctrine: 125, 179, 243,

310
Tunceli: 302
Turbes: 295, 312
Tiirkgiiluk: 18

Tiirkiyecelik: 18

Turkish Historical Society: 299
Turkish Language Society: 299

Ulus: 191
United Kingdom: in Anatolia, 25,

34, 283, 285; attacks Egypt, 318;
in Baghdad Pact, 185; bilateral

trading with, 150; in Darda
nelles incident, 75; defeats Otto

mans in Palestine, 24; Gallipoli

campaign, 20-22; Greek Izmir

landing, aided by, 283; loans

from, 107; London Conference,

289; Middle East Command
project, promotes, 313; in Mont-
reux Convention, 179, 301; and
Nationalists, 74; in Ottoman
Bank, 108; and Ottoman entry
into World War I, 13; in Smyrna
Investigation, 284; treaties with,
175; 304- Seeabo Cyprus; Egypt,
Suez problem; Iraq, Mosul issue;
Palestine

United Nations: 143, 183, 307, 308,
315

United Nations Food and Agricul
ture Organization: 217

United States: aids Greek-Izmir

landing, 283; attitudes toward

Turks, 35, 296; and Baghdad
Pact, 184, 319; and Balkan

Pact, 184; in Bilateral Defense

Accord, 320, 321; Black Sea

Straits, position on, 178179; de
fense pact with, 180; Democrats,

objects to sentences of, 269;
deterioration of relations wit$i3

316; economic growth targets,

objects to, 271; encourages
Armenians, 14, 286, 296; Egypt,
supports cease-fire in, 318; Egypt,

policy toward, 187; Eisenhower
in Turkey, 320; as example,
216; investment, 100, 107, 318;
IRBM base, 320; on Israeli issue,

184; Lebanese landing, 319;
Middle East Command project,

313; naval strength, show of,

308309; in Smyrna Inquiry,

284; trusteeship suggested by,

35; and Turco-American Treaty
of Lausanne, 296-297. See aha
Economic aid, U.S.; Eisenhower

Doctrine; Military aid, U.S.; Tru
man Doctrine

Unity: clothing, regulation of, 83-

84; disunity, problem of, 2, 4,

36-38, 62-63; education as vehi

cle for, 83; isolation, 41-42; mili

tary role in promoting, 42, 247;

racial, 38, 83-84; regional, 63,
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119; religious, 37~38, 83; rural-

urban, 59, 61-62; social segrega
tion and, 54-56; societies for

bidden, 86, 237-238, 303, 309;

terrain, 38; tides, abolition of,

300. See also Nationalism

Urbanization: control, need for,

215, 229; cost of, 213, 215, 221;

frontier and, 119-120; growth

of, 211-213, 214; industrialized

village, 213; land values and,

220-221; as political issue, 318;

reasons for, 117-120, 250
Urfa: 285, 286

Vahideddin. See Mohammed VI

Vaktf. See Pious foundations

Vartik. See Taxation, capital (1942)

Veil: 87
Venizeios, Eleftherios: 283

Village Institutes: abolition of,

314; change in, 199? ^ol > 3*4;

foundation of, 122, 305; plan to

reconstitute, 274; village schools,

staff, 126

Village Law: 294

Village Life: adaptation, 46; au

thoritarianism., 51, 54; changes

in, 113-114, 126-127, 140, 249-

250; clothing, 46; communica

tions, 41, 127, 140, 208; con

servatism, 43; decision-making,

52-54, 249-250; divorce, 55;

dwellings, 39, 45; emigration,

117118; empathy, 4950; food,

46; fuel, 45, 126; harmony in,

49; health, 46, 126-127; in

dividualism, 50; kinship, 47~49,

52-54; land, 52; literacy, 50;

livelihood, 40, 126-127; loyalties,

50, 247; marriage, 55, 57; open

society, elements of, 58-59;

philosophy, 44; political in

terests, 160; privacy, 43, 49-5O,

250; religion, 51-52, 203-205;
role conflict, 49, 58; schools, 121,

195-198; security, 44, 47-49, 58,

117; social relations, 42; social

segregation, 54-56; stability,

118, 249-250; status, 52; sub

sistence living, effect of, 42-43;

taxation, 122, 129; town, rela

tions to, 61; water, 46, 151;

wealth, 52; women, 54. See also

Agriculture

Villager's Party: 320
von Papen, Franz: 305-306
von Sanders, Limon: 22

Wak, Jay: 259
War for Independence: Allied oc

cupation, 34-35, 285-289;

Battles of Sakarya, 74, 290;

Dardanelles incident, 75; eastern

campaign, 288289; economic

effect of, 103; Greek defeat in,

74; Greek invasion, 25, 33, 64,

66, 71-73; London Conference,
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the liberal political point of view, however,

the author feck that the experiment must be

regarded as a failure because the mass of

Turks, responding primarily to economic

incentives, has largely discarded the goal of

realizing liberal political institutions. The

colkpse of the First" Republic and the military

take-over occurred when, under economic

pressure, the political ideals of the nation's

managerial, intellectual, and technical elite

were shown to be unworkable, at least in the

immediate future.

Underlying this outcome is a typical con

flict of the old with the new the traditional

(now transitional) society of village and small

town on the one hand and the modern, edu

cated urban society on the other. In the case

of Turkey, only under extraordinary circum

stances and then with the appearance of ex

ceptional personalities has leadership arisen

that has been capable of gaining the support of

both societies in the nation and of providing

the semblance of dynamic political stability.
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